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^^f^5T^% i

flf 3f fi> ^TCf W II ^ N

qiwft 5t ^T^; I

II

ii ^^ II

n

[This stuti of the Goddess Yoganidra has been taken lie

from the 'DevI-Mahatmya* 'Glorification of the Great Goddess'-

edited with translation and annotation by the Jate Dr. V.

Agrawala (who was on the editorial Board of the 'Purana' Bulletii

and published by the All-India Kashiraj Trust in 1963. TJ

Stuti is composed in a very^ lucid and fluent style and *wii

perfect mastery over a language of varied symbolism ffuctua tit

between the Vedic and the Puranic styles.' Its easy langua^
creates no difficulty for the reader in understanding the sensi
But several of its statements require explanation to bring out the
esoteric meaning. Below are given important extracts fror

Dr. Agrawala's annotations on this stuti.~\

1.53. 3TT2Rfrf?rer "The stotra of Brahma (1.53-67) Is i

unique exposition of the principle of rest (fe or Tjfr), that is, tb
Divine creator at rest when all forces have been withdrawn int<

his own person. Here a clear statement of the two states, the
manifest and the unmanifest, is clearly formulated and both an
said to be rooted in the same Absolute Divinity. One has tc

understand the several epithets given to
forr, sometimes to
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latent form, at other to her manifest form as cosmos. The stotra

is comprised of many Vedic and Puranic motifs."

1.54. feRifcN>l "Svara generally a vowel sound, also stands

for Vak both in her transcendent and manifest form. The great

Goddess in the Vedas is essentially identified with Vak as in the

(RV. 10. 125).

Rn
1 The three sounds %f + ^ + ^ which make up

the Omkara and which are the symbols of the cosmic triads, for

example ?3TW, ^FJ-, g^fof or the three states of consciousness,

represent the three matras of Pranava. The reference is to the

doctrine in the Mandukya Upanishad."

1.55. STEfar^T "The half-matra of the sound is that which is

eternal and beyond utterance. This is also referred to as 5FR3T,

i. e. without measure, ^oiK^M?, f^RTF
1

, ^S^T (Maridukya Up. 12.)"

1.58. 4{%|faqT etc. "These epithets can be understood only

with reference to their Vedic background. According

to the Veda the creation is an emanation from a

transcendent reality called %&, STszre or ^fzf^ which existed alone

in the beginning From this undifferentiated centre proceeds

the creation as a five-jointed branch. The first portion is
Scfqsj

himself. The second is TOT$r, the third
^zf,

the fourth =qrgroT and

the fifth one gfeft. Of the five ^^ and q^rgt form one group

and g^f, spflm and 2%fr the second group. The first group is

unmanifest and the second manifest. S3?T$
is the father-principle

and q<^ffi the mother principle, ^rqpjj; j s the source or centre and

M-<^$' is its extention or Mahima called the Universal

These two are the universal parents on the plane of unmanifested

creation. Of the second group ^pf
is the father and gfa^r the

mother. These are also the parents of the visible creation

symbolised as STT^T-^f^t. At each level of these five there is a

form of the Goddess because she is power or female counterpart

of the Deva.

In this verse the Sakti (power) of ^qw is called

the supreme knowledge.
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The second epithet H^WWT refers to <nft# r the Universal

in which the creative potentialities are first measured out as May3

or Mats and then the whole scheme of creativity is determined

as formless manifestation. It is the stage of the Universal, i. e.

an amorphous condition full of great potentiality and dynamism,

but all the energies are darting and conflicting in an irregular

fashion, striving to evolve an order out of a prevailing chaos that

is the form of fffRWT who as representative of the Devas helps

the cosmic order in the face of the destructive forces over whom

she ultimately triumphs .........

The third epithet qffiaR refers to the region of
^zf.

The

principle
of Medha is the same as Vijnana, intelligence or

consciousness as manifested on the plane of grf who represents the

universal mind ............

The fourth epithet is q^TC^r, the principle of Memory which

is essential for the functioning of Medha, This belongs to the

sphere of q*sMf or

The fifth epithet is ^i+il^i, i. e. the power of Delusion,

forgetfulness, error, confusion (bhranti) all of which are asso-

ciated with <jrferli or matter which intercepts light and results in

darkness.......

Here are two epithets applied simultaneously

to the Great Goddess...This is an instance of the many paradoxes
found in the Vedas and the Puranas. The power which is

centrifugal, i. e. flows out from the centre, disintegrates and
disrupts is called Asuric, but that which builds the regulating
force of the centre is Daivi or Divine. In the Universal both
exist together. Originally there is chaos everywhere, although
there is inexhaustible reserve of energy, but that is manifesting
as destructive fury, being unharnessed, undirected and un-
measured. That is its Asuric form and the Goddess is called

*i^CS'-But since the Devas exist in the womb or the centre of
the great Asura principle as the dynamic archetypal represen-
tatives of Svaymbhu, they must ultimately assert themselves and
evolve a rhythm in the midst of chaos, This is the principle of the
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whose form is the essence of all the Devas like a towering
pillar of fire ......

"

L59. STRRlfcr, qiRTft, tfr^rfr "...Ratri represents the

principle of Darkness (Taraas) which is the larger substratum of

Light or Creation. Wherever there is light the opposite principle
of darkness also supervenes there. Darkness in the region of

Wpf$ is called TT^njfr, in that of T^Tgt it is called *ftf?Tfr, and in

the region of ^f it is sffpTOft; The principle of Tamas or dark-

ness in the region of^ and gfeft is referred to as SR'TOfa'"* Light
is enveloped in the womb of Darkness. And so much of these

five Pindas or creative modalities is associated with an envelop
that is essential to it as its finalising principle and is called its

Ratri, and Ratri is the mother or womb which produces the Day..,
The word Ratri literally means the giver or producer from the root

73 to give. In the Rgveda Ratri is spoken of as the source into

which the whole cosmos is withdrawn '^T^^f%%ff' (Rv. 1.35.1),

^iPJ is called Tamas as the vmdifferentiated source or prime-

val centre of creation which is beyond all measurement and predi-

cation. Its next emanation is TTftg)
1

or the Universal which is

also called Tamas, since on that level the Asuras or the unregu-

lated forces predominate.

Both S^zf^ and T^gt thus represent the two Ratris or Dark-

nesses called TTfRjft and *ftfufa. The third stage is reached in

^zf where relative time starts the distinction of day and night. It

is therefore called

1.62. 4'<K"<i y ii
cn?Tr "...The transcendent is called TO and

the immanent world of Matter 5T^J or ?CTO. The One Reality

is split into two, viz. the world of spirit and of Matter ; the former

is Parardha and the latter Avarardha. There is the relative

conception of the higher and the lower at several successive levels

each preceding one spoken as the cause of the next to it and

thus a chain of succession of cause and effect is formed. Here

the Great Goddess is conceived of as standing highest in this

chain of causation. She is the transcendent supreme source from

which all causes, howsoever subtle and basic they be, originate."
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1.63,
flS^ "The existent and the non-existent, the former

referring to Prana or
Spirit and the latter to Bhuta or Matter,,,

Here it is stated that the Goddess comprehends
both Sat and

Asat and therefore she is rightly spoken of as flfefilfoH the All

embracing. As such she is beyond all
categories contrasted as

Sat and Asat, and therefore cannot be
properly

extolled with the

help of word".

1.64. fof-"At the time of dissolution Vishnu enters the

state of
sleep, withdrawing all the worlds into his centre of rest.

This implies a
suspension of the creative

activity of the Time

principle. Here the idea is that it is the Great Goddess who

induces this state of sleep or rest for
Narayana, When the

periodic sleep of Vishnu comes to an end, the
impelling force of

the time
principle which gives the pendulum its return movement

is also the Great Goddess. It is she who creates the three Gupas

and
gives manifest form to Vishnu, Brahma and Siva".



THE LEGEND OF THE CHURNING OF THE OCEAN
IN THE EPICS AND THE FUR

A COMPARATIVE STUDY

By

V. M. BEDEKAR

frsfe ^sft q-^rmn^w p^f|^ i 1%

^rrfer

(i)

(ii) tt

(iv) -w^^^ (v) H^OTPaT^T ^^fT: q^fi: (vi)

i ]

The Legend of the churning of the ocean and of entities ^r

'jewels' emerging therefrom appears to be very popular In post-

Vedic Sanskrit Literature, The legend is not found in Vedic
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Literature,
1 It is found in the two Epicsthe MaUbMrata and

the Eamayana and in the Purana literature. In the present

article, it is proposed to make a comparative study of the legend

as it occurs in the following works :

(1) The Mahabharata (Mbh). [The critical edition pub-

lished by the Bhnmlarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona].

(2) The Ramayana (R) [The Valmlki-Rarrmyana critical

edition, published by the Oriental Institute, Baroda].

(3) The Matsya-Purana (M) [Shri Venkateshwara Press,

Bombay],

(4) The Visflu-PurSna (Vi) [Edited and published by

T. R. Vyasacharya, printed at the Nirnaya Sagar Press,

Bombay, 1914].

(5) The Bralimanda-Purana (Br.) [Shri Venkateshwara

Press, Bombay],

(6) The Padma-Purana (P; [edited by V. N. Mandalik,

Anandashrama, Poona].

(7) The Srlmad-Bhagavatam (Bhag) [published by the

Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay].

(8) The Agneya-Mahapurana (A) [Shri Venkateshwaia

Press, Bombay].

(9) The Skanda-maha-putana (SK). [Shri Venkateshwara
Press, Bombay],

It is found that the legend, as it is told from work to work,
differs in many respects in its several parts. For instance, there
is no unanimity with regard to the number of entities which
emerged from the ocean, or with regard to the sequence in which

1. G. Duml-zil aeeka to establish, despite the eilence of the Veda, the
existence of aa Indo-European myth of the winning of the drink of

immortality by means of the churning of the oqe^n, Geldoer has
suggested that references to the legend of the churning of the ocean
are to be found in the #</ V-2-3 and 1-163-3. Regarding the
views of Damtell ,nd Geldncr and their as ae 88racnt, sec A. B. Keith,The Rcllgloa and the Philosophy of the Veda' Vol. 82 (Harvard
Uneot^I Series). Appendix D, pp, 62S-624,
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they emerged. In order to high-light the differences in the

legend as it develops from one part to another, the story is

divided for the purpose of present study into the following sits

sections : (I) The occasion for the story of (the churning of

the ocean for Amrta) Amrta-manthana (AM). (II) The motive

of the AM. (Ill) Preparations for the AM. (IV) The churning
of the Ocean for AM. (V) Emergence of Amrta and of other

entities. (VI) Visnu's intervention in the fight for Amrta, to

the advantage of the gods. This plan of division would, it is

hoped, facilitate the study of the points of similarity and

difference, as the legend develops from one part to another.

Besides, with a view to bringing out the significant points, if any,

during this comparative study, there are inserted in between

within rectangular brackets notes by the present writer.

It will be noticed that in the following sections giving the

development of the legend from one work to another, the Padma
Purana (P) has been referred to twice. It is because the

P gives two different accounts of the legend in two different

places viz, in its Srstikhanda and Uttarakhanda respectively.

These two passages from P are therefore given a separate place

in the following sections. P(Srstikhanda) and P(Uttarkhanda)

are abbreviated to P (S) and P (U) respectively and are referred

to as such in the sequel.

I. THE OCCASION FOR THE STORY OF AM

mk. 1.15. 1-4

While narrating the story of the two sisters Kadru and

Vinata as a part of the Astlka legend, Suta said to Saunaka :

"The two sisters beheld from near the divine horse UccaiJpsravas

the best of the horses which arose while the Amrta was being

churned out.*' Thereupon, aunaka asked Suta to tell him

how and where the Amrta was churned out during which process

was born the illustrious horse. 8 Suta then takes this occasion

to tell the story of AM.

2. JEST as^ra
1

^Tra^r SR *r TO T i

Mbh.
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R 1,44.8-13 ; 1.45. 1-6
j 1.46.10

Rama seeing the city of Vjsala on the bank of the Ganga, ,

asked Visvamitra to tell him the previous history of that city.*

Visvamitra told Rama that the site where the city of Visala
stood had been formerly the scene of great austerities practised
by Diti the wife of Marlca, As a part of the story as to why
Diti practised austerities, Visvamitra tells Rama the episode of
AM in which the sons of Aditi got the Amrta and killed the
sons of Diti who grieving over the loss of her sons, practised
penance in order to get a son who would conquer Indra and the
three worlds.

M 249. 1-3

The sages, hearing from Suta 'about the greatness of
Narayana, asked him to tell them how gods attained immortality

*

Suta begins with saying that it was the two Gods Narayana ami
Matadeva who had helped the gods to attain immortality an<l
proceeds towards the story of the AM.

Vi, 1. 9, 1-75.

Parana
introduces the story of AM in answer to Mait

quests as to how VW came by fa or Lakmr.

whom

249
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happened to see on his way. Indra placed the garland on the head

of his elephant Airavata. The Airavata threw down the garland.

Durvasas, enraged at this insult, cursed Indra to the effect that

the latter would be deprived of his kingdom of the three worlds.

Indra and the gods, thus deprived of their glory went along with

Brahma to Visnu to pray to him for restoring them to their former

splendour".
5 ___^_

5-

ftsft

. n 8

T I

n 9

?rt $w ^'^^^ u 10

i

n 11

I

n 12

I

II 16

I

II 18

n 26
: I

: 11 34

I

II 35

|

n 38
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P (S) 5. 4, 1-27

Bhlsma asks Puiastya to tell him about the birth of Kamala

or Laksmi from the milk-ocean. In reply, Puiastya tells the story

of the churning of the ocean, He tells the episode of Durvasas

(cL Vi-above) in which gods being deprived of their glory and

power by the curse of Durvasas, approached Visnu to pray to him

for restoring them to their former glory.

[Note 1 : This part of the story in P. concerning the

Durvasas episode is similar in substance and wording to that in Vu
For similarity in wording, compare P(S) 5,4.9-26 with Vi. 1. 9.6-75.

The version in P. appears to be a summary of that in Vi.]

P (U) 6, 259, 1-39

Rudra says to ParvatI : "I shall tell you about the greatness
of Vi?nu in his incarnation of the Tortoise". 8 Then he tells the

episode of the curse of Durvasas, Through the curse, Sri or

Laksmi, the embodiment of splendour and beauty disappeared
from the world, Gods deprived of their glory approached along
with Brahma Lord Visnu to pray to him for restoring to them
their glory.

Br. 4. 9. 31-47

Indra molested Sankara Sankara sent Durvasas to curse
Indra, as a result of which Indra and the gods lost their strength
and glory

7 and were defeated by the demons in battle. Thereupon,

: u 68

u 75
_ j 9*75

-*
u lo
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gods headed by Brahmadeva approached Visnu for advice

and help.

mag. 8. 5. 9-14

Suka, while narrating the great achievements of Hari or

Visnu, says to King Parlksit
8

: "Lord Visnu incarnated himself

as Ajita the son of Vairaja and his wife Sambhiiti. In this

incarnation as Ajita, the Lord got the ocean churned and secured

ambrosia for the gods..." The king, thereupon, reque'sts Suka
to narrate in more detail this particular feat of Visnu. Suka,

in answer, relates the story of AM.

A. 3.

Agni said to Vasistha : "I shall now tell you about Visnu's

incarnation of the Tortoise.
1 ' Thus is introduced the story of

the churning of the milk-ocean,

n

II

-9-30-47

: n 9

'Strut

.......................................
ii 10

TRT

u 11

fe *n*q<vn4tia: I

^ M'^r^s^ u 12

9.
'

n 1 A.I
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.SIT. 1. 1. 8. 128 to 1. 1. 9. 1-31

The Sage Lomasa says to the Sages that he would tell them

how Siva came to drink poison
10 and narrates the story which

led to the churning of the ocean for ambrosia, He introduces

the story as follows : Brhaspati, the preceptor of the gods, felt

insulted at the insolent behaviour of Tndra and left Indra. The

gods were defeated by the demons. Consequently, the goddess

Sri, and the 'jewels' like Airavata, the elephant and Uccaitisravas,

the horse fell into the ocean and left the gods who, thus, were

deprived of their glory. Then the gods headed by Brahma
approached Visnu for advice and help.

11

[Note 2 : To sum up :

Mbh. introduces the story to explain the birth of the horse

Uccaifcsravas and R, to explain how and why the demons were

defeated. M, Bhag, P(U), A introduce the story to bring out the

greatness of Visnu. Vi, P(S), Br. introduce the story to explain

the disappearance of Laksml and her eventual restoration.

SK introduces the story to explain why Siva drank poison.]

10. E^ ^ qf^rna ftnft *tejtw i

TOnftr^: u

M-8-128

5$:
..................

II

1.1.9.3-28
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II, The Motive of the AM

Mbh. 1. 15. 513
Gods actuated by the object of obtaining Amrta (ambrosia),

which would make them immortal s got together on mount Meru

to hold consultations regarding the plan of action that would lead

them to the realization of their aim. While the gods were thinking

and deliberating, God Narayana proposed to the gods through

Brahman (Brahmadeva) as follows : "Let the gods and the

demons together churn the ocean. There will appear Amrta when

the ocean is thus churned."

JR. 1. 44. 14-16

The great sons of Diti and Aditi thought among themselves:18

"How shall we be deathless, ageless and without disease ?"

They hit upon the idea of churning the milky ocean and getting

the elixir out of it,

M. 249. 4-16

Suta proceeds :

'Sukracarya acquired the SamjivanT Vidya (the art of

bringing the dead to life) from Sankara and used it in the battle

12. Srrt: ^r 'irsr 3^TTfer q; i 9

i

: n 10

i

^T: II 11

5PT TRpT^i 5RT|teft II 12

Mbh. 1. 15

13. yf f^jt TR ft^f: 3^T TT|R?TT: I

-: n 14

: II 15

t u 16

R. 1.
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between the demons and the gods to revive the demons who were

killed. Indra and other gods, seeing that the gods were being

killed by hundreds while the demons, though killed, were being

revived, got dejected.
14 Brahma suggesting a remedy said to the

gods assembled on mount Meru lfi
: "Make friends with the demons.

Work out the plan of securing Amrta. Churn out the ocean.

Make Bali, the king of the demons, the head or leader for some

time.
1 '

Thus gods were motivated by the desire to get Amrta

which would enable them to meet the challenge of the demons.

n. I. 9. 74-81

When the gods implored Visnu to strengthen them with his

own power, Visnu said to them : "I shall add to your strengb, if

you do what I shall tell you to do. Churn the milk-ocean along"

with the demons. With the ambrosia which will emerge during the

process of churning, you will get not only strength but also

immortality."
16

u.

Erai srsfter qr: n 4

fosn; ^rr Tjrrsrar u 5-3

I

: u 10

15. r: ^p Trgm^ i snf : w$ qopft xtRft^ u 13

: i 14,

u 15

M. 249

?rq ^TOrrssorrinf u 74

; \\ 75

i

^ u 77-78
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P(s)5. 4. 28-33

In response to the appeal of the gods, Visnu asks them to

churn the ocean, in cooperation with the demons and assures

them rall help.

[Note 3 : This part of P. agrees with the corresponding

part of Vi. in wording and substance].

P(u)6. 259. 40-43

.(Rudra continues his.narration to PSrvati :)

Visnu said17 to the gods that it was on account of the

disappearance of Rama or LaksmI that they had lost their vigour

and strength. Therefore he asked them to churn the milk-ocean

in cooperation with the demons, for getting back Laksmi who

will emerge out of the ocean. He assured them his own help

and disappeared.

Br. 4. 9. 48-54

With a view to restoring the gods back to their power and

glory, Visnu advised them to make -truce with the demons and

churn the ocean for ambrosia, in cooperation with them. He

assured them that the ambrosia which would be produced from

the churned ocean would make them strong and immortal.18

M 80
1.9

17.

\\ 40

Rt: n 42

f -I

sgr ^r^nrrnT ^rrar ?r ^f^rq
1

: .u 43
6.259.

18. *W*cKM<r5Tftr ^P5ZTT: tli^q^*^ I

1 1 52
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He also said that he would see to It that the demons did not get

the ambrosia in spite of their labours,

Bhag. 8, 5458. 6-26

Suka said to the King
19

: "The gods, shorn of their strength
and vigour by the curse of DurvSsas, were vanquished in battle

by the demons. The gods, thereupon, headed by Brahmadeva

approached Ajita (Visnu) to seek his help in their distress. In

response to the prayer which Brahma addressed on behalf of the
gods, Hari appeared before them with all his glory. BrahmS,
again sang a hymn of praise to him. The Lord then replied :

"Go and conclude a truce with the demons. Set about the task
of producing ambrosia which will bring about immortality. I
shall help you in your churning of the ocean".

n 58

i

u 54

4,9.

*JERT: u 15

ft ^ \

fw: n 16

rar: i

s*rr: n 17-19

^ ^fsnr: , 2

,

n 24
8-5

i 19

-8,6
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A. 3,1-5

Agni said :
so "The gods were deprived of their vigour and

strength on account of the curse of Durvasas and were defeated

by the demons. They, therefore, approached Visnu for succour.

Visnu advised them to make truce with the demons and churn

the ocean for ambrosia with their cooperation. Visnu also

assured them that he would see that they, not the demons, would

get Amrta.

SK. 1.1,9.32-63

Visnu asked 31 Indra to make peace with the demons. Indra,

accordingly, went to Bali the king of the demons and after

it 1
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conciliating him, said : "Our best 'jewels' have disappeared into

the ocean. Let us churn the ocean to recover them." Then Bali

asked Indra as to how to set about churning the ocean. At that

moment, a disembodied voice from the sky exclaimed : "Oh gods

and demons ! churn the milk-ocean. It will increase your

strength." Thereupon the gods and the demons undertook

to churn the ocean, with the object of .gaining strength and vigour.

[Note 4 : All texts except P (U) and SK are agreed
that the motive behind the churning of the ocean is the desire

to obtain the drink which would confer strength and immortality.
P (U), says that the motive is the desire to get back Laksmi who
had disappeared, which however, al-Iegorically means the same
thing as Laksmi is the goddess of strength, vigour and glory. SK
adds that the motive is also the desire to recover the 'jewels'
which had disappeared into the ocean,]

III. Preparations for the AM
Mbh. 1,16,1-13

The gods wanted the Mandara mountain to use it as a
churning-stick for churning the ocean. But they could not lift
the Mandara from its plac^They , requested Visnu and

, ,
o

1.16
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Brahman (masculine) to help to lift the mountain for them. Visflu

and Brahman agreed to their request. They asked Ananta (the

Sesa) to lift the Mandara. Ananta lifted the mountain along
with its wood and the occupants of- the woods and took it to the

ocean. The gods accompanied Ananta- to the ocean and said to

him (the ocean) : "We are going to churn your waters for the

sake of Amrta (ambrosia)." The gods and the demons requested

the lord of the tortoises to> allow them to use his back as the

restingplace for the ehurning-stick of the Mandara- mountain.

The tortoise consented 85 and offered its back for the purpose.
Indra squeezed with an instrument the point of the Mandara so

as to hold it in place on the back of the tortoise-. Making
Mandara a churning-stick and' Vasuki a churning-string, the gods

and the demons began to churn the ocean with the object of

attaining Amrta. One end viz. the head of Vasuki, the churning-

string, was held by the demons, while gods stood by the side

of the other end which was the tail-.

R. 1. 44. 17

The gods and demons having resolved upon
j

tfite churning
of the ocean, made a churning-string of Vasuki and a churning-

staff of Mandara mountain. They then proceeded to churn the

ocean.84

23.
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M. 249. 17-54

As asked by Brahman, the gods
28

approached the king of
the demons and sought his cooperation, The king of the demons

25.
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offered his cooperation most willingly and went with the gods
to the Mandara mountain to request him to serve as a churning-
staff. Mandara offered to be the churning-staff, if an appropriate
and adequate base for him to rest upon and an sufficiently long
and strong churning-string to coil round him were made available.
The tortoise and the serpent esa came forth to do the respec-
tive jobs. But Sesa in his arrogance moved the Mandara
mountain so violently that it could not rest on the back of the

tortoise. The Mandara mountain, thus with no base to rest

upon, could not be properly whirled by the gods ^and the demons
for churning the ocean. To rescue themselves from this difficult

situation, the gods and the demons approached Narayana and

prayed to him for help. Thereupon, Narayana or Visnu went
with the gods and the demons to the place where the Mandara
mountain stood, coiled round by the coils of esa. The gods,
afraid of the venom, of the serpent, stood on the side of the

serpent's tail and the demons headed by Rahu stood on the side

of the serpent's mouth. Narayana, then, supported with the prop

of his four arms the Mandara mountain which was the churning-
staff and the gods and the demons churned the milky ocean.

Vi. 1. 9. 8288
The gods in league with the demons exerted themselver for

getting the ambrosia. They brought plants and herbs and threw
them into the milk ocean. They made Mandara into a churning
staff and Vasuki into a churning rope and commenced churning

26. s<f rrcr TO" cr: i ^rrTOt: f^tf s^r^s^s^ n 82

I

n 83

I

n 84
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tie ocean. The demons took their position by the side of th<

head of the serpent while the gods posted themselves by the si3e

of its tail. Visnu assumed the form of the tortorise and

provided the resting place for the churning staff of the Mandara.

P(s) 5. 4-34-42

[Note 5 : This part of P. agrees with the corresponding

part of Vi in substance and almost in wording.]

P(^ 6. 260.1-4

(Sankara continues his narration to Parvatl.)

The .gods and the demons lifted up the Mandara mountain
and immersed it into the ocean. Lord Narayana assumed the
form of a tortoise and supported the mountain on his back.

He also held the peak of the mountain erect by his hand. TJae

gods and the demons wound the serpent king around the Mandara

mountain and began to churn.

Br. 4. 9. 55-57

The gods made truce
18 with the demons. They with the

demons collected lots of herbs and plants and threw them into tlie

27. ^r.
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milk-ocean. They made a churning staff of the Mandara mountain

and a churning rope of Vasuki, the great serpent. On the advice

of Visnu they stood on the side of the serpent's tail while the

demons took up their position on the side of the serpent's head.

BJiag. 8. 6. 27 to 8. 7. 13

Then the gods headed by Mahendra, approached Bali, the

king of the demons, and sought his cooperation for the AM. Bali

agreed and the gods and the demons making friends entered into

an agreement in the task of securing ambrosia. They, then,

uplifted the Mandara mountain and tried to carry it to the ocean.

But overwhelmed under its weight, they sank on the ground under-

neath. Visnu came to their succour, he placed the Mandara

mountain on the eagle and came to the ocean. The gods invited

Vasuki to serve as the churning rope and wound him around the

churning staff of the Mandra, The gods held the tail and the

demons the mouth of the serpent. When they both pulled and

whirled the mountain, it sank into the water for want of support

from underneath. Again Visnu assumed the form of the tortoise

for providing support to the mountain and saved the situation.
29
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his hand. Regarding the serpent, all texts except M agree that

it is Vasuki. M says that it is Sesa.]

IV. The Churning of the Ocean for AM

MbJi. 1. 16. 14-32

While the snake Vasuki was being pulled vigorously by

the gods, there issued forth from its mouth repeatedly gases

mixed with smoke and flames.
M These columns of smoke turned

into masses of clouds and rained over the gods who were afflicted

by the toils and torments while churning the ocean. The ocean

which was being churned with the Mandara by the gods and the

demons produced a roaring sound like the thunder of the clouds.33

while the Mandara mountain was being whirled, big trees rubbing

against one another tumbled down with the birds perching on

them from the mountain-top. Various kinds of exuding gums of

big trees as also many juices of herbs and plants flowed into

the waters of the ocean. On account of the foamy milk like

water mixed with those juices which had the potency of Amrta

and also on account of the liquid extract of gold (mixed with the

waters), gods attained immortality.
84 The milky water of the

32.
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=ea gat mI;:^J with the quintessential juices and from such

niilkly fluid came forth (like clarified bqtter) refined extracts,

The gnd? ?,iid to Brnhman : "Except Naiayana, we gods and

demon? are extremely tired, we have been churning the ocean

long f'mce
; yet Amrta, is not produced." Thereupon Brahman

urged Visnu to grant strength to the gods and others. Visnu

agreed and replied: '-I grant strength to all those who have
bsen e t}g tigcd in this woik. Let this pitcher (of the ocean) be

agitated, let this churn-staff of Mandara, be whirled round, by all."

Hearing the speech of Narayaiia, they felt strengthened
and i.ll of them together again churned and made the waters
of the ocean exceedingly agitated.-

M. 49, 55-58

The gods and demons were tired by this labour of churningThe gods, who were almost broken, were inspired by Brahman
with encouraging words to continue the churning. While the
mountain with its animals and trees was being whirled round
during churning, the milky waters of the ocean got mixed with
sap of broken trees and plants and with the fat of dead animals
and the churned mixture gave forth an

exhilerating drink '(called
Varuni). The gods and the demons drank this drink, and feeling
strong, set themselves again to churning .the ocean with added
vigour.

u
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M. 249. 69-82 and 250. 1

For the account in the story contained in this passage, see

above Mbh 1. 16. 18-31.

[Note 7 : The stanzas in this passage are almost verbatim

the same as those in Mbh 1. 16. 18-31]

[Note 8 : M, it will be noticed, has two versions of the

actual churning of the ocean. According to M 219. 55-68, Varuni

is produced in very initial stage, to invigorate the gods and the

demons. In M 249. 69-82 which follows the above description,

the account is the same as that in Mbh. From the agreement of

the second version with the Mbh one can conclude that the

passage M 249.55-68 giving the first version must be interpolated.]

Vi. 1. 9. 89-91

While the gods and the demons holding the churning-rope of

Vasuki, churned the ocean, Visau assumed two forms ; one of

them joined the gods and helped them in pulling the churing-rope,

"II 55
srf

*

* II 58

; u 59

I

n 60
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M. 249,
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other Joined the demons. Vianu
incased

the strength

^ tli *** king V^ki and also of the gods.

Vismi increased the strength of the gods by his power.

r Note 9 : This part of P appears to be ,n abbreviation of

-i , expanding part in Vi. In fact, P 5. 4, 43 (the present verse)

i.^recs in wording with Vi 1-9-91 cd. to 92 abj

7'ti) f'-260.5~y

WhUe the ocean was being churned for the production of

Lftksn:!, the great sages fasted, observed religions observances and

ttcitt*! the hymn to Laksmi (Srisukta).

7?n 4-9-58-64

While churning the ocean, the demons were scorched by the

t,uiiii'S fumes of the serpent's breath, whereas the gods were, by

V^snu'rf favour, refreshed by gentle winds. Visnuj assuming the form

;f the tortoriae, supported on his back the whirling Mandara

n.ouiitafn. Vi?nu also increased the strength and vigour of the

&.'ls ~o enable them to withstand the strain of churning.
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Bhag. 8. 7. 14] 7

During the churning, the demons, who pulled the churnig-rope
of the serpent from the side of its mouth, were scorched and
burned by the scalding vapoious venom, whereas the gods, who

pulled from the tail, escaped this painful fate through the grace of

Lord Visnu who changed these hot vapours into rain clouds

discharging refreshing showers. The gods and the demons churned

and churned for a long time, still no ambrosia emerged. Then
Lord Ajita Visnu himself set his victorious hands at the churning.

40

A. 3, 68
Agni continued : "The gods took their position on the side

of the serpent's tail and began to churn the ocean. Their distress

caused by the scorching breath of the serpent was removed by

Visnu. While the ocean was being churned, the mountain sank

down into water for want of support. Thereupon Visnu assumed

the form of the tortoise and held the mountain erect." 41

SK. 1. 1. 9

While the gods and the demons vigorously churned the

ocean, the hard back of the tortoise and the hard part of the

mountain resting on it rubbed against each other giving rise to

submarine fire.
41
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[Note 10 : Mbh, M (one version), Bhag, Br and A agree in

cfkct, that it was Visnu who put vigour and strength into the gods
and the demons who had been exhausted. According to Vi and

P (s), Vssnu assumed two forms and joined the gods ami the

tkmous in his respective form in the work of churning. According
to Br and A, Visnu assumed the form of Kurmn, at this st.ige to

su.ppjrt the Mandara which was about to sink. According to

P iu;, as the occeuu was being chwned to get Laksmi, the; grout
s=:ijt.s fasted and recited Srlsukta, the hymn to Sri. The Sk notes
the fact that fire was produced by the friction of the back of the
ls;:toi-e against the hard bottom of the mountain,]

V

Emergence of Amrta and its predecessors

M'l. 1.17.3337

From the ocean being churned by the gods and demons,ta emerged the following" : (1) The brilliant moon (Son,,) oWW splendour
-

(2) SrT clad in white ; (3; the divine Sura ; (4)The white horse ; these first four products went over to the > Is

'

* U:e divine jewel Kuustubha radiating ravs whiVh .

"
Na-iv-nj ,A rv, . .

^^uug rays, wnich was worn bv
^^av^i.^Dhanvantan god in human form holding \ i^,d a white bowl which contained (7; Amtra.

g *

-Mbh, 1,J7.
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ft. 1. 44. 1824
The following arose from the ocean while it was being

churned, in the order given below 44
:

(1) Dhanvantari (2) the lively and glorious damsels

(ApsarasatO- They were the common belongings of all the gods
and the demons. (3) Snra or Varunl, the daughter of Varuna.

Sura was taken over by the gods (Suiah). The demons who were

denied this Sura were called Asurah. (4) Uccaifrsravas, the best

of the horses. (5) Kaustubha, the best jewel. (6) Amfta, the best.

From the ocean, there emerged the following :

(a) 250.2-4

[Note 11 : These stanzas are verbatim the same as

Mbk. 1.17.33-35 above]

(1) The brilliant Moon, (2) Sri clad in white
, (3) the divine

Sura (wine), (4) the white horse, (5) the divine jewel Kaustubha.

(b) 250.5 ab

(6) The Parijata tree beautiful with clusters of fullblown

flowers.
45
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(c) 250,5 cd-61

(7) The virulent poison Kalakuta. With the rise of this

poison, the air was full of venomous vapours and furnes which

made nil creatures, gods and demons almost unconscious.*
8

In that sick condition, the gods and demons led by Brahman and

Visnu approached feankari "and offered prayers to him with ti

hymn of praise. They supplicated to him for saving them from

the horrors of poison. Sankara complied with their request and

went to the ocean where the poison lay raging in all its fury.

He drank off the poison which made his throat dark in complexion

setting it off as a beautiful adornment of his fair-complexioned
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person. After the threat of Kalaknta had thus been removed,
the hosts of gods resumed the churning of the ocean.

(d) 251. 1-5 ab

While the ocean was being churned again, there emerged
the following :

(8) Dhanvantari, the father of Ayurveda, (9) Madira, (In-

toxicating Drink), (10) Amrta (ambrosia), (11) Surabhi (the

Celestial Cow), (12) The Gajendra (Celestial Elephant) which

kvas taken over by Indra, (13) Chatra (Royal Umbrella) which

,vas taken over by Varuna, (14) Kundale (The two ear ornaments)

which were taken over by Saclpati (Indra). Sri (Kamala) and

Kaustubha Nos. 2 and 5 in the list of products were taken over

jy Visnu, while the celestial horse No. 4 and Dhanvantari No, 8

vere taken by the Sun. Parijata No. 6 of the products was

aken over by Vayu.
47

3) 251.5 cd~6 ab

[Note 12 : These lines are verbatim the same as in

Wbk 1. 17. 37]

There emerged Dhanvantari god in human form holding
i his hand a white bowl which contained Amrta.

According to the Mbh veision which M verbatim follows

i (a) above and in this (e), Dhanvantari" and Amrta would be

nergents serially Nos. 6 and 7.

[Note 13 : The passage fiom M describing the emergent
oducts from the ocean is divided into five parts from (a) to (e)

47. 3RNf*f|" gfT^fsq^rs U-H^Md \
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in order to bring out clearly the similarities and dissimilarities

which JUT shows in comparison with MM in respect of the

number of products and the order in which they were .produced.

It appears from a close scrutiny of these parts that parts (a) and

(e) of M agree verbatim with the Mbh and that from the

criterion of this agreed version of the M and Mbh parts (b), (c)

and (d) are interpolated between (a) and (e). Passages (b) and

(c) add Padjata and Kalakuja respectively and (c) besides in-

troduces the praise of Siva. Passage (d) tries to complete the

number of products to the later conventional number 14 in a

haphazard way. The diaskeuast who interpolated this passage(d)

appears to have forgotten that Madira which he has introduced as

product No. 9 is redundant in view of Sura product No. 3 already

given in (a) as a result of which the total number of products

would be 13 and not 14.]

F*. 1. 9. 92105
While the milk ocean was being churned, the following

emerged forth*
8

: (i) The Cow named Surabhi, the source which
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supplied the offerings of milk products at the sacrifices, (ii) Varuni,
the goddess of wine, with eyes rolling in intoxication, (ill) The
Parijata tree, (iv) The host of celestial nymphs, (v) The Moon
which was taken over by 6ankara. (vi) Poison which was taken

over by the serpents. (vii-viii) The god Dhanvantari bearing in

his hand a bowl of ambrosia, (ix) The goddess I->ri who betook

herself to the chest of Visnu.

P(s) 5A

While the ocean was being churned, the following emerged :

(1) The cow Surabhi, the source which supplied the offerings of

milk-products at the sacrifices. (Havirdhani), (2) Varuni, the

goddess of wine, with eyes rolling in intoxication. She was

rejected by the gods and accepted by the demons, (3) Parijata

tree. (4) The host of celestial nymphs, accepted in common by

the gods and the demons. (5) The moon which was accepted

by Sankara to adorn his matted hair. (6) The poison, named

Kalakuta which was drunk by ankara to rescue the gods and

the demons. (7) Dhanvantari holding in his hand s(8) <a bowl of

ambrosia. (9) The horse. (10) Akavana Elephant. (11-) The goddess

rl or Laksml. Brahmadeva asked Vasudeva to accept her,

and L-aksml went over to Hari,

[Note 14 : This passage from P agrees in contents and

wording with the corresponding passage from the Vi with the

following differences : (i) The emergents no. 9 and 10 i.e. the

horse and Airavata do not appear in Vi. where the number of

emergents is 9 and not 11. (ii) The details regarding the

procedure of disposal or assignment of Varuni, Moon, Poison,

and Laksmi vary in the two versions.]

Br. 4.9.65-82

The following emerged from the ocean which was being

churned.49
(1) The celestial cow Surabhi. (2) The Goddess

49.
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Varum (Celestial Liquor) or SurS. The demons did not 'accept

Iier, therefore they were called Axa.ro. The gods, on the other

hand, accepted her and were called $wa (3) The great tree

Parijata which filled the surroundings with fragrance. (4) The

hosts of celestial nymphs (5) The moon which was taken over

fay Sankara. (6) Poison which was taken over hy Nagas or

serpents. (7) The jewel JKaustubha which was taken by Visnu,

<S) A herb called Vtjaya which was taken over by Bhairava,

(9) The god Dhanvantari bearing in his hands (10) a bowl of

Amrta or ambrosia. (11) Sri or LakgmT, who went over to

(12) Tulasf which was borne by Visnu.

Bhag. S3.18 to 8.S.S6 [64 stanzas]

From the milk-ocean being churned by the gods and the

demons, with the helping hand of Lord Visnu, there eraerged the
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following:'- (1, The
;

virulent poison n,m ecl M5hula-t capethe dreadful poison. the gods and the reupl, so>lght ref* e

to escape
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with Siva. Pleased by a hymn of praise which was addressed 1

to

him, Siva was moved by compassion. He drank thefpoison which,

however, left its searing blue mark on his throat (2) HavirdhSnl

i.e. the cow who provided materials for oblations at the sacrifice.

The cow was taken over by the sages. (3) The moon white horse

Uccaifcsrnvas. Bali, the .lemon king wanted to have it. (4) The

four-tusked elephant Aiiavnta. (5) The ruby named Kaustubha

which was deshed by Hari. (6) The Parijata tree which fulfilled

the wishes of Its seekers.

Bhfy. S.8.

(7) The celestial nymphs-Apsarasafc who entertained the gods of

heaven with their graceful gait and glances. (8) Sri or Rama or

LaksmT who like lightning illumined the surroundings she

chose Visnu as her permanent abode (9) VarunJ, the goddess of

wine who was taken over by the demons, (10) Dhanvantari the

handsome, resplendent youth who 'saw the Ayurveda, the science

of health. He was a partial incarnation of Visnu. (11) A bowl
fiill of Ambtosia (Amrta) which Dhanvantari bore in his hands.
The demons covetously snatched away the bowl of ambrosia to

the consternation of the gods.

A. 3.8--11

(Agni said:) The following emerged out of the ocean. 51

(1 5 Th^ poison named Halahala. It was gulped by Sankara clown
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his throat which, in consequence, became blue. (2) Varum, the

goddess of wine (3) Parijata (4) Kaustubha (5) The cows (6)

The celestial nymphs (7) The Goddess LaksmI who went over to

Visnu. (8) Dhanvantari, the incarnation of Visnu who promul-

gated the Ayurvedtij holding in his hand (9) a bowl of Amrta

or ambrosia.

P(u) 6, 260. 1052

[ Sankara continues his narration ]

While the ocean was being churned, the following emerged
53

:

(1) The Poison named Kalakua. Saiikara said to Parvati :

ferr

n 10

nil
-"A 3

52.
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"W2;c;j the gods were frightened at the virulent poison, I assured

J;L;^ ihat I would drink it up. I recited the three names of

V"?nis .ind drank up the poison and assimilated it into my
tlirjL-sti'-*;." (2) The great evil, inauspicious deity who had put

on red g-imicnt and garland. She was the darling of Kali, (3)

Van.ni, the goddess of wine who was taken over by AnarHa the

kng of the1

Nagns. (4) A woman adorned with all ornaments ;

Sh:- w t,s the wife of Vainteya. (5) The hosts of celestial nymphs
;*>7.S-

f
J-lG) Airavata, the elephant, Uccai^sravas, the .horse,

UiinmMntaii, PSrijata and Surabhi all these were taken over

by In.Ira. (11) Maha Laksmi called also Narayant who had
hu- abcle in the heart of Narayana. (12) The coolrayed moon
wlso b-'CJiine the lord of the constellations. (13) Sonna or Amrta
;.-imbro5;,i). (14) The holy Tulasi who became the wife of Han.

^Note 15 : The thirteenth product is here called Soma
which appears to have been equated with Amrta. For, in verse
';S of this passage, the Tulasi plant is said as emanating from or
riher Amrta (ambrosia) the preceding product/

8
Amrta is also

in Mahabharata passage a number of times.64 The
f^rr

^ **.* _

i n37

38

47
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verse in the above passage of P containing the word Soma occurs

between verses which refer explicitly to the moon. By this

juxtaposition, the author may be ingeniously hinting at the

classical meaning of Soma i.e. the moon having rays which are

as satisfying as Sudha or Amrta.]

SK. 1.1.9. 97-113 to 1.1.10. 1-87 to 1.1.11. 1-79 to 1.1.12. 1-3

While the gods and the demons churned the ocean, the

following products emerged : (1) The poison Halahala. It was
drunk by Siva. While he drunk the poison, he exhorted the gods
to give due vrespect to Genesa. (2) The moon. The gods asked

Garga who was expert in astrology about the power of the moon.

Garga told them that the moon was powerful and would lead them
to success. (3) celestial cow Surabhi along with other cows.

All these cows were given to the sages by the gods and the demons.

(4-5-6) the celestial trees ParijSta, Cuta (Mango tree), and Santa-

naka. (7) The best jewel named Kaustubha (8) The best of the

horses Uccaifcsravas (9) The elephant Airavata with other elephants

(10) Madira wine (11-12-13-14-15) Plants named Vijaya Bhfngi,

Lasunagrnjana, Dhattura, and Puskara. (16) Laksml who went
over to Visnu or Narayana (17) The youth Dhanvantari the best

of physicians who conquered death (18) The bowl of Amrta or

ambrosia which Dhanvantari carried in his hands.36

55. srf^WTMra $TF%T ?m^ II 97

sror: i 26

F?f spssq
1

cTc^K II 34

'|

i 35-37
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[Note 16 : At the end of this section, there is attached a

tabular statement of entities which are said to have emerged out

of the ocean according to respective works. It is hoped that the

table will help to show in one glance the number and the com-

parative position of entities according to each woik.

A close look at the table reveals some interesting similarities.

The Mbh, R
t
and M show similarities in the matter of the emer-

gence of entities and their sequence : Entities 1 to 5 in M agree

with entities 1 to 5 in Mbh ; 3, 4, 5 of Mbh agree with 3, 4, 5 of

R. Again entities 1 to 6 under Vi, P (s) and Br are identical and

agree in making Surabiii the first emergent entity; so also entities

1 to 8 in Vi agree with entities 1 to 8 Fa P (sj. On account of

these similarities, Mbh", R and M may be said to fall in one kind-

red group and Vi, P (s) and Br fall into another. These striking

similarities may, perhaps, point to a probability that each group

had its own respective common source or tradition from which it

took over the account of this legend. The rest of the texts i. e.

Bhag, A, P (U) and SK agree in making Kalakuta the poison as

the first emergent entity. A reference from the Vayu-Purana (Va)

(Aaandashrama edition) may be mentioned in this context :

II 51

snsft ^rr?rr ^ro^R^t TO u 54

u 57
'

i 59

n 75

337 sj^pqr; TO u 2

f t

u 3
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The Va refers to the story of the churning of the ocean in

two different contexts. In one passage
58

(54.49) which is devoted

to the panegyric of Siva, it is said that the first product

to emerge out of the ocean was the poison. Siva drunk the virulent

poison as a result of which his tin oat became hlue and he was

called Nllakan^ha. There is no icference to other products of

the ocean in this passage. In the other passage" (92.9-10) which

purports to narrate the birth of Dhanvantari it is said that the

first of all the products which emeiged out of the ocean was

Dhanvantari. It may be recalled that the R also mentions

Dhanvantari as the first emergent' entity,

Ten texts excluding Va, are chosen for study in this article.

The maximum number of times an entity can occur is, therefore,

ten. The entities Dhanvantari, Amrla68 and Sura occur in all the

texts i. e. 10 times-each; Sii occurs 9 times; Parijata, Surabhl and

Kalakuta occur 8 times each. Soma, UccaiJfrsravas, Kaustabha

and Apsarasat each of these occurs 7 times, and Airavata occurs

five times. These twelve entities appear to be moie important ;

The rest of the entities in the table seem unimportant, their

mention being made according to the predilection of that (respec-

tive) particular text

It would be interesting to see how these entities are disposed

of by the respective texts : (1) Soma was taken over by the gods

(Mbh), by Sankara (Vi, P (s) and Br.) (2) Sri west over to the gods

56.

m -*ngf?3Ri ^ferfsre eBKTFRrsnr^ u-u

5p e&as faef *ft< 5Tta*S*?reft ^TfH Il94

Va-54

57.

it 100
Va-92

58. This statement is based on the interpretation of Soroa as Amrta,

the 13th eaMty emerging out of the ocean according to P (u), see

above [Note] under P (u).
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(Mbh) to Visnu (all the rest of the texts). (3) Sura was taken over

by gods (Mbh, R, Br)
60

by Ananta, the Naga King (P(u)) and by

demons (P(s)). (4) The horse Uccaifcsravas was taken by gods (Mbh),

by Sun (M). (5) Katistubha was taken over by Narayana (Mbh,

M, Br, Bhag}, (6) Dhanvantari was a partial incarnation of Visnu

(Bhagt ; he was taken over by Indra (P (u)). (7) Surabhi was

taken over by Indra (P(u)). (8) Poison (Visa) was taken over by

the Nagas (Vi, Br, P(u)), by feva (M, Bhag, P (s), A, SK). (9)

Airavati was taken over by Indra (P(u), M). (10) Parijata was

taken over by Indra (P(u), M), by Vayu (M). (11) Apsarasafc were
taken over in common by the gods and the demons. (12) Amrta
was given to gods.]

ENTITIES WHICH EMERGED OUT OF THE OCEAN :

Their number and sequence as found in the Epics and the Puranas

Aaura =

rejected Sura were
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N. B. The figure opposite the entity in the column under

each work indicates the place of that eatity in the sequence in

which the entities arose according to that particular work, e. g.,

the figure 10 opposite serial No. 7 Am ta in the column under M

indicates that the place of Amrta is the 10 in the sequence of

entities which are described to have arisen out of the ocean in M.

VI
* %

Visnu's or Narayana's intervention in the fight for

Amrta ;
to the advantage of the gods

Mbh, 1J6.38-40 ',
1

After the emergence of Am ta there was a great scramble

for iteposssODm the gods and the demons." The demons

60.

n38
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shouted loudly each saying 'it is mine ;' and seized the bowl of

Amrta. Narayana quelled this pandemonium which raged over

the Amrta by employing his miraculous power. He assumed

the form of a wonderfully charming woman and approached the

demons. The demons fascinated by her beauty handed over

the bowl of Amrta to that woman. Narayana thus got hold of

the Amrta. In the confusion that ensued, the gods managed to

get the Amrta from Narayana, while the gods were drinking

the Amrta, the demon61 Rahu intiuded into the company of gods

and drank the Amrta. While the mouthful had reached his

throat,
88 the fact of this demon-infiltrator was divulged to the

tf^ sr: i

i^rr ^raFrfoKffsRra n39

-Mbh M6

: s$: n 2

I 3

CRT:

n
Mbh 1.17

n 5

i

n 6

dt n 8

STfrT:
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gods by the sun and the moon. Immediately Visnu cut off the
head of Rahu. The head of Rahu on that account bears an
eternal enmity towards the sun and the moon and still swallows
both of them during the time of the eclipses.

Deprived of the Amrta, the demons waged a fierce battle

with the gods. While the terrific battle raged, the gods Nara
and Narayana joined the conflict. Narayana or Visnu wrought
havoc among the ranks of the demons. His discus like a ghoulish
friend drank the blood of demons. Nara with his bow showered

volleys of arrows on the demons and put them to rout. The
demons ran for refuge into the earth underground and Into the

sea. The gods thus attained final victory. The Mandara
mountain was restored to its farmer p]ace with great honour.
The bowl of Amrta was kept by the gods for protection under
the custody of Kirltin.

R. 1.4435-27

For the sake of Amrta, grim right raged between the gods

and the demons, leading to the destruction of whole families.

II 19

forfo *gs fesreft ^T qrit^ tfroref fer^ n 23

n 27

i I 28

: I 29

: TO

^f n 30
Mbh.1.17
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Tb - sons oi Oiti were killed and Indra got the kingdom of the

These verses about 30 in number agree almost verbatim
with Mbh 1.16.38-40 and 17.1-3J referred to above under this

?- ction. The account of the part played by Narayana and Nara
i:i th-71

fight between the gods and the demons as narrated above
tin-Zc-r Mbh, completely agrees with and is identical with,
tlr.i in M.

n. 1. 9. 106-116 ff.

Dlsti eased at the fact that LaksmT had deserted them and
Jivl gone over to Visnu, the demons snatched away the bowl of

.i:r.brsj^5ii. from the hands of Dhanvantari. But Visnu assuming
tb. farm ef a nymph intervened, infatuated the demons, took away
-rjni them the ambrosia and distributed it among the gods. Gods,
.'bus strengthened, defeated the demons and Indra became the

of the heaven. Indra praised to LaksmI who granted
uvour that she would never leave the gods

14

H 25

H 27 R. 1. 44

ii 107

n 108

n 109

: 11 110

ti 111
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P(s) 5. 4, 72-88

The demons snatched away the bowl of ambrosia, Visnu

assumed the form of a nymph and intervened, to the benefit of the

gods. The gods, strengthened by ambrosia, defeated the demons.

[Note 17 : Up to this point in the account, i. e. from 72 to

82 the versions in the P and Vi agree in contents and considerably

in also wording.]

Brahrnadeva then asks the gods to worship both Visnu and

Sankara. The narrator, Pulastya, then rounds off by saying :

"Thus Laksmi was born from the milk-ocean.

P(u). 6. 260. 53-71

The churning of the ocean was concluded. The gods

praised Laksmi with a hymn composed in her honour and requested

her never to forsake the three worlds. The gods praised also

Visnu and requested him to espouse Laksmi. They also worshipped

the feet of Laksmi with an offering of Tulasi. 86

Br. 4. 10. 1-25

The demon snatched the bowl of ambrosia from the hands

of Dhanvantari, which led to their quarrel and strife with the

gods. At that moment, Visnu propitiated the goddess Lalita who

was not really separate from him. The goddess appeared on the

scene with all her charms and asked the demons to give her the

bowl of ambrosia for distribution among them and the gods. The

demons accepted her offer, She then began to distribute it among

65.

....,,55

n 58-59

STO tf^ff a* ^ffprrq; n 63-64

u

\ 68-69
-6.260,
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the gods. Rahm who had infiltrated into the ranks of the gods
was detected by the sun and the moon and was beheaded by the

goddess by means of the ladle with which she was distributing, the

ambrosia. She finished the contents of the bowl among the gods
and after placing the empty bowl before the demons, disappeared.
The demons fought with the gods but they were vanquished by
the superier power of the gods,

68

BhSff. 8. 8, 37 to 8. 11. 48 [9 + 29 -f 57 + 48= 143] stanzas

Pandemonium prevailed among the demons themselves for

the grabbing of ambrosia.67 The gods approached Visnu for

66-

srr

if|%zf

4.10,1-25,

38

8.8.
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succour. Visnu assumed the form of a charming woman and

appeared on the scene, The demons fascinated by the ravishing

beauty of the woman gave the bowl of ambrosia to her and asked

her to distribute the ambrosia among nil. The demons agreed

to the stipulation proposed by the woman that the quantum of

?ft qr T^

*T: n 3

II G-7

T I

rrq; n 12
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her distribution should not be questioned. The gods and the

demons were made to sit in two separate rows, The woman i. e,

Visnu, thinking that the demons being like serpents, granting of

ambrosia to them would be dangerous, managed to distribute the

ambrosia only among the gods. Rahn, who infiltrated among
the ranks of gods, was beheaded by Visnu who got this informa-

tion fiom the moon and the sun. The head of Rahu which was

immortal because of the touch of Ambrosia, bore eternal enmity
with the sun and the moon and eclipsed them on the parvan days
(the last days of the fortnights). The demons seeing that they
were defrauded of ambrosia and that gods were its beneficiaries

got wild and attacked the gods. A fierce battle raged between the

hosts of gods and demons. The demons employed miraculous
powers (maya) and proved superior to the gads. The gods who
first quailed befoie them, were helped and strengthened by
Visnu, ultimately the gods were victorious and the vanquished
demon king Bali took shelter in the western mountain.

A. 3, 12-16

The demon" 8
snatched the bowl of Amrta from the hands

of Dhanvantari and giving half of its contents to the gods ; set

5m ^ i

^ n 12
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out to depart, when Visnu appeared in the form of a woman.
The demos, enticed by her charms, delivered the Amrta into

her hands. Visrm managed to give it to the gods. Rahu who
infiltrated into the ranks of the gods was detected and was
beheaded by Visnu. The head of Rahu, which had become
immortal by drinking Amrta, continues to eclipse the sun and

the moon.

8K. 1. 1. 12. 4-74 to 1. 1. 13.23

The demons snatched the bowl of ambrosia from the hands

of Dhanvantari and went to Patala, the nether world. They would

not share it with the -gods. The gods, therefore, approached

Narayana or Visrm for help in this predicament. Visnn assured

them that he would secure the ambrosia for them. He then

assumed the from of an enticing woman (Mohmi) and appeared

before the demons. The demons gave the bowl of ambrosia to

MohinI and agreed to be guided by her in the matter of its distri-

bution. "While the demons sat in a row ready to receive each

one's share the gods arrived on the scene. MohinI said to the

demons : "These guests have arrived. It is our duty to serve the

guests first". The demons agreed. MohinI, then, distributed the

ambrosia among the gods pouring it lavishly to each of them.

Rahu and Ketu, the demons, infiltrated into the ranks of the gods.

Rahu, who was detected while drinking the ambrosia was beheaded

by Visnu. His head flew into the sky s while the trunk of his

body fell on the earth. Ketu flew into the sky, gave his share

of ambrosia to the moon and disappeared. MohinI disappeared

after distributing the ambrosia. The demons, angry at being

deprived of the ambrosia, attacked the gods. But they wer<

defeated by the gods.
59

69.
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(
Note 18 : Mbb, M, Bfaag, A, P(s), Br, and SK agree in saying

Vismi assumed the form of a charming woman and distributed
that
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the ambrosia among the gods, beheading Rahu who huu irfiilrn U<!

among the ranks of the god's ; according to Br, the cbmning
woman is the goddess Lalita whom Visnu piopitiales, praying to

her to intervene in the fight between gods and demons to sr.Ptch

liie bowl of ambrosia. Br adds that Lalita was not separate from

Visnu. Nara joins Naiay.ina in defeating the demons, .According 10

Mbh and M. Vi does not refer to the
1 Rahu Lpibo.lc;, though -I

iclcrs to utht-r details such as Visnu assuming lh- foim of u

charming woman, P (u) does not refer to the pandemonium to

which other works have alluded as raging for he sake of ambi&sia,

It only says that at the conclusion of the churning of the ocean.

the gods praised Laksm! with a hymn and requested her never 10

forsake them.]

General Remarks

We have given above the analysis of the Jegrnd of Lire

churning of the ocean in its successive stages, its it huh been

developed in the Epics and the Pmarms. Bi.niigsinalyf-ir, we JUIYC

also biiefly indicated in the Notes (which have been inserted ut th- 1

several stages in the development of the stoiy) sinking points of

similarity and difference noticed in the accounts in each work a

Now it is proposed to offer a few general itirmrks summing up I lie

general impressions and indicating the general trends, if any,

noticeable in the different presentations of the legend in the Epics

and Puranic works :

(i) All texts more or less appear to agree on the motive

behind the churning of the ocean. The churning of the ocean

seems to have been undertaken forgetting the Drink of Imrnoitality

or for recovery ot lost vigour, stienglh and glory (Laksmi).

(ii) The number of entities ptoduced from the ocean and

their sequence vaiies from work to work. Mbh. recoids 7 entities

and R. recoids 6. It is not possible to state definitely what may
have boen the earliest number and sequence ot these entities.

But it is probable that the Mbh piovides the eailiest patteni of

the legend and of the number and sequence of the entities,

'Poison* is absent in the Mbh and R. It may be a reasonable

8
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conjecture: to say that the earliest list of 7 entities in the Mbh
grew in course of time in the period of the Puranas to 12 with the

addition uf 5 entities viz. Kalakutn, Apsarasarj, Parijata, Surabhi

and Airavata. These twelve entities are of frequent occurrence in

the Purarns and may be said to be the standard or the pattern of

the number of the entities.

That thi^e lattei 5 get added later on to the early 7 gets
corroboration from the manuscriptological evidence discovered in

the critical editions of the Epics. In the critical edition of the

Mbh, the authoritatively constituted text (1. 17. 33-37) records

only 7 entities But in the critical apparatus below (pp. 123-124
of Mbh, 1; theie are recorded spurious passages from some Mss.
wh,ch make up the number 12 by adding 5 more entities

mentioned above to the 7 of the authoritative text. So also, in

the critical edition of R, the authoritatively constituted text
records 6 entities. But in the critical apparatus which gives
spurious passage from some Mss. (on page 257 of R 1 44) and
also in the Appendix I No. 8, the number is increased to 9 by
adding poison, Soma, and Luksmi. About the spurious passage
which adds 'poison' to the list, one of the commentators of R
frankly says that the passage has been interpolated here from
some Purana and does not form a genuine part of the R. 70

Thus it appears that the number 12 of the entities may have
been reached during the comse of the development of Pui ana
literature. Unfortunately, the ciitical editions of PutSnas referred
to in this article have not been yet prepared and published. It is

not, therefore, possible to ascertain how the number of entities
grew gradually to 12 in the Purana literature itself.

(iii) As has been remarked above in the note at end of
section V, there appear to be two patterns for the emergence of
entities and their sequence : one pattern common to Mbh, R and

JU. 3T5T U 11 jVTTl UJ-VrsfTT -f-if L ~-r "N r* r*.

S^nTFcT^a^rq
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M and the another pattern common to Vi, P(s), and Br. Unlike

the Mbh and R, there are no critical editions available of M.,

Vi, P(s) and Br, and hence it can not be ascertained which

passages in these Puranic texts are genuine or interpolated. But

from the similarity of patterns discoverable in the tabular state-

ment, it may be conjectured that in the matter of the emergence

of entities and their sequence, M in some of its earlier parts may
be indebted to the Mbh, while P(s) and Br may be indebted to Vi.

(iv) It will be found from the tabular statement given above

that the Puranas M, Br, P(u\ and SK increase between them the

number of entities to 24 by adding 12 more entities to the

standard 12 of frequent occurrence. Of these additional 12 entities

two are Chatra (umbrella) and Kundale (ear-pendants), insignia

of nobility or royalty or royal splendour ; eight are plants and

liees dear to some divinities and hence considered sacred
; while

two i. e. Kalipriya and Vainateya-bharya appear to be popular
mother goddess, It appears that the additions were made by
the respective Puranas according to their predilection for Visnu,
Siva or some mother goddess.

(v) The first R entities according to the table are of frequent

occurrence and may be said to constitute the standard or normal

number of entities which emerged out of the ocean. There is one

Sanskrit Stanza71 which appears to have been popular, as it has

been included by popular tradition among the benedictory verses

sung on the occasion of marriage ceremony to invoke benediction

on the couple to be married. The source of the stanza is not

known. In that stanza, the fourteen 'jewels' whiclb emerged out

of the ocean are invoked to bestow benediction on the bride and

the bridegroom. These fourteen jewels' include the first twelve

entities referred to above as the standard or normal number

occurring frequently in the Puranas. The remaining two out of

the fourteen ijewels* are the bow of Hari (the Sarnga bow) and

71.

srfcfof
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bafikha (conch). It is remmkable Ibat none of these two occurs

among th<e entities in the Epic and Puianic works studied in

this cuticle.

fvi, The legend of the churning of the ocean shows in its

differ^!, versions the impact of different religious sects and

sysU'inn. It is mainly dominated by the Vaisnavrite element,

It is Visnu who becomes I he beneficiary of the two intities

bii and Kaiiotubha, It is Visnu again who rescues the gods out

of ihJr <ii faculties nnd makes them the sole beneficiaries of

ambrosia. This sway of the Vaisnavite element is complete until

the ?tngp in the development of ihe legend is reached when the

entity of 'Poison' appears on the scene.

With the emeigence of 'Poison
1

Kalakuta, the Saivite

element enters into the legend and claims a place of honour

along with i he Vaisnavite. It is Siva who saves the gods from

disastei by himself drinking [ he poison. Even under this

development of the legend viz. the introduction of 'poison' as an

entity into the story, there appears a stage or a phase when the

S-iivite clement has not yet entered into the legend. For instance,
the Vi, Br nnd P(u] state that it was the Nagns which took over
the poison. But in the rest of the texts which refer to the

emergence of poison, it is Siva who gains a place of honour.
But it is worth noting that in these passages, the Vaisriavite and
Saivite elements do not come into conflict. Siva and Visnu appear
to work in harmony, one bowing to the other and vice Versa. In
M Visnu requests Siva. In Bhag the gods request iva to save
them from the ill effects of poison. In P(u), Siva has respect for

Visrm and recites the hitter's names before drinking poison. In

Sk, Siva insists that Ganesa should be respected by the gods.
In P(s) Brahmadeva asks the grds to worship both Visnu and
Siva.

Some Puranic texts evince the impact of the worship of
Devi oi- Mother Goddess. In Vi and P(u) at the conclusion of

the churning of the ocean, gods pray to LaksmI for her eternal
grace and beseech her never to desert them. In the Br, it is said
that die Goddess Lalita, who was in reality not separate from
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[The Puranas extensively contain DJiarmasastra

material which is quoted in the later nibandha texts.

Here in this article, the learned author has compiled
such maxims from the Brhannaradiya Parana which
are generally not found quoted in the Digests on the

Dhcgmasastra.
In these verses of the BrhannaradTya-

Purana certain rites are recommended to be performed
and injunctions are made for the performance of

certain deeds. Expiatory rites have been also recom-
mended for those deeds which are done against
the injunctions of the Dharmaaastra. Here in these

verses we meet with certain rites and rules of

conduct which do not conform with those mentioned
in the Digests. In such cases the writer has tried
to reconcile the both. He has also commented
upon those verses whose meaning is doubtful or

obscure.]
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THE SHORTER KURMA-VIBHAGA TEXTS OF

THE PUR&NAS

BY
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The conception o^Bh5ratavara as a tortoise, in which the

various countries are said to rest on specific parts of its body, is u

well-known theme of ancient Indian geography. Each of the

different parts of the animal, whose head faced towards the Bay
of Bengal, and whose centre comprised Madhyadesa, represented
a different direction of which there were nine altogether,

may be listed as follows :

1. The middle = Madhyadesa.
2. The head East,

3. The right forefoot* South-East,

4. The right side South.
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5. The right hind foot = South-West.

6. The tail= West.

7. The left hind foot North-West.

8. The left side North.

9. The left forefoot North-East.

The Kurma-vibhaga texts occur in two types of list, the

longer and the shorter ; the former are to be found in the

Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira, the Markandeya-purana and the

Parasaratantra, while the latter occur in the Parisista to the

Atharvaveda, the Garuda-purana, and the Visnudharmottara-

purana. In the present article it is proposed only to deal with

the shorter Kurma-vibbaga texts. Though the Parisista texts

follows the same framework as the shorter pvuanic lists, there is

clearly no connection between the two. Moreover its Madhyadesa
is placed somewhat further to the south than is the case of the

purapic texts and hence corresponds much more closely to the true

geographical centre of India. Again while the Parisista extends

its Madhyadesa considerably eastwards to include KasI, Kosala,

Mithila etc., the puranic texts specifically exclude them from

Madhyadesa by making them parts of its eastern division.

The most interesting aspect of the shorter puranic texts,

with which this article will now exclusively deal, is the fact that

they mention as "southern" tribes, peoples who actually lived in

the Vindhyas. Hence the inference would be that the conception

of tortoise geography originated at a time when the Aryans had

little or no acquaintance with the far south of India. To them

the Vindhyas represented the southernmost region of which they

had any detailed knowledge and so their southern list is really a

Vindhya list. If one accepts this theory, then the tortoise shape
does not seem as absurd as it is generally thought. If the

Vindhyas represented the southernmost point of knowledge the

Aryans had of Bharatavara, then the whole area north of them

may be perhaps roughly compared to the shape of a tortoise.

Let us jjow proceed to a detailed analysis of these texts.

That of the Garuda-purana will be employed, while the variants

of the Visnudharmottara will be added. Any textual difficulty
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trrat might arise, will be discussed, and then the peoples
in the lists briefly identified to prove the correctness of t*r

location within the region,

Pancalaft Kuravo Matsya Yaudheyah saPa^accaraii /

Kuntayafr Surasenas ca madhyadesajanafr smrtafr //

The Vdh. P. has exactly the same text except due to

copyist's error it has Vataccarafc for Pataccarafr, This text \*

interesting in that the Yaudheyas, Pataccaras, and Kuntis are not

mentioned in the longer Kurma-vibhaga text as peoples of

Madhyadesa, though the Yaudheyas are mentioned as a northed

people by the latter (BS, XIV. 28 ; Mark. P. 58, 47). The

interesting hypothe&is raised by this change of location will be

discussed below where their identification with modern localities

will be established to confirm their location in Madhyadesa.
Pancala, This was divided into two divisions by the Bhagfratht

(Ganges). Tlie capital of north Pancala was Alii-

chattra (mod, Ramnagar) and of south Pancala

KSmpilya (mod. Rampil). Its territory corresponded
to mod. Farukhabad district.

Kuni. Ancient Kuruksetra, the home of Brahmanical civili-

sation. Situated between the Sarasvatf on the north

and the Drsadvatf on the south, it accordingly

corresponds to modern Thanes war.

Matsya, Modern Jaipur. Capital Vairajanagara (mod. Bairat,
100 miles &W of Delhi and 40 miles N, of Jaipur).

YaiHiheya, The inclusion of this tribe in Madhyadesa is most
interesting, as the longer Kurma-vibhaga texts place
them in the northern region. The Puranas do not
include them in their Bbuvanakosa texts. According
to numismatic evidence a mint of their coins inscri-
bed ''Yawfceysas* Bahudfaanyake" and dated to
the second

century B. C. has been found near Rohi-
taka (mod. Rohtak). <I. H. Q. XXVII (1951). p.
197 ff). Bah^dhlnyaka my therefore be identified
with the Hariana district of the Punjab. Their
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descendants may be traced in the modern Johiya

Rajputs on the banks of the Sutlej.

Pataccara. They have also been mentioned as a tribe of Madhya-
desa by the Bhuvanakcsa texts of the Puranas. Dey

(Geog. Diet. p. 150) identifies it with a portion of

Banda district, but Agrawala's suggestion (India as

known to Panini, p. 62) that it should be equated with

modern Pataudi seems far more likely in view of its

association in the present text with the Yaudheyas.

Kunti. According to the Mahabharata (3.292.25) they are

to be located on the bank of a small river called the

Asvanadl or Asvaraihanadi, which flows into the

Carmanvatl (mod. Chambal). This position is con-

firmed by the account of Sahadeva's digvijaya (M,B.

2. 28. 6), in which it is stated that Sahadeva over-

came the Kuntibhojas before reaching the banks of

the Carrnanvati.

Surasena. Capital Matbura, mod. Maholi, five miles S*W of

modern Mathura.

V sadhvajajanah padma^ sut amagadhacedaya.fr /

Kasayas ca videhas ca purvasyatn Kosalas tatba //

The Vdh. P. has panna for padma; suhma for suta, and

anjana for jana. A comparative study of the longer Kurmavi-

bhaga texts show the correct readings to be Aujana, Padma, and

Suhma. Kirfel (Bharatavarsha, p. 24), who does not appear to

notice the connection between the shorter and longer texts, wrong-

ly retains jana for Anjana, As a result of the comparison of the

two lists, the text may accordingly be restored as follows :

Vrsadhvajanjanah padmafc suhmamagadhacedayarjL /

Kasayas ca videhas ca purvasyam kosalag tatha //

It only remains now to identify these tribes and confirm

their location in Purvadesa.

Afljana, A mountain of the same name is mentioned in the

gapapatha to Panini (V. 3. 117), Both Dey (Geog.

Diet. p. 8) and Law (Geog. Diet. p. 65) identify it
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with the Suleiman range in the Punjab, but this

identification cannot be valid in the present instance.

Vrsadhvaja, I have been unable to trace any identification for this

name and would be grateful for any suggestion

which may be proposed.

Prttlmu. Dey (Geog. Diet. p. 123) mentions a Padmagiri,
which he equates with Sravana Belgola, a town in

Hassan district, Mysore. This cannot possibly be
the same as the Padma of the present texts for its

location is too far south, The Bhavisyapurana (Indian
Culture, v. 8 (1941) p. 57) mentions a river Padma
as one of the boundaries of Gatida, and with this the

Padmas may be connected,

Subma. Mod. Hooghly, Howrah and Burdwan districts of

Bengal, as well as parts of Midnapur.
MSgadha. Patna and Gayrtistricts. Capitals Girivraja (Rajgir)

and later Pafliputra (Patna).

C**'- The longer Kurma-vibhaga locates them in the
south-east. Its capital (Suktimatij on the river of
the same name (mod. Ken. MB.3.23.47 ; 1.57.32}

be located near Banda, It roughly comprised
modern Bundelkhand region S-E of the Jnmna1 lfo

junction with theChambal (LH.Q.27 (1951)

K**f -

Modern Benares.

iut d

Nepal.

Evidentl .

capital

Tbeydb p h
assatat,... //

aai
and the tribes

to m
'a

geographical literature
Tfae
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Kalinga.

Vanga

Pundra.

Van gas and Kalingas are frequently associated

together in the Mahabharata, a point that indicates

their close geographical and ethnic association in the

minds of the Aryans.

Modern Orissa,

One of the most important tribes in eastern India,

as is shown by the fact that their name came to

denote the whole province of Bengal. In epic and

ptirantc texts they occupied the eastern section of

the province towards the Ganges delta. Pargiter

(J.A.S.B. 1897 p. 85) located them in the districts

of Murshidabad, Nadia, Jessore, and parts of

Raj shah i and Faridpur.

Modern Dinajpur, Rungpur and Bogra districts.

Its capital, Pundravardhana, is identified by

Cunningham (Ancient Geog. of India (1871 ed.) p.

480) with modern Mahasthana, 7 miles north of

Bogra.

Modern Bhagalpur district extending northwards to

the Kosi river. Capital : Campa.

Modern Berar. Capitals Kundina (mod. Kundinya-

purti on the Wardha in Amraoti district) and later

Bhojakata (mod. Bhojapura, 6 miles S-E of Bhilsa).

In the Vayupurana (88.177-8) this tribe is closely

associated with the well-known Asmakas. The

present text however is very interesting as it

sharply distinguishes between the two, locating the

Mulakas in the south-east and the Asmakas in the

south. According to Buddhist tradition the

Godavari formed the boundary between them (Law,

Geography of early Buddhism p. 21).

Pulindasmaka-jTmuta-navarasfcranivasinak /

Karna^a-kamboja-ghata daksinapathavasinat //

The Vdh. P. in place of Karnata-kamboja-gha$a reads

Kargataka bhojaka^a, which is clearly the correct text as

Ariga.

Vaidarbha,

Mfilaka.
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Kambojn. is well known as the name of a northern tribe aid

would be completely out of place here. This passage presents

rt most interesting example of how textual corruption can occur,

The final ka suffix of Karnataka has somehow been transferred lo

being a prefix of the following name which becomes Kabhoja and

at once suggests the well known Kambojas. The final part of th

word Kaa is changed to Gha$a and is made the name of a

"separate" people. Of the names enumerated only one, Karnata,

i:? included in the same division by the longer Kurmavibhags
texts. None of the other names are even mentioned, though

with the exception of the Jimutas all are well known. Tfae

icason for their omission lies perhaps in the fact that in ib

v irly period of tortoise geography they had a special importune*
i- "frontier" tribes ; when however the Aryan knowledge of

south India increased, they may have lost their significance an<i

&.' bt-en dropped from the list.

It remains now to identify these tribes and confirm their

location in Dakinapatha.

PuImJa. The
antiquity of this tribe is attested by then

mention in the Aitareya-brahmana (VII.l 8.2), which
locates them in the Vindhyas along with the

Sabaras and Andhras. According to Law (Gtc&
Diet, of India, p. 184), their capital, Pulindanagw
is to be located near Bhilsa. Ptolemy (VII.IM
refers to them as Polindoi Agriophagoi.
Located by the Suttaoipata (P.T.S. p. 19O) on the

nK of the Godavari immediately south of

PttifthSna (Skt. Pratisthana, mod. Paithan).'"''
not be,

tV^
"

definitely Iocated near the
of the rk^u., t "~:r

w^" Aicur tue baflk

digvijaya of Sahadeva

the Ind,
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JCarnataka. Modern Kanarese speaking area centred around

Mysore.

J3hojakata, According to the puranic tradition the Bhojas were

a branch of Yadavas who founded the kingdom of

Vidarbha. Bhojakata is mentioned in the Chammak

copperplate inscription of Pravarasena III and may
thus be regarded as including the Elichpur district

of Berar and the area of Chammak four miles to its

south-west. It has also been identified with

Bhatkuli in Amroati district (C. L. I. Ill, no. 55 ;

line 18; I. A, 1923, p. 262),

Ambastha-Dravida-La^ah Kambhoja-Stnmukhafr Sakafci /

Anartavasinas caiva jneya daksinapascime //

The Vdh. P. has an identical list except that it substitutes

Naga for Laj:a and Ananta for Anarta. Both these forms can be

dismissed as copyists' errors. It accordingly remains 'to identify

briefly these names and confirm their location in the south-western

Division.

This tribe is clearly to be identified with those of

the Mahabharata, where they are associated with

the Sibis and Trigartas (MB. 2.29.6.
; 2.48.14 ;

6.18.13 etc.). They are well known in classical

writers as one of the tribes conquered by Alexander

the Grsat and are located by them on the lower

Akesines (mod. Chenab). They are the Sabarcae

of Curtius (IX, 8), the Sambastai of Diodorus (17,

102), and the Abastanoi of Arrian (Anab. VI, 15).

This well-known name appears out of place here.

In the Mahabharata and the Puranas it is generally

associated with the tribes of the extreme south.

Kern however, considers that a branch originally

existed in Baluchistan and accordingly identifies

them with the Brahui tribe who are said to belong

to Dravidian stock. It is possible that their inclusion

in the present division is due to "editing" on the

part of copyists. Rajasekhara (Kavya-mimaqas5

Dravida.
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Kamboja.

Stilrrmkha.

p. 93) mentions a country called Travana in th<

western region and associates it with Surastra. Suet

a name, if little known, as would seem likely as i

have been unable to trace it elsewhere, may well

have been "corrected" by copyists as Dravida.

This name is identical with the Larike of Ptolemy

(VII. 1. 4.) and is usually identified with centra!

Gujarat around Baroach between the Mahl ana

Taptl rivers. Larike is generally regarded as a

Greek transcription of a Prakrit from Latika (Lasser,

Ind. Alt. (2, ed.) I. p. 137), which is derived frora

Sanskrit Rastrika, a form that occurs In Asoka's

edicts.

Though a janapada of considerable importance and

antiquity, being mentioned in the Nirukta of Yaska,

its exact location has been the subject of muctf

controversy among scholars. According to Ray
1

Chaudhuri (L'iconographie Bouddhique p. 134), who

relies on the evidence of the Karnaparva of tbe
:

Mahabharata (7. 4. 4.), Rajapura (mod- Raj ami}

is contiguous to Kamboja. Accordingly be locates

it in the present Chitral and Hazara districts. This

view is however refuted by Jayacandra (Bharatabhurai
aur uske nivasf pp. 297-305), who identifies Kamboja
with modern Kafiristan on the evidence of th:

Rajataranginl (IV. 163 ff.), which states thai

Lalitaditya of Kashmir (625^732 A. .), on entering
the northern district, defeated the Kambojas, an^

then marched against the Bhauttas. As the locatk
of the latter in Baltistan is certain, Kamboja is

to be located in Kafiristan.

This tribe must be identical with the Narlmukhas of

the Brbatsamhita (XIV, 17; and the Vanitamukhso
of the

Markandeyapurana (58.30). According to

Alberuni (ed. Sachau, 1. p . 302) they are to be identi-
ned with the Turks.
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Saka, Modern Seistan.

Anarta. Modern Kathiawar or northern Gujarat, though there

is some controversy as to their actual position.

Some locate them in the region of KusastbalT (mod,

Dwarka), while othcis place them in the vicinity

of Anarttapura, later called Anandapura (mod.

Vadnagar).

Strlrajyafr Saindhava Mleccha Nastika Yavanas tatim /

pascimena ca vijneya M nth lira Nnisadhaifc saha //

The Vdh. P. reads the same text except in place of Mathura

Naisadhaib, it has patnman ausadhaih, which is clearly corrupt.
Mathura is an extremely good example of how names were cor-

rupted and subsequently "corrected" to other names. The
original reading for Mathura, which can only be placed in the

Madhyadesa region, was almost certainly Rumiitha ; this by an

orthographical confusion was chiuiged to Mathum, and this form
induced another later editor to substitute the well-known Matluua.
It remains to identify these tribes and establish their locution in

the western division.

Strirajya. This tribe is mentioned in the MahSbliarjitii an a

N-W people along with the Tanganas (Mil. J,-KS,21),

It is also mentioned by Vatsyayuim's Kamasutra
(2,5.27; 2.6.43), whose commentator paraphrase it

as Strlpurl and locates it wc&t of Vrajavunta or

Vangarakta, information that <ioet> nut help us us the

identity of the latter place is also unknown. Accord-

ing to Dey it is to be identified in the tmia of
Garhwal and Kutnaun.

Saindhava. According to Alberuni (cd. Suchuu I, p. 260), the

upper course of the Indus above its junction with the
Chenab was called Sindhu. Hence the Saimiiinvas

may be located on its banks.

Nastika. This name is clearly identical with the

described in the corresponding section of the

as "tyaktadharma"-
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Yavana. Possibly a general reference to the Graeco-Bactrian

of N-W India.

Rama$ha. A low and barbarous tribe according to the Maha-

bharata (MB. 12.65,14). Ptolemy refers to them as

Rhamnai. Levi (J. A, 1915 p. 112) would locate

them near Ghazni on the evidence of the Maha-

bbarata (3.48,21) and the MahamayurT (line 99).

Naisadha. This tribe is clearly out of place here as it has been

mentioned in the Puranas as a Vindhya country and

has been located by the longer Kurmavibhaga in the

S-E. It is perhaps an error for Nisada, a branch of

which is mentioned in the Mahabharata (3.130.4.),

which states that the place where the SarasvatI

disappeared was the gateway to the country of

the Nisadas.

Mandavyas ca Tusaras ca Mulikas ca Mus3k Khasafc /

Mahakesa Mahanada desas tuttarapascime //

The Vdh. P. has the same text except that it reads Mukha
for Musa and correctly Mahanasa for Mahanada. Mulika cannot

possibly be the conect reading here as it is to be located on the

GodSvarl; it may however be easily amended to Culik a, which
has been placed in the N-W by the longer Kurmavibhaga texts.
With regard to the form Musa or Mukha, this may be combined
with the preceding as ca to produce the form As'vamukha, which
the longer texts place in the North. Thus Mulikas ca Mukha may
be amended to Culikasvamukha.

H now remains to
identify briefly the above mentioned tribes.

MSndavya. This name occurs not Iess than three Hmes
-

n ^
longer Kurmavibhaga texts, where it is mentioned in
the

Madliyades'a, Northern and North West lists.
The MSndavyas in the central region are variously
located at Modern Mandawar, eight miles north of

a.u.p.H.8. XV pt. H (1942) p. 43) and at
near Jodhpur on the evidence of'insertions

XVIII, p. 95 cf. The Jodhpur Inscription of
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Pratihara Bauka verse 10 "mandavyapuradurge's-
min") The Mandavyas of the North and North-West
have not been identified however.

Tusara, According to Stein (Rajatarangini I, p. 136) they are

to be located in the Upper Oxus valley.

Culika. According to the Matsya-purana (151.45) the Vaksu

(Oxns) flowed through their territory.

Khasa, Modern Khakkhas to the west of Nepal.

The Asvamukhas, Mahakesas and Mahanasas cannot be

precisely identified. In the case of ill-known tribes with whom the

Aryans would have little contact, one may expect differentiation

to be made among them on the basis of physical characteristics.

Canada P. Lampakas Tananagas ca Madra-Gandhara-bahlikal? /

Himacalalaya mleccha udlcim disam asritab //

Vdh. P. Lampagas Talanagas ca Maru-Gandhara-Jahutah /

Himavannilaya mleccha hy udiclm disam asritah //

There is somewhat more variation between the two texts

than has previously been the case. The inaccuracy of Maru in

the Vdh. P. text is proved not only by the corresponding text

of the Garuda P. but also by the internal evidence of the Vdh.P*

itself. At the end of its list of peoples, it gives the name of the

country which is considered to represent the region as a whole.

For the N-W region Madra is given. There is also a discrepancy

between the Bahlikas of the Garuda P. and the Jahutas of the

Vdh.P. The latter name appears to be a corruption of Jaguda,
which is similarly located in the north by the Bhuvanakosa texts.

Bahlika is a well-known name, but here is perhaps the result of

a copyist's effort to correct a corrupted portion of the text. The

Talanagas are identical with the Talaganas of the puranas, which

similarly locate them in the northern division along with the

Lampakas. Dey wrongly divides the text as Lampaka-Stana-

Naga and identifies the middle name with Kustana i. e. Khotan

in East Turkestan, thereby inventing a country that does not exist.

Lampaka. The Lambatai of Ptolemy (VII. 1. 42) who locates

them near the sources of the Koa (Kabul) river.
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Their name is preserved in modern Lamghan, a

territory on the north bank of the Koa (Kabul)

Talagana. The location of this tribe is uncertain, but it

be somewhere near Lamghan in view of its

juxtaposition with Lampaka in both the Bin
kosa and Kurmavibhaga texts.

Ma<lra. The capital of the Madras was Sakala, first i

fied by Cunningham (A. G. I. 1871 ed., p. 180)

Sanglawala Tiba in the Jhang district of the Pi

but subsequently proved by Fleet to be Sialkot.

G3iuihara. A country of cons idlerable antiquity, being 1

from Vedic times (RV. I 126.7). The Greeks
it as Gandaridai or Gandarites (Ptolemy, VII. '.

Herodutus 3. 91). It is to be identified wit!

modern Rawalpindi and Peshawar districts.

JSgcda. According to the Matsyapurana (121.45) the
flowed through its territory. Levi (J.A. 1915, j
would identify it with modern Ghazni.

Ciiiad* P.
Trigarta-Nlh-Kolabha-BrahmaputrSb sa-Tankar
Abbisahat sa-Kasmlra udakpurvena klrtitafr //

^ ub. P,
Tnginta-Mma-Kauluta-Brahmaputrab sa-Tlguna
Abhisaras ca Kasmira^ codakpurvena kirtitah*

/,

The two texts serve to correct each other's mist
4a P. Tankana couccts VdhP. TTgana, while the la

in corrects the fora's Kolabha. Both wronglyLwttbmapinta. which n ^^><. .

*
L.=._ ...

'
' 6 corr Ponding section of the 1

to

U Nil. is accepted a,

prob

whh the m range
longsr aad shorter KBnnaviM,-

comparisc
bo,h Ntla and Jftn.

*

shouldbe etna
^^ a"d that the co.

Modm Jal

Subj.
Stnct be'ween the Ravi
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Cina. If this reading is adopted, the Cinas may be identi-

fied with the tribes of Chinese origin who lived on

the northern slopes of the Himalayas.

Kauluta. The inhabitants of the district of Kulu in the upper

valley of the river Beas.

Brahmapura. According to Watters (On Yuan Chang I, p. 329)

this name is to be equated with the Po-lo-lih-mo-pulo

of Hiuen Tsiang, whose evidence indicates that it

must be placed in the region of Kumaon and

Garhwal. Cunningham (A.G.I. (1871ed.) p. 355)

identifies it more specifically with the area between

the Alakananda and Karnali rivers.

Tankana. The Tanganoi of Ptolemy, they may be located in

the mountainous regions extending, from the Ram-

ganga to the Upper Sarayu.

Abhisara. The Abhisaras were a well known tribe to the Greek

historians and the Mahabharata, where they are

frequently associated with the Darvas (MB. 6. 10.

52
; 2. 24. 18 etc.). At the time of Alexander's

invasion they allied themselves with the Pauravas

against the Greeks. Their exact location is however

disputed. McCrindle (Alexander's Invasion, p. 69)

places them at Hazara, but Stein (Rajatarangiru I

p. 32) identifies them with the tract of hills between

the Jhelum and Chenab including the state of

Rajapuri (mod. Rajauri).

Kasmira, Modern Kashmir.

With the survey of the peoples of the North-East Division

completed, our examination of the shorter Kurma-vibhaga texts

of the purSnas comes to an end. On the whole they are some-

what disappointing as a source for ancient Indian geography,
as the majority of names are already well known from other

sources. However, as no systematic examination of them has

occurred elsewhere, so far as the author has been able to discover,

it may not be without profit that their contents should have

been tabulated,

13



SAIVISM IN THE PATALA KHA1$H?A OF

THE PADMA-PURAP

BY

ASOKE'CHATTERJEE

TO Srt I IPT

sir ^rrfer ^
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i ]

The fact cannot be denied that the philosophy
of Saivisr

was developed from the Satarudriya portion of the Yajurveds

The propagators of Saivism gathered momentum thereon ani

gradually they were credited with a number of works of thai

own which were the best channels to spread out their views am

belief, A large number of purSnas which were regarded as th

Rjasika-pur5nas are said to have been cropped up from the pen

of those Saiva-philosophefs, Their philosophy attained complexit;

gradually and in the later puranas especially in the Skanda an<

the ivapurSnas their unhesitating zeal to propagate
thei

philosophy without any critical acumen is found. The Padma

purana which is admittedly a Vaisnava-mahapura^a betrays hen

and there its acknowledgement to the Siva tattva and Saivt

philosophy. Tils Padma*putlna, as we have it now, is a

voluminous work consisting of extensive parts called Khandas

which are five in number in the Bengal recension, viz. Srsji

Kbij^ BhM-Khao4a, Svsrga<Kkno>, Patala-Khanda and

UttaraKhw?oX In the South Indian (or rather DevanSgari)
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recension, which has been published by the Anandasrama Press,

Veiika$esvara Press and others, this work is found to have six

Khandas. 1 It was originally a Brahmaite one, i. e. the contribution

of the Brahma sects but later on the two other major sects, the

Saiva and the Vaisnava took this up right earnestly tried to pass

it as their own by means of additions and omissions. The name of

one of the part of the Padma-purana is Patala-khanda. We would

like to deal with in this paper the aspects of Saiva philosophy as

found in the Patala-khanda of the Padma-purana.

it Is now known that the original portion of the Patala-kharuja

was the contribution of the Ramaites. On an examination it is

found that the original portion of the Patala-khandra of the Ramaites

describes primarily the later portion of Rama's story which begins

from his victory at Lanka and return from there to Ayodhya after

placing Vibhisana on the throne and extends upto the end of his

Asvamedha sacrifice on (if we take the evidence of the Bengal

manuscripts of the Patala-khanda) upto the end of his life. In one

place
3

it speaks of the six divisions of the Ramayana, viz. Bala,

Aranyaka, Kiskindha, Sundara, Yuddha and Uttara and gives a

very brief summary of the contents of each Kanda. It is to be noted

here that although it does not mention the name of the Ayodhya-

kanda, its summary of contents of the Bala-karjida from Dasaratha's

Putresji sacrifice down to Rama's advent to citrakuja with Slta

ind Laksmana, his refusal to go back to them even though entreat-

ed by Bharata and his abode at Nandigrama includes the contents

D the Ayodhya-kSnda also. The information about the number of

slokas of the Ramayana is also given in it.
3

Thus, we see that

;his portion was purely 'Ramaite. But such copies of Rama

ind their portrayal in it do not constitute the essence of the

Patala-khanda. On the other hand as is the case with most

>f the Puranas, this Ramaite influence on the Patala-khanda did

1. See my article "The Antiquity and origin of the Padma-purSpa and

its early character and position in the Puranic literature". Our

Heritage (Bulletin of the Post Graduate training and Research

Departcment Sanskrit College, Calcutta) Vol. II, Pt. 1, pp. 175-189.

2. Pntala-khanda, 66, 163-168.

3. "Caturvirn.satisahasram a kSn4a paricihnitara"

66, 183a.
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not find favour with the supporters of the other sect who in their

spirit of adherence to their particular sect, tried to replace the

whole of the latter half of the Patala-khanda by fanciful glorifica-

tions of Lifiga and Siva who were, according to them, much

superior to Rama who often bowed down to the Great Omniscient

and Omnipotent Lord 6iva. It is interesting to note that the

first half of the Patala-khanda (which ended in ch. 68 from the

beginning of the Anss. edition of the Patala-khanda of tho Padmn-
P.) was left untouched by the staunch Siva worshippers who per-

haps did not venture to replace it on account of its growing popu-

larity among the people. It is also possible that the original

portions (by which we mean those portions which were written by
the RSmaites) actually ended with the Asvamedha sacrifice of

R5ma (Ch. 68) or with the passing of Rama to heaven. 4
Thus,

the
Linga^worshippers may not have altered the portion of the

PgtSla-khanda following chap. 68 but added some new chapters
of their own interest to the then recognised Ptala-kbanda as its
latter half. It ls evident that if a portion ends with Rama's
passing to heaven, it is self-contained and complete and needs no

Junto
additions, that this portion was spurious and suparflous is

proved by the Bengal manuscripts which do not contain
of these. In their .eal to propagate their view-points

of the. ir
of this

this half with

to

dueu
askea

method of

^luting
incense, lamps,

of

*iad .dltio.. ^ ,h

-_
"" -, found in any of the
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scents, etc., glorification of flowers ; sanctifying narration of

various anecdotes and historic tales
; (discourses on) Dharma,

Artha, Kama, Moksa, and the ways of attaining them : all these

I wish to hear from you I Greatest of the great sages and one

of celebrated vow" 6
. But besides these, this half deals with

many other topics of interest such as bhasma-mahatmya etc.

which have been introduced here and there in this half of the

Patala-khanda. Here the sole endeavour of the linga-worshippers

is confined to showing greatness of Siva His greater power than

that of Rama or Visnu. It will be a matter of no mean interest

to refer to some relevant verses to show how Rama or Visnu was

much below the status of Siva. While praising Siva highly,

Visiju say "O Lord : I have devoutly worshipped you for a

thousand years, daily with a thousand lotuses still you have

not shown your feet to me." 6 While Siva and Vigrm were

engaged in mirthful water sport many a times Vis^ui was

drowned by Siva who jumped up on the shoulders of

Visnu, caught his hands and made him sink7
. It has been

said that once while worshipping Siva, Hari had offered his

eyes to Him for want of flowers.
8 Once in the body of

5. 'lingarcana prakaram ca Hnga mahatrayameva ca /

mab.edan.ama mshatmyain pujamahatmyameva ca
//

namaskar asyamahatmyairi dri-stimahatmyameva ca/

jaladanasya mahatmyani dhupadanasya Battama //

dipagandhadidanasya puijparaahatmyameva ca /

na-na-khySnetihasanam kathaip papa-pranaiSinlm //

dharmartha-kamamokamdca tadupayamdea suvrata /

tatsarvaip. Srotumicchami tvatto munivarottama //

Ibid. 100. 23-26.

The verses from 23b-25a do not oceur in the Vanga ed, of the

Patala-khanda. The Venkat. ed. of the Patfila-khan^a possesses
all the verses, see Vetikat. ed. 104. 23-26.

6. Ibid. 110, 187

*maya var^asahasraqx tu Bahasrabjais-tathSnvaham /

bhaktya sampujito' pWa pado na dariSitas-tvayS* //

7. Ibid. 110. 151b-152.

'atrantare hareh ekandhamsruroha mahedvarah /

haryuttamangam bahubhyam grhitva ea nyamajjayat //

uumajjayitva ea punah punai^capi punah

8. Ibid. 106. 34b. 'pu^pabhave hurirnclram'.



Rama there appeared a shadow of Mahesa four armed and

three-eyed.
9 After beautifully eulogising Siva, nvisnu fell down

at the feet of Him.10 Once ParvatI rebuked Siva. Hearing His

blame, Visnu who was present there was about to put an end to

his life by tearing away his head with his nails as he did not

like to live at a place where Siva was decried ; but he was pre-

vented from doing so by Siva himself.11 In Ch. 112 vs. 181,

Rama glorifies Siva in great respect. He recites fiftyseven names

of Siva (the name 'Subhacarita' has been mentioned twice) in

address and bows down to Him saying 'namaste* 'namaste 1

. It

has been said that as Rama was not conversant with the Puranas>*

he had invited Siva to teach him the puranas but it is interesting
to note that although Siva has approached Rama for an instruc-

tion of the Puranas still Rama asks Him to tell him something
about Lifigarcanaprakara etc." and the mahatmyas of the

PurSnas although related, have been only of secondary importance.
The Linga worshippers were so anxious to propagate their

sectarian doctrines that they could not resist themselves from

saying that it is Mahesvara, who is the speaker of the Padma-
purana and in it the characteristics of the Pramathas have been
described." Thus, they tried to convince the people that the
whole of the Padma-purapa was originally a contribution of the
Saivaites, It is true that here and there stray references to the
worship of Hari are not wanting" but these are very few and far
between and deserve no serious attention.15

9. Ibid. 10H n.

prativimbamatho gatre rSmasya samadrfyaia /

triiocanam

tit Ibi&lia 267-270.
IS, See,f.n,6.

13.
PStaia-than^a 109.22.

the AU



PRAYAGAMAHATMYA A STUDY

BY

S. G, KANTAWALA

swrofaft fosfe ^r^r-^r forar ?rfr
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The tzrtham5Jiatmyas are very important and useful for not

p reconstructing the cultural history of India in general but

> for that of local history in particular, but such a study is

>e done with great care and caution. Moreover, it is useful

a the point of view of the study of place-names of sub-tirthas

,nd around the tirtJia under consideration, From these points

view the PrayagamahStmya sheds a flood of light on the

*ious practices etc. and mentions several sub-tirthas which

> commanded veneration of pilgrims who visited them, The

yagamahatmya is broadcast in several PurSnas and other
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works ' la this paper it is proposed to discuss it as found in the

Matsyapurana (-MP), especially because it (MP) is one of the

older works of Puranic literature' and this tract on the Prayaga.

mSbStmya gains further in weightage, as Laksrmdhara Bhatfa

(1100-1130 A.D.)
8 an outstanding digest-writer quotes mostly

from the MP in his treatment of the Prayaga-mahatmya,*

Moreover, as Dr. V.S, Agrawala observes, "we know that

MathurS, Prayaga, VaranasI, Pafaliputra and Ujjayini were five

great centres in the Gupta age, the first three of which were also

fur-famed religious centres in addition to their commercial and

political importance. With reference to the Prayaga-mahatmya

the topographical details given here are of importance".
5

The MP devotes ten chapters i.e. 103-112 covering 261

stanzas in honour of the glory and greatness of Prayaga. Accord-

ing to the MP the Prayagamahatmya was narrated originally by

BrahmS to the renowned sage MSrkandeya (104.1 ; 108.1 ; 109,1)

who narrated it in turn to disconsolate Yudhis^hira, while the

latter pondered over the sad demise of Suyodhana and others in

the epoch-making Bharata war and the consequent restoration of

the lost empire (IQS.lfi). In the MP Nandikesvara narrates it,

as it was done by Markandeya to Yudhisthira (103.1 ab).

DERIVATION OF THE WORD PRAYAGA

The word Prayaga is derived from pra-yaj, The MP
appears to emphasise on the prefix pra-, when it states that "it

predominates over all places on account of (its) supernatural power
or efficacy

1
". The explanation of the componental part-ySgft

Cy*3) ^P
6
^

5
^

be Sivea> when it states that gods and sovereign-
L Vide Kane P.V., History of Dharma^stra, Vol. IV, pp. 596^597^
1. WiDtcrnitz MA. History of Indian Literature, Vol. I., p. 575.
S, K*oe F.V., .^ e i t.

t p. X,
*. TteAwnrtltf. of

Krtyakalpataru, ed. by K. V. Rangaawaim
(COS,, voL XGVm, l^}i pp . 186.158. Dr. R.C. Hazra

chapters on the
PraySgamShatmya to 850-1250 A. D.

Mf^ RC0rdS D Hindu Ritea aod Customs, p.l)
6 , 4

** MatsyaP^^a-A Study,
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rulers adore it with sacrifices and hence it is sanctum sanctorum*.

The MP designates Prayaga as Prajapatifoetra* (extending from

Prayaga-Pratis^hana to Vasukihrada, (104.5), because Prajapati
is said to have performed a sacrifice 8 and is said to remember

it daily (109.16). It is called the Tlrtharaja.

EXTENT AND BOUNDARIES :

The area of Prayagamandala is five yojanaa
1* and it extends

from Pratis^hana to Vasukihrada, two Nagas Kambala and
Asvatara and Naga Bahumulaka.1*

EULOGY OP PRAYAGA :

Prayaga is one of the three Jesetras par excellence, the other

two being VaranasT and Gay a (tri&thali) . It is said to abound in so

many numerous holy places that Markandeya declares his inability
to enumerate one and all (104.7) and this remark tends to suggest
that various spots, viz. shrines, trees, etc. of this holy city were
looked upon as a tlrtlia. With a view to enhancing the sanctity

fog <?ft%<| ma* n MP. 110.10.

8, MP. 111. 14; 114.4. cf. Kurmapurana 1.36,20; Naradlyanurana
Uttara. 63. 127-128.

* '

9.

other derivations vide Kane P.V., op. cit., p. 598.

10. MP 109. 15-16. Of.

\ \ Mbh. cr. Ed. s. 85. 14 .

Brahmapurana quoted in tristhalfsetu of Na.rsyai.ia Bhatta(15l3.
1580 A.D.) (Asa* ed. p. 13) as quoted by Kane P.V., Op. citt, p. 593
fn. 1356. Cf. Skanda-purnna Ka^Ikhanda, 7.45., PadmapurSna 6,23
27-35. Incidentally, it may be noted that the word Prc&aga\B used'
in the neuter or the masculine gender according to thejgcnder of
the word with whieh it is associated

; e.e.

1U.14 ab ?T e^ps ^T SPTFT; I PadmapurSna
6. 23. 27.

11. MP. 108.9 ab; 111.8 ab
; cf. Padmapurana 1. 45, 8; Kurmapurana

2. 35. 4.
*

12. MP. 104.5 ; Padmapurana 1. 39. 69-70, 41. 4-5
; Mbh. Gr. Ed, 3. 83, 72-

Agnipurana 1 11.5
; Kane P. V., op. cit., pp. 588-599.

'

13* On. the antiquity and semantic vicissitudes of the word fjrtfia vid
Kane P. V., op. cit. t pp. 554 ff.

14
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of the city the Pwantktm waxes in hyperbolical
descri

stating that Prayaga is under the special protection
of Into

u Hari and other gods are said to be the guardians
of the

(104.9) which is larger in extent and less holy than the

The MP further states that till the time of the universal c

Brahma, Visnu and Siva along with other gods, gandhana*

great sages, seven islands, oceans, mountains and other c

semidivme beings cherish to sojourn in this appealing city

(kfmut of the universal destruction. Over and abov

celebrated denizens Yedas and yajtoi dwell in person
m 1

which stands on the confluence of the Gafiga and the Yarm

daughter of the Sun (Tapawsya suta 110.5) (106,17ft,

HUff,)" The superiority of Prayaga over other places is 1

out by remarking that its very remembering, hearing of its gJ

sight, recitation of its name and an application of clay

la one's body liberate one from all sins.
18 Not only this, b

the very remembering of Prayaga at the time of death eil

borne or in one's own land or in a foreign country brings

unu's transportation from this mundanfe world to the Brahi

liG5.lt>). It is said that a regular bathing for a period

month coupled with a continent life at the confluence of th

mighty rivers"
8 washes away all sins (108,14). The direc

the Purina about a bath for a period of three months thrice

In the Triwnl even to a betrayer of trust brings out the fa

the puigicg influence of the waters and reflects the horror (

ktisyir (108,15). Moreover, the Purana refers to the

hbUtution of Mtyfa-ti&M when it states that a bath taken ;

esptci&Jly in the month of Magha bears a reward equivalexv

gift of a hundred thousand cows (107,8), It is in the moni

Might that the ten thousand tirthas and crores of rivers are

: be present in the Ganges (112,16) ; possibly this is one oi

|J,

Cf.
afmapura?& 1,36, 23-26

j
Pac3mapurana 1. 41. 6-l(>,

j 106.1,20; <.' Kurmapur5ya 1. 36

person by her da,
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factors that makes a bath in the month of Magha especially

purifying and merit-giving. "The Mela in this raonth (i,e, Magha)

and once every sixth and twelfth year is an old institution of

which we have evidence in Yuwan chwang in the 7th century".
16

The miraculous virtues of bath tend to glorify the greatness of

Prayaga,

This is the only holy place where the miserable, the poor

and those with a fixed determination can hope to get liberation

(105.2) and this may also tend to suggest the magrico-mystical

effect of this place. Prayaga is said to be the holiest place in

triple worlds and the region between the Gangs and the Yamuna

is said to be the jagha-na of the earth.17 In this connection MM,

Dr, P. V, Kane observes that "the idea appears to be that the

holy places are the children of the earth". 18

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

I. Institution of Sacrifice and Tlrtfiayatra :

In ancient India sacrifice was not only the centre of human

activity, but also the end-all and be-all of all activities. It was

the means to heaven and liberation.
19 It was not possible for

all to perform costly sacrifices like the Asvamedha. It is also

quite well-known that the Vedic rites were tabooed to Sudras

and women, who were thus deprived of the spiritual benefits

accruing therefrom and hence stood in need of a substitute which

could satiate their earnest longings in this domain.

From another point of view also there arose a need for a

substitute which found an expression in the tzrthayatra. The

Brahmapurapa quoted by Laksmidhara Bhattja enjoins that in

event of his incapacity to perform sacrifices a Brahmin must

16. Rangaswami Aiyangar K. V., op. cit., Introduction, p. Ixxxii ; on the

Magha-mela see Nevil H. R t> Allahabad Gazetteer, Volume XXIII

(1928), pp. 69ff.

17. MP. 106.19 ; cf. Mbh. Cr. Ed. 3.83.71 ; Padmapurana 1,39.69 : 1.43,19 ;

Agnipurfma 111.4; Kurmapurana 1.37.12.

18. Kane P. V., op, cit,, p. 600, fn. 1362.

19,

I) By. 8.42.3 cd.

cf, also Sfsit Splrf ?fh (Aitareya Brahman a 1,13) On $v. 8,42,3
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visit holy places'**. The MP accepts the fact for the performance

of a sacrifice, guidance and help of expert priests, several

implements and many other auxiliary things, which are necessary

for the performance of the sacrifice, involve a very serious

financial implication and hence the sacrifice was within the reach

of kings and affluent people only. It is therefore that the MP

recommends a pilgrimage to holy places to the pauper as a

substitute of a sacrifice. It also declares that the pilgrimage

surpasses even in some respects the rewards accruing from sacrifi-

cial performance." Thus the Purana boldly advocates the superb

rity of the theory of TtrthayStra over that of sacrifice. Thus we

see that such Puranic injunctions filled up a significant gap in tlie

religious and cultural life of the people.

II. MytMogy :

Visnu who is a minor deity in the RV assumes a prominent
position in the Brahma^a period" and is even identiEed with
sacrifice." This equatioual imagery appears to be reflected,
when Visnu is described as Yajamanah (106. 13) and as such
Visnu is said to reside in Prayaga, the middle Vedl of Brahma34

after the universal destruction.

: u
P. 9 Vide alao ^-hrff^fgrflfoT of

PP. 5-6; *Jsranr (apartof

of *
ara. s

MP> Gf-

^wfett^Rm^tfem:,^,.',
'

n. Qt. ftw
4 ^ ' Altareya B'Shma^a, U

t*. Kttep.v..- so, T. .

Aita ya Brahmajja, I.
"
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III. tSuicide :

"To live till death releases one is regarded as an unfailing

means of obtaining salvation in most major tlrthaa"** and naturally

people got a fascination not only to pass their last days, but

even to put an end to their life in holy places like Prayaga,

Varanasi etc. Suicide is condemned all over the world and India

is no exception to it, the ancient Indian law-givers reprobated

in general the practice of religious suicide at holy places. But

this bar with post-mortuary penalties was waived off under certain

circumstances.
36 As mentioned above, Prayaga is a renowned

centre of religious suicide. In this connection the following

stanza from the MP deserves to be noted :

na vedavacanat tata na lokavacanat tath& /

matir utkramamya te prayagagamanam prati // 106,22.

i.e. "One should not suppress a wish of going to Prayaga on account

of devavacana or lokavacana"'. This stanza recurs in many Puranas

and the Mbh. with variants,
87 the important of them being veda-

vaeanat for devavacanat and Prayagagamanam for Prayagamaranam.

The edition of the MP with the Prakrit {Ika by Janardanacarya

and Anantacarya ( Adhyaya 105, stanza 22, Vol. I, p. 674) and

25. Rangaswami Aiyangar K.V., op. cit.t Introduction, p. Jxii*

26. For details vide Kane P. V,, History of DharmaSastra, Vol. II, pp.

924-928; Vol. Ill, pp. 939, 948-949. Rangaswami Aiyangar K. V.,

ibid, pp. Ixiii ff.

27i
?T 3fal*MWW <T sffaJcRTOfa I

M Mbh. Gr. Ed. 3.83.78.

Gf. Naradlya, gtRo 63.129; <RT 5T 39.76 reads ?f

The $tfrr 111.8 reada 4rRt^?WTu[Vq75% 5TqFt *Rtf 5T% I The

43.22 reada 5PTPFW?t STl%, The 1,37.14 i

The

33.64 reads ^ ^!^^ r % Ktf: I

(Kane P. V., History of Dharmas"astra, Vol. IV, p, 606, fn. 1374).

With reference to this MM. Dr. Kane observes, "This entirely

changes the meaning and avers that if one has a desire to go

to Kaf, one should not heed the words of ones parents or of

people (dissuading him irom going)" lbid,t p. 606, fn. 1874.
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the one by Jivananda (Adhyaya 104, stanza 22, p. 366) also read

the same as the Anandashram Sanskrit Series (=ASS.). Dr. Rmn

Pratap Ttipathi ( IWWfT^IT p. 247) also appears to accept the

ASS. reading in the translation. As mentioned above this stanza

occurs also in the Mbh. (Me fa. 27) ; some of its mss. vis. B 1.3,

"T2 GZ tend <&q*n. B (m as in text)s reads Tfpf for
frtPF-f*, It

is significant to note that this stanza as quoted in the

Ttrtha vivecana katjda of Laksmidhara Bhatta's Krtyakn.h>
taru (p. 143) (wherein it is ascribed to the MP) reads

Ve&naeanal for devawcanat and Prayagamara^am for Prayaga-
gmanam. Of course, the final reading will be decided in the

critical edition of the MP. With the reading as found in the
Tirtbavu-ecana Kanda, the MP appears to sanction and common.!
smade at Praygga in eloquent terms." Elsewhere i.e. in MP 108
26 it is uid that a

prSnaptrityaga in the Yamuna leads to an
cqu,s, tlon of the paramafada. The Dharmas'Ssrra Jiteratand tte P a9as saaction

frnnaparityaga under various circumsten-
<**, out of wh,ch the following Me referred to in the MP
context of suicide at Prayaga" :_

(s) Suicide ly

If a person, who is free from n H j-

deficiency of limbs and is in
^^ nls from a y

A .'
' "* "'- PP- 60* ffi

h.
p. 60S, fn. 138

PP- *>
referred to by Kane P. V.

MOT flu
* Mbh. . ed.

or

MM. Dr. i. V .

. 15i) for ,

" (the reading of
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his death in the cowduug-fire at the confluence of the Ganges and

the Yamuna, he is honoured in heaven for as many years as there

are pores in the body.
88

It is significant to note that these PurSnic

statements are also supported by historical events. The Ahisad

inscription of Adityasena of Magadha states that his fifth ancestor

plunged himself in the slow burning cowdung fire as it in waters.
84

This mode of suicide is also referred to in the Ain-i-Akbari,85

(b) Suicide by jalapra vesa :

A Suicide by jalapravesa at the confluence of the two mighty
rivers, the Ganges and the Yamuna at the time of the lunar

eclipse is promised the Somaloka (1 07. J 3). This is also referred
to in the Ain-i-Akbari.BB There are historical instances of suicide

by this process in Karnadeva of Cedi86
(1042 A. D.), Dhanga

Candella87
( 1000 A. D. ) and the Calukya king Somesvara

Ahavamalla (1065 A. D.) who committed suicide in the Tunga-
bhadra38

. Ggngeyadeva (1040 A, D.) alongwith his hundred wives
committed suicide in Prayaga.

80

(c) Suicide by other modes :

(i) A person can commit a suicide by hanging his head
down and with legs up and by drinking the flames of fire. Such

33, MP 107.95 Cf. KurmapurSna 1. 38. 3.4.
Naradlyapurtlna, Uttar^~

63. 154, Badaoni testifies to the practice of suicide at Prayaga, (The
History of India aa told by its Historians by sir H. M. Elliot, V, p,
513 as referred to by Nevill H. R., op. ctl., p. 166).

34*

r: t| Gupta inserip,

No. 42 p. 203 (of the text; as quoted by P. V. Kane, op. cit. p. 605
fn. 1372* -

35. Ain-i-Akbari, translated by Goldwin (1800). Vol. 1, p, 531, ^
referred to by Kane P. V. op. */., p. 695, fn, 1373.

36. As referred to by Rangaawami Aiyangar K. V* Op, cit. t Introduction

p. Lxxxi.

37. Epigraphia Indica^ I. UO as referred to by P.V. Kane, History of
Dhannaf&stra, Vol. II, Pt. II, p. 925

38. Epigraphia Camatica jll/ Sk. 136. aa referred to by P. V. Kane,
History of Dharmagastra, vol. II, pt, II, p. 926.

39. Epigraphia Indica, XII.
205_at p. 211 as referred to by P.V. Kane

History of Dharmasastra, Vol. II, Ft. U, p. 925, fa. 2135,



a suicide is promised a stay In heaven and on his return therefrom

he is to be re-born as an agniliotrin (107. 15-16),

(ii) A person can also commit a suicide by lopping $
various limbs of iiis body and offering their pieces to birds- Suck

suicide is promised a stay in the SomaloJca for a period of bundm!
thousand years and on his return therefrom he is to be reborn

as a righteous king (107.1 7-18). This practice is referred to ty

Hiuen Tsang (c. 629-645 A. D,*>).

In connection with the religious suicide it is to be noted

that such a suicide had not to undergo any past-mortuary penalty, ,

but on the contrary he secured a place in celestial regions e.g, i

Somaloka etc. with fabulous pleasures, e.g. all types of heaved)
pleasures in the good company of manes, sages and gandliartw,
Moreover, on the expiry of the religious merit he was re-born <u

the earth as a lord of Jambudvipa etc. (107. 11 fit). &n pas<M
it may be mentioned that prayaparityfya is in general extolled
at unto* Such enticing temptations which were held out mlgh
have accentuated the cases of suicide at holy places. But gradmUK

or

- Permanent bond

"sides a Ortku find a

as one of

PP. 377-378, 6J6-617.
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One of the important aspects of the cult of manes is the

bound by mutual ties of offering and receiving the oblations

i this connection various strata of views are met with in this

n of the Prayagamahatmya. The group of the three

ised of the father, grandfather and great grandfather,
4*

is

d to and this group received the pin$as t
whereas the further

lants i. e. the fourth, fifth and the sixth ones, received the

nd hence were designated as lepdbhagins or lepabhak-s*
B and

eventh one is the ego. At another place the sapta-pwrusa-

tya is alluded by the phrase asaptamam Jsutam (I08.26ab).

here in this tract (106.28 ; 103.5) there is reference to the

cendants and ten descendants (cf. dam purvan dasa parang
).2 it is declared that a bath at SomatTrtha will effect the

biorj of hundred pitrs (cf. also 101,30). This may possibly

erpreted to be a distant reminiscence of community-worship

by the time of the Atharvaveda had changed from that of

mmunity to that of the family.
48

7

astinff and other rules :

Fasting and continence follow as a corollary to sraddha.

the point of view of the bodily discipline it brings about

1 purification which in turn enables one to acquire celestial

s or a reward of a arauta sacrifice. It is pointed out that

,st is observed in Prayaga by a person sound in health and

perfect continence, he gets a reward of the horse-sacrifice

ry step (108. 3-5). Such statements can be interpreted as an

ada emphasing the need and utility of a fast at holy places.

er interpretation may also be suggested from the religio-

uoint of view ; the ttrthayatra is one of the means of reducing

44.

: MP*

The term *pitarah
> which ia in, plural will include an ancestor of any

degree. Note also the mention of the specific kinship terms for the

second and the third degrees of ascendants.

45, Vtdt Kantawala S. G., the Cult of Manes as depicted in 'the Mateya-

purana, Journal of the Oriental Institute Vol. VI, NO. 1, (September,

1956), p. 28.

46, Kantawala S. G.
f op. cit., p. 28.

15
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or mitigating the consequences of sin.
4T The Visnudharfl

(35.6) decrees that those quality of mahapatakas** may be IB

zed by the performance of the Asvamedha sacrifice or by A

all sacred places on the earth. Elsewhere (184.18) th

states that a heap of sins as big as the mountain Mem or Mi

is nullified, when one visits Avimukta (Benares). A person

a bath at Benares is promised a reward of ten horse-sac

(183,71). Such statements of benefits may also be inter,

as a forceful attractive method of stating that a fast or a b

a penalty for a mahapdtaika.**

VI, Philosophical Gleaning :

In India religion and philosophy go generally toge

Every religious faith in India has tried, generally to ec

its godhead, e.g. Visnu, Siva, etc. with Brahman. The omn

sence of the Lord is an acknowledged fact in Indian reli

and philosophy.
50 The Mp also sings that Brahman is pre

in all beings (109.13, 111,5) and a step further in this 1

notion can find also an expression in the belief that gods

present in trees or "the great trees are the homes of spirits or

incarnated gods
81." And the MP states actually that the Aksaya

is Siva himself (111.10). This equation al deification of

Akaayavafy reflects jon the dendrolatrical aspect of religio

Even now-a-days ladies worship the vatavrfcga (Ficus indica)

the full-moon-day of the month of Jyestha. In the Upanist

Brahman combines the triple function of origination, maintenai

and destruction of the universe. In the later mythology Brah

is associated with the -function of creation, Visnu with that

maintenance and Siva with that of destruction. The MP asi

ciates these deities with these functions (111.3-4). The origin

47, For different means D<? Kane . V., op. cit. t pp. 41 ff.

48, On mahapztakas rids &an<i t.V. op. *., pp. 16 ff.

49, A aunUar Mlcw 15 also expressed by K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangfl
(ejk 4t Introduetioa p. xlviii).

*

* tns $R 14opaniad I.

51. Rtmgaawami Aiyangar K. V., op. dt.t Introduction, p. Ixxxvi.
5S, For trec-worahip in ancient India vide Karmarkar A.P..theReH.

gions of India, Vol. I, p. 189^
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jnctipnal triune unity is echoed in the MP, when it declares

ant Brahma, Vjnu and Siva are the three parts (bjiagah^ v> I.

aJ} in ga for lliag&h ia the ASS. edition.) of one corpus (3.1 6).
63

The Indian thinkers have advocated various means for the

jalisation of the Absolute and the MP refers to the following

ies in this tract : vrata, dana, tapas, tirtJia, sacrifices with due

ies and gifts, yoga (vide also 109.9f,), sathkJiya, sadaoara, ja'pa,

uno, fast, bath and even suicide (106.27, 107.3, 9ff; 110.19;

12.7).
fi4 These means enable an aspirant to have a realisation of

ie Lord which in turn leads to the attainment of the parama gati

11.5), The MP declares emphatically that the above-said

cans are of no significance as compared to a stay in Prayaga

10.19-20), which transports directly an aspirant to a particular

tlestial region which he deserves e. g. Rudraloka (112.9) etc."

f; 107.5ff, 39)
BB

, till his Jcarmans last and then he is re-born in a

ealthy family or as a lord of Jambudvlpa (105.7, 11 ; 105.37,

i;107.6).
ft7 It is also interesting to note a cautionary remar

at those who steal elephants, horses, cows, oxen, jewels, gold

j, and offer them as gifts' are denied the heavenly regions and

e doomed to hell,
58 where others to repair to are the des-

sers of cow, fire, scriptures, gold, water, women and parents

39<20ff.). &n passant this reflects on some evil element and

actice in the society.

)POGRAPHICAL DATA

The chapters on the Prayagamahatmya furnish us with

^graphical data. The tzrtTias mentioned are arranged here in an

jhabetical order for ready reference :

53. Vide Kantawala S. G., Cultural History from the Mateya Purana,

p. 177.

5<t, Vide also Kantawala S. G,, ibid,, pp. 219ff for the treatment of means

to realisation.

55. Cf. Rangaswami Aiyangar K. V,, op. cit.t Introduction, p. xxxi.

56* For pleasure in the paradise vide Kane P. V., op. cit. f pp. 157ff,

57. On the doctrine,of transmigration in the MP cide Kantawala S, G
Ilidt, pp. 228f.

58* On the concept of hell, vidt Kai^c P. V., op, *., pp.
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1. Agniftrtlia : It is on the southern bank of the Yamuna,61

And it is to be visited on the second day during the bakirvedz part*

Icramaoi Prayaga (Tfrthat5ka=sTK, p. 118).

2. Afaayavafa : The Lord iva is said to protect it

(104.10), nay, he is said to transform himself into this w{i

(111.10). A suicide at the root of this tree ' leads one to the

Rudraloka (106.11). In the Fort there is the Patalpur temple

and the Aksayavafca is shown here (TK. p. 117). H. R, Nevil!

observes that (in the court) "there was a large tree from which

devotees used to throw themselves down in order to die on the

sacred spot
80
." The twelve Adityas who are JKudrcaamtrtat

do not burn the vatamula even though they burn the whole

universe (106.1M2).
61

3. Bhogaw&i It is to be visited after paying visit to

Kofcitlrtha. It is situated to the north of Vasuki". Now there

are twelve Madhavas in Prayaga and one of them is Asimadhava

who is near Nagavasuki (TK. p. 117). In the Bakshimohulla

there is a temple of Nagavasuki on the bank of the Ganges

(TK. p. 117) and it is to be visited during the antarvedt parikwm

of Prayaga (Tk. p. 118). It appears that BhogavatI may be

located somewhere in the vicinity of Nagavasuki. It may be

mentioned that the Tirtha vivecana Kanda states : tatra

natw Vasukes ttrtJiam uttamamj (p. 153).

4. jDasaavamedhaka : The tirthakanda reads it as

medhika (pp, 145, 153)."
a

It is mentioned after Bhogavatl.
53 This

'

59. MP 108,27 : Vide also Kane P. V,t op. citn p. 615.

50. Ncvill H. R., op. cit. t p. 156.

61. On the Ak?ayavats, Vidt Kane P. V., op* f., p. 614
; Rangaswami

Aiyangar K, V,, op. rt'fc. Introduction, p. Ixxxii, Gode P. K., Tie

History of Akgayavata (Undccaying Banyan tree^ at Prayaga and

Gaya, aa revealed by some Sanskrit texts between 1st century A, D.

& 1900, ABORI, Vole. XXXVII, pta. I-II, pp. 82-92, Kantawala
S. G,, op. rff., p. S98, Markaijijeya also practised pcnanee at the

Akijayav&ta.; cf.

TO II gRfafui^ 10.4 (Published

by Gopal Narayana & Go, Bombay 1911)
62, MP. 106,46 ; Kane P. V., op. fit., p. 614.

62a. The MP 32.10 also reads Dcfagvamedhika.
63 MP. 106^6 j Kane P. V,, /*.^ p. 6U .
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Dafiasvaraedha may be identified with a ghat of this name.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that a ghat of this name is found

at several holy places.*
5

*.

5. Harasaprapatanatirtha : The Tirtha Vivecana Kanda

reads it as Hamsapratapana ( p, 143 ). It is mentioned after

Kambalasvatara Nagas and is situated to the north of Pratisfcnana

and to the east af the Bhaglrathi
65

. A bath at this tlrtha, enables

one to acquire a reward of the Asvamedha sacrifice and a resi-

dence in heaven for times immemorial. Dr. V. S. Agrawala

remarks that "there is still a Harhsakupa at Jhusi to make the

Harasaprapatanatlrtha
68

". According to the information as given

in the TK (p. 118) there
^
is also a temple called Harhsatirtha

near the Harhsakupa.

6. Kambalasvatara Nagas : The Kambalasvatara Nagas
form one of the points of the Prajapati-ksetra

87
. This site is

situated on the southern bank of the Yamuna (106.27).

7. Kotitlrtha : It is mentioned after Sandhyava^a. A
suicide here is rewarded with a stay in heaven for a period of crores

of years and after the expiry of the religious merit he is re-born

as a wealthy person
68

. The reference to Kotivarsasahasra (of. JECoti-

wmsahasranain Bvargaloke maltiyate /) (106. 44) may probably be

an explanation of the place-name. It is on the Ganges two miles

from Baladevaji, There is a temple of Siva here and a festival is

held in the month of Sravana. It is the present Shivakutfl
89

.

8. Manasatirtha : It is situated on the Northern bank of

the Ganges
70

. It is said that if a fast is observed here for three

64. Kantawala S. G. f op. eit., pp. 318-319 .

65. MP. 106.32
;

vide Kane P.V., op. cit. t p. 614.

66. Agrawala V.*., Matsyapurana A Study, p. 183, also vide ibid.,

pp. 182-183,

67. Kantavala S. GM op. cit.t p. 373
; on Kambala aid* Dikshitar V. R. R,,

Purana Index, Vol. I, p, 318
;
on Asvatara vid ibid,, p. 125 ; Kane

P. V., op. cit., p. 599
; Rangaswami Aiyangar K. V., op. cit.t p. 614.

68. MP. 106. 44-45 ; vidt also Kane P. V., op. eit., p. 614.

69. TK. p. 117. En passant it may be mentioned that in the MP one cornea

across more than one Kotittrtha. For diaeuasion and identification

thereof vide Kantawala S. G., op. eit., pp. 346-347.

70. MP* 107. 2 ; mdt alao Kane P. V., op. cit.f p. 615,
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S ':

nights, all the desires are fulfilled and one acquires a reward oi

godaWt Ihudana and Uranyadana by rementbring this holy p]ac e

(107, 2-3). It is to be visited, after having visited Padila Mahadeva,
on the seventh day of the bahirvedz parikrama and pilgrims sojourn

here at night (TK, 118).

9. Nagabahumulaka: It forms one of the points of bounda-

ries of Prajapatiksetra.
71

10. Narakatirtha : It is on the west bank of the Yamuna

and is sacred to Dharrna. 7* MM. Dr. P. V. Kane proposes to read

Anaraka,7* The Tlrtha vivecana Kanda reads : paseime

rajaaya ftrthaih tu navakarh amrtam / (p. 149).

11. Niranjanatlrtha : It is sacred to Aditya (cf.

maliatmanah ttrtliam nirattjanam nama / (108.29). The Tiriha

vivecana Kanda reads; ttriham Nirujalcam nama (p- 149) and notes

Nirudakam as its variant in P. 7 *
It is on the northern bank of the

Yamuna. Gods are said to perform the sandhya here thrice a day

<108. 29), It is to be visited during the course of the antarvti

parikr&ma (Tk. p. 118).

12. Pratisfchana ; It is the modern Jhusi
75

.

13. Enapramocanatirtha : It ia on the northern bank of

the Yamuna and to the south of Prayaga". It is sard that, on,
who observes a fast for one night after taking a bath, is liberated
from alUebts and he obtains the svargalolca. And he is debtless
over. This appears to explain the place-name :

Tnai7i *armill pramucyate /

av^^wti anrnt ca sada ftavet // 107. 21 .

is the same as Enamocanatlrtha and is to be

(TR ^

is of cultural
.--- bank of the Ganges

s. G., ,p.
,., p. 371;
--

C ' 'A *, P. 3366.
- 615> fn> l399-
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106. 30), It is on the way to Daraganj via Pi pa ke pula

TK, 117). To the opposite of the confluence there is a

oound known as Samudrakupa (T. K. p. 118). According to

ne TK (p. 118) it is to be visited on the ninth day during
uUrvedl paritoama of Prayaga. MM, Dr. P. V. Kane holds that

t is the same as Pratisthana78
. Dr. V. S. Agrawala observes that

'to the east of the conjoint stream of the GaQga and the

Sfamunl after their confluence, towards modern Jhusi (ancient

Pratisjhana) a pilgrim finds himself at the spot called Trailokya,
and there the Sarva-Samudra well is situated, gwg; of the

Matsya is named spferppr
here

(i, e. %fif ^rft} \wty which should

he the same as
"

15. Sandhyavata : It is mentioned after Urvaslramana,
An observance of continence and a fast here enables one to achieve
the Brahmaloka.80 There is a Sandhyavata near the eastern gate
of the Hamsritlrtha temple (Tk. p. 118) and is to be visited on the

ninth day during the bahirvedi parikmma of Prayaga, (Tk. p. 118)

16. Somatirtha : It is temptingly said that it is a
destroyer

of maliapataJea and a bath here effects a liberation of purusanam
fatam (109-2), It is to be visited during the baMrvedi parikrama
(Tk,p, 118).

17. Urvaslramana : MM. Dr. P. V. Kane81 and Laksml-
dhara Shafta

82 read Urvafcpulina for Urvasiramaria, It is

mentioned after Hamsaprapatanatlrtha. It appears whitish with

swans.
83 Dr. V. S. Agrawala observes that it is "the place where

king Pururavas and Urvasi had enjoyed themselves. This seems

79. Agrawala V. S., the Seven-Sea-Gift in the Mateyapurana, PurSjja
Vol. I. No. 2 (February I960), p. 209; Matsyapurana A Study
p. 192.

' y>

80. MP. 106,43
;
Katie P. V., op. cit,, p. 614.

81. Kane P. V.t op. cit., pp. 614-615.

82. Tmha Vivecana Kanda, P , H4=

MP. 106.34ab.

Dr. Ram Pratap Tripathi translates MP. 1C6.34 ab thus

IT

p. 248,
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to be the vast stretch of white sandy area east of Jhusi

where king Pururavas had his palace a

gardens outside the city of Pratithana (sU^itelH)-
84 The plai

name appears to be explained, when it is said that by a suicidi

here one would see UrvasI daily in heaven and after his retu

therefrom he would get hundred Urvasl-like girls (106.36-37),

18 Vasukihrada : It is one of the points of boundaries

Prajapatiksetra (104.5). It is the modern Vasuki Naga nei

Daraganj.
86

19. Venlmadhava : It is referred to in 111.9. It is to tl

north of Prati?thana (111,9). There is one Sri-Venl-Madhava i

Daraganj (Tk. p. 117).

Over and above these holy spots Prayaga is said to aboun

in numerous holy places (110.12ff) out of which Sindhusagai

may be mentioned. Can it be the one which is to be visite

during the antarvedz panorama near Kakarahaghat (Tk. p. 118)

The MP refers also to the three agmTeundai and five

in the Ganges.
87

84. Agrawala V. S,, op. eit.,, p. 183 ; vide also Kantawala S. G., op. elt^

p. 400*

85. A suicide at Urva^Iramana is also promised to enjoy pleasures in

the Soar&hka in the company of the pitrs. (MP. 106.35).
86. Agraw&J a V. S, op, dt.t p/!81.

87. MP* 110t, 13
; yldt Kane P. V op. dt.t p. 599, Fa. 1361,

N, B* ; The unspecified refcreaeca as uaual refer to the MP. thus 104.5s*

MP* 104,5*



XANDRAMES OF THE CLASSICAL ACCOUNTS AND
HIS PURANIC COUNTERPART*

By

K. D. SETHNA

: VITT. 1,
2 shaft:

(Xandrames) frraFt

When Alexander the Great reached the river Hyphasis

(Vipasa, modern Beas) he heard from the Indian prince Phegelas

(Bhagala) the news, which the renowned Porus (Paurava) confir-

med, that on the eastern bank of the Ganges there was waiting

for him Xandrames, king of the Gangaridai
1 and the Prasii, with

an army of 20,000 horses, 200,000 infantry, 2,000 chariots and

4,000 elephants. The news struck terror in the hearts of the tired

Macedonians and they forced their leader to call a retreat.

If, as we have argued, the Puranas point to Chandragupta I,

founder of the Imperial Guptas, instead of to Chandragupta

Maurya as being Sandrocottus to whose court Megasthenes was

sent in c. 305 B. C. as ambassador by Seleucus Nicator, the

question must inevitably arise : "Who, according to the Puranas,

was Xandrames, whom the Classical accounts put in time a little

before Sandrocottus became king of Palibothra (Pafcaliputra) ?"

Modern historians identify Xandrames with a king of the

Nanda dynasty preceding the Mauryas, Failure to discover his

* A supplementary note to Parts I and II of 'Megasthtnts and tkt Problem

of Indian Chronology as Based on the Puranas*, published in PwHqa,
January and July 1966.

1. Sometimes misspelled "Gandaridai', once "Gandaritai" and often

mentioned as "Gang aridan" and *'Gangandes%
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counterpart as a predecessor of the Guptas is likely to be co

as a seiious defect in the traditional Puranic chronology a

sign that the current theory is correct.

We may admit that the failure would be a defect

should also remark that it could help in no way at all tl

for Chandrugupta Maurya. What evidence worth crediting-

any souice, Puranic or other has ever been put foith to it

Xandrames with any Nanda ?

the AH-Round Weakness of the Current Theory
The name "Xandrames" is indubitably the Greek form o

Sanskrit appellation like "Chandramas". No Nanda bears
Pursnas a name echoing it. The founder is known as J^laha
and one uf his eight sons is mentioned as Sumalya or Sum!
Sufcalpa.* In Buddhist tradition we do not hear of a fath
eight sons but of nine Nanda brothers, all of whose nan
given m the MaModhivaMa (1) Ugrasena, (2) pa ,

13) Pandugati, (4) Bhutapala, (5) Rashtrapala, (6) Govishanu
Dasaslddhafca, (8) Kaivarta and (9) Dhana. Here too't
nothmg answering to -Xandrarnes.'' But R. C. Raycimu-

us that Curtius, unlike Diodorus, speaks of Agct
ingeniously proposed that the Su
d-vable fron, Ugrasena and m.

name pr*

Bothers ca
**^f 1 the father of the

the

ot the
correspondence to

V* Ilflf
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words,
1 "the form Agrammes is modified into Xandrames by

Diodorus". Actually, Curtius who uses "Agrammes" belongs to

the 1st century A. D,, whereas Diodorus wrote in the 1st century
B.C, Chronologically, there can be no doubt that "Agrammes" is a

corruption of "Xandrames", possibly through an intermediate

version like "Andrames" analogous to Plutarch's "Androcottus"
1

in the 1st century A. D. for Strabo's "Sandrocottus" 8 in the 1st

century B.C. Moreover, a corruption cannot have as "Xandrames"

does-so plainly Indian a ring, while the original has none.

Hence we have to ignore Agrammes and take only Xandrames

into consideration. But then no Nanda can have any standing.

The sole remaining argument is sought to be founded on

some details in the reports by both Diodorus and Curtius. The

former (VII. XCIII)
4

says of his Xandrames : "...the king of the

Gandaridai was a man of quite worthless character and held in

no respect, as he was thought to be the son of a barber. This

man the king's father was of a comely person, and of him the

queen had become enamoured, The old king having been trea*

cherously murdered by his wife, the succession had devolved on

him who now reigned." rCurtius (IX, II)
6

reports essentially the

same story but with one or too variations in the details : "...the

present king was not merely a man originally of ao distinction

frut even of the very meanest condition. His father was in fact a

barber scarcely staving off hunger by his daily earnings but who,

from his being not uncomely in person, had gained the affection of

the queen and was by her influence advanced to too near a place

jn the confidence of the reigning monarch. Afterwards, however,

be treacherously murdered his sovereign and then, under presence

of -acting as guardian to the royal children, usurped the supreme

authority, and having put the young princes to death begot the

present king who was detested and held cheap by his subjects as

1. Ch&ndragupta Maurja and His Times (Madras, 1943), p. 32*

2. Life of Alexander, Ch . LXII.

3. The Classical Accounts of Tndia, edited by R, C. Majumdar (Calcutta,

1960), pp. 262, 270, 27S.

4. Ibid., p. 172.

5. Ibid,, p. 128,
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he rather took after his father than conduct himself as the

occupant of the throne."

Our historians draw upon Jain tradition in their attempt at

a parallel for the Nandas. In the Avatyo&a Si(t<ra (p. 693) we

have a Nanda described as begotten of a barber. HemachandraV

Parimhtaparvan CVI, 232) makes him the son of a barber by a

courtezan. Struck by the barber-story, our historians forget a

central discrepancy. Even in Jain tradition there are nine Nandas

and, as in the Puranas, they are a father and eight sons. Now,

it is only the first, the father, who is called the son of a barber,

Yet it is not he who can be deemed Xandrames. The ninth

Nauda immediately preceding Chandragupta Maurya is our man,

He is nowhere spoken of as a barber's son or stigmatised t&

belonging to a barber-family. Thus once more the Nandas are out

The Puranic evidence on them, it should be obvious, ii

pretty unhelpful. Else there would be little inducement to rcsoit

to Buddhist or Jain tradition. The Puranas* see Mahapadma as

the son of the Sunga king Mahanandin by a 6udra woman. Heru

it is the mother instead of the father who is of mean origin. Ami

there is no question of the queen conspiring with a lover and

murdering her husband and bringing to the throne her son by that

lover. Mahapadma comes to the throne rightfully and normally.

The only point of agreement with the classical accounts

of Xandrames is, in a very general sense, "mean origin." Jain

tradition also agrees with them. But Mookerji* notes how

glaringly Buddhist records are here at variance : "Bnddh'^t

tradition does not impute any base origin to the Nandas and thtte

runs counter to the Brahminical and Jain traditions." We may
add that neither of the last two is uniform in its voice. While

thePuranas label the Nandas as Sudras, the famous Indian

drama Mudra-raktkua (VI.6), by which many scholars set con-

siderable store, regards the Nandas as pratTiitakulajah, "of

illustrious birth", or
ucltcMairavtianam, "of high birth". And

even in the Jain Pattiuhfaparvem (VIII. 320), which makes a

ft.
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barber breed the first Nanda on a courtezan, the daughter of the

Nanda king preceding Chandragupta Maurya claims after her

father's deposition a certain right from him possible only to a

Ksbatriya princess and the claim is conceded.

This leads us to suspect that the single feature in which

Tain tradition broadly approaches the Greek accounts namely,

the barber-birth is not meant to be taken literally. Perhaps

the very fact o its exclusive occurrence in this tradition implies

that it is not literally meant. And, when the Parisislitaparvan

itself is internally inconsistent, we may endorse B. M. Barua's

remarks 1
: "The barber story is almost proverbial in the ancient

royal tradition of India. When a reigning monarch was found

stingy in the payment of rewards or in making gifts, he was

taken to be a barber's son."

Even the mean and avaricious disposition of the Nandas is

not unequivocally asserted in our literature, The Buddhist

MaliavammU^a which speaks of the last of them being "addicted

to hoarding treasure" says that towards the time when he was

dethroned "he, instead of any more hoarding wealth, was bent

upon spending it in charities which he organised through the

machinery of an institution called DanaWa administered by a

Sarhgba whose President was to be a Brahman."
1

The Buddhist Manjuarl-mulaMpa* has the same charities

but they are set in an entirely different story. This book knows

of no nine Nandas, It has only one single Nanda who gained

the throne from the position of a prime minister, as though by a

magical process, and who was a pious and sagacious man,

a Buddhist who was yet a patron of Brahmans. This character

is as far as can be from the Greeks' Xandrames.

The Nanda, known as Yoga-Nanda, who in the Kashmiri

tradition
4

is himself overcome by a magical spell practised by

^~~^ka^nd His Inscriptions (Calcutta, 1946), I, p. 47.

2. Mookerji, op, cit., pp. 33-4.

4 ^'^rftaU.t'jr-ia-ril.^m
and the MM

Sanskrit works usually dated to the llth century A. D,
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Ghana kya against him and is supplanted on the tin

Charmkya's protg< Chandragupta, Maurya, has also no
lance to Xandrames, except that he is stated to be of th<

caste, a Sudra, There is too much ambiguity about him tc

any appreciable comparison.

None of our historians accept the Kashmiri tr

believing they have found better substance elsewhere. I

tradition has one notable point. In addition to Yoga-IS
Purva-Xanda is mentioned. So there are two instead
usual nine Nandas or the one Nanda of the ManjiisrI-mulf
Although, as Mookerjee

1
remarks, the relation b

the two is not speciBed and we are not told even what
Nanda's status is, nowhere except here however vagueJy-
Imve, as in the Classical accounts, just two figures of the
family. The stories which our historians prefer have,
tten.tte ninth and not the second family-number to
with Xandrames. The Kashmiri tradition,

correspondence
at the

for likenesses

"r
the fall Of the Anr,,

anrames in the

r, he;eht s ;i (ataVahanaS)aD<Itt^ise

Physiognomy.

"
Striking relief with a

s that this

historians be

of Ind
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widely noted : "Chandramas." Pargiter
1
gives us, in a list of

Naga kings, from the Vayu Purana, of the post-Andhra and pre-

Gupta epoch the phrase :

Sadacjiandras tu Chandr&hso dmtlyo Nakliavams tatha,

In the third word we have surely a name sounding very much like

"Xandrames". The complete phrase is rendered by Pargiter :

''Sadachandra, and Chaudiams-i who will be a second Nukhavant."

He3
cites in a, footnote a variant from another copy of the Vayu

for the qualifying words. The variant runs : Nakhapana-jah,

meaning for Pargiter "Nakhapana's offspring".
4 He sees in

''Nukhavarh" or "Nakhapana" the Puranic version of "Nahapana",
the name of the Saka ruler belonging to the Kshabarata family

whom Gautamiputra Satukarni of the Andhia dynasty destroyed.
Modern scholars concur with him here, but not with his distinction

between Sadacbandra and Chandrarhsa, They rightly find in tu

a sign of identity : if cha ha,d been used the names would have

applied to different persons. So they
6

speak of "Sadachandra,
EU married Chandrarhsa, who is described as a second Nakhavat"
But neter having questioned the cm rent hypothesis about Sandro-

cottus, they have never connected Chandrarhsa with Xaridrames.

The qualifying words about Chandrarhsa can themselves be
a veiy important prop to the identification with Xandrames if we
reject Pargiter's gloss and disjoin the words from Nahapana the

Saka king, First, we must get the central term right : the

Fin-anic term is not "Nakhavant" or "Nakhavat", it is "Nakhavan"

and Pargiter
8 himself in the introductory note to the passage uses

this very form. Now, it is extremely suggestive that a description

of one whose name and Puranic chronological position lead us to

identify him with Xandrames whose father was a barber should

have the term "Nakha" in it,
7 "Nakha" means "nail" and in

1. Qp.cit., p. 49.

2. Ibid*, p. 72.

3. Jbid*, p. 49, fn. 11.

4. lbid. t fn.24.

5. The Age of Imperial Unity, p. 169.

6. Op. tih, p, 48.

7. I o\yre this observation to Dr. M, Vcnkataraman of Maclurni University*
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India a barber has to deal with nailcutting no less than with

hair-cutting and actually one of the synonyms for "barber" is

tfaHahutta ("nail-cutter").
1

In "Nakhavan", therefore, we are

invited, as it were, to read the barber-idea. But it is apparently

fused with another notion. The word signifies 'one who has
nails'^

and with "Nakhakntta" in our mind we may interpret "having
11

in a double sense so that the name would imply "one who at the

same time possesses nails to cut with and has nails in his posses-

sion by cutting them" that is to say, a nail-cutter who wounds

aad tears his customer ; or, if we wish to reflect in brief the pun

which appears to be in the Sanskrit van in this context, we may

say "a barbed barber". Such a llesJia or double entendre, acconv

panied by the adjective dvi&yo, "second", is just what would be

appropriate in the case of Chandramsa if he were Xandrames,

since Xandrames, according to Curtius, "took after his father",

the barber who, as we are told, had killed his royal patron and,

patron's children too.

But it is not only because Xandrames was like his father in

character and manner that Chandramsa is affined to him : it is also

by Xandrames's being the very next in number to his father in

this respect that the Naga king's affinity can be affirmed. Dvittyo,

"second", is a most pertinent expression. Both Xandrames and

Chandramsa, unlike Dhana-Nanda of our historians, come imme-

diately after their fathers : they are both "second" in the family

and not ninth. The rank common to them drives their equation

home with a definitive accuracy.

In the variant Nakhap5naya1i, which Pargiter renders by

**Nakhapana's offspring", we have the same suggestion of immediate

succession. And, by exposing the absurdity of relating Chandramsa

to the Saka Nahapana as son to father, it clinches our interpreta-

tion. The barber-idea is even more evident here for, one of the

meanings of pana* is "protection" and Nakhapana would connote

"Nail-protection". But to get the full appositeness out of this word

we must glance at the grammatical side of it Pana has the

\> M. Momet-Willieims, Sanetrit-English Dictionary, p. 524.

p 613.
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neuter gender : as it is, we cannot apply it to a man. It is a word

like sTidaana, meaning "mastery" or "subdual", which also being

neuter cannot go into a personal name unless there is h after it as

in the well-known name of Indra, PaJsaahaaanah, which that god

carries as the subduer of or master over the demon Paka. So the

one whose offspring is Chandramsa must bear the name RTakhapanaJt.

Our text does not contradict such an assumption, since the only

instance in which his name appears is the word NakJiap&na~jah

and, when there is already h at the end of a word, Sanskrit

grammar will not allow another in the midst of the expression

The absence of h after pana is just what we should expect if the

original name were Nakliapanafy to personify "nail-protection."

The purpose of employing this term instead of Nakhaltuttct

would seem to be the demarcation of the barber in question from

others of his profession : here was a barber who rose to a special

post in the household where he worked and thus deserved a

distinguishing appellation. And this compound applellation may
be taken in an ironic double sense to yield the idea of protecting

nails by means of nails. The aptness of the double sense will at

once be seen if we remember Diodorus and Curtius. The father

of Xandrames or Agrammes was really the nailed protector of

nails, for he clove his way through everything to the Supreme
authority while doing his barber's job. In his relation to the sons

of his sovereign he is actually spoken of by Curtius as setting up the

"pretence of acting as guardian to the royal children" while

planning to "put the young princes to decith". In the word
"guardian" we have actually the echo of the Puranic pariah,

"protector" : he continued to protect the princes' nails as their

"guardian" when all the time digging his own, as it were, deep
into their lives.

The Exact Chronological Position

Chandramsa's chronological position too is just where it

should be if he were Xandrames in the post-Andhra and pre-

Gupta interval. He is in a group of rulers whom the Purlnas
mention after naming Vindbyasakti.

1 On the one hand we are
1, Pargiter, op. eit, pp. 72-3,

~"
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told of the Nagas of Vidisa, along with some other monarchs,

and on the other hand we get Vindhyasakti's son Pravira and

Pravira's four sons. Then we are informed of the cessation of

the Vindhyaka family and provided with a list of various sub-

sequent rulers and dynasties who are not distinguished in terms

of time and whose beginnings must therefore be taken as simult-

aneous, Among them are the Guptas,

Chandramsa stands with the Nagas of Vidisa, About them

Pargiter's text
1
runs : "Bhogin, son of the Naga king esa, will

be king, conqueror of his enemie's cities a king who will exalt

theNaga family, Sadachandra, and Chandramsa who will be

a second Nakhavant, then Dhanadharman, and Vangara is

remembered as the fourth. Then Bhutinanda will reign in the

Vaidisa kingdom,"

As Sesha enters only as the father of Bhogin and is not

directly pat forth as a king of this period, it is with Bhogin we

must start, setting him in time on a level with Vindhyasakti

in the post-Andhra epoch. Sadachandra being the same us

Chandramsa, we have three kings following Bhogin's name. But

since here Chandramsa is called the second barber, a first one has

to be put before him on a level with Bhogin. Evidently this

barber did not sit on the throne and thus remains excluded from

the list of kings. The kings after Bhogin are only three, And

yet there is the curious fact that Vangara, mentioned next to

Dhanadharman who is placed beside Chandramsa, "is remembered

as the fourth". However, the puzzle remains as long as we

think of "the fourth" in terms of kinghood. Taking our cue

from the word "second" in connection with Chandramsa, we can

clear the mystery by regarding Vangara as the fourth "Nakhavan,"

Then, with Dhanadharman as the understood third, we have a

quartet of
"barbers, the last three of whom we may count either

as successive or as
contemporary, either as a continuing three-

generation^ family of "barbers" after the first or three sons

following a father, if we accept the latter case, the

eldest sou ChanMmsa would rule in the seat of Bhogin's govern-
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ment, the others in minor localities under him. All the three

sons would constitute the next generation after Bhogin (and after

the first "barber") that is, on a time-parity with Vindhyasakti's

son Pravlra. The second generation after Bhogin that is, on

a level of time with Pravlra's four sons would be Bhutinanda.

As nothing is said of his end we may presume that during his

reign the Vindhyakas would pass away and the Guptas arise.

If Bhutinanda belonged practically to the same generation

as Chandragupta I, Chandramsa would precede the latter in time

precisely as Xandrames preceded Sandrocottus, and be a powerful

monarch in the Indian interior in the middle of 326 B. C, when

Alexander halted at the Beas and when, as we know from both

Plutarch (LXII)
1 and Justin (XV.iv)

1 Sandrocottus was not

yet king. And the fact that ChandrarhsVs father, the first

"Nakhavan" is not enumerated as a king identifies further his

circumstances with those of Xandrames and supports the chrono-

logical position we have assigned him.

A Possible Objection on Grounds of Geography and its Answer

We are likely to be sharply pulled up here and told :

"Don't you know that Xandrames was king of the Prasii no less

than of the Gangaridai ? The Gangaridai have been shown to

be the people of the Ganges*delta in Lower Bengal and the Prasii

to be the Prachya, Easterners, and especially the people of

Magadha with their imperial capital at Pafcaliputra, the Palibothra

of the Greeks. How, then, can a Naga king of Vidisa have been

Xandrames ? And what of the war waged by Sandrocottus

against Xandrames to win Palibothra from him ? You do not

even bring Chandragupta I into conflict with Chandramsa. And,

if you did, there would still be no Pa$aliputra to be won, there

would be nothing except the Vaidisa a kingdom to be wrested. All

this should cancel your equation of Xandrames with Chandramsa."

We can cast grave doubt upon every one of the propositions

advanced and as good as nullify their arguments.

1. The Classical Account s.. t > p. 199. 2. Ibid., p. 193,
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First, it is not so much with the Prasii as with the Gangari-

dai that Xandrames is associated. Except once in Diodorus,
1

the

order of the two is not the Prasii and the Gangaridai but the other

way round, 3 And in Diodorns himself we soon find Xandrames

called simply "the king of the Gandaridai". 3
And, thrice after

this, Diodorus speaks of Alexander wanting to make an * (
ex<

peclition against the Gandaridai". 4 In another context too he uses

the very same expression.
5 The Prasii are nowhere on the scene,

And nowhere is Xandrames associated with Palibothra,

Sandrocottus is openly linked with the Prasii and described as

king of Pahbothra. 6 The contrast is glaring. Xandrames is

eminently the ruler of the Gangaridai and, if the Prasii are to

be linked with him, a small and peripheral part of them may be

put under his sway, leaving out the great bulk of them and

especially their central part in and about Palibothra. Plutarch
7

who, unlike Diadorus and Curtius, does not mention Xandrames

by name goes even so far as to mention "kings" of the Gaugaridai
and the Fiabii. This may suggest that Xandrames was not the

sole opponent of Alexander and, although king of only the Ganga-

ridai, was in command of the Prasii just by being the chief of

a- coalition against the Macedonian. As such, he was virtually
the kmg d all the Indian interior that was banded to resist the

invasion. But it is highly questionable whether in any genuine
or literal sense he can be regarded as the monarch of Magadha
with his capital at Pajaliputra.

Nor do we read anywhere of Sandrocottus going to war with

Xandrames, In fact, the way he became king of Palibothra and

the Prasii is never
explicitly mentioned. A passage in Justin,

8

jwhere^romj^ou-king he becomes a king, is directly concerned

1. J'wkp. 172.

~~~~~ ~~

3.

4, tfuf* pp f 1*2.3.

5. Ibid., p, 234,

6. rtto pp. 262, Mw, LMtGri^Ths Invasion af India
the great, p. 408,

7. /&'<!, p. 198,

., 1724,
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only with his collecting an army and defeating the prefects left by
Alexander and replacing them in the region of the Indus. In

between there is a reference to instigating the Indians to "over-

throw the existing government" or soliciting them to "support his

new sovereignty"
1 but the context should suggest only the existing

Greek government and the replacement of this old sovereignty by
Sandrocottus's new one in the provinces of the prefects. As

Mookerji* clear-headedly realises, whatever conquests of the Indian

interior were achieved by Sandrocottus came afterwards. And
we have no specific account of them : they are just assumed as a

fait accompli by the time Seleucus crosses the Indus : that is to

say, by 305 B, C. All we are told is that Sandrocottus was in

possession of India when Seleucus was laying the foundations of

his future greatness abroad. It would be sheer wishful thinking

on our part to bring in Xandrames and a war with him over

Magadha, resulting in conquest of and coronation at Pataliputra.

As to the location of Xandrames's Gangaddai, the general

solution of the problem is supplied by Diodorus (VII. XCI),
8 He

tells us that the Younger Porus into whose kingdom Alexander

had moved after crossing the river (obviously the Acesines, Asiknl,

modern Chenab) next to the Hydaspes (Vitasta, modern Jhelum)

in the eastward direction had fled farther east "to the nation of the

Gandarldai". Surely, the Younger Porus did not flee to the

Ganges-delta or even to the territory just beyond the Ganges.

Diodorus brings Alexander up to the "Hypanis" (Hyphasis) and

Porus is still uncaught. All we can say is : Porus had gone

across this tributary of the Indus into the valley of the Gangetic

river-system. E. R. Bevan 4 comments : "To the Gandaridai, says

Diodorus. The people of the Ganges-region are probably meant/'

"The people of the Ganges-region" here Bevan appears to

go to the heart of the matter. The very name "Gangaridai"

1. This variant is noted in An Advanced History of Indiat by R. G.

Majumdar, H. G. Raychaudhuri, and K. Datta (London, 1946), p. 99.

2. Op. cit. t pp, 52-3.

3, The Classical Accounts. .., p. 170,

4, Tht Cambridgt History of India (1935), I, p. 370,
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relates the "nation" concerned to the Ganges, and it would be

strange that this "nation" should then be limited to the delta of

the river rather than spread out to all the lands through which,

together with its tributaries, it flowed.

It is a misconception that Megasthenes makes Lower Bengal
the home of the Gangaridai. Diodorus (II. 37)

1

reports from him

that the Ganges' final run to the ocean forms "the eastern

boundary of the Gangaridai, a nation which possesses the greatest

number of elephants and the largest in size," and this "overwhel*

ming number" he gives as 4,000. Nothing is said here about the

other boundaries ; we are not told that they confine the Gangari*
dai's home to the Ganges-delta. Taken along with the information
about the Younger Porus's flight and the passage (VI. XCIII)*
where we learn of Xandrames waiting on the eastern bank of the

Ganges for Alexander, Diodorus's report creates the definite

impression that the Gangaridai extended from the Be as eastward
nght across Madhyadesa (the Middle Country) through the land
of the PrSchyas into the delta of the Ganges. Although the
Prachyas, with their capital Pataliputra, are themselves in the
Ganges-region, the Gangaridai are to be distinguished from the
Prasn as those people of this region in connection with whose kingwe never hear of Pajaliputra. The people of the heart of Magadha
have, for political purposes, to be set apart from the Gangaridai.

does not

<* the Gangaridai, which

the Modogalingae and

a section of

is due to a passage i

correct and
Anci.nl India a,

,37.8, fn .
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Solinus (52.7)
1

being taken in isolation instead of in collation with

Diodorus and Pliny. Solinus has no mention of the Calingae.

But the moment we look at his military figures for his Gangaridae

we notice that they are exactly the same as Pliny's. And, when
we compare his number of elephants with that which Diodorus

gives,
we are shocked at his 700 as against the other's 4>000.

Obviously, Diodorus is talking of the entire Garjgaridai group,

with the Ganges-delta merely their eastern boundary, whereas

Solinus is talking of no more than a small section of it.

In view of those 700 elephants we cannot even regard the

Ganges-delta as the central seat of the Gangaridai, leave aside its

being their exclusive home. Can the central seat of a nation

possessing the most numerous and the biggest elephants have only
a piffling 700 when even small tribes like the Megallae

1
almost

equal it with 500 aud the Andarae8 can actually boast of 1,000

and the Horatae* own 1,600 ?

No, we cannot without self-contradiction attach importance

of any kind to the Ganges-delta. And, if Ptolemy (VII. 1. 81}*

the geographer (C. 130 A. D.) locates the Gangaridai there, we

must assume him to have gone astray because of some passage like

Solinus's and to have missed the true sense of Megasthenes,

Scholars have picked out several errors in his book : we may well

take this to be one more.

The error should also be apparent as soon as we cast about

for the full Indian original of the name "Gangaridai", If a single

specific
tribe is denoted, we should be able to find an ancient

Indian one of much prowess and fame. None with any corres-

ponding sound has been lighted upon. The term is evidently a

general designation. We may suggest that it answers to a

compound Prakrit expression which may have been in colloquial

use at the time ; Gangarattha, meaning "the Ganges-kingdom". A

(Sanskrit Rasfara), according to the Manusmriti (lx, 226,

1. Jbid., p. 457.

2. Ibid., p, 343.

3. lbid. 9 p, 84-U

4. Ibid,, p. 344.

5. Ibid., p.
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251 ; vii, 134), was made up of different countries, de$at t

r

provinces called janajiadas or visfiayas, held together under a r^ 1

Thus the Gangaridai could very appositely be a collection or

confederacy of provinces situated in the Ganges-region, ru!e#

over by King Xandrames in 326 B. C. effectively in some places*

loosely in others. By their very nature, they could not be

confined to the Ganges-delta. And, if they had at all a central

seat of power, though not of origin since they came from no single

province, it must have been where, far from that delta, Xandrames

was waiting for Alexander, all the military resources of his

manifold vattlia, mobilised to make the huge forces of men and

chariots and animals the Classical historians have enumerated.

And, when the Gangaridai rather than the Prasii are

repeatedly said or suggested to be Alexander's enemy under

Xandrames, this king of the Indian interior must be placed

principally west of Magadha, at least west of Magadha's capital

Pa^aliputra. There can be no objection to his having had like

Chandramsa, Vidisa as his seat of government.

The Precise Geographical Situation

However, to make ChandramsVs geographical situation

precisely like that of Xandrames we have to show that, like

Xandrames, be may have ruled over fairly extensive territory from

a governmental seat at Vidisa.

The Puranas, telling us of the time after the Vindhyakas
have passed away, make the Nagas flourish at other centres too,

Kantipun, MathurS, Padmavatl.1 The prevalence of Naga
rule over considerable portions of Northern India in both the

pre-Gupta and the Gupta periods is also attested by epigraphic and

numismatic finds.* It seems the Nagas who are specified in the

Puranas as rulers of one or another centre were really master

over more than one centre and that the object of mentioning
this or that centre was to denote the home or the principal

City of each N5ga. Thus, "some coins bearing the name
of Mab5r5ja Ganendra or Ganapa have been discovered

3- ThtA&tf Imperial Unify p. 1697
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at PadmSvatI and also at Vidisa and Mathura" 1 which shows

that this king of Padmavati may have expanded his influence

over the rest of the Naga centres. Again, the Vakataka records

which mention Maharaja Bh^vanaga, whose daughter married a

son of Pravlra's and who thus was a contemporary of Chandramsa

describes him as belonging to the family of the Bharasivas "who

were besprinkled on the forehead with the pure water of the

BhagTrathI that had been obtained by their valour" : the implica-

tion is "that their home was away from the BhagTrathI (Ganga)

but that they extended their power as far as the valley of that

river
11

.

1 Another king, Virasena, who has left numismatic and

epigraphic traces, is believed to have been a Naga with his capital

at Mathura and with sovereignty over also Bulandshahr, Etah

and Farrukhabad Districts as well as parts of the Punjab.
8

The Nagas, whether centred at Vidisa, Kantipuri, Mathura or

PadrnavatI, can be considered prominent rulers of the Gangaridai

the people along the course of the Ganges and Chandramsa

the Naga o Vidisa may be equated on geographical grounds

with Xandrames.

The Nagas and the Guptas

In tbe Gangetic valley west of Magadha the Nagas are

known to have been the immediate predecessors of the Guptas.

Two of the Aryavarta kings whom Samudragupta claims to have

"extirpated" were Nagas : Gagapatinaga and Nagasena who

appear to have been a couple out of the nine Naga kings said by

the Puranas to have ruled at Padmavati.
4 Even during the

reign of tbe Gupta dynasty the Nagas continued in the province

over which Xandrames ruled. Samudragupta's son, Chandra-

gupta II, married Kuberanaga who was a Naga princess. "A

Naga chief named Sarvanaga was appointed vishayapati (provincial

governor) and was ruling the Antarvedl district (between the

Ganga and the Yamuna and between Prayaga and Haradvara)

under Skandagupta..,"
8

1. lbid.t p. 170. 2. Ib id., p. 169. 3. Ibid., p.
171,

4, Ibid., p. 170. 5. Ibid.,



Everything favours our giving to the extraordinarily close

resemblance between "ChandrSmsa" and "Xandrames" the ut-

most value it deserves on its own merits. The problem of

Xandrames of the Classical accounts may be regarded as solved

not only by the Puranas themselves but also by all other available

evidence in conformity with the Puranic identification of Sandra-

cottus with Chandragupta I.

Sandrocottus and Pataiiputra

Arrived at this conclusion we may close with some remarks

on Sandrccottus's acquisition of Pafaliputra, We have already

noted that the Classical accounts do not permit us to look at

Xandrames as king of Palibothra or to conceive Sandrocottus

as righting him. And this posture of events gains support from

what we know of Gupta history and of Pajaliputra between the

fall of the Andhras and the rise of the Guptas. In D, R r

Bhandarkar's considered opinion,
1

it is clear not only from the

tradition of the clan of the Lichchhavis but also from one of the

Nepil inscriptions published by Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji
1
that

the Licbchhavis were ruling at Pataiiputra in this period. R, K.

Mookerji* too favours this view. Now, with regard to Chandra*

gupta I, there are two facts facing us : (1) according to the

PtirSnas the territories which the first Guptas enjoyed, as if their

rightful heartland, included Magadha and therefore Pataiiputra ;

(2) Chandragupta married the Licbchhavi princess Kumaradevj,
whose image and name regularly appear on his coins as if to justify

by his association with her his right to his new title Maharajah
raja ("Supreme King of Great Kings") which none of his ancestors
had borne. From this pair of facts we may reasonably infer that

Ctodragupta
(

carne into possession of Patuliputra by marryingth, Ukh av, Kumaradevl. No previous sovereign like Xandru
'

founder becoming king of
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Sandrocottus and Xandramea

However, as Sandrocottus who was overlord of the Gangetic

valley, Chandragupta I has to be taken as conquering the territory

owaed by Xandraraes and replacing whoever was master of

Vidisa at the time the founder of the Imperial Guptas

established himself ^as the chief power in the Indian interior.

Soon after mounting the throne of Pa{alipntra he must have

replaced
the sovereignty of Chandramsa's successor, Bhutinanda,

in the valley of the Ganges,

With this deduction we may end on an irony of history,

Although Xandrames cannot be identified with any member of the

Nanda dynasty founded by Mahapadma and so Sandrocottus

cannot be brought into contemporaneity with the last of the

handas known to the Puranas, we still have a Purariic

Nanda-sounding king confronting him in the dominion over

which Xandrames had presided; Bhutinauda,

POSTSCRIPT

In view of what we have said above about the Lichehavis* sway over

Pataliputra after the Andhras and before the Guptas, we shall have partly to

revise our Pur5nic treatment of Arrian ;a three republics in Part II of our aeries

on Megaathenes and Indian Chronology. The Liehch avis were a republican

clan. So one of Arrian's republics would fall between the passing of the

Andhraa and the advent of tfce Guptas, This will necessitate certain readjust-

mcuta in our historical vision. These readjustments, together with aomc

other reconsiderations, we may eet forth in a backglance essay when we have

completed our whole scries,
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CONSTITUTION OF THE VAMANA PURANA TEXT

BY

ANAND SWARUP GUPTA

TOT

f^rferr:

i ]

The All-India Kashiraj Trust has undertaken the onerous

but essential and important task of preparing the critical editions

of the Puranas through its Purana-Department. The work of the

Varnana-Purarm edition has nearly been completed. The text has

been constituted on certain principles of textual criticism adopted



for the purpose. But in the course of the constitution of the te

several textual problems also arose. It is proposed to discuss her

these problems and the principles of text-constitution adopted lo

settling the text of the Vamana-Purana.

A. TEXTUAL PROBLEMS OF THE VAMANA PURINA

1. Extent of the Vamana Purana text :

The first problem of the textual reconstruction of tin

VSmaim-Purana, which confronts us, is concerning the extent ol

its text. Its vdgate text, as represented by the Venkatesvara

Press edition, consists of 95 Adhyayas and 5,815 slokas. The

position of the collated manuscripts in this respect is, however,

as follows :

(a) All the collated Kashrmrian manuscripts (1 Sarada MS

nil three Kasmiri MSS, which are closely allied with the Sarada

MS) ornit all the nine Adhyayas (23 to 31) of the Venkt.-cdn
1
.,

which contain the first Vamna-earita narrated by Suta Lornaharsunu
to the Esis, but included in the snft STT^TcttT extending from Mb,
22 to Adh. 49. This Brst Vamana-carita is, therefore, the

secondary Varaana-carita version as compared with the main
Vamana-c&rita version of the Vm. P., narrated to NSrada by

FuUstya, the main narrator of the Vam.-P., and given in the

last chapters from Adh< 73 to g^
.

Q the form pf

The
recently acquired Sarada MS, from the

B.H.U. Library, dated Sak a 1444 (A.D. 1522), also omits these

AdfcySyas (23-31).

ib)

J^!
the three collated Bengali MSS, (one from the

t?!!
ty

, 1 ?enga1 ' and the other two from the Banglya
and the ,two South Indian MSS, (OUQ

the Suta and the

l851

,
na f thc
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beginning from 22.47 and going up to the end of Adh. 49. It is

to be noted here that no Grantha or Malayalam MSS of

the Vamana-Purana exist in the SarasvatI Mahal Library,

Tanjore, Govt. Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, and the

Keral University Library, Trivandrum. But we have received

from the SarasvatI Mahal Library, Tanjore, some details of its

four Devanagarl MSS, D. 10419, D. 10421, D. 10422 and

D. 10423, of which the last Adhyaya corresponds to Adh. 95 of

the Venk$. edn., and is respectively numbered as

and tfflqWtSEziTZT:, which shows that

these four MSS, also omit all the 27 Adhyayas (23-49) containing

the interlocution between the Suta and the Rsis. Moreover, a

recently acquired Telugu MS from Mysore also agrees with these

Tanjore MSS both in the extent and in the name of the last

Adh. as

This interlocution of the Suta and the R.sis (from 22. 47 to

Adh. 49), whole of which is found omitted in both the Bengali

and the South Indian collated MSS, comprises the following

topics :

(1) AdJis. &3-31* The first or the secondary Vamana-carita,

which is mostly similar to the Vamana,-carita of the Matsya
J^.$Jt\,nrwrrtyt*'

J

Purana (244-246), and of the Bfewsy-asEtur.aa, Bhavisya-Parvan ;

and seems to be adapted from these.

(2) Adhs. 3%Q, The description and Mahatmya of the

ttrthas of Kuruksetra, which is almost similar to the Mahatmya
of Kuruketra and its tirthas given in the Aranyaka-parvan,

Adhs. 81 ff., and the Salya-Parvan, Adhs. 37ff., of the

Mababharata (cr. edn.)-

As already mentioned above, this Mahatmya is related by
Suta to the Rsis in the Vam.-P. but in the Mbh., Aranyaka

Parvan, it is related by Pulastya to Bhlsma, where Pulastya

addresses Bhlsma as ?R3zrr5r (81. 23a), TTsra; (81. 21c), srtf^T (81. 46a)

etc,, which addresses are quite appropriate for Bhlsma. But in

many and sometimes in the majority of the collated MSS, of the

YanvP. too we fincj the same readings TCTTfcJ (35, 2c),



(34. 42c), and TOT (35. 42a) as addresses used for the Rsis by

Suta, which shows that these chapters of the Vam.-P., might

have been based on the Mbh. The Padma Purana, Adi.-Kh,,

Adhs. 26 ff., has also this Mahatmya, which is almost similar

to the Mahatmya of the Mbh. There, Narada is speaking to

Yudhis^hira, and hence the above addresses ( rKcUJTO' etc.) are

also appropriate there. Some of the slokas of these chapters of

the Vam.-P., are also similar to the slokas of the Kuruksetra

Mshatmya of the Naradlya Purana (NP) II. 64, 65 or adapted
from them. Hence it seems that in adding these chapters (32-42)

in the Vam. P., the compiler might have utilised both the

Mahabharata and the Naradlya Purana,

',3} Adhs. 4349. These contain the description and the

Mahatmya of the Siva-linga-s established around the SthSnu-tfrtha,

which is a part of the Prthudalca>ttrtha ; related by Sanatkumara
to Mrkandeya. These chapters have not yet been traced in the

Mahabharata or in the other Puranas. But in connection with

the MahStmya of Prthudaka-tlrtha the Mahabharata (III- 81. 127)

says : *<M ttnc^niVr sqr^nr ^ ^IcH^r:' Does it show that these

chapters might have been contained in the Sanatkumara Sarhhita
of the Skanda Purana ?

All these 27 chapters in no way form an essential part of
the main theme, the description and Mahatmya of Kuruksetra and
its Prthudaka-tlrtha, related by Hari to the gods, where they
(the gods) are advised to worship the Pitf-s for obtaining their
mmd-bom daughter, Mena, as Himavan's wife. The main theme
ratte breaks by these intervening chapters (23-49) and the
thread is again taken up in chap. 50. But all these chapterse given in all the Devanagarf MSS of Northern India, and also

the collated Telugu MS ^ 1 of the South.

MSS of

22 -46 the interlocution between
one of

P the Suta
' ls about the birth

query of the *aie is

and in the Telugu MS,
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and also in all the Kashmirian MSS as noted above, But while

the Devanagarl and the Telugu MSS, give the first Vamanacarita

also, in reply to this query, the Kashmirian MSS, while containing

the query about the birth of Vamana, omit this Varnana-carita.

So this omission of the Vamana-carita by the Kashmirian MSS,

seems to be a deliberate one, keeping in view of the main Vamana-

carita of the Vam.-P., which is given in all the manuscripts of

the Vam.-P,, without exception.

Now the position about the extent of the text of the Vam.-P.

comes to this : Either we have to retain the whole of the

interlocution of the Suta and the Bsis, as has been done in the

Northern Devanagarl MSS, and the collated Southern Telugu MS,

or we have to omit the whole of it from 22.47 upto the end of

Adh. 49, as has been done in the collated Bengali and the South-

Indian MSS, other than the Telugu. But unless we collate or

consult some Grantha or Malayalam MSS also, which are not

yet available as already noted above, we cannot be sure about

the real extent of the Southern text of the Varnana-Purana.

Moreover, quotations from these chapters are given in some of

the old Nibandha-s (Dharmasastra-Digests) e. g. Krtya-Kalpataru

(Tirtha-Kanda) of Laksmidhara, which is perhaps the oldest

available Nibandha, belonging to the 12th century A. D. The

Tirtha-Khanda of the Caturvarga-cintamani of Hemadri is not

yet available. Vaidyanatha Diksita, a South Indian Nibandhakara,

also quotes some slokas from Adh. 34 of the Vam.-P. in the

Ahnikaprakarana of his Smrti-mukta-phala. So, nothing can yet

be said with certainty about the exact nature of the extent of

the Vam.-P. text in South-India. Under such circumstances it

would not be safe to exclude these 27 Adhyayas from the consti-

tuted text of the Vam.-P. simply on the basis of the scanty

evidence available from Bengal and the South. And as already

discussed above, only the first Vamanct-carita cannot be omitted

on somewhat misleading evidence of the Kashmirian MSS, So

we have to retain the whole portion containing the interlocution

of the Suta and the Rsis.

Moreover, interlocution between the Suta and the Rsis in

19
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the VSmana-Purana seems to be referred to by the Naradlya-
Purana also as follows :

srm

H (NP. 1,105,17-19),

Hence it may be assumed that there also existed some text

of the Vamana-Puraria which was narrated by Suta Romaharsapa
to the Rsis of the Nairm?eya forest, and the above mentioned 27

Adhs, are remnant of that text of the Vam.-P., which somehow

might have crept in the existing text of the Vam -P. which is

narrated by Pulastya to Narada, thus filling in the lacuna created

by some lost portion of this Pulastya-Narada Vam.-P. Many of

the slokas of this lost portion are found quoted in the various

Nibandhas.

The Purgnas have always served as the real encyclopaedia

of the Hindu religion, and as such they have been revised from

time to time, adding and incorporating in them whatever new or

additional material could be available to the compilers and revisers

of the PurSnas in a particular period and place. The compilers or

the redactors of the Puranas always retained and interpreted the

old, but they were never averse to the new, rather they welcomed
the new currents of thoughts and thus kept the Puranas upto-date
and really useful for the Hindu society. In this way their extent

has increased from two lacs to four lacs of slokas.3 And oa

account of these timely additions of the new material the Puranas
have been more popular and have been more widely read and
recited than even the Epics. Such timely additions made by
the compilers or the redactors should, therefore, be considered as

great^
merit of the Puranas, and should be treated as the

preserved, and should not

Also <f. my article 'Parana
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be discarded, unless there are very strong grounds for their

exclusion ; or unless they are proved as interpolated by the whims

of some scribes or readers and reciters.

The real extent of the Vamana-Purana is said to be of ten

thousand slokas ('^rtfT^TTOT^' NP. 1, 105.1). According to the

NaradIya Purana it had also the ^<WT called the f^^irpT^^Fr

which consisted of the four Samhitas, viz. Mahesvari, Bhagavati,

Gaurt and Ganesvarl, of one thousand slokas each.8 But this

Uttarabhaga, known as the Brhad-Varnana-Purana, has not yet

come to light, though quotations from the Brhad-VSmana are

found in some of the DTiarmas astro, Nibandhas (e. g. Vlramitro-

daya-Pujaprakasa, and Acararatna-Devapuja-prakarana) and also

in some works on the Krsna-bhakti (such as of Jivagosvamin and

Rupagosvamin),

So we have to be satisfied with the remaining extant

Pwva-bliaga, only which should have traditionally an exent of

about 6,000 slokas. A large number of such Vamana-Purana slokas

are found quoted in the Nibandhas, as are not available in the

printed texts and the available manuscripts of the Vamana-

PurSria, But unless we get sufficient manuscript-evidence for

them, they cannot be included in the constituted text
; they can

be given in the appendix only.

2- Lacunae in the extant Vamana-Purana Text

During the course of the transmission of the text of the

Vamana-Purana some portions of it seem to have been irretrievably

lost ; e. g. :

(1) The names of the rivers rising from the two Kula-

parvatas, Mahendra and tfulctimat, are missing in the printed Venk^
edn., as well as in all the manuscripts of the Vamana Purana, In

the Bhuvana-Jcosct chapters of the Puran.is seven ICula-parvatas

c/.

it

1 1

(Np. 1. 105, 13.14).
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(mountain ranges) of Bharatavarsa and the rivers rising from each

of them are mentioned. In the Vamana Purana, too, seven

paruatas are mentioned as follows :

gr: I (13-14-15)

But the rivers rising only from the five Kula-parvatas

Puriyatra, Rksa, Vindhya, Sahya and Suktimat are mentioned

(13. i?3-33), and even here also rivers actually rising from the

are wrongly mentioned as rising from the Suktimat* :

iwm i ( 13-32-33)

(v. }. ftpflr for g*; ^m> ^3^ for

Thus actually the text containing the names of the rivers

iing from the ^^mai and the Mahendra is missing in the

Vamuna-Purana.

.
from theHiraavat (13. 20cd-

23 .b the

natn^
of the two ircportant great rivers, Gaaga and"

7 miSSiDg> bUt 'hey are meDtioned in otte
. g. Matsya (1H.20), M5rkapdeya (57.16) and VSyu

are

n "

ihe foUowing _

Sense are l0^- - wiU be clear

"* 1*

rivcr Vafijull
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padas have been lost. But the Mahabharata (IX. 42.1 ab) supplies

this lost text of the Vamana-Purana7
:

U ( 41.37)

\

II ( 41.38 )

sfert TO H (
41 39 )

(Adh. 41 ends here)

n (
42.1 )

Here the texts o the Vamaua-Purana and the Mahabharata

are almost similar, but the first two padas of 42.1 of the Mbh.

are not found in the Vam.-P. which are necessary to complete the

sense of the last two padas of si. 24 ( Adh. 40 ) of the Vam.-P.,

In the Mahabharata the name of the ^t*NT, referred to in the third

pada of its 42.1 above and also in the third pada of si, 24 (Abh. 40)

of Vam.-P. (as quoted above), rightly and immediately precedes as

(in 41.39 ab), but it is also missing in the Vam.-P. here.

(4) In the first Vamana-carita of the Vamana-Purana, 28.17

reads as follows :

41

But in this Vamana-carita of the Vam.-P., there is no such previous

mention by God Visnu. Matsya-Purana, however, supplies this

lacuna as follows :

irfir ^Fit ^ zfrsfwrf^zi% i

: u ( 244-48 )

And then the similar text as in the Vam.-P., ( 28.17 ) :

I

II ( 244-52 )

So the Matsya-Purarjia text is complete in this respect.

7. In aomc places the Vam.-P, also supplies a lost text of the Maha-

bharata, and in some other places it gives a better reading than,

the Mbh. Sec Appendix,
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In the second Vamana-carita, of the Vamana-Purana

have the complete text :

f zrer i

u ( 76-41

And then :

srrar q^f^ fir^zfrftniTr if ( 77-1

There are other similar lacunas in the Vamana-Purap
All of them cannot be discussed here for want of space.

3* Some unaccountable and inexplicable readings
Some readings given in the majority and sometimes in

manuscripts of the Vamana-Parana are not accountable or
nabte. A few such readings are given below :

( i ).

1FTC* rfW ^^zRqrfi- ^?F$ II

<MWKg p^T: ST^sq^- ^r Tm^: I ( 41

Here in 22d the reading ^%$r is given in one MS ( ft 7 )

*U other MSS read here '^orf which does not fit here. Her
reading came here in all the other MSS is not perheps accoxu
unless we are able to trace these two &okas in other Pui
In the M^habharata ( Arapnyaka Parvan ) also we have
description of the *TO*=M, arid these same four Detieg ^

are not mentioned there*
C/, Mbh.

"

146

150
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( 2 ) wflm&f ^r^r ^irrft ( oftPr
) srf%ferq; i ( 80.8 ab)

Here in connection with the
PfST^npEOT Naksairaz (constellations)

are mentioned as constituting the various limbs of Hari who has

been conceived here as the
fT^'pcr ( Purwsa in the from of the

Nakbatvaa ). The reading sqsnq^f is contained in most of the MSS
and the Groups. Prajapati is the lord of the RohinI Naksatra, as

is also clear from 5.32 of the Vam.-P. given in connection with the

description of the spR^ft aspect of Siva, as follows :

STRF^f

l (532)

Here urolRcV is clearly the constellation RohinI as it occurs

between STT^tzr (Krttika) and flNr (MrgasTrsa), the three forming the

Pya Rasi, So in the above text (80. Sab) RoUm (Prajapatya) is

mentioned as residing in or constituting the eyes of the Nalesatra-

Purusa. But in 80.3ab RohinI is said to be the thighs of Hari

or the Naksatra-Purusa 'srf 5 "^oflft^'. Here ^tf|ift is the reading

in all the MSS. RohinI (or x'roHczr), therefore, cannot again be

mentioned as the eyes of Hari. But here, the two South-Indian

MSS and the Kashmirian MS from Jammu (zpr 1) help us. The two

Southern MSS read : '^Wt<f fTZFWt ^WtWr %g%
y

and the

Jammu MS also reads : '^TftlTtsfeaft'. And this reading giRfrf

(or ^JTffosr) is also confirmed by 80.24c. ^"kwrf^ [^ ]

the Matsya-Purana also corroborates it as follows :

(Mt.-p. 54.)

The VSrahl-Samhita (a work on Astronomy) in connection

with the description of the Naksatva-Pmrna, also confirms thif=

reading as
f
*

Thus, in 80.Sab (quoted above) STftTNc^* is clearly the wrou

and unsupported reading How the majority of the MSS came

to have this reading here is really a mysteiy, which cannot perhaps

be solved, unless we find in some old work of .Astronomy or

Vedic literature mention of Prajajpati as the lord of

constellation 1
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( 3 ).

3% TFT

: ir (95, 62-63)

Here in 62c all the MSS read jf^T^' (as vocative) in place

of the reading ^T5TT. But here Prahlada is speaking to Bali, fts

is clear from 63a, so this address 3|p^ for Bali is out of place,

Bali has never been addressed as ?T^. How all the MSS give this

reading is not clear, unless these slokas are traced elsewhere in the

form of the interlocution between some different interlocutors.

There are some other problems also concerning the text-

reconstruction of the Vamaua-Purana ; e.g. some readings have
become so corrupt

9
in the MSS, that their sense has become quite

vague or unintelligible. Similarly some descriptions and narrations
in the Vamana-Purana need to be traced in other Puranas
also so that their correct text may be constituted. There are also
some mutually contradictory readings of a text in the MSS ; e.g.

-: (in 5.43),

(in 11.16), etc. But in this limited space it is not possible to deal
with all such problems.

B. PRINCIPLES ADOPTED FOR THE CONSTITUTION OF THE TEXT
For the purpose ol the constitution of the text the following

manuscripts of the Vamana-Purana have been collated :

Kashmirian MSS
Q- 21.224, No . 327709) from the

y Library>

ft. R* Sanskrit

Singh of KasZ 7
'" the time of MaharajaS Kashm,-

<some 100 years ago).
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$fl=MS, No. 3571 (Steine), from Sri Raghunatha Sanskrit

Library, Jammu. Script Kasmlri.

^T2 = MS, No. 227/425 (Mirikar Collections), from the B.I.S.M.

Poona. Script Kasmlri (or DevanSgari ?). Dated Samvat

$fi ViJcramaditya Saltali 1785 (A.D. 1728).

(A recently acquired Sarada MS from the B,H,U. Library,

Varanasi, No. 330188, dated Saka 1444 (A.D. 1522), has not yet

been collated. It is being studied and compared with the already

collated STT 1. It generally agrees with $rr 1).

Bengali MSS
5fis=MS No. 3533-17-B-3, from the Asiatic Society, Calcutta,

(H.P. Ssstrf's Catalogue Vol. V, No. 3989). Saka 1729

(A.D. 1807).

% 2=sMS No. 216, from the Banglya Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta,

Some folios missing.

[ 3 MS No 2086, BangTya Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta, Very

much worn out, hence illegible in some places. Text upto

91. 34 of the Venkt Edn.

Devanagarl MSS of Northern India

l= No. 54/153, from the Sarasvati Bhandara, Fort Ramqagar.

2No. 14.351, from the British Museum, London.

3 = No. 1447, from the Pensylvania University (U.S.A.)-

ISaka 1679 (A.D. 1757).

No. 78 of 1882-83, from the B.O.R.I., Poona. Samvat 1714

(A. D. 1657).

5~No. 19 of 1873-74, B. O. R. I., Poona. Samvat 1839

(A. D. 1782). *srfaf ft *|^l<|oR<M I fr sft X, TT^T *
ft ftfKfrft Sf ( qr ? ) ^FTTnl I ft rfl^ftHMBilr II (From the Post-

Colophon).

6MS Wilson 127, Bodleian Library, Oxford. (Only

Chapters collated).

20
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7^E. 3584, India Office Library, London. Samvat 1862

(A. D. 1805).

8=sE. 3585, India Office Library, London, (only Bkuwtia

Kosa Chapters collated).

10 Keith 68 Id, India Office Library, London. Samvat 1773,

Salsa 1639 (A. D. 1717), might be of earlier date, of,

n

^ II sffaSg II ^ II tPost-Colophon).

11 wNo. 54/184, Sarasvati Bhapdara, Fort Ramnagar, Fairly

written. Slokas numbered.

South Indian MSS

l=rNo. D, 2263, Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,

Madras, Script Telugn. Incomplete, first 12 folios missing,

extent from 6.47 to Adh. 94 of Venkt. edn.

^9**No. 8B5 (Catalogue No.), (P. M. 2463), Adyar Library,

Madras. Number of Adbs, 67, the last Adh. (67) corres-

ponds with the last Adh. (95) of the Venkt. edn. GraniJw

4750.

?F 1 - Palm-leaf MS from the 6rngeri Mafha, Mysore (South

India). Characters NandT-nagarT. Extent and number of

the Adhyayas like % 9.

Besides these, some MSS have also been consulted and their

readings and other details have been compared to some extent

with the allied collated MSS ; w.,

MS No. 4418 of the Gujarata Vidyasabha, Ahmedabad, It

agrees with <?T 1 noted above.

MS G. 844-58-B. 8 (H, P. Sasttfs catalogue, Vol. V, No,

3990), Characters modern KS^inlr!. It generally agree wither 2,

MS No, C-433, from the Government Oriental Library,

Mysore. Characters NSgarl. It seems to be a transcript of some

TelugU MS of the Vsnwna-Purana, and agrees with our ^ 1
;

in

both these MSS Adhsf 84-88 of the Venkt. edn. are omitted.
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Five DevanSgarl, MSS B. lls3/D, 10419-B.1587/D. 10423, all

belonging to the SarasvatI Mahal Library, Tanjore. The details of

the last Adhyayas of these MSS were kindly supplied by the Library.

In extent of the text they (except D. 10420) generally agree with

our ^ 9 and ?T 1 as already noted before in Sec. A., and. they name

their last Adh. (=Adh. 95 of Venkt. edn.) as f

A recently acquired Telugu MS from the Government

Oriental Library, Mysore, agrees, in extent and the name of the

last Adh., with the above mentioned Tanjore MSS.

Vamana-Purana slokas quoted in the various Nibandhas

have also been collected, and slokas and topics of the Vam.-P.

have been traced in other Puranas and also in the Mahabharata.

This testimonia has also helped in settling some readings of the

Vamana-Purana, but the main basis for the constitution of the

text has been the evidence of the above noted manuscript-

material.

According to their general agreement in readings, omissions,

additions etc. the above mentioned collated MSS have been

arranged in, the following Gioups:

Group I= Kashmirian Group : 5TT1 3TO. ^ 1.2.

(^ 5 also often agrees in readings with this Group).

Group 11= Bengali Group : * 1. 2. 3.

Group III
- DevanagarT MSS and the Telugu MS with which they

generally agre'e j % 1. 2. 3. 10. % 1.
( ^ 10 sometimes

agrees with GL)

Group IV -% 4. 7. 11. (These MSS sometimes ngree with GIL

^ 4. 7 often agree with each other, % 11 sometimes

agrees with % 1 even in corruptions and mistakes,}

Group V= South Indian MSS other than the Telugu 8r A. * 9, * 1.

In constituting the text one of the primary considerations has

been that the constituted text sh.uld hve at least -me sense
'
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assumed that the ancient authors, compilers or the redactors

of the Purarias composed, compiled and redacted the

texts that must have had some sense, though the sense of some

of these texts might have become obscure or vague during the

course of their transmission owing to the corruptions or whimsical

changes in such texts due to the scribal carelessness or ignorance,

Keeping this main consideration of a proper sense in viewj

the probably genuine or the oldest text has been constituted on

the following principles :

1, The evidence of the majority of the MSS, is generally

accepted.

2, The evidence of the majority of the Groups or tbe

Versions is accepted, even if the total number of MSS of tbe$e

Groups or Versions may be in minority as compared to the number

of the remaining MSS.

3, The reading common to the geographically distant

Groups or Versions is preferred. E.g. :

(1) In 'Sx^T gpfrra:
1

(13.5a) g^': is the reading in G I and

G V only, but it has been adopted on account of the more geogra-

phical distance of these two Groups.

(2) In
fg$Rf (21J8c) ^t" ^?rf is the reading in G I and

MS ^ 1. So it is adopted. Some MSS have
sprf

for fl^t

however, seems to be an emended reading.

(3) in 'qp fo^stsrrror ^jpfcrt ^mfa* (54.73 cd)

is the reading for ^nj% in G I and V, and it is also a more

suitable reading here in this context. It is, therefore, adopted.

4. In constituting the text of a loka or a group of Slokas,

the readings of one Group or MS are, as far as possible, not

mixed up with the reading of other Groups or MSS.
5. If the different Groups or MSS contain diverse readings

in a text, then the evidence of that Group or MS is accepted which

gives a correct or more suitable reading ; e. g. in 57.91 ab tbe

Bengali Group only gives a correct reading, and so it is adopted,

[See below 7. (5)],
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Here it may be noted that the Kashmirian Group often

gives a correct or more suitable reading. It also supplies some

missing texts [See below
jj&(l) t (2)]. The B.H. U. Sarada MS

No. 330188, referred to below, is dated iSdka 1444 (A. D.

1522), and is thus the oldest MS available till now. It agrees

with our collated MS STTl.

6. Sometimes a correct text is preserved only in one MS
or in a very few MSS irrespective of the age of the MS or MSS ;

In that case, naturally, this text or reading is adopted. E. g. :

(1) rsftRT <nfcn^r ^RTT: srerzf Terr: n (5.9cd).

Here ?|T is the reading given in most of the MSS, which

is clearly wrong and has ^no sense here. The correct reading

is given in *T 1 only, and it is also confirmed by the

reading ^ItsRlHT given in % 4. So s^fani
1

is adopted.

(2) WTFP mHti&f JGf%T ^ *4"ll' M

(40.34-35)

Here 'qiyU&H is the reading given only in ^ 7 ; all other

MSS read ^ Hti&T which has no 'appropriate sense here, and

seems to be an emended reading. In the Mbh. (cr. edn., IX. 42.

16a), too, ^mm^T is the reading adopted, though it is marked by

a wavy line.

(3) zpr gp (t ?) ferefl a^r gfercjif ^ v^pstKi n

II (41.22cd-23)

Here ^fe$ is the reading in ^ 7 only, all other MSS have

But ^^f is tile correct reading here, for

other three gods are associated with the remaining three directions.

So the reading of ^ 7 ( 3f$R$ )
is adopted. The reading

is unaccountable and has no sense in this context.10

(4)

1 1

10. Sec also A. 3. (I) of this article, and fn. 8 above.
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f35* ^ fc^refr ^Ficr (^scTsr:) g^rrsf % ?r:

(72.57-58)

Here fcraftl', t%^X fef^Fl"
etc. are the readings given in all

the MSS except ff 1 which reads f%^if)- (locative of fif^ which

means fcmr-J or sr% J ft=vrT2 or T$pr ).
This reading (f%^)

of ?f 1 seems to be the only correct reading here. So it is adopted,

7. If the reading of a certain MSS is confirmed by some

preceding or following text of the Vamana-Puraria, then that

reading is adopted inspite of the majority-evidence going against

it. E. g. :

(1)

u (5. 2)

: elc" are tne readings given in the, majority of

the MSS, but ^ 9 gives the reading ^f; vyhich se.qrps to be the

only correct and proper reading here, as it is
; confirmed by the

second half of this sloka itself.

(2) ^a- (v.l. srrpt) Tr^r^r aw| ^ q-^1^?^ n (15. 38 cd)

Here *$ is the reading in several MSS, & 1-3. % 1 . 2. 10J,

meuing that the city of Sukes'in was destroyed by the rays
IWltffe) of the

Sqn.-but^ is the reading in several other MSS,
which is confirmed by the next sloka (39).:-.

,

(15. 39)
Here the rparKiry -3*.

J;
n

;j;e;;r;- j -;^ -^ *-
from th*i f n / y (S^ :

) of sukeJai, as is

---
j is more appropriate

1

: II (2K 12)
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fa fetr: w (^TT ?) ^tr fr^FT gii^-wr i (15 ab)

i (20j

Here in 21. 12d TrffjEfor is the reading for f^^T in several

MSS ; in 15 b some MSS read f?Fp%r, some ft 2. 4, ft 1) read

but seven MSS of different versions read J^^r ; in 20 d

is the reading for s^r in most MSS, Between these two

readings fa^WT (or 3gRf)
and JTffJET

the reading Jtif|q is, however,

supported by 51. 7 c
(g=f q^^TR, all MSS) and 51. 18 d

,
all MSS) and also by Adh. 58 in which the battle

between Skanda and Mahisa is narrated.

It seerris that there were two different ddtnons of the same

name MaUsa, the one was the son of the demon Rambha from a

mahisi or she-buffalo (of, 17. 51 ff), who was the assodiate of ^thfe
*

demons Sumbha, Nisumbha, RaktabTja etc., and was killed 'by

Goddess Katyayani (of. Adhs. 19-20 ; and 55. 1-18) ; while the

other Mahisa was the brother of the demon Taraka (of. 58. 85),

and an associate of the demons Andhaka, Taraka, Bana (Bali's

son) etc. (58. 45ff.) who was killed bY Skanda (5S. 87ff.). The

two Mahisas have been c-jnfused, and i^^rf (or ^Ff) is the

resultant wrong reading in Adh. 21 ; the scribes who substituted

the wrong reading fr^R (r ^FT) for the right reading qf^qq

might have thought that because Mahisa had already been

described in the previous Adh. (20) as killed by Katyayani, he

could ndt again possibly be mentioned in Adh. 21 as a participant

in a later war with Skanda.

(4)

: U (41.24-25)

Here zr^T ^"sgqt (for zRTSjJKrr)
is the reading in the Kashmirian

MSS o. ly ; besides these, % 1. 4. 11, also read q^r fgt. The

reading of the Kashmirian MSS ^sqf for W^PTt) is supported by

the further text of 41,28 cd. SRr^nfo stfT ^ *FjjxW
^feqlir

f
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where q$ is the reading in all the MSS. So qssqt is the correct

reading.

(5) Wheu Skanda was anointed by the gods as the General

of their armies to fight with the demons TSraka, Mahisa, etc., he

was given various Gana-s or attendants by the Devas, Nagas,

Yaksas, Parvatas such as Hlmavan and Vindhya, SarasvatTs (i. e.

NadTs), Kutila, Krttika-s, FLsis, and also by the Tirthas such as

Prthudaka, Cakra-tlrtha, Gayasiras, Kanakbala, Puskara, Manasa

and Ausanasa (vide 57. 60-91). Now 57.91ab reads as follows :-

wltalfntrt xism tf

Here ifWJTJ
is the reading in the Venkt- e(^n - an^ a ^so in

several MSS j 91b then will mean, according to this reading, that

'the M5tj>s then
(?RTt), gave [to Skanda] the others (i. e, the other

Gana-s) ; or 'the Matr-s gave [to Skanda] others than these

In the Kashmirian MSS and in ^ 4. ^T 1 the reading is

5|t
f

where trr ( =iRTT:) seems to be corrupt and has

no clear sense in this context. In the Bengali MSS 3[ 1-3, however,

we have the reading 'eRfts^ iM^f 3|:',
which means *then the

others (i. e. the other Tirthas) gave [to Skanda] the Matr-s11 or

the female attendants. The following text (57.91 ed.-102ab) f
in

which the other Tirthas such as Soma-tlrtha, Prabhasa, Indra-

tlrtha, Udapana, Sapta-sarasvata, Naga-tirtha, Kuruksetra etc. are

mentioned as giving various Matr-s (female attendants) to Skanda,

supports this reading of the Bengali MSS.

Hence the reading of the f MSS only 'tittsft qrff^t 5|;'

is correct and appropriate here.

(6) At the time of the departure of Skanda to fight with

Mahisa and other demons, Han pronounced avastyayana (benediction)

11. The word MlflO* here is an object of the verb
'3|:',

the nominative

form (Prathama} has been used here in 'fUd'O' for the accusative

For furiher diseuasipn and illustration ce fn* -3&
*
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on him for his well-being and victory (58. 14-25). Sloka 18 of

tfiis wastyayana runs as follows :

n (58.18)

Here in 18c *!7<i*:
r

is the reading for 'ffr:' in the

Kashmirian MSS. Now *yrt^gar'
means the planet Mercury

as
he is regarded the son of Mrganka or the moon. But the name

of a planet is out of place here among the names of the Rsis.

Moreover, in this context, the planet Mercury or Budha has

already been mentioned earlier in 1. 17 as follows :
.

Budha (^TT^Sf), therefore, cannot again be repeated here.

So'^EtJgso* (Sage Markarjideya), the reading of the Kashminan

HSS, is more appropriate here.

ft, When the reading of a Ms or of several MSS is also

supported by some external source or testimonia, then that reading

is adopted. E.g. :

(1) 7T?ft ^T-H^'^^ WTnfr ^Tf5^ ^ ^i-HinH^tT 1 (3.22ab)

Hara praises Visnu in 3.14-23. In 3.22ub as quoted above

(^T 1), ^mwflH'^tf (^9) T andTTN^Tf? (T 2 g 1-2 5 4)

the variants for WH*T$. The reading

however, is supported by the NSradiya Purana also as follows :

M13

\

^ j- ^ TTT^rtnfhTsr^f i^ nr^ferred to the other
So this reading *ira*wH^i is preierrcu w **

and is, therefore, adopted.

21
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(2) qloKM feT ^3 ^StaT^ <sPI*<ai: 1 1

sM iter *Tr*srcst

:

ii(4.48cd-n

Here in the MSS 5TT 1 3TO. ^T 1 'zTOT *pft

is the variant for 'zRT T^ ^T^: ^r3::
J

. But these

the two contradictory readings. The reading 'zjqT T^ WN^fJJ

however, has some support in the Skanda Parana (V. iii. 9,

as follows :

: i

n

J cf. 86cZ 33 cd ).

But no source has yet been available in support of

reading 'TO TOt

(3) 'TFT^rrfepa^T^Tt TT^gfefe^ I (14,64ab)

Chapter 14 of the Vam,-P. deals with the ways and meaos

of purifying various articles of daily use. This D7iarmaaastra
topic

is also included in several other Purarms, such as the Markandeya;
and the Vayu. In the above half sloka the purification of

ivory,

bone and horn is mentioned. Here cfcSiTTO is the reading in most of

the MSS of the Vam. P. and in the two MSS of the MSrUandeyi
also, which have been .collated up till now. This reading, however,

carries no sense, for it only means that these articles are purified

immediately, But two MSS sf 2.3 read <TCT*mj, meaning there
bf!

that these articles are purified by scratching or abrading; (v/4
This reading ^TTTT^ is confirmed by 'the Yajuavalkya-Smrli,
AcSrSdhySya, 1 185 Wf TO*r^*TT and the Mitaksara

explains it as '<m TO^TWiq.^. The Vayu-Purana (78.52]

th!s riding certain by using the synonym
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Thus the reading 3OTRf is proved to be a correct one, and

$ therefore, adopted inspite of the majority MSS evidence going

against
it. In fact, 'ScOTT^' seems to be a wrong emendation of

the lactio diffiaftior
'

(4) In 13.25 of the Vamana-Purana the names and the

positions of the nine divisions or Varsa-s of Jambu-Dvipa are given.

The nine Varsa-8 of the Jambu-Dvipa are : 1. Ilavrta,

2. Bfcadrasva, 3. Hiranvan, 4. Kirhpurusa, 5. Bharata, 6. Harivarsa,

7, Ketumala, 8. Ramyaka, and 9. Kuru-varsa.

Now in the MSS of the Vam.-P. a confusion exists between

the positions of the two Varsa-s, viz. Hiranvan and Kimpurusa.

The text of the Venk^. edn, is as follows :

\ 11 (13. 3cd)

r: u (13. 5cd)

[w, I. -3c) to be given and discussed below. -3d)

(most MSS), f^azft (G I or Kashmlrian MSS) for ff^o^, -5c)

^ ^TT^ (G III or % 1. 2. 3, 10. ^r D, 5^^ (G V or the two

South-Indian MSS), sg^ftft (3 1. 2) for
j

In 3c, only the two MSS ^ 4. 7 read <$ ^f^ft TO (^
4 5^-

for fcfepwt ^X a li tne remaining MSS have the same

text as that of the Venk$ given above. In 5 cd one MS

gives somewhat defferent reading as ^T

and the ten MSS (sir 1. *ft 1. 2 ST 3 ^ 4 8. 11) omit 5cd altogether,

so that the text containing the name and position of Kimpurusa-

Varsa is missing in these ten MSS, except in ^ 4 which gives after

3 cd an additional half-s]oka '^fe^r^^ fefd 3

So, according to these readings the positions of the two

Varsa-s may be summed up as follows :

Situated J
l

(i

Hiranvan (or Hiranya} Varsn :

in East-South (according to all MSS except ^ 4,

in East-North (according to ^ 4. 7 only).
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JKithpurusa (or JEimnara) Varaa :

i in East-North (or North-East) (Most MSS)
Situated I in East-South (according to % 4 only)

(to the North of BhSrata (PKr. only).

Thus, there is the confusion between the positions of these

two Varw-s, In order to ascertain their right positions and thei

to decide the correct reading we have to depend on the evidence

of the other Puranas. Several Puranas contain the chapters CD

the Bhvgda or Bliuvana-Rom> and in those chapters the position ol

each of the nine Varsa-s of Jairabu-dvlpa is also given
1
*.

The right position of each of these two Varsa-s HiraiivSn

and Kimpurusa can be ascertained only when studied in relation

to the different positions of the other Varsa-s also. Fortunately,

the PurSnas, containing the Bhuvana-kosa chapters, are almosl

unanimous as regards the position of the nine Varsa-s of Jambu-

dvlpa. The Visnu-Purana (II. 1. 15-32; 2. 11-15) gives the following

account of these nine Varsa-s :

"The first ruler of Jambu-dvlpa was Agnidhra, who wns

the son of Priyayrata and grandson of Manq Svayambhuva,
Agmdhra had nine sons, vis. 1. Nabhi, 2. Kimpurusa, 3. Harivarsa,
4. IlSvrta, 5. Ramya, 6. Hiranvan, 7. Kuru, 8. Bhadrasva and

9. KetumSla. There were also the nine Divisions or Varsa-s of

which were known by the names of their P*am
I e, the Parvata-s or Mountains which separated these

^ from each other. Agmdhra gave each of these nto
Vr?a-s to each of his nine sons as follows : -

! *

f^u'
C * the Vara containing the Himavan mountain)

IW* whose grandson was Bharata, after whose name
Varw began to be known as Sharafa^arsa. ;

*^rar.a
to

Kimpuruaa, and so this Varsa was also
****** AS K

ta fi a the Nisadk
and so it was also known

ehapters of the PurgaB and

.jambu.Dvipa aee
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4, The Varsa containing the Meru in the middle was given to

Ilavrta, and hence it was known as Ilavrta-Varsa.

5, The Varsa containing the Nzla Varsa-parvata was givenn to

Ramya, and. was known as Ramydka-Varsa.

6, ^veta-Varsa (containing the Sveta Varsa-parvata) was given to

Hiranvan, and hence was also known as ffiranvan-or Hiranmaya-
Varsa ;

7, The Varsa situated in the North of the Sfngavan Varsa-

Parvata was given to Kuru, and hence was known as Kuru-

Varsa or Uttara-Kunt-s ;

8, The Varsa situated to the Jfiazt of' the Meru was given to

Bhadrasva, and hence was known as Bhadrasva-Vana :
*

~

9, The Cf-andhamadana-Varsa (situated to the West of the Meru

was given to Ketumala and hence was known as Ketumala-

It is now clear that JKimpurusa-Varsa contains the Eemakufa

Varsa-parvata, and is, therefore, associated with it. Similarly,

Hwttnvan-Varsa contains the Sveta Varsa-parvata and is, therefore,

associated with it. The same account of these Varsas and Varsa-

pftrvatas are given by the other Puranas also which contain the

Bhuvanakosa chapters.

How the positions of the Varaa-parvatas are mentioned in

the Visnu-Purana as follows :

n (H. 2. 10)

=:^t:j ibid. si. 7-9).

The Garuda Purana (54.8) also mentions the same positions

of these Varsa-parvatas, and in the same words as the Vinu-

PurSna. Other Puranas also corroborate these positions.

So JZimpwrum-Varsa which is associated with the Hemakufa

is situated to the South of Meru, or to the South JEast (East-South)

as given in the MS. ^ 4 of the Vamana-Purapa. And similarly,

ffiravvan-Varsa (v.l. Hiranmaya-Varsa, Visnu P. IL2.13 ; Hiranya-

t Kashmirian MSS of the Vamana-Purana), is situated to
'
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the North of the Meru, or to the North-Hast as given in the

two MSS 4. 7.

Thus, the reading of ^ 4.7 is correct as regards the position

of Hiranivan-Varsa ; similarly the reading of it 4 is correcf

regarding the position of Kirhparusa-Varsa,

According to the readings of %4. 7 (for the position of

Hiranvat or Hi ranya Varsa), and the reading of ^ 4 (for the

position of Kirhnara or Kimpurusa Varsa) the positions of these

nine Varsas of Jambu-Dvipa in the order of the Directions from

the Meru, then, would be as follows :

1. In the Middle (of the Jambu Dvlpa) Ilavrta-Varsa

(with the Meru)
13

;

2. In the East (of the Meru) Bhadrasva-Varsa (with the

Malyavat}
1
*;

3. In the East-North Hiranvat-Varsa (with the Sveta-

Vara Parvata) ;

4. In the East-South Kinapurusa-Vara (with the

Hemakiita) ;

5. In the South Bharat a-Varsa (with the Himavat) ;

6. In the South-West Harivarsa-Varsa (with the Nisadha)

7. In the West Ketumala-Varsa (with the Gandha-

madana)
18

;

8. In the West-North Ramyaka-Vaisa (with the Nlla) ;

9. In the North Kuru-Varsa (also called

13. The Var^a-Parvatas as associated separately with each Varaare
given here within brackets, and according to the Vigpu-Purana
(1L 1.18-23, 32), Garuda.Puraua (54. 6-8) etc. The Vamana-Purana
however, does not mention in this conection the Meru and the
other Varjja-Parvatae,

?or the association of the Malyavat and the Gandha-madana

*apctively with Bhadra5va and KetumSla cf. Vayu,

5
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Kuravah18
according to the Visrm and some other

Puranas) (with Srngavat).

Thus, according to the reading of ^ 4. the description of

the positions of these nine Varsa-s ends with the North, as in

the other Puranas. Those MSS of the Vara-P. (including ^ 7)

which omit the mention of Kimnara-Vaisa, also end this descrip-

tion with the North. But in the MSS which mention Kimnara-

Varsa as situated in the North-East this description ends with

the North-East and not with the North.

The readings of ^ 4. 7 regarding the position of Hiranvat-

Varsa and of ^ 4 regarding the position of Kimnara or Kimpurusa-

Varsa are, therefore, correct, while the readings of the remaining

MSS for the position of these two Varsa-s mentioning Hiranvat

as situated in the East-South and Kimpurusa in the North-East

are not corroborated by the other Puran as.
17

9. Sometimes an originally correct reading becomes corrupt

during transmission, and then later on this corrupt reading

is also wrongly emended; or the correct reading itself, if it happens

to be a lacio diffieilior,
is wrongly emended. In that case the

original correct reading is settled (a) by the help of some other

16. C/., for example, the Visnu-Purfxna, II. 2. H~

17. The Gatu4a-Parana, however, gives the following positions of these

Varija-s :

\\

TheGarudaPurSpa text (55. 1 cd) for the position
of

'

Var,a tame. Wlh O,. text of the n-ajority of ,hc V*

MSS. But this text of the Garu4a.PurSna i. Wrong, to, the

of the ^T V aa-Parvata with which the Garu4a Puran.

ra fin 54. 11) 1. given in the north of the
Mer^it,

the OP

agrees

of the eSf ar'a s g '

with the reading of % * of the Vam. P. la ** reSf>t,
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preceding or following s'lokas, or (b) by the help of some other

external evidence, or (c) by the context and sense. E.g. :

(1) sffT^T^ff m?g tfgtsr^ i&fa:\\ (65.116o d)

Here 'T5TOf is the reading in several MSS; in some MSS,

however, the Anwvara has disappeared and the reading, therefore!

has become
'eH*fcll4g

r which has been emended in some other

MSS, however, as 'Vfttt. But cf. Si. 119

ti (65.119)

The reading
r
^pff ^T^ in 115c is, therefore, confirmed, -and

the other readings 'wftdl*^, ggpfcrREj are corrupt or wrongly

emended.

(2) $TKUMT SffeRsma mMtmywi: (13-39 ab)

These are the peoples or Janapadas of the Uttarapatha,
In the Kashmirian MSS we have the reading 'sSftSSt? for 'TO33T.',

But in the Mark.-P. (57.37a) the reading is
'^Rfgsrr:'. So, in 39a

above ^uqaqj:
5

( ziRT^+srai )
is the correct reading ; '^3^r:

r

is a

wrong emendation and is, therefore, corrupt.

(3) 33; tftaFnf *N$WERft ^RTRR: n (35.44 cd)

The Venk$, reading
r^n^tf

is contained in % 1.2. & 1 also,

but in some MSS the reading is <$&&? and in some other MSS
( ^

4.7) it is
ltfw?. It is clear here that the reading 'tftaT^ got

corrupted as '*fcptf' and then again this latter reading was
emended as '

Or r reverse may he the case. The original reading might
have been the ISfotf, which was corrupted as '^fetspf', and then

'tiWi* was emended as '^dW*f'. In the cri. edn. of the Mbk
(III. 81. .) we have also the reading '^ftgsnf . The Venkt. edn. in

3

^
5 c

^
abo reads 'T* *fa3W K*WHmMi(g This reading

<$&& here (m 34.5 cd of the Venkt edn.) is contained in T 1. *T
1^4,10 also, but ^2.3 read *$&# and ^ !, 7 .U read
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Several MSS of the Vam.-P. viz. OT 1 ^T 1.2 $ 1,5.11,

read in 35.44c IsRspf for ^Ertara?!'. But the reading fastfj
1

is not

found in the MSS of the Mbh.

(4) ^ T^T fsrfiftff ZPT ^ts^^r: SERF: $$JTGT: \

qffiq^ftsfi
1

u^HgrccNdm 5^F fjfrnr: y^lRfir: ii (76,15)

Here
'rftw^T:' (

=
tffi^c )

is the reading in ^ 11 and ST 3 for

'T*3pr^':
r

, which gets corrupted or wrongly emended as M^tf^qV

(in Kashmirian MSS and ^ 5), and
'ff^?J^:

r
. etc.

(5) fft sprigriWt ?TTST Syrian u (80.7 od)

Here the ^ N"aksatra is mentioned as the nose of the

N<xkaatra*Purvsa Visnu. Mitra is the lord of the constellation

AnurSdha ;
so here Anuradha has been supposed as the nose of

the Naksatra-Purusa. It is the reading in several MSS also. But

80.5a reads as 'g^ ( TC ?
) ^f^jrr ^r^^T' and again in 80.17 c we

have
'*T<PMl$ ^fts^' and in the Matsya-P. also '^T

(Adh. 54). So the reading '%5f* above is wrong. But in

some MSS we have the reading '^sp for %('. Pitr-s are the lords

ofythe constellation Magha, and in 80.24 a we have 'TO% Hfiw

^5zrr
r

. So the constellation Maglia is the nose of fhe Naksatra-

Puruga, and '3$' is the correct reading in 83.7 d above, which was

easily corrupted paleographically as 'ft?!
1

.

10. Older or less familiar readings are preferred. E, g, :

(I) ^^terosqqrfc^ ^^ift?sw A^ft (1.1)

Here 'nf^' is the reading in the MSS of G III and GV,

r' in the MSS of the Kashmirian group and irf&q
1

is the

reading in qjT 2, ^ 4.5.7. The reading 'tfrfSR' in the sense of

Halting off
1

or 'taking away' seems to be older or less

familiar than sflf^r or STTfraT ; Monier Williams refers the use

of srrf$T<T in this sense to Mahabharata. So this reading

is preferred here.

(2) 9f%r%msfor sfsrraT TTT iralr^ f^rrf^r n (44 od)

Here In 4c 'r^zrr' is a variant in Several MSS. This
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reading is preferred to 'sT^r^lf which is a more familiar reading,

compare also ;

gsrcr tnffggrsfc q^^CTsorfeg^r u (17.49 cd)

Where all the MSS read tTCcpaTT and

(3) ^OTtf tgWKT? (<>.99 a)

Here the reading 'qifiR^H* is con-tained in ^-1-4. 9. 10 also.

But the MSS J&T 1, *&[ 1. 2. r 1. 2. ^ i 1 read 'TfeTO (meaning

the place where the lower garment is

reading '?n^pf being less familiar, besides being contained in

versions, is, therefore, preferrable,

11- Grammatical aberrations abound in the Epics and the

Puranas. They are sometimes due to their archaism, sometimes

to the influence of Prakrta, but mostly they are due to soirje

metrical exigencies, for, grarxim.at.ical correctness has often bqen

sacrificed for the correctness of metre. Bijt such grammatical
aberrations are often found changed to their regular Panjnian

forms in several MSS; and sometimes they are even wrongly

ernended in some other MSS ; hiatus between two vowels is also

generally removed by the insertion of such particles as
<J; % f^

etc. ; similarly, cases of double-sandhi-i are found emended by

change of construction or in some other ways.
18

Hiatus, double

sctn&ki-a and other grammatical aberrations are, therefore, older

than such emendations,

In the constitution of the text, tfcerefpre, hiatus should be

preferred to vowel-*ew<2M-8 or to the insertion of particles (g, ^ f|

etc.), and the irregular double-sandhi-s to the regular PSninian

$andhi-$'t similarly, other grammatical aberrations, if not proved

to be the scribal mistakes, should be preferred, to their regular

PSninian forms, E. g. :

U) Hiatus i

^fcftfru ^(^q^r ^^^gp^qfM ?CTW; n (13,19 cd)

1& For the /htailed cUseussiop of hiatus, double Sandhi-s and other

gramoaatieal aben-ations sec my article

in ?a*4ff* 1% 2 ( July, 19^ pp.
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The Venkt-reading '4^^pHi'4l*H
T

is also contained in some

of the MSS, but some MSS have the reading 's^

while the MS % 4 reads '?%^T rrofe'. Now it is clear that

this reading of ^ 4 containing the hiatus must be the original one,

for &n attempt seems to be made later on to remove the hiatus by

inserting the particle '>sft and thus the reading

became '1%^ STPT?^'. But this emended reading '3

is wrong according to the rules of the Sandhi*s, so it was further

emended to become

Thus 4k?t^T ^nwfe> -^T^T
s3nT

<

R !3r> A'^l^MfW must have

been the process. Hence the original reading was 'J%=^JT STWT*PN*,

which contained the hiatus, although the siandhi was regular

according to 1 the grammatical rules of Panini.

(2) Double-Sandhi :

u

: t (L1.B1-32 ab)

Tfie reading in ^ 4 is '3&R (q^T:) ^C
r

, while in 7 it is

for '^^Tft
7

in 31 c. Both these readings are the results

of a later attempt to emend the double-sandhi existing in '^jffafV

Which is the reading in most of the MSS also. This reading

can be analysed as follows :

Thus, the reading
f
?reaftafi:

T

containing a doutte-aandhi in

is older and is therefore preferrable. The reading
'

is probably due to the metrical exigency,

(3) Gf-ramniatical aberrations (other than those of aandfii-s) ;

(a) Linga-vyatyaya (Reversion of gender) :

(i) ^ ^idli^i ^TTfe Rft: ^ %^r% I (2.7 ab)

All the MSS here read ^^flt snflf' for 'RrPrt Wfe'. The

word f
5TC

7

(Autumn) in Sanskrit is ferhinine, so the reading
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/

in masculine is a case of Unga-vyatyaya, and may be

original or older reading.

(ii)
'

qtfcg; ^T^' (3.32a)

Here '$5^
J
is also a case of lihga-vyatyaya, which is perhaps

resorted to owing to the anuprasa in the combination 'qojcg zftfef

4.7 emend it as
'zrRft| zftfefj'.

(Hi) *T ^ ^ TOTT ^ftg qgpsrsfr ?TTsr firWIfsfer tt 65.117 cd)

The reading in most of the MSS and in the majority of the

versions is 'Ererwfar
1

^o^ 'f^TOTsfer'. The word (

i%qp:' (masculine)

is used here as neuter, and so is emended as 'ft^rTflUT, The reading

r' is therefore, preferable.

(iv) '^$ %m*3to' (2. 32d)

Here most of the MSS read 'ep^ssr ^<sf)S?r4^',
which is

preferrble.

(b) Vacana~vyatyaya (Reversion of number)

W^ 1^4 fe<K*it T^flTi5

^ I

^tM^^nlRtrif w^r TTT^nr ^ ti (58.106)

The reading
<

3y|s
r
in plural is used here for the two persons

(Indra and Skanda) as the reading *fcfel<WV shows It is given in

most of the MSS. The reading *g^j:' here is due to the metrical

exigency only and is preferrable.

(c) VibTiakti-vyc&yaya (Reversion of case)

(i) TOSlt TC ^TT^T fl4 Elect 1 ^ ^rT: |

: ii (36.48)

The reading in many MSS is 'dVglHI'fa^fTarf in 48 c, in

which
trtiyii or oaturthi (instrumental or dative) has been used for

the *af/Ai (or the genitive case). This reading is also similar to

mid thus corroborated by Mbh. III. 81.73. Compare also :

5Tl?in% WT II (Mbh. III. 81.10)

Compare also the
following lloka of the Mbh :

smftfe vm \\ (in. 80.il?)
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Here also ttfiya or caturtlii has been used for sastfa. as is" *
,

indicated by the following text of the Mbh :

i

t: II (III. 8] . 6 v. L)

Here, we have the usual saathi in 6 d.
*

(ii) 2*T*^I^ ^ qref ^ TTf%Ef SRffil l (55. 13 cdj

Here most of the MSS read as :

(v. 1.

where pratTiama (nominative) has been used for dmttytl (accusative),

which is perhaps due to the influence of Prakrta in which the

forms of nominative and accusative are generally the same ;

e. gt compare the reading 'fffEpi: sffe^T H:' (78.36 a) which is

given in most of the MSS.19

(Hi) 'sr^gT Tfrttt^
1

(65. 106 a)

Here, all the MSS except % 7.9 give the above reading in

which caturtlii (dative) has been used for tfttya (instrumental) as is

clear by the reading '^%% f^ given in % 7.9. This reading of

% 7.9 is an emendation of the reading ^^TWRr.

(iv) ?m: *Jl$tot Mlftiu^icft zrerarapTT u (,65. 162 cd)

is also the reading in most of the MSS. Here

trifiya is used for sas^Jn. This reading is also due to the metrical

exigency.

(d) Other Grammatical Aberrations :

(i) 'STSq *ri STT^ f% f
1

(55.38 a)

The reading in many MSS and versions ( ^ 1. 3, 10. * 1-3,

?f 1) is '|jW for
'jpfP ; in S^TT 1. q?T 1. 2 and % 4 the reading is Sfdfo,

while in t 7 it is 'fid
7

. The reading 'f^ is older or archaic, and

is, therefore, preferable to the other readings which are perhaps

its emendations.

(ii)
r

%jrefrsgq *Tf* (65. 116o)

The readings in many MSS is '*& ^jt 5TT^

r which contains

a grammatical aberration in 'gqjfr ( =Rft^^
19. For further iilustrationB see Appendix.
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to the metrical exigency ; i. e. for avoiding a long 5th syllable in

this pada of the Anwstubh metre, which should always be sfcort

according to the metrical rules (Vqtf $% %frf).
Ifc bas been

ernended by changing the const-ruction as '%%#$ 3g$ sni*.

(iii) tf *tift fsrfc^r W ggtgqSrsr: sjFcrer: q^T1^: i (70. )5ab)

The reading ^gf is contained in several MSS also, but ^'
is the reading in the majority of the Groups in % 5-. 7.11,

SIT 1. *RT 1. 2l 5f<l. 3. ?f I- How the reading '%$> occurs in

so many MSS and versions is not certain. Is the reading '^r.'

an emended form of '$$', or is 'q^' a corrupt form of
f^J

or is the reading 'q^t
1

adopted for avoiding the haitus in 'i

(iv) fflTSSTfa^ ^T fC: ^TgTOiq 1 1 (3. 13).

Here '%*.: ^f^^Td
T

is the reading in the majority of the

MSS. The reading 's^hXT^
r

is grammatically irre'golar. Accord-

ing to the rule of the Panini-grammar it should have the agama

9Ef^ and the form should be then ^7?RT^s given in the reading of

tfee Venk|, and some of the MSS, But the reading 'g^Hs^f being

irregular and also being contained in the majority -of the MSS is

older, and
Vi4'<4f is an emended reading*

Readings having grammatical aberrations occuir itt- large

ntftftber in the VSmana*Pur5na as in the Epics and the other

Pur5$as, The above are only a few illustrations to show how

such older irregular uses were being regularised in the MSS by
the scribes or the readers.

Sometimes some MSS, and even the majority of MSS,

grammatkrAjly wrosg readings w&ich aFfc generally/due to'

of tlte scribe^ and, therefore,, are not really old'

aberrations or archaic forms. Such grammatically
incorrect readings are adopted in their grammatically correct

forms. E, g, i

\ (5, 41ab)

Naksata
s nwa^. Accor&tr^fco-tbe rule of Ps^mi '% ^4Nl (VII. 3. 18)
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the vrddhi in the uttara-pada (second member of the

'sftgqs'} is corcect only when the word 'sftgTO' means 'born under

the Naksitra Sttg^. So in the sense of the Naksatra sftgcR (or sftgjre

and also sftgqrer, if we add 5PT or SZTST here in av&rtha) sftgqs is

the only correct form. MSS give here various readings such as

5ftg<^ sftffW, Sftgre (fc
10 only). sjtgqR, sftgTK Out of these

readings the correct reading 'sftgqR' is acceptable.

i (11.22)

Here fs^^r

is the reading in almost all the MSS also. But

it is grammatically wrong ;
the correct form should be in passive

as '?f^l%
r

. This correct reading 'SR^tcT
1

is given only in two MSS

% 1. 10. The correct foim 'sr^SRst
7

is adopted.

(3), According to the rule an SH&TK when occuring in the

middle of a pada should invariably be changed into the TOOT, but

in most of the MSS, except the Sarada MSS, it^f< is not changed

into Lhecf^RQf. Similarly according to the Sutra-s '^nrqt ?ft &F:W\ IH^F

<VIU, 4.1) etc. ^should be changed to % and according to the

8utra-s (VIII. 3.57 etc) ^ should be changed to \, But in the

MSS owing to the scribal whims these changes are not regular

anpl. uniformly made, consequently such forms as- 'sffaRTO
1

(AH MSS)

ac^ur. The Rules of Sandhi-s accoiding to the Sutra-s '^t^TT^f:
1

(VIU. 4.40), -ftftr
1

(VUI. 4.60), /SRgspRTT^ (Vlli. 3.7), '%*C

(VI. 1.73) etc., also are often subjected to the scribal ignorance,

carelessness or whims. And such readings, therefore, as

'

(Vam.-P. 8.3ca), 'W^ sfcfc' (3.40c), 'W3&( ^Rf:
1

etc. occur in the MSS. In such cases grammatically

correct reedings only aie adopted either from the MSS or by

emendation.

13, In jthe case of the texts of the prose-formulas,

containing 3^0% 3^f?, ^l*/ also MSS axe not uniform. Some

give, as 'q^q
1

S^rm/ some 'j^T^ S' and spnae as '^^n' (generaly

MSS). Eveu a particular MS also does not always

the uniformity in this respect.
Sometimes wrong readings as
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r
are given. In the constituted text, however, the uniformity

is followed in this respect, and
'*J<src3T ^TR' *%&l 37|-' etc. are given.

14, In course of time MSS often simplify an original

difficult reading by rightly or wrongly changing its form or by

substituting an easier synonym for it. A difficult reading (lactk

difficilior), therefore, is held to be older, and hence it is preferrable

according to the recognised principles of textual criticism. E.g. :

(1) 3ciViqitiig*zrf iqwfi tnH+tiW^ I

n (16.39)

The mode of Rudra-worship to be performed in each month

is described in this chapter. The general procedure is (a) W&ffl

on the Astarnt (b) ^OTT with *ftffif *fowf
;c^^t <ri$fatt etc., on the

Havana, ^c) Rudra-worship with some herbs or flowers, (d) |T or

incense, (e) ^RI, (f) S&RTJT and lastly (g) rti*+K to a particular

form or aspect of God Rudra, such as P"irHpalc8a t ffiranyaksan

StJiSnu etc. Separate names or forms of Rudra are prescribed for

each of the twelve months ; similarly separate articles or dravya-$ to

be used for performing these various anga-s of ^ai^I in each month

are prescribed (16.30-65).

Here, in the sloka 16.39 (quoted above) this reading of 39cd

'*nft JTrfftft; *TO ^SFfi Sfer ^rr* is given only in the Venkj,

edn. But here the article with which the ftf?f is to be performed

is not mentioned ; then the spqff or worship of Rudra is to be

performed with some herb or flower, and not with ^fsr or curd

which should be used for the ^TFf as other similar articles ^^
(32b),*fom (3Sa), q^Tff (i, e. ^Kf or cow-milk) (37a) have been

prescribed for the ^fTPT in the months of WTC, m^^ and SJlfeflJ

respectively. So the Venkt- text of 39cd is clearly wrong. Now
in the MSS 3 3 and ?r 1 we have the following reading in its

place;

The reading <$rtf *&rf is given in the majority of the MSS,
and so it is correct and also quite appropriate, but '^TSWf is the

) which means that the
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is to be performed with 'v^f. The word 'ffSf in this context is

a synonym for the names of several herbs as ICrnel t anemia,

aparajita, rasna, etc. ("rT fogt TO: *rf^T t>'d*fir I i'

Hernacandra ; Anekartha-Samgraha; also cf. M. W, Dictionary

under the word '?T3T
T

) Any of these herbs is quite appropriate

for the worship (sT^rf)
of Rudra, and so the reading 'sjtrrf VETO! ?^f

also seems to be a correct one. The reading 'srSTT
1 has several

variants in the MSS, such as ssqr, ^forT, ^S3fT, sa^ETF, ?TWetc., which

are the results of the efforts on the part of the scribes to simplyfy

the lactio diffioilioy '?&&[?> In the variant 'tflaqi* (given in SB? 1.2

only) 'SpT*
is also the name of several herbs, but ?RT is more

preferrable, and it is mentioned in two distinct versions also.

(2) STcETT ^FT ?^t *T$T sft^^
1

TOTCUT^ I

i (58.103)

The reading 'sfts^zf means '^ckc||
f

or leaving, discarding ete.

Many MSS read sft^T in its place. It is a difficult reading, but it

seems to be the correct reading. It is formed from sr+V*3I and

means 'pushing away' etc. (See M. W. Dictionary), It was not

easily intelligible, and so it was changed to
sffepr, ifezr etc. in

the MSS.

(S)

Here 5TW*flfeq- is the reading in r 2 ^ 4.7.9 ?f 1. The word

here means 'swinging' (srr-i- v^
32^ = 'to throw', 'to fling', 'to

swing* M. W. Dictionary. The use ot 'srr+yszn^ in the sense of

"to swing" is referred to the Mahabb.). Compare also;

n (io.42cd)

So the reading '^TT^?' being a lactio difficilior is pieferrable

here in 8.22 ako.

15. In the domain of knowledge ideas often develop

gradually, and knowledge generally becomes more and more

improved and detailed in course of time. So the text containing

less improved or less detailed ideas may be an earlier one, and

23
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hence it is preferrable to that which contains more improved or

detailed ideas : E.g. :

Here, in the Kashmirian MSS and also in % 1.3,10

t' is the reading for ^ m^Pf. This reading 'JfffTOfte' seems

to be a later improvement. The reading '^ SH^FT'
is therefore,

preferrable.

16. As far as possible break of symmetry (prakrama*bM$a)
is avoided in settling a text. E.g.

11 (14.26)

Here in the reading 'for/ (qualifying SERfT. )
there is a

break of symmetry, as all the other qualities (Cfunas) of the

remaining MakSbJwtas are compounded with *ff? (which becomes

'$-' in a compound). But in many MSS we have the reading

'SctaT:* also, which is in symmetry with the other readings 'ffi&tf

'TOTT:
1

'TORT: and 'ms and also with
'TTfcTT flt^'.

So the reading

'flfor:' is more suitable here than '

17. Sometimes a textls omitted only in a few MSS, but the

omission is justified by the preceding or the following text. In

such case that omission is adhered to. E.g. :

(
=

ii 38

?rr sn^r qfqrtu 39

(Adh. 17)
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Here the half sloka 39 ab is omitted in some MSS
(
3 3

^9 FT 1 ). The omission is justified by the following text of

39cd-41, which is more in conformity with si. 38. The text of

39 ab, here, is obviously superfluous.

18- Sometimes the M3S of a certain Group only supplies a

missing text. In that case the additional text given in these MSS,

supplying the lacuna, is adopted. E. g. :

( 1 ) $r?fteST: ^?TJ iTOt iTR'kr^ ^ gftjffl: 1

qfedi^^^'ng^Rrrara'iTsr % ti ( 14.82 )

Here a list of those persons is given whose food is

prohibited to be taken. Among these 'Marjara' (literally meaqing
'a cat') and an 'dkhu* (literally meaning 'a mouse') are also inclu-

ded. The reading '^mUl^' ^ is given in the Venkt- edn. only.

Most of the MSS read 'JTFSlf^ps'
which is grammatically wrong.

These abliofya persons are defined in the same order in Slokas

84-92. After the definition of Marjara in $1. 86 Akhu is defined

in Si 87, and then immediately after it, Kukkuta is defined in

1 88 in the Venkt. edn. as well as in -all the MSS except those

of the Kashmirian Group (G 1). The Kashmirian MSS give the

following additional sloka between the definitions of Afchu, and

ii

Now on the basis of this additional text of G 1 MSS we

can reconstruct the text '*TWKi<| jg^^T-' (H.S^b), as
'

Here the original reading *- was wrongly written as

and thus the text has become corrupt in almost all the MSS.

But the definition of
f^r

or '^Ff' is missing in the printed text as

well as in the MSS. Only the Kashmirian MSS have supplied

this missing or lost text, which also leads to the construction, of

the correct text in Si. 14.82b as shown above by suggesting

the substitution of '**' for V.

20. In MSS, and specially in DevanSgari MSS, t% aad 3 arc often found

wrongly written for ^ and ^ respectively.
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(2) In Adh, 56 of the VanvP. the battle between Goddess

Katyayani and two Assura-s, Kumbha and Nisumbba, and their

great Army-Commander, Raktabija, is narrated. When Raktabija

with his large army attacked Goddess Candtka (Katyayani) sbe

roared the lion's roar and then from the different parts of her body

the various Mffir-s (or tidkti-*) were produced. The following

Matr-s or various forms of the Goddess are described or mentioned

in the Venkt-edn. si 3-12 and in the MSS of the Vamana-Purana f

1. 3%U<lft
from the mouth of the Goddess, 2, <TT|^

1

^',
3, s&lqpfl

1

(the $akti of Kumara or Skanda), 4, ferjrft from her two arms,

5. 3RI^ from her back, 6,
?fftfe|l"

from her heart and 7. fectf or

fef^fr from her body. The text of 56. 20 cd-22 ab of the Venty

edn. reads as follows :

u 20 o d

II .-1

i 22 ah

In 21c all the MSS read '^sft' for the Venkf-readbg
'

So according to the MSS the
'tffi'

is also included among the

Mtr-s mentioned here, Now compare the similar text of the

DevHdahatmya (9. 37cd-40) of the Markandeya-Pura^a :

firegft ^rsro^ u 37 od

: u 38

u B9

i

it 40

(DevI-MahStmya, Adh. 9)

Here in 40c '^tjy ^J J s equal to the reading
'

(MSS) in 21cof the VSm.-P. above. Thus, the MSS-reading

is fully confirmed. But in the description of the birth of
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the Matr-8 in 56.3-12ab of the Vam.P. no mention of the birth of

^fff is made either in the Venk^.edn, or in the MSS. So the text

containing the mention of the biith of 'rV^sfr
7

seems to be lost.

But fortunately we have here the following additional text after

Si. 56.8ab in all the Kashmirian MSS (G Ij :

So, according to this additional text in the Kashmirian

MSS the Matr *H%$( (i.e. cjrgjt )
was born from the atana-martdala

('breast-orb
1

) or the rounded breast of Goddess Candika. Thus,

the lost text mentioning the birth of the Matr rftjft has been

supplied by the Kashmirian MSS only, and it is adopted,

( 3 ) ^ft?T^ fey*: sfiNft
S6zft(?)?ft fa^n^Ri: n 37 o d

*RffEnj Fj^r. ^IT^: siw^ g^fer^^TJ i 38 a b

(Vam.-R, Adh. 11)

Here, in 38a '^pr^' is the reading in all the MSS, which

leads to the supposition that there might also have been the

reading 'SHJSf:' (?) immediately preceding the reading <H*J{Rf, so

that this reading '^nj5T^
?
in 38a might have some propriety, here.

Now, in all the Kashmiiian MSS (G I) and also in ^ 2

we have the following text in place of the above text of Si. 37cd

n

This additional or the amplified text

of the Kashmirian and ^ 2 MSS for the shorter text

Rl:
1

of the remaining MSS, immediately preceding

the text r

^3T^ &5PTI ^T^P3
r

(in 38a), supplies a lacuna and corro-

boartes tbe reading 'g^ST^' (in 38a) as quite appropriate,

19. Sometimes a text is found displaced in all the MSS,

and so its sense does not fit there. In such case that displaced

text is restored to its proper place required by the sense and

context, according to the principle '<n<5ffiHi4wi>ili

21, Cf. Njlakantha "fiStf ^T TOWHM'&W'W ^^^^ *gfa|t

qr '^ ^Rrfof i^^ ^

. on Mbh. Vana-Parva, 88.
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Compare the following text (11.31-42) :

Tt SHTI^T q^^cSTtfeTPmT I

u 31

u 33

&gr: fera
1

: 1 1 34

: t

: n 35

i 36

I

: n 37

: u 38

: n 39

^rrf% f%rr: u 40
t

1 1 41

42

Here, the names, position and the extent of the seven
* mid the seven Samudra-s which surround them are given,

The **<* the Earth, as mentioned in fil. 31 above, is ffty
The Earth is divided into seven great Divisions
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s surrounded (as given above in Si. 33 ff.) by a circular Ocean

is follows :

1. srepfc by ^lOMfrfsr (Ocean of salt)

2. ^eftgta by ^Sj^sfte (Ocean of syrup)

3. ^U<4llMgta by 3Cte (Ocean of sura or wine)

4. H'^ldfa by Wfc (Ocean of clarified butter)

5. S^sta by sfsRn|5 (Ocean of curd)

6. frHcfa'tfriT by frerrfesr (Ocean of milk)

7. 5<5fn;gfa by S3T|3 (Ocean of fresh water).

Thus, these seven DvTpa-s are separated from each other

by seven distinct concentric circumambient Oceans.

The extent of each Ocean (except of the ^3 ) is mentioned

here, in the Vamana-Purana, as double of the extent of the Dvlpa

surrounded by that Ocean ;
and similarly, the extent of

each Dvlpa (except that of the ^s^cgk )
is double of the

extent of the Ocean surrounded by that Dvipa.
32 The extent of

the qW-Cafaj however, is not mentioned as double of the extent

of the ^srrf^T (or sftrrfssr) which is surround by it (the JJ6*<ii)M),

but it is, as given in Si 4icd above, four erores and fifty-two laca of

yojana-s,
aa

Similarly, the extent of the ^Tf3 is not also double

the extent of the ^3>-<gVq which is surrounded by this Ocean,

but it (the ^TT<p^) is of the same extent as the ^^TOfa. The size

22. According to the other Puranas, however, the extent of caeh Ocean

is of the same size as that of the Dvipa whieh it surrounds, but the

extent of a Dvipa is double the size of the Ocean which that Dvipa

surrounds, and thus the latter Dvlpa is double the extent of the

former Dvlpa, and similarly the latter Samudra is double the extent

of the former Samudra
; c/. ViBnu. P. II. 4, 87 :

". STgf^ tffl STflftTOf^T: I

*5H SWFft fa^ft Td II

23. Here also the Vamana-Purana differs from the other Purapas, since

according to the other Puratjae, the extent of the {^\al4 is also

double the extent of the ^ftTrf^T which it surrounds, and henee

double the extent of the former Dvipa, ^[fa-fh" (Vinu. P.

II. 4. 71-72). But the extent of the tdl^ whieh Surrounds the

S^^^jta *s Daentioned in the Visnu-Puran,a also as equal to the ex-

tent of the
Jfetfijftij CiitJ., 6l. 86),
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of the <sn5fr, the first DvTpa in the enumerated order, is onel

of yojana-s and the extent of the last-mentioned w*nj (which

also regarded as a DvTpa by the Katha-sarit-sSgara MW.) is ah

me IM of yojajana-s, the same extent as that of the first Dvip

theJambu-DvIpa. And the total extent of all the seven Dvipa

and the seven -amudra-s plus the extent of Anda-Kataha (She

of the Mundane Egg) should be equal to the extent of the Eartl

which is fifty croret of yojana-s.

The above statement may be more clearly presented a

follows :

Dvlpa-s and Samudra-s Extent in Yojana-s

L Vjfa llao 1,00,000

?araf? 2 lacs 2,00,000

2. <*rsT3ta 4 lacs 4,00,000

S^ste 8 lacs 8
?00,000

B. snwfafrr 16 lacs 16,00,000

~-^ 32 lacs 32,00,000
4, fW>r 64 lacs 64,00,000

^te 128 lacs 1,28,00,000
5. ^t^>T 256 lacs 2,56,00,000

3^*53; 512 lacs 5,32,00,000
0, sirota 1024 lacs 10,24,00,000

ffsrtfcr 2048 lacs 20,48,00,000
Total 4095 lacs 4Q,95,OO,Ol?0

Thijs, the total extent of the first six Dvipa-s and Samiulra-s,
from s&gfr to ^tfe or ghjfi^ (Ocean of Milk), comes to

/K^erom and ninety-jive lacs of Yojanas, which exactly tnllies

wbith their total extent given in Si. 40-41ab above, as follows :~
^^ferf^ITl q^t ^TT55 ?T^Rf: TT: I

: it 40
: i 47 ab

, add to this the extent of the remaining seventh DvTpa
}, and of the remaining seventh Samudra

( ^T^^ )
and

*faoidK
e^nt

of the TO^^ surrounding the last Ocean ^1^, as
fe Si 4ieM* above, which is as follows :-
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aBr 'rerere TTSTS n 41 cd

I 42

(That is, the extent of ^ut^gfrr is four craves and fifty-two lacs

of Yojanas, and of the same extent is the last Ocean 37^ and

the space of one lac of Yojana-s is filled all round by the

Then the total extent of all the seven Dvipa-s and Samudra-s

together with the extent of the A^tda-KataJict, comes to fifty crore*

of yojana-s, as shown below :

Total extent of the first six 1

DvTpa-s and Samudta-s ! 40,95,00,000 Yojana-s

( from 5Ff5ta to sfkfesr ) j

Extent of ^g'igfa 4,52,00,000

Extent of ^r^Ef 4,52,00,000

Extent covered by 5T<J^FCTf 1,00,000

Grand Total 50,00,00,000 Yojana-s

Thus, this total extent, fifty-erores of yojana-s, comes to be

the same as the total expanse of the Earth, which is also mentioned

as fifty wore yojana-s 'q^^^fetnffif (Si, 31).

According to this calculation, therefore, the text in si. 41cd-

42 ab which gives the extent of 35^ ^fa and *&[%$ is quite correct.

But the text in 39cd ^ ^ fegqrr: frf TOM'WfcW:' must also refer

to the extent of the ^sqj^T and of the ^T|^, for both are

mentioned here in the immediately preceding text of 39 ab

(is 'gre*TF9 ^^r^qr: ggnffifri'cfriifd

1

^. But, in fact, the text of the

line 39 cd 'c$r ^ fe^T: ^ TOWfcjfeTO' refers to the extent

of the first six Dvlpa-s and the first six Samudra-s only, as is clear

from the line 41 ab '

The text of the line 39 ab, therefore, occurs in a wrong place.

Its proper place should actually be after the line 41 ab, as the

next two lines 41 cd and 42 ab mention the extent of the

and its surrounding Ocean CT^. Line 39 ab therefore, shoultj

be restored to its place, i. e. after 41 ab.

34
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The constituted text of the slokas from 37 cd to 42 cd of

the Venk^. text, then, would be as follows :

fe3*r: sffcn: *npft sfotfflm: H 37

Syr:

: n 39
I

n 40

i

-

n 41

[* The reading
f

ar^<=f ?ffki%:' is given in MSS
1. 2 ^ 2 ; ^ 7 reads '?(T^nf ^Tt^%; ; ^ 4 reads

20- Sometimes a reading, even if it occurs in all the MSS,
has to be emended, so that the text containing that reading may
give a correct and appropriate sense. (The emendation is indica-

ted in the constituted text by an underline below the emended

reading).

Compare the following text of the Varn,-P., Adh. 11 (already
quoted above) :

\

: ii 35 n

: ,, 3 5 ,,

[Here, the
reading <^f% :

'

is given in all the MSS also.]
The sense of this text is qu ite confusing. It may mean :~

Either

S situate(i on the outside. Then
t^ed] outside in a circular form"-s'i, 35.'
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The
*jfte is double of that (tasya) (i.e. of the q^ft- ?), and the

is double of that ^te si. 36.

Or

"The shafts situated outside in a circulr form is double

:, 36a) [of the SJTS^T ]. si. 35cd. The qwfajq is double

T, 36b) of this (asyd) (i. e. of the
^Sprite). The Mahoiadhi

is double of that (tasya] (i. e . of the
qiftfirifc, and

is also double of that (ta*mat, i. e. from

Here as we see theirs* sense is confusing. The second sense

is sorae-what more reasonable. But the defect in this latter sense

also lies in the fact that the word MahodadM
(q^fcfer;)

will have to

be construed with the following word ^^ as its 'case-in-appo-

sition
7

; but this breaks the symmetry, as no such qualifying word

has yet been used for the names of the other Oceans, mentioned before

g^fc,
as their 'case-in-apposition'. Moreover, the word 'q|fcf%:'

if construed with
'*J^fc:

?

will become quite redundant or super-

fluous. Hence the text is defective in every respect. But if we

emend the word 'H^tefe' as '-H'^V^:' (sasthl or genetive), the sense

of the whole text will be quite clear and appropriate,

There are also some other readings which have also to

be emended.

21. There are certain readings which may be considered

as less than certain. Such readings may be of any of the following

three categories : -

(A) Readings which have almost equal manuscript evidence;

any of them may be adopted, therefore, in the constituted text

in the absence of any deciding factor.

(B) A reading which, even if it is contained in the majority

or even in all the MSS, does not give an appropriate and correct

sense, but against which no internal or external evidence is avail-

able, and which, in the absence of some such sound grounds, can-

not also be emended.

(Q A reading which is contained in only a single MS or

only in a few MSS, but which gives a suitable and correct sense,
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while the other readings, though contained in a larger number of

MSS or Groups, do not have any proper sense; such reading is

considered as less than certain, if it cannot be ascertained whether

this reading is genuine or an emended one ;
if it is proved to be

an emended reading then it is discarded.

All such less-than-certain readings, when adopted in the

constituted text, are marked with a wavy line (
-

).

A few illustrations of such readings are given below :

(A)

(1) STf^ 3ST
^&rciTO$OTT.

> (10.22 od)

Here ^TfETR Sjp|gT[:] is also the reading for 'g?^R 33S^ '/

But both of these two readings have nearly equal manuscript-

evidence, So, any of them may be adopted in the constituted

text, if there is not any deciding factor in favour of any one

of them.

u (10. 26cd)

Here the MSS contain several different readings, in the transpo-

sed order, for 'S^l^m:', such as gsjt ( fjSt, SIT 1 ^T 2 )7fr g^ft

(3*1), $"lfcft (ar 1. 2), qsqfafr (3 3 ^ 9), and 'qM^r' (T 1). The

reading '3-tf^tf;' is given only in the Devanagarl MSS of GI,

f3T^ f1^, ^rjq, 'ifer are all weapons of war, and any of

them may be meant here. There is no deciding factor of sense,

cofctext^etc. in favour of any one of them. So any reading which

is adopted will be considered as less than certain.

(3) t*Tf TT^sfszmt ft|^T 5*5 S3 TpT 5T*T^ II (16. 17)

The reading f^:* is also contained in ^T 1 and in several

Devanagarl MSS, But it is wrongly spelt here. Its correct form

is
'sgg

1

; as is given in $ 4, for sometimes sfc is found wrongly

written as ft in manuscripts. Other readings are r

g$f*r:' (? 11), Wfi
(^7), ftqf ; (OT 1, ^T L 2), ^GT^:

'

(^ 1. 3) ; etc. Any of these

reading may fit here.

u ( 16.17 )
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The reading 'STflzpft' in past-perfect is not perhaps correct,

(or the context does not require the past tense here. But

it is given in all the MSS except $ 4 which reads 'KHIfl^'

(perhaps an emended reading). So if the reading mimfl is to he

adopted on the basis of the manuscript-evidence, it will be

considered as le&8 than certain.

(2) TftJNrll^d^H
1 ^ 33 U'HI'sW ^ ^ra I

*rs@jfcKTRf srp^ zit^ n (16. 46)

The reading 'afcRSf ^ffsfeJT ^3*far' is given for 's

frftsfN" sr^Tte^nfter' in almost all the MSS. But the reading

here is not justified by sense or context. And if there is no other

evidence or ground against it, it is, then, to be adopted in the

constituted text on the ground of the manuscript-evidence. It

is not yet certain how this reading '^P^
T occurs here. It needs

support from some external source also, which is not yet available.

So the reading remains lets than certain.

(C)

( 1 ) srr^ ^krfsq^I fona^re T^ wr^: (1-2.50 ab)

The reading '**$*& *fter JOT ^:' <loes not give any proper

sense. The other readings are '^^f *m &&' and '*&& ^:

The latter reading
'- ' is

tained in the MS % 2 only, and it has an appropriate sense also,

and therefore is decidedly a better reading. But it is not certain

whether this reading is genuine or emended. So it is Im

than certain.

( 2 ) ^ ^TT^T ^ 5^ ^fefir

yf Wft V"
Here almost all the MSS except * 7 read %*K for

<

in 13 above, 7 reads^ ^ Now, the reading 'to * ta

sense here. The reading ^ ^ as given in * 7 qmte

but it is just possible that it may be an e

So if the reading t|T < is adopted on the ground

it will be a Iwthan-eertain reading.
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We have discussed and illustrated here the several principles

adopted for the constitution of the Vamana-Purana text. But

the application of these and the like principles to the settlement

of a text requires patience, right judgement and hard labour on

the part of the editor ; and even then it cannot be said with

certainty that the text settled and adopted is the only correct or

the proper one, for it may not suit the sense of what is right and

what is wrong, of the critical reader. But the Critical Apparatus

appended to a Critical Text provides an ample scope to the crilical

reader for the exercise of his own free judgement and choice.

APPENDIX

[The footnotes which were not so essential as to be

necessarily given in the respective pages, or which were too long
to be accomodated there, are given in this Appendix,]
1. EDITIONS OF THE WORKS REFERRED TO

Agm-Purana

Bhagavata-Pmana

Bbavisya-Purana

Garu^a-Purana

MSrkandeya-Purana

Mmtsya-Purana

Padma-Purana

of the

(with
com,

I

Glta Press, Gorakhpm-
Venktfsvara Press, Bombay
Pandita-Pustakalaya, Kgsi
Mor edtf. Calcutta

Anandasram^Sanskrit Scries,

Poona

Venkt. Press, Bombay
Anandasram^S. S., Poona
Venkt. Press, Bombay
Venkt. Press, Bombay
Mor, Calcutta

Glta Press, Gorakhpur

-
CriffcaJ edition, Poona

Chitnisaia-Press, Poon

*~^
Chitrasala
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Varahi-Samhita

Yajuavalkya-Smrti \

(with Mitaksara and
\ _ Chaukhamba, Banaras

Vira-mitrodaya com-
mentaries

2. EXTENT OF A PURANA-TEXT

According to the Vayn-Pnrana the extent of a Purana-text

is 12,000 slokas ('^ SRSTBTStf STTtf W* %' 32. 66 cd). The

Bhavisya also says ^W5
* ^^TTfJT mwfo ^fa I STCsfc S^lfa

Sffepnftl iFftftfo: ll' (I. 1. 103). If this is so, then the total extent

of all the 18 Puraaas was formerly about two Ictcf of slokas, which

later on went on increasing, as the Hhavisya further remarkes

104) and thus came to be of the

four lacs of slokes ^Sff&R sft^ 5irT^iT^^imt
T

(Matsya 53. 57j,

4. RIVERS RISING FROM THE MALAYA

: ll (Matsya, 114. 30)

Cf. also Vayu (45.105), Markandeya (57.27), etc., where

these same four rivers, with some variants, are mentioned as

rising from the Malaya; only ^q^T (v.l. <%*&, 5^ )
is mentioned

in place of the ^s^TT of the Vam.-P., but see fn- 6.

The Vam.-P. has added two more rivers to this list ^ft and

; but in the Matsya the ^ft (v L fe*) is mentioned as rising

from the Rsyavanta (or Rksa-), and the fOTT is not found men-

tioned elsewhere.

5, RIVERS RISING FROM THE SUKTIMAT

qrRr* *r ^feM^rOT^r^ ?m u (Matsya, 1 14,32)

for ^r^T <raif$nft for

These same six rivers are mentioned as rising from the

Suktimat m the Vayu (45.106) and Mark. (5 7.2 9f) also; but for

Vayu reads ^f^T and the Mark, reads ^13wf, while for

both read
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7. MAHABHARATA LACUNA SUPPLIED AND TEXT IMPROVED

BY VAMANA

It is not only the Mahabharata which supplies some missing

text of the Vamana, but the Vamana also, as if in turn, supplies

sometimes a missing text of the Mahabbarata. E.g. :

Mahabharata

59

ii 60 (III. 81)

Here the text of 59 ab is perhaps incomplete in sense aad

construction ; the Padma-Purann (Adi, Kh. f Adh. -26?) also has

the same text as the Mbh. But compare the Vam,-P. :

Vamana-Puratta

(v. ].

srar^T TO-rflf^ ^^ (^ ?) ii 8 (Adh. 30)

Here we see that the line 36.Scd completes the text of the

preceding line Sab, which is the same as III. 81.59ab of the Mbh,
as quoted above.

Compare also the Naradlya-P. II. 65.62ab,

In a few places the Vam.-P, also improves the text of the

Mbh ; e, g. :

(Mbh. III. 81.82od)

ii

. P., 36.61od)
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If we read with these lines of the Mbh. and the Vam.-P.

the preceding lines of both the works, narrating how at this place

Vyasa was overwhelmed with sorrow for the loss of

his son, and then consoled by the gods, we will at once know that

the reading of the Vam.-P. '^Wt^ ^ fa'^kT is better than that of

the Mbh. '"iW^Hicf 5T?Tcf (no variants,).

9, CORRUPTION OF TEXT DURING TRANSMISSION ILLUSTRATED

are fr^gg sn*5!^ n (Vana-Parva, 82.11)

The Sarasvatl did not disappear at the Meru, nor is the

place Vinmana on the Meru. So the reading '^^g' is wrong.

The Padrna-P, (I. 25. 18) also reads '%$%%' in this context. The

original reading was 'qregt* (in the deseit), as is given in the

Critical Edition of the Mbh. (III. 80. 118 d), although some of its

MSS, even of different version?, read

12. BHUVANA-KOSA CHAPTERS IN PURXKAS AND THE POSI-

TIONS OF THE NINE VARsA'S OF JAMBU-DVIPA.

The Bhuvana-Kosa Chapters are contained also in several

other Puranas; such as Agni, Bhagawata, Brahma, Brahmanda,

Kurraa, Linga, Padma, 6iva, and Devi Bhag, These chapters state

the positions of the nine Farsa-s of JanabuDvipa as situated in

different Directions, and also their association with the different

-
(or Maryada-} Parvata-s.

The Bhagavata-Purana statement is very clear, which is

as follows :

ftrasft

tl

I (Bhag.^P,, V. 16. 840)

25
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19, USE OFm FOR fetal FURTHER ILLUSTRATED,

., 19U)

As alfedy stated, this use of
jtyty for feh is

perhaps
due to the

' '

influence of PrJlrta. See for detailed discussion, my article referred

to in fn.18 of this articlei



A CONSIDERATION OF MAHISAGARA SANGAMA TIRTHA

BY

R. N. MEHTA

r; IV* 1
;
V. 2

In a discussion about Makz&agarasangamd two opinions were

expressed by V.M. Bedekar and D.C. Sircar in the PurSnam Vol.

IV No. 1 p. 197 ff.
1 and PurSnam Vol. V. No. 2 p. 352 &

respectively. V.M Bedekar expressed the opinion that MatoiSgar*-

mngama is "at the meeting-place of the earth and the sea." This

opinion was aptly refuted by D. C. Sircar in the second paper.

Here he showed that Malmagarsangmo, is the confluence of the

Haft and the sea. This opinion is very well corroborated by

the' Skanda P^ana in its tomSrite Banfa which is cited by Shn

Bedekar. The relevant part of the Stenda Parana is an interest-

rework of about the 17th centuiy A.D-. In chapter 39

the Bar******* it is deaily mentioned that the gri

face intends to go to Malmagarasangam
and goes to

(39-63-94).

This indicates that the place where the goat died

whcio the temple o Barton**** exists
Js

Mcthapuraty" "--~
txr >J In 1V/*

2, Sircar D.C. Mdtoagma+aAym*
Puranam VoL

p. 352.
> TOO'jCfc-

'3. Bedekar V.M., Op. *, feels that this-IEi ft

^ia^l *
but the present

{Ult
t
lor

5^ .^r^i w
date of this part ty

;ora*l <rf *&*

&^SW*
p 3U^gJa

'

i

17th cent.
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Mahttagarcnangarna. The present day position of the said temp!

of Barkaresvara is in the same situation (Fig. 1).

The other evidence comes from chapter 52 where JTotztwtl

is noted. This JZotttzrtha is a cremation ground, near a $ii

temple to the north of Nagara, which is situated at a distanc

of about 5 Kilometers to the north of Cambay (Fig. 1).

The local custom of throwing the post-cremation material

in the Mahwagarasangama is clearly noted in the IZawnaHk
Kkanda as :

Asya tire Dehadaho Yasya Kasya Prajayate I

Asthik$epo Yasya Bhaven MahTsagarasangame. II

52.54

These two references from the text clearly indicate thai th<

MatoiSgarQM&gama is the confluence of the Mahi with the gulf
Cambay as rightly infencd by D.C. Sircar.

^

it may be noted that most of the tlrthas

mentioned in the Kaumarticalclianda are situated In and aroqnt
Cambay as could be seen from the attached map of the arei

(Fig. 1)

The author of this Tirtlia Mahatmya is Narada according
to Skanda pura^a. It js interesting to note that _ZV*m<%fl

exist m and around Cambay till this date and clam

^ahmins*. It may be very.

that some $ara<hy Brahmin might be responsible for the
g of t^ part of the Skanda purana. Such authorship is

"
a part of the Shandapuram

writ ten by a ^ara 3^^ Th/Malk.

., umar
, v

5 SaiHi
Vol. 11 No. 4 Page 460 ff.

, G, O. series No. 144 p.7,
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IN MEMORUM

DR. VASUDEVA S. AGRAWALA

Dr. Vasudeva Saran Agrawala left this world of mortals

on the night of 26-27 July last. In bis death India has lost a

great versatile scholar of international fame, a profound and

veteran Indologist having a unique command over the various

branches of Indian learning, a real interpreter and a true lover

of ancient Indian art and culture, and a great and noble soul

ever striving to lead a life of perfect simplicity and high morality.

Dr, Agrawala's regard for the Vedas and the Puranas, the

two high pillars of the great Hindu religion and the ancient Indian

culture, was immense. Even in his student-life he had a great

inclination lor the study of these two impoitant Bharatiya Fidi/as.

In his career as a Curator, Superintendent or Director of various

Archaeological Museums of India (vis. Curzon Museum of Archaeo-

logy, Mathura, 1929-40; State Museum, Lucknow, 19*1-1946,

Central Asian Antiquites Museum, New Delhi, 1946-1949; National

Museum of India, 1949-1951), he wrote several studies on the

Vedas and the Puranas. But in his later life as a Professor of

Art and Architecture in the College of Indology of the Banaras

Hindu University, he devoted almost all his spare time to the

Study and interpretation of this important and sacred literature

of India. With his profound faith in the words of the ancient

Vedic and Puranic Rsis, accompanied with his deep critical insight

of most modern type, he worked day and night on this sacred

mission of his life with an unabated seal, and that too inspite of

his weak and shattered health.

Dr. Agrawala's almost new symbolical approach to the Vedic

interpretation has unfolded many a new truths hidden in the

depth of the Vedic thoughts. He held that the symbolical

approach "is the open seasame to Vedic exegesis. It opens a new

door and puts us in possession of an unprecedented richness of

meanings", for, to put in bis own words, 'symbols are the language
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of metaphysics as words are of philosophy ; lexical meanings of

words are, therfore, inadequate for the understanding of the

Vedas; it is essentially the language of the symbols that unlocks

the real significance of Vedic thoughts." And because the

Puranas are held as an amplification, U^pabr^ia^a, of the Vedas,

and as *Vedas hold the key to the Puranas', the correct interpreta-

tion of the Vedas leads to the correct interpretation of the

Puranas also. So, side by side with his work of symbolic

interpretation of the Vedas he took up to write several Puranic

studies also, unfolding the real essence of the Puranic conception

of various deities, interpreting the various akhy&nas and the

religious mnteiial contained in the Puranas, and bringing out

the rich cultuial material forming an important part of the vast

Pur5nic literature. For him the Vedas were really the most

ancient works on the Srsti-Vidya or cosmology and cosmogony
which also formed the main topic of the Puranas. This itk\L ul

the Vedic Sr$i-Vidya pervades all his works of Vedic and

Pui 5nic studies.

This unique contribution of Dr. Agrawtila to Vedic by in ho-

lism and 'Puranic interpretation has been highly appreciate tl at

least in the West, and many Western Indologists regard him ns

their uru in this field. Here in India also, a time will come
when his works on Vedic symbolism and Purana-Vidya will begin
to be studied and appreciated more and more. In fact, as Ruskin
said, in order to understand and appreciate an author we have
*lso to feel with him.

His contribution to Indian art is of no less value. He
brought out the religious and spiritual conception
Indian artists, on which their aesthetic sense had

inspiring art of exquisite beauty
pr acb to Indi art- was *'l

to
"

which Indian art is not ii &c

esthetic paint of view, but its esoteric and
fii. *\ \ * \

e 8tlldied Rnd nfoldt,l . AccorJ ing

VahfeSfaf life had been e<ut iJo
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an aesthetic mould that we call art*. And be always held it his

sacicd duty to interpret and unfold these permanent spiritual

values of Indian art.

To the All-India Kasbiraj Trust his death is an irreparable

Igc,
He had been intimately connected with its Purana-

Depaitment and PurSna-activities from the very beginning. In

fact, it was he who bad pi om pled the Maharaja Dr. Vibhuti Narain

Sin
ff
b, who himself is a great lover and scholar of the Puranas,

to organise the work on the Puranas, a great desideratum of the

time, and the Purana-Department was the result, Under his

advice a Parana-Committee was formed, and he continued to be

an important member of this Committee, till his death snatched

him from us.

In January 1960 he was entrusted by His Highness the

work of editing the 'Purana Bulletin, Vol. I. No. 2 issue of which

was to be published on the Vasanta Pancami day (in the

beginning of February, 1960). Dr. Agrawala undertook to bring

out the Bulletin in time. Hardly a month's time was at his

disposal.
He at once started to write to the scholars of different

places
for the contribution of the articles to the Parana, At his

uqiiest a sufficient number of articles came. He worked day

and night for the Bulletin, writing bis own articles for it, scrutini-

sing the articles sent by the other scholars, and editing them. It

s a Herculian task, indeed, to publish this Journal in suchi a

short time. But he was always tine to his words. The hard

and continuous work which he had to put up to publish this

Bulletin in such a short time did not depr^ b spirits,
I had

13t m in this difficult task, and Eu 1 had to sy witb h,

at his own residence in the B. H. U. Dun* * tu- I
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and notes to nearly all the issues of the Purana ; except when he

was confined to bed.

During my stay with him, I used to accompany him on his

early morning walk, and found him full of inspiration for the

symbolic interpretation of the esoteric meaning of various

Vedic and Puranic statements. During this morning walk hfi

often used to halt suddenly and begin to explain the hidden

meaning of the Vedic arid Puianic S^ti-l^idya, which in his

opinion, was the main topic of the Vedas. Later on I found out

that the Puranas also hold the Vedas as the works on the

Srsti-Vid^/a (cf. Skanda Parana, AvantT-khanda, Reva-khanda,

9.40, and also Vaisnava-khanda, Badrikasrama-Mahatmya. 9.10,)-

When in March-April 1960 he was confined to bed in the

B.H.U. Hospital, I always found him there lying calmly and

studying the text of the Rgveda. But when in his last days he was

again admitted to the B. H. U. Hospital, he often lay unconscious.

But whenever he gained his consciousness and I happened to be

there at that time, he would always inquire of me if the Vyasa-
Purnima Number (July Issue) of the Purana Bulletin was

published. Often he was absorbed there in deep meditation with

folding hands. If a Sanskrit Pandit came there to visit him, he

would request that Pandit a to recite some stotra$, and he would

listen to them with deep reverence and with his eyes closed.

He had a high regard for H. H. Maharaja Vibhuti Narain

Singh Ji and for his work for the Puranas. On 28,7.62 he woke

up at night at about 3 A.M. and wrote in my presence a letter to

His highness containing the following touching words :

*pf

'

He always co-operated with the Puiana work of the

Kasbiraj Trust. Besides
contributing his learned articles to the

'Pr*tw' Bulletin, he also prepared for the Trust several studies
on the Pur^s, v. M* Mtop PuranaA Study, and tfre
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Glorification of tTie Great Goddess or the Devi-MahStmya. He guided

the work of the Critical Edition of the Vamana Purana. In his

Presidential address at the Gauhati Session of the All-India

Oriental Conference, he referred to and appreciated the PurSna-

of the Kashiraj Trust.

Throughout bis scholarly life he strived to preserve and

follow the paths of HgU made by the ancient Vedic sages, and

thus he actually carried out the sacred injunction of the Veda

We bow and offer our namasJcara to the great departed soul

in the following words of the Isa-Upanisad :

A. S. GUPTA.



ACTIVITIES OF THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

JULY-DECEMBER, 1966)

CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE PURANAS

Besides the collation of the twenty manuscripts of the

Vamana Purana, as already noted in the previous review, a newly

acquired Kashmirian manuscript belonging to Shri Raghunath

Sanskrit Library, Jammu (Kashmir), is now being collated. It

contains a Sanskrit commentary by Pt. Rama can dra Bhafta, a

Kashmirian Pandit in the times of Maharaja Ranbir Singh of

Kashmir about a hundred years ago. This commentary is also

being noted separately, and is intended to be published along

with the English and Hindi translations of the Vamana-Purana,

We have also procured another 5rad Ms. from the Banaras

Hindu University Library, which is dated as Saka 1444 (A.D,

1522) the oldest dated manuscript procured up till now by us,

It is also being utilised. An Oriya manuscript of the Vamatm

Purana has also been procured from Sri Raghurmndan Library,

Puri (Qrissa), But it deals with Krsna, Gopis and Brndavana.

It is being studied to find out if it is a part of the Brhad

Vamana Purana.

From amongst the south Indian manuscripts of the Vamana

Purana we have been able to procure only three manuscripts

one Telugu, one Nandinagarl and one Devanagan. These have

been collated, But it is rather strange that inspite of our best

efforts we have not been able to trace any available Grantha or

Malayalam manuscript of the Vamana Puraga. The Sarasvati

Mahal Library, Tanjore, the Govt Oriented Mss. Library, Madras,

and the Keral University Library, Trivendrum, all have informed

us tfeat they do not have any Grantha or Malayalam manuscript

d tlie Vamana Parana, So we have to go withoqt them.
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In connection with the Critical edition of the Vamana Puraiia

Shri Anand Swamp Gupta went to the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute, Poona, in October and discussed some points

with Dr. P. L. Vaidya and Dr. R. N. Dandekar, who were very

helpful and hospitable and gave some suggestions regarding the

critical apparatus. The Kashiraj Trust is thankful to them for

their kind and valuable co-operation.

The matter of the critical edition of the Vamana Purana is

now being sent to the Press, and by God's grace we expect to bring

it out by the time of the session of the International Congress of

Orientalists to be held in August 1967 in U. S. A.

Purana :

The Collation of the three Devanagarl manuscripts of the

Kurma Purana one from India Office, one from B. O. R. I. Poona,

and one from V.V.R.I. Hoshiarpur have been completed, and are

now being checked and compared. We have obtained one Deva-

nagarl Manuscript from the Adyar Libray. It is now being collated,

We are also trying to get one Bengali manuscript from Serumpur
(West Bengal).

OTHER WORK ON THE

wfc Translation of the Vamana Puranas

constituted text of the Vamana Purana is being
into English by Prof. Satyansu Mohan Mukfaopadhyaya

ofVwi on behalf of the Kashiraj Trust. The work will be

in a few months.

X

<f fft Vamana Purana :
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: qiaOTtwrfwCPT ( Critical Apparatus )

: I

f ( Critical Edition )

q^s

ipff
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Collection of Vamana Purana quotations from the Nibandha-

Vamana Purana quotations have been collected, during
the period under review, from the following Nibandhas and

Srnrti-$Ikas : o

(;i!l
the Available Khandas),

and ^Fr^a^Tr of
[ of

Searching of the Vamana Purana topics and parallel sUJcas in

Puranas :

The Vamana Purana topics have been "searched in all the

Mahapinanas, the Siva Purana and the DevI-BhSgavata The
parallel slokas of the Vamana Purana have also been 'traced
in 11 the eighteen Mahapuranas, Siva Purann and the Devi
Bhagavata. The Visnu-dharmottara Purana will also be taken
now for this purpose.

edition of the Svalpa Matsya Purana :

been pulish Tpubhshed m the previous issues of the Purana Bulletin

?,:
si

,pr;
r ch

rr of the svai-^
Loddon raa

nuscript of ^ ^'
haS "OW also Acquired a

fc, the Llpa

'

V

of

Adya of
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Department. It Is a reprint of the Visaya-SucT published in

'Purana' Vol. VIII. 1. Scholars are requested to send their

valuable suggestions.

2, A new Abridged Version of the Brhaspati-Sarhbita of

the Garuda Purana By Dr. L. Sternbach. It is also a reprint in

the book-form of his article published in the 'Purana* VIII. 2. It

is a critical edition of the Manuscript-Add. 1040 of the University

Library, Cambridge. This edition contains a Learned, introduction,

critical apparatus and the critical text of the above manuscript,

which is an abridged version of the Niti-Adhyayas of the Garuda

Purana.

VEDA PA"RAYANA

In the month of last Asadfaa (June-July) the recitation by

memory of the whole of the Krsna-Yajurveda Sarhhita (Taittirlya

Sakha) was arranged during the whole of the bright half of this

month (19th June-2nd July) in the Vyasa temple of the Ramnagar

Fort, The reciter was Pt. Narayana Ramchandra Datar of

Varanasi. At the conclusion of the Parayana the reciter was

awarded a certificate of merit and a gold-bracelet by H. H. Maha-

raja Dr. Vibhuti Narain Singh.

PURA"NA-GOTH1

After the Parayana 'a Purana-gosfchi was also arranged in

the Sivala Palace of Varanasi. Many local Scholars and Pandits

participated. A report containing the brief review of the Purana-

work of the Kashiraj Trust was read. Some Slokas of the

Vamana Purana were discussed with a view to elicit their correct

text and explanation. Dr. Surendra Nath Shastri, Vice-Chancellor
of the VarSnaseya Sanskrit University suggested that the Kashi-

raj Trust should republish those printed editions of the Puranas

which are now out of print. The idea was appreciated, and the

Chairman of the Gosthl, H.H. Maharaja Dr, Vibhuti Narain Singh,

promised to consider the scheme.

PURANA-PATHA AND PRAVACANA
In the month of Kartika from November 9 to 15 the

Purana was recited m the PadmanSbha temple of
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Ramnagar. The discourses on it were given by Pt. Prern Vallabha

Tripathi, Professor of Dhartnasastra in the Varariaseya Sanskrit

University.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Vamana-J'ayantt

On TO ^T sth&fi (26 Sept. 1966) the Varrmna Jayanti wfis

celebrated in the Purana Dept. The Puja was performed and the

prasada was distributed. His Highness Maharaja Kashiriaresh,

Maharaj Kumar Dr. Raghubir Singh, and Shri Jagdish MunsM
also participated.

All India Oriental Conference

The XXII Session of the All India Oriental Conference was

held at Aligarh under the auspices of the Aligarh ,Muslirn Univer-

sity on Oct. 27-29 on behalf of the Kashiraj
Trust Shri Anarid

Swarup Gupta attended this Session, and read his following two

papers in the classical Section,

1. Nature of Textual Criticism in Sankrit Literature,

2. Problems of the Textual Reconstruction of the Vamaria'

Purana.

He also contacted some schalers and acquainted them with

tiia nature and progress of the Purana-work of the Trust.

The General President, Dr. A. N. Upadhye, referred to

and appreciated the Putana-work of the Kashiraj Trust in his

fiesicfentfal speack

Gfuetia and Visitors

Tne following were the guests of His Highness Maharaja Dr,

Singhji hi the Nadesar House during the period
1

:-

1. Sfefri JagjJwaa Ram, Minister for Labour, Govt- of

India, (3. 7. 66),

2* Dr. R. K. Sharma, Ministry of Education, Govt, of

India. (31. 7. 66 ; 30. 12, 66).

3, Prof, W, P. Lehman. (20, 8, 66).

g
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5. Shri Kantilal Desai. (29-8. 66 ).

6. Dr. L, Sternbach, U.N.O. (9. 9, 66).

7. The Vice Air Marshal, Delhi. (18. 9. 66).

8. Sbri Algu Rai Shastri. (22. 9. 66).

9. Shri Jagdish Munshi. (25. 9, 66).

10. M. K. Dr. Raghubir Singh. (25. 9. 66).

11. Shri Bhagavati Prasad Sinha, Chief Justice, Supreme

Court, Nepal, (Nov. 1966).

12. Shri Dharmendra B. Singh, Judge, Supreme Court,

Nepal.

The following scholars visited the Puraria-Department of the

Kashiraj
Trust and appreciated its Puran a-work :

1, Dr. V. Raghavan, Professor and Head of the Sanskrit

Department, Madras University, and Member of our

Purana committee.

2, Dr. R. K. Sharma, Asstt. Educational Adviser, Ministry

, of Education, Government of India, and Member of our

PurSna-Committee.

3, Prof S. K, Dave, Prof, of Sanskrit, S, J. Arts & Com-

merce College, Siddhpur (Gujaret).

4, Diwan Bahadur Shri Kameshwar Naryan Singh, Vidya-

lankar, Narhan (Bihar).

5, Dr. L. Sternbach, Hon. Prof, of Dharmasastra and

Ancient Indian Culture, Senior Officer, United Nations,

New York (8, 9, 66).

6, M, K. Dr. Raghubir Singh, Sitamau, Malwa, Member
of the Kashiraj Trust. (26. 9. 66)

7, Shri Jagadish Munshi, Advocace, Bombay. (26. 9, 66),

&. M, M, Dr. V. V. Mirashi, Nagpur.
9. Dr, S. N. SJaastri, V, C. Varanaseya Sanskrit Visva-
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(Appendix I. 3. Lines 1-8)

he great sage VySsa who is known as the arranger of the

,nd the original author of the Mahabharata and the

Maha-Puranas. has been rightly glorified
and even defied

Mahabharata as well as in the
Pura^

HI* various

mentioned in the great epic and the Paraaas are ex-

of his supreme qualities of heart, Head and soul. VyaSa

is the unique figure in tie whole history of the Sanskrit

6 No anther has wet excelled him in the authorstop oj

and varied a literature. Nothing that is essential and

or the human society has escaped his versatile genius

much to Mahar5i VySsa for what is best and richest

.dian religion and culture. We can never be able to

e this debt of the U i
still we can smg the glory of

, the very words of his great works, MahSbharata and the

Here we have begun With the Mahabharata for wtnch

that **********'"
% ,

In fact| thfc Mahabharat

tfof e human brain, and so its author VySsa has been

as anAvataraof

:

this great work

QMPq^^i^U ^at ^ "

)f Vyasa than the fact that he composed ***%
ained and illustrated in it all the top.cs

of the Vedas

of the man-kind :

fe

5*

glorifying
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the critical text, critical footnotes, and the appendix of the

MahabhSrata, Cr. Edn., Poona, Adi-Parvan, Adh. 1. The slokas

whose numbers are marked with a star are those not adopted in

the critical text, but given in the critical footnotes, where these

sloka numbers are given in the beginning of these slokas.

Although many of the slokas given here have already been

printed in the 'Purana'-Bulletin, yet they are again included here,

as all these slokas are contained in the first Adh. of the Adi-

Parvan which we have drawn upon in this instnlment.

In slokas 3* and 7* the genealogy of Vyasa has been

mentioned, which is as follows :

VySsa is descended from the Pitam aha or Brahma from

whom he is the sixth in generation ( faarfffT^f JT^frcT ^g ),
Thus :

( sTp
1

or

(One of the ten Prajapatis

| produced by S. Mann; c/;

Manu Smrti 1.34-35)

(It may also be possible here that the Vasistha produced by

Svayambbnva Manu might have been a different person from the

Vasis^ha who was the great grand father (sfeflWf) of our Vyasa;

and the two Vasis^has might have been confused as one and the

same person later on. The fact that Vasistha was produced from

S. Manu is not mentioned here. But the Manu Smrti, I suppose,

supplies this lacuna).

Hts physical appearance has been described in the sloka

'rawr'*
r

~{13*), He is dark like a cloud, with a tied tauny

jtfa or braided hair, and with a tall body. He holds a staff in

tis hand and wears the hide of a black antelope. He has been

here as an avatara of Vinu. Not only this, he h&s
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been even made the embodiment of the three Deities Brahm,

Han, and Sambhu. (8*). He, the son of SatyavatI, after a

continuous life of tapas and brahmaearya, arranged the Vedas and

then composed this holy Itihasa (Mahabharata). (52). He after

purifying his body by means of austerity and observation of other

religious rules sat on a Kusa-seat in a cave in the holy Himalaya,

and by means of yoga, or meditation realised the real essence of

the dharrnet in his own inner self and then composed this Itihasa

(Bharata). (22*;, He produced in the wife of Vicitravirya three

sons of Kuru-family, like the three fires, and when they grew old

and passed away, this great sage composed the Mahabharata in

the oral form, out of the compassion for the world, (53, 54,

56,65*). From the ocean of the Vedas he produced the moon

in the form of the Mahabharata for the welfare of the world.

(Appendix 1.3).

The following epithets have been used here for Maharsi

Vyasa :

(having imperishable glory or superhuman

power), ^cEftftr (the treasure or repository of the Vedas),

(
= ^frSr), 3%CJT (the foremost of poets), ^Vt^fer (worshipped

and honoured by all the worlds), ^m (the great and noble soul),

(of immeasurable or unlimited splendour), effort (the soul

or embodiment of dharm or piety), OTTOTT (of peaceful and calm

mind), ft^j (the learned) tffrorcr (of rigid vows); sftzfe^ (of

manly vigour), *T^ ^fo (the great sage),^m (the best of the

Munis) and tf&fafgWt (the well-wisher of the v/bole world).

JJT.B. The future instalments of Vyan-MMma t
will also

be from the Mahabharata, after which the Puranas will be

taken up.

A, S, GUPTA



NOTE ON INDRA IN PURAtfIC LITERATURE

BY

J. GONDA

Tbe principal points of difference between Vedism and
we too well known to be repeated even by way of an

phrase in an article intended to draw attention to some
one of these differences. This is however

k*^ n the bistory of Indian reli^ io" or D

afleqaate ida of the proCesses which have
detmnked this haportant change in the history of
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Indian culture.* Generally speaking the authors of these books

are not to blame for this shortcoming, because these processes are

utterly complicated and the sources from which the relevant

data must be unearthed are far from being sufficiently investigated
into ; besides, many valuable facts on which to found our

conclusions have not been recorded or have faJlen into oblivion

together with the documents in which they were recorded,

However, though making all allowance possible for this state of

affairs, cases are not rare in which an author has too onesidedly

emphasized the many and important points of difference, admitting
even, the existence of interruptions in the traditions of various

traits of culture or expressing his inability to establish, in various

respects,, the relations between Hinduism and Vedism,3 Other
scholars are liable to simplification and unwarranted generalization,
and in so doing create serious misunderstanding on the part of

their readers. There may, for instance, for didactical purposes
something be, said for short formulations of the type ; "Vedic

religion has na temples, Hinduism has", or "in the Veda the gods
did nat ride animals but had only aerial cars at their disposal, but

in. Hij^duism they had animals which, served them as mounts and

qom,pa;iiQos
J>

, byt oq closer inspection these simple statements

conceal very complicated and prolonged processes. From where

did tjhfi temples and vahanas come ? ; why were they no element

pf: 'Vedic' religion ?
; why and when, and in which milieus were

ta$y uj&cxjlu.ced ? ; WDy was the older cultural element abolished?;

was it ceally abolished ? ; were there transitional stages ? ; etc.

etc.
8

; these and similar, questions, should puzzle any serious

investigator.

A case in point is also the position of the ancient gods who

were- so prominent in the Veda, butas the authors of handbooks

have it enjoyed- much less esteem on the part of worshippers m
1. For particulars see my typok Qhaflge and continuity in tadian religion,

The Hague 1965.

2. See e. g, E. W. Hppkins, Tfcc KeKgioixi of India, Boaton 1895, p. 24;

3, A.B far ^g. the vabanae W eopccmpd. these questions aw discussed^

and QQntimUty, eh^)tpj PJ,
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Hinduism. The sphere of influence of the great god Varupa, von

Glasenapp
1

writes, has in Hinduism been greatly reduced : he is

no more than a god of water, and Indra is no longer the greatest

of the gods, but only a king of the minor deities and the ruler of

a paradise. Nobody will of course assume that it has been the

author's intention to say that at a given date, e, g. 200 B, C, or

200 A. D., this change in Indra's position took place all of a

sudden, or that Vaiuna, Indra and the other gods underwent these

alterations at exactly the same moment. On the contrary, we

will readily suppose him to mean that, if one compares the Indra

of say, the Rgveda, with the Indra of say, one of the purar^as, one

may notice a difference which for the sake of brevity and

convenience may be formulated in the above way. Notwith-

standing all that, these formulations are not altogether harmless.

What we should like to know as exactly and as thoroughly as

possible is, among other things, what happened and when and

where, and as a result of what causes the relevant processes took

place before "the chief god by whose vehemence heaven and

eaith trembled, who made firm the quaking earth and set at rest

the agitated mountains" (RV. 2, 12, 1 and 2) could come to be, in

the view of Tulsl Das, a "crafty crow" and a "shameless dog
1 '

;

and what significance should for instance be ascribed to stories

such as that (Brahma V P. Kr. 47, 50 ff.) of how the king of gods

was humiliated in his boundless pride so as to need re-education3 ;

and, if it is true but such unqualified statements are far from

satisfactory that already in the great epics the gods other than

Vinu and Siva had sunk pretty low,
8 where we are in the

Mahabharata and Ramayana : what exactly is left of the great

god of Vedic poetry* and which attributes, deeds and qualities

1. H. von Gla&enapp, Die Religionen ludiene, Stuttgart 1955, p. 147. Cf.

c. g, also Bh. S. Upadbyaya, India in KalidSsa, Allahabad 1947*

p. 299.

2, Sec also H. Zimmer, Myths and symbols in Indian art and civiliza-

tion, New York 1947, p. 3 ff.

& R. (XZaehncr, Hinduism, London 1962, p. 187.

4* Some particulars are briefly touched upon in L. Renou'e account of

the role played by this god in the epic period (L. Renou and J.

L'Indc
clasaique, I, Paris 1947, p. 492 f.),
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ascribed to him may be qualified as 'Hinduist' because they are

common to a considerable number of sources of say, the period

after the 6th century A,D. ? And are the two great epics in this

respect to be considered a unity P
1 And is the Indra of a

pronouncedly 'sectarian' text identical with the Indra of a more or

less neutral document of Hinduism ?

These- problems are not solved by onesidedly stressing one

Vedic aspect of an ancient god and comparing it with one of his

functions in later times. In writing :" "In a celebrated dialogue

(ChU. 8, 11) between Prajapati (now no more than a heavenly

guru) and Indra (the ancient war-god who now appears in the

incongruous role of a seeker after Brahman) Prajapati says ...
"

Zaehner 3 forgot that the Vedic Indra was much more than a

war-god, or rather that this was only one of the sides, and in all

probability not even the central part, of his nature,3 Nor are we

much benefitted by Basham's4 remark that Indra, the Vedic

war-god, lost much of his prestige but gained new attributes (his

mount Airavata, his guardianship of the eastern quarter
of the

universe). Again, was there a relation between Indra's being a

war-god and becoming a mounted guardian of the East, and if so,

how did the transformation come about ?, and if not, why was ha

in later times no longer a war-god and how did he assume the

other attributes and functions ? Nor would I be inclined to

subscribe to the theory. implied in J. J. Meyer's discussion oHte

Indra festival5
according to which a prehistoric spring

midsummer celebration in honour of a god- of
fertility

vegetation (Indra) intended to secure regeneration
- . i fit** in oropitiation

in Vedic religion modified intos^oya^rii^j^ j_ __

~~
1. That they are not Was already elcar to E. W. Hopkins, Epic

logy, Straasburg 1915, cap. p. 122 ff.

2. Zaehncr, o. c., p. 98.

^ ^ j^ieni^ Lrfl*I l *

3.
' " --- . ".T^imiea

,
5. J. J. Meyer, Trnogie

Zurich Leipzig 1937, III, P- '
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war god (Indra^ to become, finally, village fte in honour of the

Hindu rain -god Indra.1

What we need to do is, first and foremost, to cease opposing

simply Vedism and Hinduism or even Vedism : 'Brahrraamsm' i

epic period : puranic Hinduism etc. etc, and to accustom ourselves

to greater precision and to discriminating
1

, not -only between the

stages of Vedism, but also between many different phases and

aspects of Hinduism, indicating at least in publications of greater

compass, when considerations of space do not compel us to in*

exact brevity rnore clearly and accurately which period or rniUeu,

which aspects of the god etc. we are speaking of. That the

above considerations are not in all respects forcing an open door

may perhaps appear from a glance at a comparatively recent,

very useful and meritorious work compiled by V. R. Rama-

chandra Dlkshitar13
,
which the author, for want of time, could

not s regrettably enough, extend so as to become a complete inflex

of all the MahSpuranas. The five puranas in alphabetical order

Bfcagavata, BrahmSnda, Matsya, Vayu, Visnn from which the

material for this book has been collected are in my opinion in-

correctly considered to constitute a unity. The sources from
which the quotations are taken are often, but not consistently,

quoted ia alphabetical order. If we only consider the purpose

pursued by the author the compilation of an index of proper
noutis for the use of researchers, this structure of the longer
artictes re no great disadvantage, but the procedure may, if

applied to the complete purSnic literature, exert an undesirable

suggestive force because it creates the impression that chrono-

logically and from the point of view of piovenance all passages
quoted, are on an equal footing with one another and may be
adduced in substantiation of assertions with regard to one

homogeneous puranic stage of Indian culture.

The author has moreover, while assigning dates to the five

jggg^sserptafl & his Index which will not readily be accepted
U I refoto my paper The Intfra fcetival according to the Atharyavcdins

vfcich i to appear elsewhere,
* V* & mm*hft?x<tr Dikahiiar, Th* Parana Index, 3 volumes,

veniity of Madras, 1951.
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by all his colleagues
1

, failed to take full account of the 'text-

historical' method! of purapic research inaugurated by W. Kkfel

and successfully applied by other scholars among whom is

P, Hacker.8 It is however no longer an appropriate method, to

discuss Enytfast legends, figures etc. dealt with in several piuanie
texts without taking the presumably historical order of the

relevant passages into account. It will of course not alw^s bts

possible to form an exact idea about this historical order;

especially those portions- of this huge mass of literature: \s*haefr

ate rather isolated or do not occur in more than one text are

often hard to determine chronologically, but anyway, reasonable

conside pat ions of chronology should not be brushed aside. We
should distinguish between the presumable date of the cempi]a
tion Q the complete books which He before us and the date of

their component parts which may each of them, have & provenance
and history of their own and which may go back to an older*

text QIT to older texts, which have been abridged, extended* re^

feshipned, rewritten. The history and interceladons of these,

ccBflportenl: parts should as ar as possible he tta,eed% but whea
this has been done the question must be put as to which* were;

the various factors that may have determined: the history of-

these texts and that have caused their transformations.

In this paper wbich may in a way he considered: to>

1. It ia Tnuch to be regretted that the meritorious author haa not consul-

ted some publications of other scholars touching upon the dates of

t&ese, texta* He dee& nvat h.c|Late (p XXtX} to. regard for instance

thxi BhSg^vata Puraaa ae' a work of the Illcdcent. A, D. f but moat

authors are on good grounds con.vinecd of a later origin (about the

XtH cent.) ; see c. g. M. Winternitz, Gcschichte der indischen Litcra*

tur, 1^ Leipzig- 1907, p. 4&5 ;
Renou-- Filliozat, o. G*, jv4l8 (rcjcctibg

Eh N* K. Ssvrma's thesis : Vth ceat t A. D.j ;
E, G. Bimoek, The place

of the Hidden Moon, Erotic mysticism in the Vaisjjava-SahajiyS cult

of Bengal,, Chicago 1966, p. 11: "written ia the IXtii or Xth century.

2. See especially W. Kirfel; >as Purasa paflcalaksa^a, Bonn 19S7,

3^ F. K'aekcr,, PoshJSda. ^ifcrdca uadWaudiuB^aemerldeftigqBiaJt
Mainz Aead. 1959j,n9 and 13.

4. The hietory of the geographical texts describing Bharatavarga Has f

instance been ejfcarcd lap by' Kirfcl in hia booii

StuttgaCt 19aU
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contain some preliminary remarks to a publication of greater

compass I would like to demonstrate, first the simplification

implied in undifferentiated assertions regarding a clear-cut opposi-

tion between a mighty Vedic Indra and an insignificant Indra of

puranic Hinduism, In the second place the unten ability of the

opinion that in these matters the puranas can be regarded as a

unity, or that there is one single puraiiic Indra, and lastly to

give an idea of the 'structure' of some puranic representations of

that deity, that is to say of the elements which have entered into

the composition of the mythical tales and legends in which this

god plays a part. It will be seen that here also there is no abrupt

transition between Vedism and puranic Hinduism; there is a

change, but also continuity.

This is not all. la studying the part played by an ancient

god to limit oiirselves to this point in puranic Hinduism &

collection and enumeration of all relevant data even if these

should be arranged in a strictly chronological order will not

suffice. Text places and references must not only be quoted
and arranged, they must also be weighed and considered critically,

Does the name of a divine figure in a definite work occur mainly
in similes and other passages of secondary importance ?; does it

only occur in myths which are already found in pre-epic or epic

times, and if so, is its bearer a central or only a subordinate
figure ? ; has he given rise to new myths or legends or does he
at least enter into the composition of narratives which cannot he

traeedbackto pre*puranic or pre-epic literature?; has he been
integrated in doctrines of theological or philosophical interest ? If
fttch * divme person is worshipped, by whom and in which circles

b* shipped, and for what reasons and on which occasions do
people resort to him ? Are there other documents (texts, inscriptions

etc,) corroborating a conclusion drawn from puranic passages
regard to a Special form of worship ? What does it mean.
ftetsoflmte in earlier works ascribed to a god, e. g. to

. are IQ a puranic text attributed to another figure for

Buddha, Pururavas' father is credited witb the
the dasyus (VaP, 89, 37 ff,)-or wljen emblems or
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ss which are characteristic of an ancient god are transferred
figures, for instance when Siva is <VsP. 54, 66) described

kaata ?

bat is not to say that we may generalize the facts deter-
i this way, for generally speaking our sources do not give
lets idea of all the relevant religious phenomena of the
>eriod and milieu in which they originated. They may be
c or purely mythological, they describe an ideal state of

r reflect the beliefs and practices of definite groups, they
identally throw light on what is, or was, going on in other

-they do never exempt us from the necessity to consider

y what it may mean if the facts which they supply have
led. bearing on a special facet of a divine personality, or

means if they are silent on particular points. We must
ir guard against the risks of relying upon, for instance, tne

itum e silentio. "It would appear", Bh. S. Upadhyaya
1

,

'that during his (\. e. Kalidasa's) time this god (i, e, Indra)

sed to be worshipped except on the occasion of the first

nee of the rainbow and on that of a sacrifice
51

* la subs-

Dn of this opinion he quotes Kal. Ragh. 4, 3 ; 3, 38 ; 44 ;

Leaving the correctness of the identification of the Indra-

and the rainbow* (see Ragh. 4. 3) undiscussed and taking

.ted but are We really sure ? that Kalidasa had persona-

icssed the ceremonies which he is incidentally referring to,

5 we to know that in the poet's time people did not worship

n other occasions, or were not otherwise interested in this

Should a poet, even a learned Indian poet, be expected to

in his works all he knows of everything, even of every

al in his country or of every belief familiar to people

in his own times or even in Ms own milieu ? As to the

;xt places mentioned above, Eagh. 3, 3St is ft simile * "life.

"Opadhyaya, o. c*, p. 300

Stf-^t^ Sf
XHe Indra festival accordicg to
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fiatakratn1 the king performed a hundred sacrifices*
1 and

as such a short reference to an ancient aspect of the god ? the

passage 3, 39ff. is a product of the poet's imagination utiHsmag frhe

wellknown motif of Indra's jealousy : the god is said to have,
in an invisible form, taken off the sacrificial horse, because, he

says, its royal owner intends to eclipse his (i. e. Indra's) own fame
as Satakratu. It is not, in my opinion, a reasonable conclusion

that Indra was during Kalidasa's life-time generally worshipped in

connection with sacrifices 2
. Nor has Ragh 6, 23 demonstrative

force: if an ancient king mentioned by the poet invited Indra,
on account of his many sacrifices, to the earth, we may safely
and not to our astonishment conclude that KalidSsa and his

milieu and audience were well acquainted with Indra's traditional-

functions in the ancient sacrifices, not that people in generaF

worshipped the god in connection with sacrificial rites, Simii'ar

objections may be made to the onesided view that "in the times
of classical Sanskrit" Indra merely was the god of rain and'
thunder-storm who, it is true, was, like his Roman colleague
Jupiter, in possession of a celestial residence3

. The frequent
references to Indra's more or less important functions irr ancient

I. As to the epithet 'satakratu-wbisb hag given rige te the aupposition*
that "the prosaic minds of the post-Vedic ages" had misunderstood
its true meaning ("the god of a hundred wisdoms or powers' >~Bet>
e.gvS.P.PandU, quoted by Kale, o, c.,p. 73-Xmay refer to-my Ixjofca

^hetoiA
the fcgvcd*, The Hague !959, p. 36 ff,, and The vision ofthe Vcd poet 8, The Hague 1963, p. 46 j

111
; 183 f. ; 261 L ' 276where I attempted to show that- Ar^-m tto Ved* means

enabling
BucceS*fI (CreativeXac.ion. The meaning

is not foreign to thc

; 49) in this passage i. not

Vegetation, III,
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narratives show that at least among men of letters and in cultured

circles other sides of the god's personality had not fallen into

oblivion.

Moreover, how, if Upadhyaya is right, are we to reconcile

his conclusion with other statements which as in the case of

e,g.
Mark P, 2, 65 are likely to be also traditional and not usable

as evidence for contemporaneous facts-with regard to religious

ceremonies in honour of Indra as well as other gods fouod in

texts which may be considered to have been composed at about

the same titne as Kalidasa's works? In this connection it is

interesting to quote an observation made by Giiruge
1

: **..,the

Ramayana shows no predilection for any particular god ; ...many

of the Vedic gods occur in similes; although the general impression

is that the Ramayana extols Visnu, the number of similes in

which Visriu is upheld as a standard of comparison is about one

fourth of the similes glorifyng Indra, while Brahma and Rudra

together have less allusions to them than Visnu"*. It is qmte

intelligible tbat in the epic sphere a prominent place has beett

given to Indra, the mors so as the original Ramayana dates back

to a period in which Visnu was, in all probability,
not important

a figure as, Bay, irvthe Ilnd century A. D, but it does not foMow

that in the Ilnd century A. D. ladra's worshippers were for

times as numerous as those who adored Visnu3
.

More or less conventional references, for instance in

to Indra's power and prowess may not, in my

heavily wten it comes to. cansidering the *****

thegl was really, in these aspects,
an oi^ect o

the^^ys-^whose courage^ is
"

hke Indra s (MarKr. L&J*

Sy^vli **** indisputabiy high^^rS
Many

:
a11usiouS to the ancient gods ar^njoter^j-od.

1960, p. 222. ._ .

the ttiree recensioas C^...

2.
' "The number of BlmilJJ* occurring i

^ fo!10WB s lmlm g

tUe common ones ocee) can .o

Vlfiju 56 '";
Braftma 28 ;

Rndra 19".

3. Cf, S!BO Guruge, o. c., p.
2&7
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conventional. More significant on the other hand, in a work

which contains many references to Vi?nu's superiority, is a passing

reference to Indra's former might and glory, now eclipsed by

Krna-Visnu ; VJP. 5, 14, 13. "Seeing him (the demon Arista)

slain, the herdsmen glori6ed Krsna, as the companies of the

celestials in olden times (pura) praised Sahasrak?a, when he

triumphed over Jambha,".
1

It has often and rightly- been said that Indra was in the

post-Vedjc period superseded by other gods of the puranic pantheon

among whom Visnu and Siva rose to positions of special eminence.

Here we are confronted with the intricate problem of the relations

between Indra and the other ancient Vedic gods on the one hand

and the great figures and subordinate deities of Hinduism on the

other. What does it mean exactly and in every particular case

that Indra has been superseded ? And again, how can we

conceive what this supersession meant to the believing, the

cultured, the masses in earlier and later times ? This process is

not rarely reflected by tales about Visnu or Siva assuming

functions hitherto ascribed to Indra or even this god's outward

appearance, but it is also apparent from explicit identifications in

doctrinal or philosophical passages. It seems advisable to distin-

guish between the different types of impersonation and identification

and also between the contexts in which these occur. For instance

when Siva being praised is explicitly described as appearing in

the forms of Indra and Varuna (Saura P. 29, 34a) this means,

philosophically and theologically, that Siva, the sole God, the All,

may appear also as Indra or Varuna, or that in reality the divine

person known as Indra is, like all other things, Siva, or that Jndra

caa be worshipped only as an aspect of Siva.* In a similar way

Is, in a hymn of praise, said to be Indra, the Sun, Rudra*

lf For this demon see further on.

& This text U rather late, but aeema to have been compiled before 1200

A, D. ;
sec W. Jahn, Daa Saurapuranam, Strausburg 1908, p. XIII ff.

&. A point of view taken also by other religions ;
see e. g. the recent

book by DJmoek, The place of the Hidden Moon, p. 116. Thua
3iva is according to the ideas ventilated Saur^P* 38, 70 to be repre-
sented aa Yif^u's servant,
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etc. (ViP. 3, 17, 17), and the Sun, Brahma, Han, Indra and so en

(MarkP, 101, 37 or 104, 37). When however in the tale of

Upamanyu who attempts through asceticism to gain the ocean cf

milk Siva assumes, to try Upamanyu's faith, the bodily appearance

of Indra, mounted on Airavata (SauraP. 36, 19 ff.), we have to

do with a well-known mythological and literary motif, viz. the

ability ascribed to divine beings to metamorphose themselves.

This motif can, of course, be founded on the above philosophical

doctrine : if Indra really is Siva it is small wonder that the latter

appears, in popular belief, in the bodily shape of the former.

We may in this connection recall also that Visnu, God,

assumes the person of Brahma to create the world, but imper-

sonated as (-rupaty 6akra and the other (gods) is the guardian of

mankind (ViP. 4 f 1, 30) : the visual view of the monotheistic

religions considering the traditional gods to be functions of their

only God.

In substantiation of the doctrine of the unique God who is

the basis of the universe which he has emanated and which he

pervades and who in this text is Siva (Saura P. 2, 7 1

} refers to the

well-known Vedic passages such as $V. 6, 47, 18 rupan-ripa

patirupo babTiuva tad c&ya rujpam przticaksanaya
Indro r.ta^i^th

pirwrupa zyate yukta liy asyet karat/ah izta dasa which are m the

Upanisads (cf. BAU. 2, 5, 19 ; KU. 2, 2, 9 f,) quoted :Q cono

boration of the doctrine of the apparent plurality
of the

immanent
and at the same time transcendent Highest Principle : *tb:s One

(Le. Siva)", the text says, "was called Indra by those who knew

the manifold". This traditional reference to an ancient authority,

which does not reveal the compiler's knowledge of the Kaa cr

Indra worship obtaining in his milieu, shows that to the anther in

conformity with other authors the Vedic Indra was a
nuBif^

tation of the Highest Principle, now preferably
know;, .*

honoured as iva.

Those Ca3es in which ladra and another god are

mentioned in association are Uke^g
1. like other works, e. g. RamSnuj*.

VS. 16 {

3
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Siva, i. e. Uma, Siva's spouse, the compiler of SauraP. 8.15 ff,

calls her not only the mother of all denizens, of heaven, but also

in particular the mother of Indra and Upendra (Visnu), Here

the traditional first among his peers and the great competitor of

the author's god, Siva, are not without reason mentioned con-

jointly : Siva's spouse is the mother of the mightiest god known

to the ancient tradition, as well as of the mighty Visriu woishipped

in the author's times by large parts of the population. A similar

conclusion may be drawn from a passage such as SauraP. 45, 20

where the gods and munis are said to meditate upon Siva, the

Paramatman, Rudra, Sankara and among these gods Narayana
and Indra (representing Vedic religion) are mentioned by name 1

,

......An interesting formulation of the relative excellence of some
main cults and religions occurs SauraP. 40, 5 ff, in the form of

an arrangement of the names of some gods. Those who know-

ingly revere gods become gods themselves; he who knows Siva

becomes Visnu, he who knows Visnu and worships him as the

Lord, Indra ; he who worships Indra as the lord of the universe
is regarded as a rsi. These places are in agreement with the

formulation put into the mouth of Indra himself : ibidem 38, 51;
"we (Vedic) gods have no longer the distinction (of really higher
beings), but are traditionally regarded (as gods) upon the authority
of the Veda'

1

(asmalcam hznafivanam ko viteso yada srutih / prama-
i tattvena vayam deva yadajtiaya).

That in the typically Indian way the belief in Indra was
not completely rejected or combated as being worthless, but that
it also in these works was incorporated into a form of worshipwhich was considered preferable, higher, more efficacious mayWear also from the variations on the theme so well knownto the * Buddhist authors : just as in their eyes Sakka

was a devout worshipper of Buddha and the most zealous
h

:

s (Bud
?
hist)

a long eulosv Parvnf? WkCL110Sy> -farvati, When,
he had praised.
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adored and propitiated the Highest Goddess and mightiest Sakti

and had obtained various boons from her, he could make his

kingdom free from troubles and difficulties (Saura P. 50, 1 ff).

This narrative suggests that the representative of the world of

the gods, i.e. of those personal powers which were in olden times

regarded as controlling those processes which take place in the

various provinces of the universe, accompanied by their priest,

the "Lord of Brahman" who in 32, 10 ff, proclaims the identity

of Siva and the Brahman of the Veda is inferior to Siva's

Creative Power. After hearing Indra's eulogy numerous munis

join
in the Goddess' praise and recommend her worship.

We should also be on our guard against the inconsiderate

supposition that Indra's significance has declined gradually, that

the later a source, the lesser the god's importance, that for instance

puraims
are not likely to contain references to Indra's activities on

which the Mahabharata is silent
1

. The fact that Mbih 3, 13, IS

describes Krgrjin, as bestowing the sovereignty of the universe on

Indra (Saclpati), whereas in ViP. 5, 12 it is the lattter who installs

the former as Upendra, making him prince over the cattle may

by itself not induce us to consider that epic passage younger than

the Visnu Puran a.

An interesting case in point is the defeat of the demon

Taraka. His name does not appear in the old
genealogical^,

but in what may be called "the middle period of the epc he

figures as claiming a boon (Mbh. 13, 85, 1 vote) from Brahma,

inconsequence of which he could not be killed by gods (ibrf 5".

Accounts however differ. Some passing references in simfe*

the TSraka-siaughter Indra killed the dai

Mitra (7, 130, SO^^nce.Mbh.^---
A rt0n a survey of the uses made of tbc

1. It would be
inlying

to pe- ? ^^^
epithet* of the god ,n pum >* *

M ^ , knw

occur in th

5, ] . 79.

2. Hopkins, Epic mythology, P>
u
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Indra together with Skanda formerly killed Tgraka", and in 9
(

45, 64 Skanda is his conqueror. This feat is related at greater

length in 13, 84, 79 ff. vulg. and into this account is woven the

tale of the lost Fire-god, "When the gods, oppressed by the

asura (cf, 13, 84, 79), resorted to Brahma
1

, this deity told them

that Agni would beget a child for the destruction of Taraka. But

Agni was absent and could only be found after several attempts

to discover his hiding-place. Finally he was found and agreed to

cast Kudra's semen (which had fallen into him) into the Ganges.

This goddess, being unable to bear the seed, cast it off resplendent

like gold on the breast of Meru. Thus gold as well as a divine

child, Skanda, Guha or Karttikeya, came into existence. As is

well known this god succeeded in killing the demon. In this

epic tale, which gave the poet abundant scope for inserting the

story of the hidden Agni, explaining the origin of gold etc., Indra

plays only a very subordinate part: in 13, 85, 163 the gods with

Indra make him their general ; in 86, 16 he is among the gods
who came to see young Skanda; in 86, 25 he gave him lions etc.

as a present and 86, 30 Skanda restored the sovereignty of the

gods to Indra. In Kalidasa's famous treatment of the same theme

his role is not the same: when the gods in deep distress learn that

even Brahma can afford no aid, because he had accorded the

demon his protection, and that only Siva can help if he will beget
a son with Uma, it is Indra who obviously as the traditional

king of the gods-seeks the aid of Kama to win Siva's heart for
Uma (Kal. Kum. 2, 63 f. j 3, 1 f. ; cf. also 2, 29). Still more
prominent is Indra's mediation in the account given in the
SauraP, a, 53, Under Indra's leadership the gods resort to
Brahma reminding him of Visnu's long and futile attempts to
defeat the demon, Brahma advises them to invoke Siva for
protection (this purana is fivaite). Then Indra pondering on the
question as to how feva would beget a child remembers Kama's
mvmablity, and this god at once knows what Indra is thinking
of and asks the king pf the gods if perhaps somebody by fervent
asceticism asplred to his high ^.^ or

.

f
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However, not all purSnic references to Indra are equally

important. Thus when, in the story of SamjuS and Chay5f

Visvakarman placed the Sun on his wheel (l to restrain his form"

and "pare down his tejas", Indra was according to MarkP. 103,
50 or 106, 50 among the gods and celestial beings who praised

the Sun : "Be victorious etc.". This story is not known to the

MahabhSrata, which mentions Samjua, Vivasvat's wife only 13,

150, 18 vulg., but compare Hariv. 1, 9, 21 ff. ; ViP. 3, 2 does not

mention Indra,

In the following pages I shall institute a brief comparative

inquiry into the role of Indra in two important puranas, both of

which dating from an early period, but geographically and

doctrinally of different origin and milieu, viz, the Markandeya
Furana which was compiled in the West of India and the oldest

parts of which may, without being onesidedly Visnuite or {-Jivajte,

have been composed in, or even before, the Illrd century A. D.

and the Visnuite Visnu Parana which may have been written in

Gaya between the Illrd and Vth centuries A. D. From this brief

investigation it will I hope be clear that the role and the import-

ance of the god m both puranas is not the same and that the

points of difference are, generally speaking, not only very illus-

trative of the contexts in which they occur but may also be to a

considerable extent explained from the different character of the

works and the different aims of the authors and compilers. It

will moreover be worth while to study the composition of the

relevant myths and narratives somewhat more closely and to

make some remarks on their themes and on the motifs which ha 1

entered into their composition* It will appear that many Ved.

features have been preserved or transformed, combining with

other elements.

Whereas in the older Veda India is the favourite god of the

inspired poets and their noble patrons and the dominant deity of

tfie middle region, the champion of the cosmic order and the

habitability of the world-he so to say inaugurates 'the era of

the ccjwnos'., the representative
of the dynamic aspects of
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kingship^ and as a "king" or -ruler of the world" the peer among

his equals,' later texts like to describe him as a representative or

leader of the gods addressing or applying to the
Highest

Being

(ChilndU 8 7, 2 ff.) he for instance approaches Prajapati tor

instruction in the knowledge of the atman ; Mbh. I, 58, 51 headed

by Indra, the gods prevail upon Narayana to become" **i

according to the Buddhist Sakkapanha Sutta, D3SL 21 , 11,263-

289 Sakka visiting the Buddha asked him a series of questions ,

as the chief of the devas (early Buddhist texts, epics), viewing

him it is true as a helper and intercessor and as the ruler of, or

central figure in, a"world" (loka),
4 but not as perfect and really

divine,* It may however also be emphasized that pmanic

authors were very well aware of the most important element in

the process of 're-valuation' of the ancient 'provincial' or 'parochial*

gods. As soon as the belief in an Is'vara, a Lord, and the doctrine

of periodic existence of the world and all its inhabitants spread

to all strata of society, the position and estimation of Indra and

his colleagues must of necessity undergo radical modifications.

Already in the Mahabharata allusions are found to Indra's subor-

dinate position, for instance when, in a simile, it reads : Visrm

confers the sovereignty of the three worlds upon Sacipati (9, 32,

23), According to the figurative description of the Brahmavai-

varta Purana, K. Kh. 47, 50 ff. Indra, after slaying the snake

and setting the waters free had his residence rebuilt (notice the

idea of periodicity) by Visvakarrnan ; as his demands became
ever more exacting the divine craftsman turned to the demiurgic
cre&tor Brahma-himself but an agent of Vistm for help with the

that Visnu, in the guise of a boy informed Indra of the

L I refer to my book Die Religlonen Indiens, I, p. 54.
& Sftthe$gvedic places enumerated! a K. F. GeldnerJ. Nobel, Der

&ig-Veda iibcrsetzt, IV, Cambridge Mass. 1957, p. 77.
X The reverse situation presents itself e. g. VaP. 56, 94= ff. : munie

Indra regarding the propriety of killing animals at

4, $** aty puijUwtion Loka, world and heaven in the Veda, Amsterdam
Aafcfcmy 1965,
**r brief characterization of t^e Hindu indra sec L. Rcnou in L.

U J.
> If Parig 194?>
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serious limitations of his power and duration of life and of his

being but one in an endless series of Indras.

Both puranas, Mark, and Vi., join the traditional view of

the god's position and function. He is expressly called lord of

the gods at MarkP. 79. 1 or 82 (Pargiter), 1 ; 118, 3 or 121

(Pargiter), 3 (auresvarafy. The title lord of the gods (surapatih)

refers to him at 96, 67 or 99, 67 and elsewhere. Suci shall be the

Indra of those gods (who will exist in the Bhautya-manvantara),

great in strength and value, endowed with all an Indra's qualities

(wrvair indragunair yutah \ 97, 30 or 100,30). In an enumeration

of some gods Indra is the first, before the Vasus and Brahma (21,

42 or 23, 41) ; cf. also 25, 23 or 27, 22 1
. That Indra is the

highest god appears from 10, 90 where the incarnate beings are

enumerated in ascending order :,..sudras, vaisyas, noblemen, kings,

gods, Indra (vipradevendrata-). He is in references to the gods also

mentioned separately : 16, 70 devah sahendrena ; 43, 33 or 46, 33 ;

70, 1 or 73, 1 ; 82. 76 or 85, 73 ; 114, 7 or 117, 7, and, in the

DevimShatmya, 88, 1 (91, 1), iakradayah suragaqah. Indra (in the

East) and the other lokapalas occur 51, 18 or 54, 18 ; cf. 124, 32

or 137, 32 ; Indra and the other (gods) : 94, 4 or 97, 4; 134, 36

(137, 36). Thus it reads also : gods, rsis, Indras, Manus and gods,

rsis, Indras and kings (97, 42 f. or 100,42 f.). The VisnuP.

likewise though less frequently considers Indra to be the king of

the gods (1, 9, 17 ; 1, 22, 6 s
), and the raiZofejfS(ZWjHrt* accompa-

nied by the other gods (1, 9, 7 ; cf. 14 ; 16 ; 114). The formulas

indradyah (1, 9, 33), saJcradyah and amaradhipa (I, 21, 35) show

him to be the peer among his equals ; cf. also 4, 6, 10 sakla-

devasainyasahayafc lakrafc ; 5, 16,22 safco'pi...
&***<*. Sirm-

y, e. g. BdP. 2, 3, 118 ; VaP. 66, 136.

r~Hov*ever, ladra isf^T^g^
e. g. TU. 2, 8 ; AiU. 3, 3 Brahm5f Indra, Pr*]Spi.

2 . His nan>e V.sava (M^P. 1,* 6),

.
idcntisal adjva , oun 5, 6 ^
epithet to the name India AV, b, Si, i. *

.

ore or leaa d** P'-S" (
5-'- U '

setimee in more or

5, 30,
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of the gods at the head of those who preside over the respective

great periods (manwntara-; 3, 1, 4). Needless to say that referen-

ces to Indra's leadership like passages such as M5rkP. 132, 13

(135, 13) in which an ascetic asserts his superiority to the god

occur also in other purSnas.

This theme may of course be subjected to variations which
in the following case remain without doctrinal consequence, In

the third manvantara the illustrious lord of the gods was Indra

known as Susanti (MarkP. 70, 7 ff. or 73, 7 ff.) : "Even to this

day men sing a song, embellished (i. e. fortified) with the letters

composing his name in order to avert the misfortunes emanating
from him : 'Sweetly serene (smlnti-) is the lovely ruler of the

gods, he bestows sweet serenity'. Being without birth, absolutely
pare etc. he was attended by various other gods". Cf. 67, 3 71
58 (74, 58). ikhi Indra became the lord of the gods in the
Tim.* manvantara ; 73, 53 (76, 53) Indra Manojava ; 75, 33 ;

76, 4 ; 91, 7
; 13, 19 ; 24. This doctrine of the manvantaras

(Jo each of which another being functions as the non-eternal Indra)wtuch is .
corollary of the cyclic view of world history obtaining

puranas is though even out of ,he epic range, a logical
ce of traditional views of the structure of the divine
and of Indra's position in the same.'...

For Indra as the lord of the three worlds (traiMcyam)
y ra to M5rkp - 8S

-
21 < 88

- 25 ** = c?

occurs Manur
*'*' "4) ' *"*

development of he A'
tC ' ^ *~^ iS *

V. 3 46 2etc).

" ^^ function as lord of the

the desires f th se wh **
" StatUS ' or ^t is more than this,

o^hik^
m being a climax (MarkP.

J* ladra isoathe oth wr handth
--'--~-

'_~
l>eriod : ViP. 3, 3, J3,

Vy*8a arr^ging the Veda m the 7th
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! 93, 30 or 96, 30). The noun indratvam does occur before the

|

Ifababharata, 3, 218, 14 ; 14, 5, 7, viz. at TB. 2, 2, 10, 4 kas

wtasmin va idam indriyam pratyasthad iti, tad indrctsyendratvam.
In connection with Indra himself the terra is found MarkP. 16,

135 (18, 15).

India was pleased by receiving the soma juice pressed on
(lie occasion of king featrnjit's sacrifices (MaakP. 18, 1 or 20, 1)

ior sorna-drinking gods in the epic : Mbh. 12,29,116; Vedic

instances of the god's fondness of the draught need not be given,

krrrjit however is a puranic figure ; according to ViP. 4, 8, 5 ff.

Pratardana (cf . also BdP. 67, 67 ff.
; VaP. 92, 64 f.) after defeat-

ing the Vitahavyas (or Vitihotras) was called Satrujit ; his son

Vatsa is also (e. g. MarkP.) known as Rtadhvaja
1

.

In the days of yore Narada fl visited Indra, "the king of the

gods'
J

, surrounded by a band of apsarases, in the paradise Nandana

{MarkP, 1, 27 ff.). The god gave the devarsi respectfully Ms own
seat. According to Mbh. 13, 48.65 .vulg. this celestial forest is

always dear to Narada, the gandharvas and the apsarases ;

NaracLa, who is a figure of frequent occurrence in the Mahabharata,
comes to it in 7, 2147 C. ; he and Indra meet and hold a con-

versation, 3, 44, 14 ; 3, 51, 12 etc. ; 13, 13767. The apsaras

Vapu, who plays an important part in MarkP. a/1, is Mbh. 1, 114,

n said to have danced at the birth of Arjuna; in MarkP.2, 36

she sees, as Tarksl, Arjuna fighting, and one of Arjuna's arrow-

pierces her beily. Narada is; known to the Atharvaveda as a

mythical seer, priest and teacher who is considered an expert in

special ritual questions, to whom the gods aproaclied for advice

(Av. 12, 4, 42 f.)
3 and no doubt identical with the author of the

Naradasmrti. The differences in role and 'setting* of this figure

are however obvious.

J. For particulars see F, E, Pargiter, Ancient Indiaa historical' tradition,

London 1922, p. 269 f ; W- Kiriel, Das PurHiaa PaflealaJsfa^a,

1927^ p. 377.

2. For whom Bee my book Aspeets of early Vi

p. 221.

3. See The Savayajfias, p. 361 ctp.

4
'

''

.'-
'

'

." - '^"'.'
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Khanlnetra 1
propitiated Indra in order to obtain a son.

The god, gratified with his praise, love and austerities, granted

him a boon, and the king chose a brave and righteous son who was

called Balasva (118, I ff. ; or 121,1 ff.). This king, VivirpsVs

son (117, 1 or 120, 1), is identical with the ruler of that name

mentioned Mbh. 14, 4, 7 ; the epic does not however relate the

above episode. Khanlnetra (see e. g, also ViP. 4, 1, 16 ; VaP* 86,

7 ; BhagP. 9, 2, 25) does not as far as I know, occur in Vedic

literature. The motif is however old. Already in the RV. the

god is implored for, or said to give, sons (3, 36, 10 ; 7, 23, 6 ; 8,

46, 15). According to the Mbh. (3, 218, 9) Indra's business is to

"bestow strength, energy, children and happiness" ; in 12, 207, 23

he is the divinity of procreative power.
2

As a rain-god
8 he appears Mark. P. 25, 23 (27, 22) : just as

Indra makes people on the earth confortable with showers of

rain..., so should a king make them comfortable with attendance.

Another reference to this function, which is well known from

classical texts and later sources4
, is made 130, 47 (133, 47).

However, Indra gives rain also in the Mahabharata5
,

e. g. 1, 22C,

1$ B.=s2l4, 18 cr. ed,, and in older texts, even-though rarely-in

the Rgveda (1, 121, 2; 2, 13, 6 ; 4, 26, 2A This is not to

contend with Hopkins
7 that it always was bis main and central

function to shed rain and bring fertility. These activities are

rather to be regarded as one of his many aspects and functions

1. Pargitcr, Ancient Indian historical tradition, p. 14=7.

2. Meyer, Trilogie, III, p. 154 ff.
, 165; Hopkins, ladra aa god of

fertility, in J. A. O. S. 36, p. 242.

3. In a description of the season of the rains {ViP. 5, 6, 37 ff.) mention

is also made of Indra's bow (at. 41 capena sakrasyd} which held its

place in the sky. Occurring from AV. 15, 1, 6 the traditional

association of Indra's name -with this natural phenomenon gave no

offence to fervent Vignuites. Cf. also 5,9,5; 5, 18, 40 etc. Henee

al8o the application of the name Parjanya to Indra (ViP. 5, 10,23)*

4. Meyer, Trilogje, III.

5. Hopkins, Epic mythology, p. 123 ; 127 f. The Indradhvaja festival

is also known to the Rttmilyana : Guruge, o. c., p. 169,

6. Compare also my remarks in Ancienf Indian kingship, Numen, 3

Leiden 1956J,p. 64.

7. Hopkins, in J. A* O. S. 36, p. 242 ff.
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,

BHW4, arising from his essential character came especially

j

to the fore in those milieus which were most interested in rain,

did not worship other rain-gods (such as the Vedic Parjanya) and

did not, or no longer, emphasize other functions of the god Indra1
.

For the sake of comparison I subjoin here the wellknown

episode
ViP. 5, 10-12 in which Krsna after finding that all tbe

cowherds were engaged in preparing for a sacrifice to be offered to

[adra and to celebrate his festival2 dissuades them to worship

Satakratu, the god of clouds and water, and recommends the

cowherds to worship cattle and tbe mountains, and Indra, offended

by
the loss of his offerings, causes heavy rain, against which Krsna

skelters the cowherds and their cattle by holding up the mountain

Govatdhana (see e. g. also Mbh. 2, 38, 9 cr. ed. ; 5, 123, 45, not

in earlier texts). This story is a typical instance of the latter's

animosity against Indra (st, 36 Mm asmakam mahendrena]. Although

nearem the dark about the exact date of this legend, which is

*> found in Har. 3787 ft- 2, 15, 19 ff. etc.
8
}, the conclusion

seems warranted that it reflects the spread of the Krsna cult-

Krsna is the mountain which is to be worshipped etc.; the

cowherds sing his praise-at India's cost, who obviously

vis the god worshipped by the rural residents of the Mathura

iegion.
In Mbh. 2, 35 it is Narada who knew that the creator

-Hari, the strength of whose arrows is praised by Indra

udthe other gods-himself had taken his birth in the race of the

Yadavas. At the end of the ViP. episode Indra is indeed

said to become desirous of seeing and honouring Krsna, who,

although the preserver of the whole world, presents
faimBelf to

hi,, the king of the gods, as a cowherd, it is true, but accompli

by Garuda. Indra declares that the gods ***
Wh Ki-sna as Upendra a.d Govinda,

re^ng
him to defend

Arjuna who was a portion of his own being, , m*W>

of the eods" returns to heaven after having embraced p
.<

otthe gods returns ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ relmqui5hca

According to the

1. See also Religlonen Indiene, I, P*

2. for whiicla sec Meyer, o. e., III.

I. S Meyer, o. e, HI, p. IU &
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to Krsna-Visnu his rights to half, i.e. two months, of the

which hitherto had belonged to him.

From Mark P. 26, 18 (29, 18) and 51, 18 (54, 18) it *

that MarkP., in accordance with the Hinduist theory, cans

Indra to be the lokapala of the eastern region
1

. The

district assigned to each lokapala is however not specified so

as are the names (cf. e. g, Mbh, 5, 48, 4 cr. ed. Sakra, V

Varuna, Kubera). Thus all eight of them occur in Mann 5,

but without indication of the localitities assigned to the imUv

gods, The Mahabharata does not know a group of eiglu (&'

MarkP. 51, 18 or 54,18), but counts the world protectors ft/

group of four, representing only cardinal points ;
the foviv native

gods sometimes appear as a group without express mention ot

their being lokapalas (e, g. Mbh, 7, 50, 43 cr. ed. ;
cf, Mark?-

26, 18 or 29, 18). The four are, moreover, not always the :inie*

For Indra probably residing in the East see e.g. Mbh, 3, 164, 1 &>

but in 8, 30, 76 the gods living in that region are said to have

Agni as their leader ; this is the Vedic idea &B. 6, 3, 5, 2> .

According to Ram, 2, 25, 9 Vasava (= Indra) is tne leader of lUe

lokapalas. As a lokapala the god is, together with his colleague^

and the rsis
8

, implored for bllfs and courage on behulf of A prince

who should as a powerful monarch exercise sovereignty, Into

is also in the ViP. the regent of the East, but now he has a

city on the eastern side of the MSnasottara mountain*, this r.s>

dence and those of the other lokopalas being situated in the

quarters of the universe "around Mount Meru" (2, 2, 30) r & &

called Vasvaukasara (2, 8, 8, f.) ; in Mbh. 7, 67, 16 vulg, (a Jar

addition in the Dronaparvan) Vasvokasara is the abode of

The bait offering presented to him as the presiding deity of

region (3, 11, 44) is on the other hand also prescribed by AsvalS-

1, Scec.g. W, Karfel, Die Kosmograptxie der Ind-r, Bonn Irfi, 3*3

iSiOj p. 34 ; Hopkins, Epic mythology, p. 149.

2* Sec also A, A, Maedoaeli, Vedic mythology, Straeeburg 1897, p, f**

8, "The aages are often shown in the company of gods, thus elr*fig

their status", D.Rt Patil, Cultural history from the Vayu Pur*nt,

Poona 1946, p. 81.

4. Fot other Smreca and particulars see Kirfel, Die Kosmographic a*t

, p. 34 ; 121.
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yana, GS. 1, 2, 5 1
; ViS. 67, 15 ; Manu 3, 87 etc. The abode

(ith&nfori) of Indra, i. e. the Indraloka 2
, is also according to

Mark P, 116, 19 (119,19); ViP. 1, 6, 34 the region of the

deceased ksatriyas who do hot fly from the battlefield. See, for

epic literature e.g. Mbh 13, 3768 ; Ram. 1, 41, 10 cr. ed. In the

sravanaphala of MarkP, 134, 36 (or 137, 36) a prospect of a

sojourn in svarga and the other lokas while being surrounded by
Indra and other gods etc. is held out to those who hear this work.

An interesting role is attributed to the traditional king of

the gods in the story of Vipascit, who would prolong his stay in

hell, because all denizens of that region become happy by his

mere presence : then Dharma and ladra arrive to lead him away
(MarkP. 15, 66 iff.). It is India's task to call Vipascit to heaven

(st. 69) as appears also from 8, 237 ff. where he appears to invite

king Hariscandra to the celestial regions. These stories are

variants on the theme found in Mbh. 3, 42, 38 (cf. also 3, 38,

36 ff.) where Indra is said to have promised to send his chariot to

take Arjtma to heaven (see also ch. 43 ff). In Ram. 7, 106,17

vulg. it is Laksmana who is taken to the same region by the

same god pragrTiya lak^manarn saJcras tridivam sainvivesa ha}.

Chapter 5 of the MarkP. deals to a certain extent with

Indra's transformations. Because of his wrong conduct-he had

slain Tvastar's son and thus committed brahmanicide-his tejas

entered Dharma. Thereupon, violating the rules of a treaty he

slew Vrtra who had been created by Tvastar as Indra's enemy.

Then bis physical strength (balam) quitted his body and entered

the wind. When, thereupon, Indra, assuming the form of

Gautama, violated Ahalya, he lost his beautiful r&pam which went

to the Asvins. Perceiving the lord of the gods to have lost his

dharma, tejas etc. the daityas made an attempt to conquer him.

The earth, being oppressed by their weight, complains of this

nuisance to the gods, who then descended with portions of their

tejas to alleviate her burden. Dharma relinquishing Indra's

tejas was born Yudhisthira ; Vayn was born Bhima ; from the

1. P. V. Kane, History of DharmaSistra, II, Poona 1941, p. 745.

2. Sec Loka, p, 28 etc.
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half of India's vlrya was born Dhananjaya. The youngest

Pandavas resembled Indra in rupa. Thus Indra became incarnate

in five forms. Here we are confronted with a combination of

mythical tales forming a comparatively recent articulated whole

The animosity between Indra and Tvastar 1 was already known

to the poets of the Rgveda. The latter's son, a three-headed

demon, is slain by Indra with the help of Trita (RV. 10, 8, 8
f.j.

Tvastai's paternity of Vrtra is mentioned by the aitihasikas quoted

by Yaska 2, 16. Indra's committing brahmanicide is likewise

an ancient theme; SB, 1, 2, 3, 2 he kills Tvas^ar's son, now

called Visvaiupa, but is freed from the sin of brahmahutya "be-

cause he is a god
1

". In SB, 1, 6, 3, 1 ff. the whole story Indra

kills Tvasfar's son, and Tvastar fashions Vrtra is related in a

more detailed and coherent form. Mbh. 5, a. 9 ff. informs us

that Indra slew Visvaiupa Trisiras, Tvastar's son; Tvasfcar then

created Vrtra who attacked Indra, who slew his enemy with n

mass of froth in the Veda (RV. 8, 14, 13) this particular belongs
to the Namuci episode; cf. also Mbh. 9, a. 42 !

,
this act being

equal to the murder of a brahman; from this sin the god is

liberated in a, 13 (the sin is divided among trees, rivers, mountains,
the earth and women). The love-story of Indra and Ahalya is,

it is true, passingly mentioned in SB. 3, 3, 4, 18 but not connected

with the preceding occurrences (cf. also B. 1, 1, 19 f , ; TA, 1,

12, 4* J for Ahalya's violation by Indra see also Mbh. 5, 12, 6;

12, 329, 14 and Ram. 1,47, 15 ff. stating that Indra in consequence
of his crime was emasculated. The earth's being oppressed by

of the demons is another story. (For the phraseology

1. The two pmanas under examination do not refer to

Concealing the eoma (see K. F. Geldner'e note, Dcr Rig.vcda
Ubwaetat, I, Cambridge MaSB , 1951, p. 108; SB. 12, 7,1, 1 fly ; sec
however e . g, VaP. 78,6: in spite of Indra'e oppoaition.Tvaafar
dKttk&omaaudm consequence of this deed was hurled down on 'the
<*rth by the god. From this event the ^maka trees had their

diVer UBfrom evil > Lund Copenhagen 1946,

See also H rw+ i *m J' A< Ot s< 26 p - 186
J
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e.g. Mbh. 3, 42, 22 5 Arjvma will lighten the burden

the earth by slaying the wicked enemies). Dharma born
* ^dhisthira is a variant of the epic theme : Dharma as Yudhis-

jftira's
father' the latter being also an amsa of the god. Mbh. 1,

* 84; li 90, 69, another variant being the incarnation of the
fi ve hidras as the five Pandavas (Mbh. 1, 189, 27)

l
.

A variation on another ancient theme, viz. the god's ability
to assume different forms3

, occurs Mark P. 3, 19 ff. where India
appears to the rsi Sukrsa in the shape of an aged bird, asking
kat venerable man for human flesh ; the latter ordered his four

to sacrifice themselves; they refused and were cursed by
r father ; as thereupon the father promised to offer himself,

god resumed his own form, asked thci rsi's forgiveness, granted
"irn the revelation of "knowledge like Indra's" and departed.
J-ue god's disguises are too well known to need comment3-

already in the Rgveda he is pururupa-: 6, 47, 18 j cf. 3, 53, 8,

and he transforms himself into an ant (1, 51, 9) and a ram (I,

52, I) ; in the Mbh. 12, 11, 2 ff. he takes the form of "a golden

bird" teaching beardless young fools how to reach heaven by

rites; in 1, 73, 4 he changes himself into a wind; 3,131,28
he .assumed the shape of a hawk ; 12, 11, 4 he discourses with

some r{s in the shape of a golden bird, etc.

Passing mention is in the Mark P. made to his having married

Sad (18, 17 P.
; 69, 7 ; 85, 1) ; similaily, ViP. 1, 9, 7 ; 5,21, 16.

Tiiis woman occurs, in a formula, at &GS. 1, 12, 6 together with

Aditi and Apala; although Indra is in the passage-which deals

with wedding ceremonies-net mentioned, she is certainly supposed

to be his wife. The anukramaru moreover considers her to

have divulged the poem RV. 10. 159. As is well known4 the god

is already in the RV. known as 3acwai!-"possessing might" ar

fact#ati-(l t 106, 6 etc.) "lord of might" (later, e.g. Mbh., "husba

of Saci;. The goddess often occurs in the Mbh., cf. e.g.,

! . ViP. 4, 20, 11 mentions the version ; Arjuaa was begotten by indra,

Yudhiethira by Dharma etc.

2. Sac above.

S. See also Hopkins, Epie mythology, p. 136 f.

4. Cf. also my book Epithets in. the gvcda, The Hague 1959, p. 31 ; 67,
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102, 9 vawvasya saelm iva, and in other puranas, e.g. Bd. 2, 13,

79; 3,6,23; VS. 68, 22; 24; Ma. 6, 21. The conception of

Indra's and, in general a god's sakti (Devlm. ; a, 85 or 88),

though generally speaking typical of a later period, may be

regarded as being partly based on the figure of SacT and her

relation to her husband 1
. It is she who took away Vrtra's

life-breath (88 or 91, 17). It is the god's sakti to which

in st. 34 is ascribed the feat formerly and elsewhere attributed

to the god himself, viz. the destruction of the demons. Her

combat with the great asura Raktabtja (st. 39 or 41)
a whom

she struck with her vajra, is BdP. 4, 29, 76 ascribed to Durga,
For the vajra see also 13, 8

; 86 (89), 39
; 132 (135), 13. In

85 (88), 46 this Aindn hits the same antagonist with her club

(gads). The term gada is not Vedic and is in epic literature the

weapan used by Kubera3
.

Let us now pass on to some episodes which may be regarded
as throwing some light on Indra's position among the other gods
and powerful beings. In MarkP. ch. 16 the story in all probabi-
lity non-Vedic-is told of the devoted wife of a brahman who was
struck by a curse so that he was to die at sunrise, but his wife
restrained the sun from rising, with the result that all activityceased and the universe was about to pass into dissolution. Ttan
Indra and the other gods approached Atri's wife Anasuya (st. 69)

author of this Mark n
co^lusion 1S warranted that the

- . MS ltraTrle

wa

f

s incii

r
d expiicitiy toattribute

order of thinsrs ;n T .

" cbamPlon <* the normal and

f-ction-which
his great maugnra-

- 273
Thc 8lo"ficatlon of the great
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tory, ordering (rather than creative) and regulative activity

emphasized in the Veda his figure has been introduced into an

edifying story connected with the non-Vedic- AnasuyS who not

only restores the husband of the wife whose faithfulness and

devotion are
glorified, but is explicitly described as being able to

achieve an object which was beyond Itidra's power, because the

god has to resort to her for it.

The theme "Indra resorting to a Higher Being"
1

is represen-
ted in MarkP. 16, 134 or 18, 14. Garga, his minister, advises

king Arjuua, Krtavirya's son, to propitiate the muni Dattatreya
8

,

who, being an amsa of Visnn, had also been propitiated by Indra,
when he has lost his position (padam, explained by indratvam)
which was seized by the daityas.

MarkP, 16, 135 ff. (18, 15 ff.) relates the story of Indra's

losing his indratvam- the daityas deprived him of it and of his

recovering this dignity : in a fierce contest between the gods and

their euemies, the chief of the latter was jambha, the leader of the

former Indra. This asura Jambha, who may be identical with the

m all
probability demoniac cause of a disease Jambha in Vedic

texts (AV. 2, 4, 2
; 8, 1, 16

; Kaus, 32, 1 j 35, 13)
3

,
is e. g, Mbh,

3, 100, 22 cr. ed. slain by Visnu, 7, 10, 5 by Krsna Vasudeva
;

elsewhere however (7 57, 81 Indra and Visnu are desirous

of killing him, but 7, 77, 17 he was in a combat between gods and

asuras slain by Indra.* Hopkins
8

is no doubt right in consider-

ing, in the development of this mythical theme, Indra the first in

the order of Jambha's killers : cf . 7, 77, 17 "in the struggle of

gods and asuras of old Indra slew Jambha" ; 7, 71, 20 ; 8, 55, 3

1, See above,

2. See Sri Jaya Chamarajendra Wadiyar, Dattatreya, London 1957.

3^ Cf. W. Galand, in Z. D. M. G. 53, p. 224 f. (Lock-jaw, trismus, noi

with M. Bloomfield, Hymns of the Atjiarvavcda, Oxford 1897, p. 283

"convulsion, colic"J ;J. Filliozat, La doetfmc classique delamede.

cine indienne, Paris 1949, p. 106,

4. For further particulars aee e. g. also S. Surenicn, AB index to the

names of the Mahabharata, London 1904 (Varanasi 1963), p, 349,

5. Hopkins, Epie mythology, p. 134,

.5V.
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cr. ed, etc.
1 Such passing references to mythical feats often

belong, it is true, to the stock repertoire of heroic deeds of the gods

and their enemies hut it is worth remarking that there is an un-

interrupted tradition reaching back to Vedic antiquity according to

which Indra is defeated by demons, his wellknown antagonists,

Thus Namuci took from him his energy, vital power, Soma

draught and food (&B. 12, 7, 1, 10) ; even men may by a definite

ritual technique thrust the god out of his 'world' (SB, 8, 5. 3, 8).

Prahlada is said to have deprived him of his sovereignty (Mbb. 12,

124, 19) ;
Bali prevents him from ruling his kingdom (12, 326,

74), etc. The theme admits of endless variation.

Thus Mark P. in illustration of the vicissitudes of fate,

mentions Indra's combat with Sambara (2, 53) and with the

danavas (2, 54) ; his conflict with the daityas or asuras occurs

102, 22 or 105, 22 ; cf. also 113, 8 or 116, 8. As to the first

conflict the text states that the god hurled his weapon against

that well-known demon who, though pierced by it to the heart, did

not however perish. Passing mention of this combat is, without

reference to particulars, often made, e, g. Mbh. 3, 165, 18 ; 5, 16,

14 ; 12, 99, 48, where the demon is said to have been vanquished

by the god.
3 This combat was well known to the poets of the,

BV, (1, 101, 2 etc.), which however says that the demon was thrown

<30wn from a mountain (4, 30, 14
; 6, 26, 5 etc.) ; or his strong-

holds are destroyed (1, 103, 8 etc.).
B

According" to Sayaria
Sambara is the invulnerable antagonist of V. 6, 26, 3* ; at'i,

54, 4 Indra is said to have fought against Sambara's hand, which
must mean that thisnemyhp slain> Was not dead afc oncfi

trans-

I. The name of the aBUra (dSnava) leader Vipracitti-who is not, aa

Rested
by Pargitcr^B translation (The Markandeya ParanaU* Calcutta 1904, p. 102) the leader of the gods : read

r^L^l ' * Pa'*Jita* ; Cf' alao MarkP- 4> 56 ;
91, 59 fO-docs not acem to oecur before the Mahabh arata.

*. For other paasagea ace SurenBen, p. 192 f.

A' A ' M^"-U d A.B. Keith, Vdic
varanasi 1958, II, p. 355.
TC v r> u ^ n .

' Gel<3ner, )cr Rig.veda ii
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Cf. also MS. 4, 14, 7: 225, 10 Indrah purah SambaratyabMnat ;

4,14,13 : 236 13 indro devaft mmbarahatya avaf, AiA. 5,2,5

etc, For other details see RV. 1, 51, 6
; 1, 54, 4

; 2, 12, 11, As

to Indra's other combats with the daityas etc, the statement made

ju MarkP. 2, 54 "by that very vajra and by the same Indraf

when their time had come, the danavas were slain, the daityas

forthwith perished" is conventional, but as it reads not Vedic. cL

&V. 5, 29, 4 ; 5, 32, 1 j 5, 32, 7 (danava in the singular and

doubtless identical with Vrtra1), the plural occurring e. g. AV.

4,24, 2 ; 10, 6, 10 ; SB. 11, 5, 5, 13). The daityas, mentioned as

Dili's sons in AV. 7. 7. 1, are in post-Vedic mythology enemies of

the gods*, being often coupled with the danavas. In harmony

with the epic usage MarkP. 102, 22 (105, 22) includes both groups

among the asuras. The detail concerning MartanoYs (the Sun's)

burning up these asuras (102, 24 or 105, 24) is, in this form,

not old.

Mark P. 2, 23 reference is in a brief simile made to a combat

between Garuda and Indra, that is, no doubt, to the events narra-

ted Mbh. 1, a. 29 cr. ed. : when Garuda, to end his mother's

servitude, carried off the amrta, Indra, after having caused the

gods to surround and watch the divine draught hurled his weapon

at the bird which had made various attempts to escape ;
after*

wards Indra and Garuda made eternal friendship with each other ;

Garuda, who should henceforth feed on the snakes, put down the

draught, which was brought to heaven by Indra. This story does

not appear before the Mahabharata,
8 Whatever the 'original

nature' of Garuda, his association with Visnu which is also

referred to in this story-he met with this god on his

and they agreed that Garuda* should sit on Viffrf
[fl

is
,
as far as we are able to see, likewise post-Vedic

toasts us here is that Indra acts in a way as the leader

champion of the gods and that Vis*u

^-^^^ IB,

i fi 1 9 '

2. For particulars see Hopkws, Epic mythology, p. 46-ft

3. Cf. Change and continuity, p 59*

4. C
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'become his vShana, associates himself with Indra's antagonist.

Although Indra carries the day, that episode is a piece of evidence

of Visnu's beginning ascendency over his former elder brother1 .

The same tendency is perceptible in similar stories told in

other puranas, e.g. in that of Garuda's discomfiting Indra's mount

Airavata
2

,
ViP. 5, 30, 64 ff. ; Matsya P. 150, 219 etc. ID the

ViP. Indra's defeat is unambiguous : although "the king of the

gods and the foe of Madhu" are said to overwhelm each other

with countless shafts (st. 63), the former was disarmed ("I am
not ashamed of being vanquished by him who is the creator,..")

and his elephant disabled by Garuda.

The tendency noticed above to 'replace' Indra by Visnu,

to ascribe feats which in older texts were performed by the former

to the latter, to represent the latter as higher and mightier is

however much more pronounced in some episodes of the Visnu-

The adventures of Blwrm's son Naraka did not fail deeply

to impress both poets and devotees, but to the research-worker

they propound some intriguing problems. Naraka^ defeat by

Jr.na is a well-known story, although the versions are widely

different.
8 As a rule Krsna marches out against the demon and

beats him in his own fortress Pragjyotisa ; thereupon Krsna

recovers Aditi's ear-rings which were stolen by Naraka. A younger

phapter of Mbh. 3, after 142 cr. ed. says that for the sake of Indra,

Yisnu slew the demon who desired the position of Indra. Accord-

ing to ViP, 5, a 29 Indra, the lord of the tripartite universe, came

o.ue day seated on his mount Airavata to Dvaraka, and reported

to Kfria the tyranny of Naraka who had carried off the maidens

1. G, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 239 f. We need not consider here the

other cUmcuta of the story. For Garuda and the some see also K. F,

JphanSbon, Solfageln i Indien, Upsala 1910; J. Charpentier, Die

Sxiparnasage, Upgala 1920.

2, For Airavata also ViP. 1, 9, 7 I MSrkP. 79, 21 or 82, 21 etc.

3 For a good collection of the main relevant data see A. Teeuw

Bhomak&wya, Thesis Utrecht 1946, p. 13 ff. The variants of the

prineipal theme and its combinations with other thcmce need not

detain us here*
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of gods etc., and the ear-rings of Aditi. "Having beard thi*
account, the divine Hari smiled and rising f,om his throne took

Wnj
by the hand"

(s t, 13 ). He flew, on Garuda, to Pra-jyot-wud destroyed the demon, The text does not forget to say ttatfnfllrnmrvnTi f I-.^T 1-I~ -,1_^L_ ... *

ak hP araka to the abode of the gods (at. 15). Yet, it may be asked
whether this act of heroism, so popular in Visnuite circles* was not
originally ascribed to Indra, who in fact Is at Mbh. 3, 165, 18 inci-

dentally said to have defeated rot only his traditional antagonists
fomuci, Sambara, Vala and Vrira, but also Prahlada as well
as Naraka, In favour of this supposition attention may be drawn
to the, in a way parallel, story of the daitya or asura Prahlada.
Now, this demon appears, as Prahrada, already TB. 1, 5, 9. 1

where it is told that, when the gods and the aswas had come
into conflict, Frajapati hid Indra, his eldest son, for fear that the
enemies would kill him, and Prahrada for the same reason, preven-
ted his eldest son Virocana from being found, In other Vedic

texts Indra prides himself on having crushed the descendants cr

followers ef Prahlada (A. 5, 1
; KausU. 3, 1). The Muhabha-

rata, 3, 165, 18
; 12. 99, 49; 14, 9, 30 informs us that the demo-

niac king had indeed been defeated by Indra ; their combat is

also referred to at 3, 270, 12, whereas the same epos has 2, 61,

58 ft the story of Virocana, Prahiada's son who, for tne sake of

obtaining a bride, quarrelled with Sudhanvan Angirasa ; when

Prahlada was made the arbitrator between them he was threat-

ened by tbe prospect that if he should answer falsely, Indra would

split his head into a hundred pieces. Although the figure of

Prahlada was to be radically transformed2,
this ancient motif oi

Prahiada's conflict with a god, and in the first place with ludn

did not pass into oblivion8 . The combat of Indra and Prafcl&j

was in the epic so popular that the poets often referred to it iu

similes (Mbh. 3, 270, 12 ; 3, 273, 18 etc.) ; the former became me

leader of the gods only after the defeat of this enemy U-. ^ ^ *'

Ancient puranic texts make likewise mention of tfais

1. See Aspects of eatly Vi^uism,p. 141.

2. I refer to P .Hacker Prajxlada, MaJa* Acad. 1959, nos. 9 and IS,

3. See also Hacker, o. cr, p. 17.
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although they differ from each other with regard to its scene and

circumstances (see e. g. MtP. 24, 37 f. = PP. 1, 12, 79 f. ; BdP. 2,

72, 79 etc.
1

However, a third puranic source and interestingly

enough a sivaite one, replaces Indra by Visnu : BdP. 2, 73.81

f. = VaP. 98, 81 1

, adding that also Namuci and Sambara,
Indra's ancient enemies, were killed by that god. The
Mahabharata does not seem to have known, or to have adopted,
this development of the legend, which was also in later times

banded down by 6ivait.es and Ssktists (e. g. KurmaP. 16, 84ft 3
,'

DevlBhP. 4, 10, 34ff. j 4, 15, lff.<) but was completely out of

harmony with the Visnuite transformation of the figure of the

demon, What interests us here is the part played by Indra and
his supersession by Visnu. There may finally be room here for

the addition that DevlBhP. 4, 15, Iff. both antagonists are praised
by and are inferior to Devi.

This is otherwise in the episode ViP. 1, 9 which deals with
the great rsi Durvasas who -also according to a later passage in
the Mahabharata (1, 8132) which knows him very well was a
portion of Siva himself

(
cf. also BhagP. 4, 1, 33), is a clear

instance of, on the one hand, the superiority of might and influence
ascnbed to sages and ascetics, beside whom the greatest deities
paled and on the other hand, the importance of Brahma as the

adviser, and
especially of the ascendancy obtained by

S c eagues - indra

bl and is therefore
by the latter: he wil ] lose ,is sovereignty over the three
The sage remains adamant although the god hastilv

to

;r& lost their

Indra
f-* \

*

t *
. -~, j, nev took refn^p t7lfli^rvi unwiCArt fk^ j.

J vwvjtv *cj.ugc vyltllWURJ BUvibCU, tncm to r^no *

/_
protection to Visnu, the god of

'. 406 and 490.
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and low and tamer of the demons. Along with the gods he

then proceeded himself to praise Hari, imploring him to lend his

assistance. After much praise and many prayers Hari promised

to restore the gods' strength, instructing them to churn, together

with the daityas, the ocean. So far this story consists of three

parts
: Durvasas* curse, the defeat of the gods and their having

recourse to Brahma and Visnu and the churning of the ocean.

Durvasas is, it is true, Mbh. 2, 7, 10 among the rsis in India's

place
and well known for his inascibility (13, 159,17 vulg.}, but

the part which he plays in the above story is not assigned to him

by
the epic.

1 Other sources, AgniP, and BhagP. refer only

briefly to his anger in connection with the churning of the ocean,

without narrating the circumstances.
1 As a son of Atri and

Anasuya he occurred in the chronologically second group of puranic

texts dealing with creation and secondary or continued creation,

viz, Agni, Garuda, Kurma, Markandeya and Visnu.
3 The defeat

of the gods through daityas and danavas is the normal continuation

of the Vedic combats between gods and asuras. Brahma's, role

as an adviser is of course not Vedic, but epic (Mbh, 1, 197, 5

vulg. ; 3, 98, 5 ; 104, 1) ; as Grandfather (Vip. 1,9, 67) he appears

Manu 1 9. The oldest versions of the mythical narrative of the

churning of the ocean (Mbh. 1, a. 16 ;
Ram, 1, 44 (4S))-whh

ascribe this event to the desire of gods and asuras to obtain the

amrta-aswell as those contained in Harivarnia and MatsyaP.

(a/251) make no mention of Durvasas and his curse Rather

than being an "embellishment"
4 the introduction of the Durv**s

episode into this narrative -must in my opinion
have proceeded

from the author's wish to create in the figure of fcdra, *h

cursed and defeated, and in the evil plight
of the gods a negam

^^^ __

1. See further on.

2 . For some other details ** H. H. Wl-on-F. Hall, TheW
Purftiia,!, L odon 1864, p. 146.

3. Kirfej, Parana pan-alaksaiia,
42, at. b,

..... TTT _ T* A ~ T Y"\. 1 4-tl.

. Wilson-Hall,
o^

o *** ^ rf^ fitory( rathcr

5. Whose conduct, by the way,

(st.
80 ;
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whom the gods obtained the amrta, regained their vigour a

defeated their enemies and after paying homage to that great g

resumed their reign in heaven. Then also the three

became prosperous again and Sakra recovered his fortune (.4r?-r

Characteristically enough this god is said to have eulogized, \vhtfe

seated on his heavenly throne, the goddess Sri, who, betfljS

gratified, accords him a boon (st. 132 f.)- The two reqc,$!
s

formulated by the old god agreed to by Visnu's spouse, are in f Ct

a recognition of the latter's superiority : the universe will htncfi*

forth never again be deprived of her presence and she will not

forsake the man who will adore her with the words of praM-

pronounced by Indra, who therefore may be considered to have

in a way inaugurated her cult.

That in the ViP. the danava Kamsa, addressing his chief

asuras, holds Indra and the other gods in contempt (5, 4, 1 ff,)i

describing the king of the gods as a coward, is small wonder, but

it is worth mentioning that also Narada,
1

witnessing the fall of

the horse-demon Kesin, puts Indra's fear of the monster on record

(5, 16,22).

Another piece of evidence of Indra's inferior position occurs

at 5
r 1, 79. Instructing Yoganidra, his mahamaya, to play h\,-r

part in connection with the future birth of Krsna, Visrm tells lx t

that she will escape from Kamsa's grasp into the sky where Imlr;i r

through reverence for Visnu, will honour her.

The story told Mbh. 5, 128, 48 (also alluded to at 7, 10, 2 J)

about the parijata tree, of which Indra is robbed by Krsna, occurs

ViP. 5, 30, 28 ff. : when visiting Indra's gardens to which ibt-ir

owner conducted him respectfully Krsna carries off the trtt*,

whicb belongs to Sad, at the desire of his wife Satyabham, who
to this humiliation adds the comment that Indra has no exclusive

right to that which is the common property of all the worleJs.

Indra, accompanied by the army of the celestials, is in a really

epical combat defeated by Kr?ria and scoffed at by Sat

He recognizes his opponent as the Lord and parts with his tree.

|. Sec the remarks made in another part of this article,
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ViP. 5, 21, 14 f. Krsna summons Vayu to go to Indra and

to order him -'enough of his pride" to resign his splendid hall

Sudharman (or Sudharma) to Ugrasena whom he places on the

throne ; this famous (cf. e. g, Kal. Ragh. 17, 27) royal hall, "the

unrivalled gem of princely courts", will henceforth be the assembly

hall of the Yadavas. Indra obeys immediately
1

. That this hall

originally belonged to the gods (see also Ram. 2, 50, 20 cr. ed,)

but was given to Krsna appears also from the Har. 6565 ff. (2,

58, 70 ff,) which gives with some variations the same story,

In the Mbh. it is an established fact that the Sudharma belongs

to the Dasarhas or Yadavas (1, 212, 10 cr, ed. etc.).

It would however be incorrect to suppose that all narratives

of events in which Indra plays a role are in the Vi?nu Pur5n

onesidedly 'Visnuite' and tendentious, regarding the person and tbe

superiority of Indra with disfavour. Relating the descendants of

Kasyapa by Danu and other wives ViP. 1, 21 eomes to speak of

Diti who after propitiating Kasyapa obtains a boon, viz. a son of

irresistible prowess who would destroy Indra (st. 31).
3 When

the latter learnt that Diti bore this child he "attended upon her

with the utmost humility" (st 35) and, as soon as the opportunity

occurred, divided the embryo into seven times seven portions.

These became the Maruts, who were so called because Magbavat,

whose associates they were to be, had addressed them : m3r#toh

This story occurs also in the other puranic tests which exhibit

the oldest version of the genealogies
8

: BrP. 3, 110 ff. ;
Har. 1, 3,

23 ff. ; SiPDhs. 54, 83 ff.
4 The epic does not however openly

*

*u^ ^,-,v,Ar of 49 Maruts, although it may be implied m
recofirm^e tue nurnuci uj. ^-^ -"** *

^ ^ i~
*

Mbh. 9, 37, 31 ; the story of^^^^^^ ^
alluded to in Mbh. 5, 108, .

^.known yedic interpretation

the name w^ich_go^ba^k^o^jw^j ;
;- 7^^~immc.~

1. The initial position
of the vcr

diatc sequence o actions.
efl w geeure a 8on who would be

2. For Diti practising
severe *u

j

t*r"
88ff<

the anmhilator ef Indra sec .too VaP. 6-,

3. Kirfcl, Parana pa&calaksaya,
p.

*

pp x 8C e. g.Kirfel,
o. e- f

4 . For comparatively younger
verstona (Mi* *

p. 2 22.
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of Rudra's name in TS. 1. 5, 1, 1 "be wept (aro&t), that is why
he is called Rudra" -is also known to Valrniki, Ram. I, 46, 4 cr.

ed. where (a. 45 f .) the whole story, being linked up very well

with the immediately preceding narrative of the churning otbe
ocean which ends with Indra slaying the asuras, is at greater

length and with some variations (for instance the seven Maruts are

not divided again, but they become the guardians of the 49 winds)

and greater emphasis on Indra's humility narrated also. In the

Veda the Maruts are thrice sixty, or thrice seven in number.

Their birth is often referred to ; they are the sons of Rudra and

the cow Prsni.1 The name ef Diti occurs already in the Rgyed$

and her sons later called the daityas are mentioned at AV. 7, 7,

1. It is the name of Rudra (SB. 11, 6, 3, 7) or the Rudras (B.

9,1,1,6) who are often identical with the Maruts to whom,

as already stated, the pseudo-etymology applies. Indra and the

Maruts are closely connected in the Veda, but not in the above

way.
3 So the story impresses us as an attempt to admit the

Maruts into the genealogy of the divinities by making them sons

of Diti and Kasyapa, to explain their name, their forming u group,

and their being Indra's associates. The figure of Indra is some-

what ambiguous ; he is, it is true, a mighty god, who even acquires

a host of subordinates., but his position is not unchallenged. The

Visnuite element is on the other hand absent.

In the Raji episode (ViP. 4, 9) Indra comes, it is true, to the

fore as the great champion of Vedic religion who slays its eontem-

ners, but also as inferior to Ayus-' son Raji. Raji
3 who is

known to the Mbh. (1, 75, 25 vulg.), and perhaps as an antagonist

of tta god also to the fcV. (6, 26, 6 Indra slew Raji- for PitblnwO,
baxi after assisting the gods in one of their conflicts with, the

da-ityas become their Indra, Placing Raji's feet upon his head

Indra, being deprived of his status, acknowledged him as bis

father and sovereign. When Raji died his sons demanded the

same tank, and as Indra refused to acknowledge their supremacy,

1, For particulars sec MacdoneJJ, Vedic mythology, p. 78 ;
125.

V Tor other variants otke story see Wilson Hall, o. c., II, p. 80.
& Par^ltcr, Ane. Tnd. his*, tradition, p. 85 ff. ; Pati 1, o. c., j>.

9 ; 47 ;
10&
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they reduced him to submission by force, With Brhaspati's help
the latter succeeded in leading the princes into* error and in

conquering them. The episode is told at greater length in an
older version (BdP. 2, 67, 83 ff. ; BrP. 11, 6 ff. ; VaP. 92 78 ff
Har. 1480 (1, 28, 8 ff,) and in another group of texts (MtP. 34'
36 ff.; PadmaP. 1, 1 2 , 78

ff.) which concur in ascribing Raji's
success to a boon accorded to him by Visnu. This detail is

interestingly enough not (yet) mentioned in the Visnu Purana.1

ViP. 4, 7, 4 fi recounts the story of Kus'amba (Ku&sva),
who being desirous of a son who should be equal to Indra engaged
in tapas, so that the god, being alarmed, determined to take upon
himself the character of the king's son. Accrdingly he was born
as Gadhi Kausika (Visvamitra's father), who was to have a
daughter Satyavatl. This non-Visnuite narrative is found at

greater length in a doubtless older version BrP. 10, 25 ff. ; Haiiv.
1427 (1, 27, 13) ff.

; BdP. 2, 66, 33 ff.
3

, where the king is called

Kus'ika,
3 and further in Mbh. 12, 49, 6 putratvam agamad ra/ays

tasya ZoJcesvaresvarafi ; in Ram. 1, 33, 1 ff. cr, ed. no mention 'is

made of Gadhi's incarnating Indra and the king is called Kusa-

nabha, who obtains a son after sacrificing. Notice the god's
motif to be born as Gadhi.

There are of course other ways of expressing the superiority

of Visriu, the Isvara, to Indra, one of the devas. Praising Krsna

the naga Kaliya describes him as the Supreme Spirit, *'frorn

whom come Brahma, Rudra, Candra, Indra, the Maruts etc.'*

(ViP. 5, 7, 60), and Akrura eulogizing him, states him to be

Brahma, Pas'upati ... and the lord of the gods (Indra : 5, 18, 56}

etc. In a non-Visnuite context, VSP. 69, 122 it reads rudr^i

Irahmanavy. indravy, ca lokapalan r&n manun. Hari's nature is

un'known to Brahma, Indra, Rudra, the Asvins etc. (notice this

order ; ViP. 5, 17, 9). In addressing Visnu, Brahma declares that

1. As is Well knovm Visflu*s superiority ia also referred to in other

non-Vi;mite pursue contexts : cf. c. g. E4?. 2, S, 113 ; V5P. 63,, U6

tribhi7jt, kramair im&nil lok&n jitrta oi^ur trhikramat? /
*.** -^"^^

indraja devebtya's caioa sa prabhuh*

2. Kirfel, PurSna paricalaksa^a, p
l 362.

3. See also WilsonHail, IV, p. 16.
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he himself, Indra (the text has Vrtraripu), the Asvins, Varuna etc,

are prepared to execute Visrm's orders (ViP. 5, 1, 57} : although

occupying a high place in the enumeration Indra is second to

Brahma and all the gods are Visnu's servants (cf, 58). Accor-

dingly Maghavat is said to reign over the three worlds through

Visnu's favour (1, 12, 80).

It is however a hazardous procedure to make any conclusion

about Indra's position among, and relation to, other gods from

enumerations of names etc,, because the order in which they are

given may be largely conditioned by the exigencies of rhythm and

versification. Rudra, the Maruts, the Asvins, Satakratu and the

(other) gods cannot equal his actions (5, 20, 91 ; here the longest

member occupies the last place in the dvandva compound 1
),

Thus, in an enumeration of higher beings belonging to various

Categories Indra, though occupying the third place after the seven

rsis and the surati, may be supposed to figure as the chief of the

latter : ViP. 1, 3, 16. I would therefore not consider the order

"Adoration to Dharma, ... to Krsna, ... to Brhaspati, ... to Indra'
1

(MarkP. 8, 167 f.) to be of special consequence. But ViP. 3, ll
f

67 the order intelligibly is dhata (brahma) prajapatiJt fajcro

vahnih ... A king is called the equal of Indra and Visr^u ; MarkP.

8, 32 indropendratulyah. The dvandva compound of the two

names exhibiting the normal order of its components occurs

also in the Mbh. (6, 79, 55 cr. ed. indropendrav ivamarau ; 9, 33,

14). Although Visnu's name Upendra does not occur in thfl

Veda,
2 the idea which it expresses (that of Indra's younger

brother) reflects the Vedic relation between both gods so that its'

Use may here be regarded as traditional. In the DevimShatmya

Indra occupies the last place in a series : MarkP. 85, 12 or 88, 12

"the energies (sakiayah] from the bodies of Brahma, Siva, Guha,

Visiju and of Indra also", and in the detailed description which

1. PSnini 2, 2, 34, see W. Caland, A rhythmic law in. language, Acta

Orientalia (Leiden) 9, p. 59 ff.

2. AiU. 3, 24, 12 is no occurrence (otherwise Vedie Word Gone. V. V.

R. I., Series I, p. 292).
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follows this passage Indra's sakti (st, 20 vajrahastZ ...atndr*) is the

last after those of Brahma, Mahesvara, Kumara, Visnu, Var5ha,

Karasimha
1

; in st, 34 she is the fifth of seven. Cf. also 79
4

13ff.

or 82, 13 ff.

1. For details t Agrawala. * c '



THE RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF THE JANAPADA
LISTS OF THE PURANAS

BY

M. R. SINGH

r

r (wgsr^Ri^
1

^r)

firfir sreNf i ^fffefhft

The Indian literature, passing under the designation Purarm

(meaning old or ancient) has come down to us in a very extensive

form. It consists of eighteen Puranas and more than a hundred

Upa-Puranas, That this literature is a result of interpolations
made from time to time, is declared by some of the Puranas.

They state that in the beginning, there was only one Purana
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which was produced by Brahma before the Vedas issued from

his months
1

:

:
11

504 TO^tfolfea^; II

The justification of this statement lies in the fact that the

preserve in them many traditions which come down from

very early times and even from the pie-Vedic days.
2 ''The Puranas

are store-houses in which are collected the traditions of many

bygone ages, stories and legends touching the sages that are

interspersed throughout the Upanisads and Aranyakas are also

amplified' and embellished",3

Not only for this but also because of its references in the

early
Indian literature, the Purarm literature can claim to go back

to a great antiquity.* It is said that Dvaipayana divided the

siogJ* Veda into four and then with the tales {AkhySnas),

anecdotes (U-pBkhySnas), songs (Gathas) and lore (Kalpftjoktisj,

that had come down from the ages, he compiled the Purana :

The, Purina Pauchalaksnna, viz. (1) creation (Surgtf, tf )

recreation (P.atisar.ga^J^eneal^^
, 3-4

;
3. w ; VW*> I- 60-1 ;

***** " ' ? "^
,

-
. >

-

V. 1, 45-47 ; &, V. 1, 27-28 ; or #**&** *

2. WUeon. nfv Parana (Punthi PuataV, Calcutta^

duction, p. XII.
^ a'tior.!*CMouW B

4. See Pargiter, Ancient^"^Sea in 'the Puranle Rtrd

o* - 5CC-5J.
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(4) comsmic cycles (Manvantaras), and (5) accounts of
royal

dynasties (Varhsanucharit), says R. C. Hazra, have their roots

in these elements. But in most of the extant Piuanas, these

characteristics are not easily deciferable and there are certain

chapters in nearly all the Puranas which, however, cannot be

placed under any of these Laksanas. For instance, these Laksanas

cannot include the chapters on the Mahatmya of the Tlrthas, on

the Hindu rites and customs etc. On the other hand, on some

topics, certain PurSnas give word to word same account. In view

of this fact the dates assigned to the different Puranas
hardly

solve real problem. For instance, the Vamana Purana is supposed

to be a later PurSpa. Does it mean that its geographical account

of BhStratavara, which is the same as that of the Fa^a,

Brahmanda* Matsya, and Markaytfeya (57), deals with the
geography

of a later period ? Here one is bound to admit that its geographi-

cal account of BhSratavarsa BELONGS TO THE PERIOD
WITH WHICH DEAL THE EARLY Puranas, containing the

same account, While it is true that some Puranas contain more

early materials than certain others, it is at least equally significant

that many of them contain texts and portions which could be

considered separately for the purpose of relative
chronology,

Thus without seeking to deny the chronological differences of

some Pur^nic compilations taken as whole, it would appear to be

a necessary as well as a useful task to work out the relative

chronology of certain texts which cover common areas and may

be found with some variations in many Puranas, These texts

need to be analysed separately in the first instance. It is only

later on that we may essay the task of fullfiedged PurSnic chrono-

logy. Some work on this line has been done by Hazraand

Pargiter, the former has considered the chapter on Hindu rites and

customs7 and the latter on the genealogies.
8 A similar conside-

Q. R, C. Hazra, op, cit, p. *. 7* Ibid,

8, Pargiter op. cit. and The Purajaa texts of Dynasties of the Kaluge

(The Chow kharaba Snoakrit acrica office, Varanaai, 196ZJ Sec also

1>, R, Maokad, Puranic chronology (Gujerat, 1951). A similar work

has bcco dome by Prof, G< C. Pftode, though not on the Pursue, He

Uae otrmUtied the 84dhis* Niiayaa {atudiei in the Origins of

, University o Allahabad, 1957, Chu, J-VIJt,
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for other chapters may furnish ground of the utilisation of

Parana literature. In the following pages an attempt has been

to stratify the Purana texts on the account of Bbaratavarsa.

There are only eleven Puranas which have a Chapter on the

phy of Bharatavarsa. They are : (1) Vayu (I. 4. 5), (2)

Amanda (I. 2. 16), (3) Matiya (113 or 114) (4) MMandeya (57

58), (5) Vsmana (13), (6) Fwm (II. 3), (7) JBCwm (I. 47), (8)

(17), (9) GW^a (55), "(10) Vism-DJiarmottam (1 9), (11)

(Svargakhanda, 6). Among these the first four and the

a (57) have followed one draft. Similarly the draft of

is the same which is found in the Kurm and Brahma,

drafts of the Gfaruda and Padma are different and are not

in any other Purana. The Padma a account is the same

which is of the MahabTiamta BhTsma Parvan (9) and the Garuda'%

account has been followed by the Vimu-DJiarmottara which is

regarded to be out of the canons of eighteen Mahapuranas. The
account of the Marlsandeya (58) is incorporated in the Brhat-

mhita* and the Paratara Tantrct.. Thus on the whole, we have

five drafts, all dealing with the geography of India and it goes

without saying that each of these was compiled by different hands,

The Janapadas, rivers and mountains referred to in these

Puranas have to be placed all over Bharatavarsa. It evidently
means that by the time of their compilation, the northerners had

crossed the mountain Vindhyas and had penetrated into the

southern Deccan right upto the tip of the southern Peninsula.

Hence to suggest a date for the texts we have to know the time

by which this exploration could have been done. This will be a

lower limit. The BrhatsamMta, a work of the sixth century A. D.,

has a chapter on the Janapadas of India. Its list indicates that

by this time the geographical knowledge had increased to a most

satisfactory extent and it seems quite warranted to accept that

the Janapada accounts of the Puranas in question belong to an

earlier date.

It is well known that the geographical knowledge of the

early Vedic literature is confined to the regions, lying to the

9. Brhatsavhhita (Ed. by Kern Bibliotheca India, 1865) ch XIV.
'

'

'

'
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north of the Vindhyas, It is only in the later Vedic literature

that we find the references to a few peoples who can be located

to the south of this mountain. The references to Vidarbhn10

and Nisadha11 found in the Brahmana literature have enabled
Dr. H. C. Ray Chaudhuri to conclude that by this time, the

Aryans had penetrated into central India and southern Deccan.13

But Pt. K. Chattopadhyay suggests otherwise. He says that

the words, Vidarbha, Nisadha etc. should be understood not as

names of places but of the tribes. 13 The Aitareya Brahmana

mentions the Andhras, Sabaras, Pulindas and Pundras as peoples

living beyond the Aryandom.
14 The first three of these were

undoubtedly the peoples living to the south of the Vindhyas.
16

However, there is no denying the fact that the extreme south was

left unexplored by the Vedic Aryans. It is only in the fifth

century B. C. that the exploration of the region lying upto the

Godawari was completed. The Janapadas like Kamboja in the

JO. Avtar&a Brahmana, Villa 34 ; Satapatha. Brahrnana XIV. 5. 5. 22,

11. Satapath a Brahmana II. 3. 2. I.

12. Political History of India (Sixth Edition) P. 40.

13. Pt. K. Chattopadhyay in I. G. HI.

14. Aitarew Bf&hmvna, VIII. 18.

15. For the identification of the Andhras see, I, A. Vol. XLVII. p. 71
;

Ibid Vol. XLII. 1913 p. 281; G. Yazdani, The early History of

Deccan Parts I-VI. (Oxford University Press London, 1960). p. 28
;

D. G Ganguly, Eastern Ghalukyas (Banarae, 1937) p 1
; D, G.

Sircar Successors of the Satavahanas (University of Calcutta, 1939J

p. 2
;
D. R. Bhandarkar, Asfoka (Third Ed. 1955) p. 31.

For the identification of the Sabaras see, Cunningham. Ancient

Gepgraphy of India (New Edition) pp. 583, 586
;
H. C. Ray

Chauduri op, 93-94 J. A. H, R. S., Vol. XII. pp. 57 ff,

The Pulindas aeem to have been, a mountaineer tribe living in

different parts of the Himalayas and the Vindhyaa. The Pura^as

(Brahmantfa II, 58; Mdrhande^a 57.47; Matsya 113.48; Vamara

13, 47,50 ; Vayu I. 45. 125 ; Garuda, 55. 12
; Visn^Dharmotlara I. 9. 4 ;

P$$mfl SvqrgQt 6. 57 ; ef. Mbh. (Gitapreas, XIII. 207-42) place the

Pulindas in South India, cf. Mbh. II. 86. 10 ; II 31. 16, The ^a(w
Parana (113. 4l) mentions the Pulindas in Udiehya divisiqn and

suggests a location for them on the banks of the river Hairanvati

Whieh. flowed in the Himalayan region (Matsya 116, 1-20 cf,

DhQrtnottara I. 184- 1-20), The Mah&bh&rata also locates the

IP the Himalayan region (Mbh, III 140.
25).
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north, Sauvlra in the west, Asmaka in the south, Kaluga in the

south-east and Suramas in the east, all being mentioned in the

the Aatadkyayz mark the extreme points of our geographical

knowledge in this period,
38 The geographical names occurring

in the early Buddhist literature do not suggest any change in

this geographical horizon. The list of the sixteen Mahajanapadas
as given in the Atguttara Nilcaya

11 and the Jain Wiagavatt Sutra?*

perhaps mark the extreme points of our geographical knowledge
mleast upto the beginning of the third century B. C.

By the close of the fourth century B. C. we find some
further development. Magasthenes, who visited India in this

period refers to the country of the Pandyas, situated in the

northern-most part of Peninsular India.10 The references to the

PSndyas, Cliolas and Keralas are also met within the epics
20

,
i

Out their dates have not yet been decided in all their details.

The Arthasdstra of Kanftlya refers to a kind of pearl called

Paudyakavata, which was produced in the Pandya country.
91

Reference to this name is also found in the Ramdyana which has

KavStatn PandyainSm instead of Pandyakavata,"

It has been suggested that Kava^a referred to here is

Kavatapura, the capital city of the Pandyas, identified with

Korkai of the Tamil literature.23 The first datable reference to

16. V, S. Agrawal, ladia as known t6 Pfinini (Luefcoow Univcfaity,

1954=) p, 34.

17. Anguetara Jfikdya (P. T. G.) I. 213 ;
IV. 252, 256, 260.

18. J G. Jain, Life in Ancient India as depicted in the Jain Canons

(Bombay, 1947) p; 251.

19. J. W MG. Grindle, Ancient India as described by Megastiienes and

Artian (Revised Second Edition, R, C Majncadar 1960) p. 163,

20. Ramwtna Kisk. 41. IMS
;
Mbh, VL 9. 44 ;

VI. 50. 51
;
VII. II. 17 ;

"

VIII. 12. 15 ; Mbh. II. 31. 1647 ; 31. 71. etc.

21. Arthasastra (English translation by &. Shamaaastry, M'y'sore, Sixth

Ed.) pp. 75-76.

22. R-Srriajana Ktsk. 41. 18-19.

23* I. G.,J. p. 249,
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the country of the Keralas and the Cholas is found in the inscrip-

tions of Asoka, who. according to the accepted chronology reigned

from C. 273 B. C. to 236 B, C.2* This may be taken to be the

earliest date for the compilation of the Janapada lists of the

Puranas, In order to consider the fulfledged chronology we
should consider the antiquity of a few more names which are

mentioned in the Pnranas, but not in other early literature or

epigraphs. These names are Maharasra, Kamarupa, Paraslka,

and Huna,

Maharaatra : The earliest reference to Maharas^ra is

found in the Manimelcalait
a work of the 4th century A. D.aa

This name is not mentioned in either of the epics. However
if the account of the third Buddhist council is to be believed,

one may suggest that Maharastra was a known country during
the times of As'oka, 28

According to the Jain tradition, Maha-
rastra was known during the time of Sampai (Samprati) son of

Aaoka.27 Some scholars have suggested that the Ra|riyas of

the Asoka's inscriptions were a people of Maharas^ra.
28 But a

passage of the Brahmavaivarta Purana suggests that the R5strlyas
and the Maharastras were two different peoples.

29

Paraslkas They are mentioned in the Raghuvamsa?* Maha>
bharata BJizsma Parvan* 1

Mudra~Rak*aBcP* (a work Of the fifth cen-

tury A. D.) and Gaudavaho (a work of the eighth century A. D.}
38

Kamarupa It is mentioned in the RagTiuvamsa of Kalidasa, fl*

24. G. I* I., I pp. 25, 28, 70, 83.

~ ~~~

25. Siddha Bharati, Ft, II p. 285.

26. Mahavamsa, XII, 5. 37

27. J. G, Jain, op, eit, p. 266.

28. R. G. Bhaadarkar, Early History of the Dekkan, (Suail Gupta,
Calcutta, 1957} p. 20 ; G. S. Saradeaai. New History of the Marathaa
(1957) Vol. I P, 17.

29 Brahmavaivarta Parana Ganapatikhanja, 35. 12-13.

80. Ra&huvamSa IV

31. Mbh, VI, 10, 51.

32. Mudra-Rdksasa I, V. No, 20.

33, D. C,
Sircar, Studies iu the Geography of Anct. and Mediaeval India

{Motilal Banarasidass) p, 38.

34, Razhuoaibsa t IV. 83-84.
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Most of the scholars believe that the poet lived hi the
fifth century A, D.,"

5
while some have suggested earlier*' or

later

87 dates. KalidSsa mentions the Hunas on the banks of
the Vauksu or the Oxus.s* It is generally believed that the
Hanas had not reached the oxus before 400 A.D The names
Kamarupa

1 and 'Paraslkas' found in the EaffhuvaMa are not

found as such in Indian Literature or Inscriptions before the 4th

century A. D. 40
although Achaemerdds and Partisans had ruled

over parts of north-west and the region from Persia to Assam

was known. These facts create some doubt about the theories

which place KaKdasa earlier than the 4th century A. D. The
first datable reference to Kamarupa is found in the Allahabad

Pillar inscription of Samudragupta, who ruled from 321 A D,

to 375 A. D. 41

x*

Sakas The people known as Sakas in Indian literature*
2

S5t A. B. Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature (Oxford University

Press, 1956), p. 82
;
R. G. Bhandarfear, J. B. O. R. S., Vol. XX. p.

399 ; Vincent A. Smith, Early History of India (Founh Edition,

Oxford, 1924) p. 321 Bbagav/at Saran Upadhyaya, India in Kahuj&a

(KLttabistan Allahabad, 1947) Appendix A.

36. Rao Bahadur G. V. Vaidya, (A. B. OR. L, 1920 pp, 63-68} and Pi. K.

Chattopadhyaya (The date of Kalidasa) place the poet in the firgt

century B. C. Vaidya'a arguments have been sought to be answered

by K. G. Sankar (A. B. O. R. I., 1920 pp, 189 ff). The views of Pt.

Cfcattopadhyaya have been considered by Prof. V. V* Mira*hi

(Kalidasa, Hindi Edition, pp. 14 F) and Sri Bhagawat Saran L'pa-

dtxyaya (Op. eit. Appendix A. )

37. M. M. Hara Prasad ShaBtri (J. B. O. R. S., 1916 pp, 31 ff^aod D. R.

Bhandarkar (A. B. O. R. I., 1927 Vol. VIII. pp. 226-4} make Kilidtoa

a contemporary of YaSodharman. This view has been controverted

by A. B. Keith (J. R. A. S,, 1909 pp. 433 ff) and B, C. Majunhfer (j.

R. S* S., 1909 pp. 731 ff, J. B, O. R, S., 1916, pp 589 ff>

38. Raghuvamta, IV. 67-68.

39. See infra under HUpas.

40. See inf**a under HftiiaB am

42. The earliest Indiaa refe

(India in the time of Patafijali, pp.

werc AnirovaBit. ftdn. la th.

along with tte PSrdas md h,Ptttat.tw
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are the akas of Persian inscriptions,
45 They were the Sknthoi

of the Greek writers and Ashkuzai of the Assyrians.
44 The

Persian inscriptions, says Prof. Bagchi, locate the Sakas near

GSndhara and therefore make it clear that the akas were living

near the frontiers of India before the Greeks had come to that

region,
45 aka kings were ruling in Taxila in the first century

B. C.'
fl

Hunas The people of this name of Indian literature47 were

a branch of the High-nu, a nomadic tribe of central Asia. 48 They

were known to the Chinese as Yetha, to the classical writers as

Ksatriyas. Similarly, in the Mahabhdrata (XII. 65. 13-15 ; XIII. 33.

21), the Sakas, Yavanas, Kirata?, Gandharas, Chinas^ Sabaras, Bar-

baras, Tusaras, Kaiikas and Pahlavas are said to be Dasyue and

Visayavssins. In a number of the epic verses the Siakas have been

associated with the Yavanas, PahlavaB, Daradaa, Harahunas, Kam-

bojas. Tusaras and other tribes of the northwest (Mbh. I. 174, 36-38
;

II 32. 12-16 ; 51. 23
;
52. 16

;
HE 5l, 24-25 ; VI. 20-13 ; 57. 7

; 75-21 ;

VII. 7. 17-18 ; 93. 92 ; 119. 15 ; 121.13 ; VIII, 8. 18
;

56. 1 15 ; 73. 19 ;

88. 17; IX. 1, 37 etc.). In the Rdniayana (Kisjk 43. 12) Sugriva

figures as directing the monkeys to go to the lands of the Kambojas,

Yavauas, Sakas and Varadaa (Paradaa ? )

43
1

. D. C. Sircar Select Inscriptions bearing on Indian History and civili-

zation (Calcutta University 1942) Vol. I. pp, 6-7.

44. P. G. Bagchi, India and Central Asia (National Council of Education;

Bengal. Calcutta, 1955) p. 1-

45. Ibid. p. Ul.

46. Sudhakar Chattopadhyaya, Early History of North India (Calcutta,

1958) p. 57. The Age of imperial Unity, p. 127.

47. Ifae Mahabharata locates the Hunas along with the Chinas to the

north of Aryavarta (Mbh. XII. 3 .5 of Ibid. VI. 9,66). At another

place also it associates them with the Chinas (Mbh. L 174-38). It

also refers to- the Harahunas (Mbh. III. 51.25)) who were probably
a branch of the Hui.ias. In the Raghuvawsa (IV. 67-68) Raghu figures

as defeating the Hvlnaa on the banks of the Vanisu or the Oxus.
48. D. G. Sircar, op, cit, p, 3] 5 n 1 ; A New Hiatory of Indian people,

Vol. VI. p. 177 ff; R. S. Tripathi, Histoty of Ancient India (Motilal

Banarasidasa, 1960) p. 279. S. Chaftopadhyaya (op. cit, p. 191) says
that the Hu*!jas who figure in Indian History were Ephthalites and

not a branch of the Hing-nu tribe. The suggestion do'es not appear
to be very convincing for the Indian name Huna can 'only be derived

from Hing-nu or any such other name and not from Ephthalitca,
Hythal or Yetha,
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Ephthalites or white Hunas and to the Persians as Hythal.
40 In

the fifth century A. D. they appear in the country of the Oxus.60

From this region they carried their conquests down to Gandbara

and beyond the Indus in the south, and as far as Khotan and

Karashahr in the east.61 In A. D. 424, they crossed the Oxus,

and, according to the Persian chroniclers the news of their inroads

caused a widespread panic.
52 This time Behram Gur Wtls on the

throne of Persia. He defeated them and to complete his victory,

lie followed up the enemy across the Oxus, defeated them again

and compelled them to sue for peace.
53 Now onwards the Hunas

made repeated attempts to capture Persia and to enter India,

The Bhitari inscription of Skanda Gnpta indicates that during his

time c445 A. D. to 467 A. D.) they made an unsuccessful bid to

hve an empire within India.64 In the beginning of the fifth

century A. D., they were settled on the Indian border as we

learn from the account of Orosius.
65 Before 520 A. D., they had

captured the province of Gandhara as we learn from the account

of the Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun.
66

On the basis of the discussion, made above, we may now

consider the chronology of the Janapada lists of the Puranas :

I. The Janapada list of the Matoya, Matlwnfc^ Vfonana,

Vayit, and Bra^ma^a These Puranas, as stated earlier follow

one draft which seems to have originally been compiled
in_

the

Matiya Purana which does not mention the

49. P. G. Bagchi, op. cit, p. 136 ;
sM and

South Indian Hiatory aad Culture, Poana Oriental Scrica, No, <*,

Vol. I, p. 68; S. Ghattopadhyaya op. eit, pp. 18M8* ; Wngwiier

General Sir Percy Sykc, A history of Persia, Vol. I {London. 19;8> p,

,j > *>

50. J.J- Modi, Early History of the HunaB and their iarcada >a India

Paraia, pp. 566-t7.

51. Stein, Ancient Khotan, ch. Ill p. 58,

52. Sir Percy Syfce, op. cit, p. 433.

53. Ibid* p. 434.

54. G. I. L, III, p. 52.
. s

-
.

galcutta
f 1957) IV. p.

67,
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Kamarupa, Paraslkas or any other name which may indicate that

the draft was compiled after the second century B. C. It mentions

the Sakas67
who, as we have seen, were living near Gandhara

prior to the time when Greeks came in India, Patanjali's MM-
bhasya mentions the Sakas in such a way as if they were mixed

in Indian society in the second century B. C.58 R. D^ Banarjee

has remarked, *'aka infiltration into the extreme north-western

borders of India some considerable time before the beginning of

the Christian era is exteremely likely perhaps oven when the

Bactnan Greeks were ruling in these regions",
59

Moreover, there

is an edition of the Matsya Pwrana which even does not mention

the &akas, 6t> The other Pqranas which mention the Sakas are

Vayu and Brdhmanda.^ A comparision of the readings of these

Puranas with that of the Markandeya and Vamctna indicates that

the placement of the Sakas is a result of interpolation and the

original reading was Satadujas or Satadrujas or atadravas :

Vdyu Brahmantfa Markandeya Matsya Vdmana
45.116 1.2.16.48 57,376 113.41 f 13.39ff

Sakshradas11

^akas,
Hunas6i

Satadujas Sakadru- Satadra-

Sakadrihala 88
Sakas, Bhadras 85

hyas vas

These names seem to suggest that there should be only
one name and the reading 6akas-Hunas may be taken to be a

mistake There is a long gap of time between the end of
the Saka sovereignty and the advent of the Hunas
and the mention of both the people in a single appellation
cannot be accounted for on the historical ground. It is probable^^ a

57. Matsja U3.41

Compwhenaive History of India, Vol. I, p. 189.^

, J. 45.116
; Btahmanda I. 2.J6.48.

Baugavaai office Calcutta and Sriveokateehwar Preas Editions.

Rcprint' s '

Bangavasi offiee Calcutta cd.

Srivenlcatcshwar Press d f
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Jjttle carelessness of the copyists changed the letter Ha' into 'ka'

thereby the name became unexplainable to the Pauranikas.

Accordingly the author of the Brahmanda Purana changed it into

Saka-Hunas, sometimes after the 4th century A.D. The fact

that corruptions lead from less known towards well known when

applied in restoring this name furnishes us with the same result.

But this conclusion has to be checked by another name I.e.

MahSratra. This name finds mention in the Vayu,

$Afkt}deya and Vamana** At the same place the Matsya

reads Navarastra.
87 Here one can not support the reading of the

jtf&tsyd against the unanirrious reading of the four Purlrms,

Though the actual reference to Maharastra is not found before

the fourth century A. D., yet there is every possibility that

Maharastra was a known country diiritig the time of Aloka, not

only because that the Buddhist and Jain traditions suggest tisis

bflt also because that the inscriptions of Asoka refer to the

countries lying to the south of Maharasfcra.

Thus it seems fairly warranted to hold that the original

draft of these Puranas belongs to the secoud century B.C. It was

revised for the first'time in the fifth century A.D. wfcen tbe HGiiss

were included in the list. The Vay^ arid Srahman^a mention

theffiinas in the Parvatair^yin division.*
8 At the same place

the other Puranas and one edition of the BraManda read Lrnas,

the Ornas are also mentioned in the
A&d*pf>*

*
i^*.ju*

probable that the original reading was Urna whicn

after the fourth century A. D,
;
The &aJM*t*

flunas also in Udichya division.
T1

II. The version of the Brahma, mrma and Vism

These Puranas give a very short list and

more than 25 **^.. **&*&v*V*J^^- ^^7-^^ 5M* v*
X)\J W tjftA *j ^K^f m **

j '..'.-..

67. Afflijya, U3-<n.
.

.

. _ , Gaicuttci Ed) 1, 2.1&6^s

Rft v-Tivii 4 fi 135 ff.* BrahmSnda (Bangavasi "_ c tt M"3kandefDtia. V CtyUy *3l*'-cJ **>/-" *.. % _. * Y 2 ** " *

70^ V- S, Agrawal, op. it* P-

71.
'

3
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polation mention the Hunas, Parasikas and Kamarupa.
72 Hence

it is quite evident that their account belongs to the fifth century

A, D., for as we have seen these names were unknown before

this period.

III. Kurma-Nivesa section of the Mar'kandeya Purana.

In this section Bharatavarsa is supposed to be shaped like

a tortoise.73 One such composition is included in the Atham-

parisista another in the Parasara Tantra and a third in the

Brhatasanihita.7i The Kurma-Vibhaga, says H. C. Raychaudhuri,
cannot in all probability be assigned to a date earlier than the

fourth century A. D. This inference follows from the reference

to Kamarupa in the AtJiarvaparm*ta t to Vardhamana and to

Maharasftra in the Markandeya Purana which are unknown to

literature or inscription of an earlier date.75 The references to

Konkana, Karnata and Huna found in the Marlcandeya Purtinn

also support this conclusion.
76

IV, The version of the Gf-aruda and Visnu-Dliarmottara.

Like the Martsandeya (58) and the Brhatsathhita (XIV), these

Puranas mention the Janapadas in nine divisions, viz., Madhyadesn,

Purva-desa, Purva-Daksina, Daksina-Patha, Duksina-Paschima,

Paschima, Uttara-Paschima, UdlchI and Purva-Uttara.77
Like

the Markandeya. and the BfhatsamMta, these Puranas locate the

Ambasthas, Dravidas, Kambojas, Stnmukhas and the Anarttasin

the South-west ;
TB the Kalingas, Vangas, Pundras, Angus,

Vidarbhas and the Vindhyavasins in the south-east ;

79
the

72. Fi>;ia, II. 3, 15-17 j Brahma, 17. 15-18 ; Kurma, I. 47. 41-44-.

73. Ai"arkandeyat 5 8.

74. H. G. Raychaudhuri, Studies in Indian Antiquities, (Second Edition,

1958), p. 48.

75. Ibid. p. 49.

76. Markandeya, 58. 21-23, 45.

77. Garuda, 55, 10. 18 ; Visw-Dhormottara, I. 9. 2-10.

78. Garuda, 55. 14 ; Visnit-Dharmottara, I. 9. 6
; Markanfaya, 58. 30-32

;

Brhatsamhila, XIV. 17-19.

79. Garuda, 55. 12
; Visnu-Dharmottara, T. 9. 4 : M&rkan<le?at 58, 16-18;

Brhatsa*hita, XIV. 8-JO.
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Karnatas in the south ;

80 the Vrsadarbhas, Padmas, Magandhas,
Submas, Kasayas and Kosalas in the east ;

81 and the Abhisaras,

KasraTras, Trigarthas and Kulutas in the north-east." These facts

indicate that the Janapada account of the Garuda and the Hawn-
Dkrmottara is either a summarised form of the account of the

Brfatsamhita and the Markandeya or that the account of the latter

texts is borrowed from the former texts and it was made compre-

hensive by adding more names. But as the account of the

Markandeya and the Br7iatsamhit& is according to the astrological

plan of dividing India into nine parts it may be suggested that the

borrowers were the Graruda aad the Fistiu-Dharinottara.

V. The account, of the Padma and the

B7i1sma Parvan Since both the lists are practically one and

the same, one cannot say whether the list was originally compiled

in the Maliabharata or the Padma Purana?* However, the list in

its present form has the bearings of its being revised at least two

times. This inference follows from the double references to

Vidarbhas,
8 *

Videhas,
86

Angas,
86

Kasmlras,
87

Bahllkas,
88 Sakas"

etc. The account of both the texts cannot be dated earlier than

the 4th century A, D. This inference is brought out clearly from

the mention of the Hunas along with the Parasikas in the list.**

Now we may conclude that :

(1) The original draft of the texts of the Matsya group was

compiled in the 2nd century B. C. ;

80^ Gartida, 55, 13 ; Visqu-Dharmottara, 1,9,5; B>-hatsauhita, XIV. 11-16 ;

MarkatiQejat 58. 20-28.

81. Garuda, 55. 11
;

Vistitt-Dharmottara* L 9, 3 ; Brhatsaihit&, XIV. 5-7 ;

JMdrk&Tideya t 58, 11-14.

82. Garttda,tt. IQ } Viwi-Dharmottara, 1.9.10; M&rfo < 7jw 58.43-52;

Brhatsatfihita, XIV. 29-31.

83. Padma, Svargakhanda, 6, Mbh, VI. 9.

84. Padma, Svargakhatfa, 6.38 & 59 ;
Mbh. VI. 9.43 & 64.

85. Ibid. 6.40 and 52 j
Mbh. VL 9.45 and 57.

86. Ibid. 6.41 & 45
;
Mbh. VI. 9.46 & 50.

87 Ibid. 6,48 & 62. Mbh. VI. 9.53 & 67.

88. Ibid. 6.42 & 49 ;
Mbh, VI. 9.47 & 54.

89. Ibid. 6.40 & 46; Mbh. VL 9.45 & 51.

9 0. Ibid. 6,61 ;
Mbh. VI, 9.66,
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(2)
The version of the %, Surma and 5rabd was

compiled
ind 5th century A. D,

;

(3) The KuTrna-Nivesa section of the Hfrhnfoyu belongs

to 400 A, D, to 600 A. D.;

(4)
The account of the Qmk and Vm-Dhmifan was

borrowed from that of the Marknfof and the 5ffart-

!flm)l/5 sometimes after the 6th century A, D.

(5)
The text of the him and the MMUnln was com-

piled in the fifth
century A, D,



TWO PAURANIC SITES OF VIDARBHA

BY

D. P. DlKSHlT

37 qft-ww*

&3r*?r.

snorter fe*?^retaT%*r, ^^ (^rc^) g^r ^ *$&#$:* (ferr^
S%"T ) ^arnftT^Rwi ^S^gpTJI^T ^ft% 5Rfef5f^Pft ^ STtfmTT^

"**"

In the Paurarnc Liter8ture of India.-Up.pur^.* el-.: .

considerable number. Majority of them are regional
ar.iu'

their respective regions in detail. Gan^a Pura,,,,, an I

is peculiar to Maharashtra and Vidarbha. It men

places of considerable importance
in the above ^-

and thus helps to reooustruot the c.ltnrd and reb ^
Vidarbha and Maharashtra. I propose

to <!- Kf

two ancient towns of Vidarbha in this small article,

OR ABSSHAKSHtWA.
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the lord of Siddhi and Vigbna, mentions many places related to

the worship of this deity. Ganapati claims a good number of

devotees in this region. The antiquity of Ganesa Worship is a

matter of controversy, going on since long among scholars. Some

say it was prevelent in Pre-Gupta period and others hold the view

that it developed in post-Gupta period.
2 But the recent researches

as well as other evidences claim to assign it a date in the 2nd

Century A. D. 3
. However, there are many localities which are

counted among the sacred places connected with lord Vighnesha
and are situated in Vidarbha.

In Chapter 31 (Kridakhanda) of Ganes'a Puraria', we
are informed that Bhagawan Vamana visited Vidarbha and

selected a site for performing penances which was full of several

herbs and trees and was also beautified with tanks.

n

In the same context, it is narrated that Bhagvan Vamana
performed penances there and worshipped Ganesa, chanting
Shadakshara mantra, keeping fast for a year.

q-g

Vinayaka was pleased with Vamana and appeared there and
bestowed boons on him that no one should be able to defeat him

SaSi"^ t
aWe

f
SaVe Indra Wh Se kbgdom was threatenedBahthe klng of Asura, After this V.mana established, at

196 *> Pages 26-35. Miraahi V. V
' Pages 18'23

K I HP (Wtht), Feb. 1965, p. 1-9.

K., L H. a, Session, 1959, Pages 150
P. r,Wf Gh> XXXI

do V-8, Page 118,
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fashioned from Kashmiri Stone having 4 hands, three eyes and
trunk.

6

^

There Vamana constructed a temple with pearl and gold
and giving a village to a Brahmana arranged the worship of the
J * i

*

deity three times a day and went to his home and then the famous

episode of VSmana and Bali is narrated.

In this way Vamana saved Indra as well as his kingdom.

Now the place where VSmana worshipped Ganesa before going to

beg the land sufficient to take three steps is mentioned as Adosha-

pura which was in Vidarbha.

Now AdSshapura being in Vidarbha can be safely identified

with modern Adasa (Adasa Sdnapura) a village in Savanera

Tahsil of Nagpur Distt. and situated at a distance of about 24

miles by road from Nagpur. Oa a visit there was found an ancient

temple of Vakratunda Ganapati along with the temples of Devi

Bhairava MarutT and Tryambakesvara on the hills at Adasa.

AH built in rough Hemadpanti style and can be safely assigned

to early yadava period.
9

Local people narrate that the present image of Ganapati

bides another small image of Ganapati made of Kashmiri Stone

which plainly corroborates the statement of Ganesa Parana. The

presence of seven old tanks locally called tlrthas, its hilly position

6.
''

v. 22.

G. P. (Krt<j.akhan4a), Ch. XXXI V. 21-22 Page 120.

7. G. P. do do 23 Page 120.

8. G,P. do do 48 Page 122.

9. N. U ).
Vol. XVII. No, I, Page 26 (Nagpur University Journal),
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and surrounding herbs and tre'es on the hill reflect the grandeur of

the site and support the statement of Ganesa Purana.

Henry Cousens also describes the temples of Adasa in short

and says "that this part of the country was in old times called

Vidarbhadesa and the present locality Adasakshetra". 11 It

appears that Cousens' Adasakshetra stands for Ad^shakshettra or

Adoshapura of GaneSa PurSna. Moreover the present term AdasS

Appears to be corruption of Sanskrit term AdSsha. The temples

of Adasa are referred to in Nagpur Distt. Gazetteer'- 12 The

Imperial Gazetteer of India also makes a passing reference to the

temples of Adasa. 13 Even to-day many people from surrounding

region come everyday to pay homage to Lord Vighnesa here and

regard it as one of the tlrthas related Lo Ganesa,

We do not find any inscription at Adasa ; therefore it is not

possible to give a definite date to the Site. But on the basis of

architecture of the temples there and other remains roughly it

can be assigned early Yadava period. Though the mention of

Adasa in Ganesa Purana as a place visited and selected by

fehagvan Vamana demands an earlier date. 14i

However, what has been said abovej indicates the ancient-

ness of the site and reflects that for a very long period this place

had been a place of veneration for the people of Vidarbha.

KADA&IBA NAGARA OR CHINTAMARI NAGARA

In chapters 30 to 33 of Ganesa Parana 1 ** we come across

the famous episode of Ahilya, the wife of Rishi Gautama, ami

Indra, with the result that Indra was cursed to have 1000 Bbagas

on. his face. Due to shame arid fear he took the shelter in fche

leaves of she-lotuses in a tank, at the request of all the Rishis

Gautam was satisfied and advised Indra to worship Ganesa by
_ ...... _______.....-i -.

-._, .,_

. .1.+ __^_ _____ - -

10. G, t, (KrldSkhaijda) Ch. ^XXI, V. 7, Page 118.

11. Cousthfi' Hat of Antiquarian Remains C. P. arid Berar Page I.

12. Page 3Qa (Puba908).
13. Vol. XVIII (N, EcU) P. SOB

14. N. U. J. Vol XVII No. 1, Page 37.

kta^da, Pages 96 to 106.
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(toting Shadakshara-mantra. Indfa performed penances at a p|w
mto a Kadamba tree for 1000 years and Vinayaka was plea ei! ,

ltWand appeared at the same place. Then Indro recovered" h'-l

{dly body and 1000 eyes and demanded the boon alon- wi-7
otbers that this Kadambanagara where he was penancing "shonld
be known as Chintamaninagara.

II"

Lord Vinayaka granted him all the boons and bestowed on
Bira his lost position and also stated that who ever would ba*b*
in the tank (where Indra was biding) at Kadambanagara will be
relieved of all his troubles. Saying this Ganesa disappeared and
Ifldra there established a godly and well-featured crystal image
of Gajanana and constructed a good temple with pear! and goW
anclwent to his abode.17

In the same narration it: .also states that tbe

amani Sardvara is famous on the eartk The Ganges

;o-day comes to get the image of Lord Chintltnaai batbetl

MI the orders of Indra.

16. G. P. Upaaana-khanda 'ch. XXK1V.
.

V. ,'

17. ,do
'

/..do ^, XXXIV, V.3T

18. do ., do .-&. ;*,
19. do do .-.-fh, :'>; --V.JMO
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This Chintamani tirtha has also been called Ganes'a tirtha,

It has been referred to as Chintamanikshetra at two other places

in the PurSna.

ftfq

al

Gapesa Purapa places Kadambanagara in Vidarbha.1

'.

There is .a place named Kalam or Knlamba in the Yeotmal Taluka
and Distt. It is about 14 miles from the Distt. head quarter.
This place is considered sacred by the devotees of GanC-s'a of

the surrounding region and regarded as an ancient centre of

Ganesa, Worship. The manuscript (PothI) of Kajamba or

Kalamba mahatmya calls it Kadambanagara in Chintamatj-
kshetra ana describes the Sarovara Chintamani. Ganes'a Purana
also deals with all the above mentioned details and associates the
site with Indra's worship of GanSs'a. The above mentioned
manuscript also says that the temple at Kalamba was established
by Indra with all the details of Ganes'a Purana about the

Kunda(Pond).
lfle

Taking all the legends of Mahatmya and local traditions as
well as statements of Ganela Pqrana into consideration it appearsqe probable that present Kalamba is identical with ancfa
Kad^banagaraorChintamaninagara. Even to-day there exists

ground temp,e at Kalamba or Kalam having Z i

flooded at its own and
' a getS

to the

the bes t f

-

ch. XXIX V, 11. Pa^e 94.
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confidence. My friend Shri M. S. Wabgaonkar
24 informed me

that he witnessed in person this act of overflooding of Kunda at

its own in 1955-56. This clearly confirms the statements of the

Gaiiesa

Henry Cousens also writes in his List of Antiquarian
Remains of C. P. and Berar that "It (Kalam) has an underground

temple dedicated to Chintaman,"25 Therefore the Ountamani of

local traditions and Chintamani Vinayaka of Ghintamanikshe$ra,

Kadambanagara of Ganesa Purana and Chintaman of Cousens

stand for the same deity enshrined in a small temple at Kalamba.

The Gazetteer of Yeotmal Distt." also refers to this site as well as

god Chintamani.

It follows from the above discussion that the present Kalam
or Kalarqba is

definitely old Kadambapura or Chintamaninagara

where Indra worshipped lord Ganesa.

No inscription from this place has come to light upto now ;

so it is difficult to give a definite date to the site. But its mention

in the Ganesa Purana indicates that it was in existence prior to

the composition of the said purSna, Dr. R. C. Hazra has fixed

the date of Ganesa Purana, on the basis of its contents, faeween

1100 A. D. to 1400 A. D.37
Though Mr. J. N. Farquhar places

it between 900 A. D, to 1350 A. D.28 Therefore, safely, we can

place the antiquity of the site between 800 A. D. to 1000 A. D.

24 A lecturer in Maratbi Dcptt. of Nagpur University. I am thankful to

him for the help received,

25* Page 86.

56. Page 217-218.

27. Jour. Ganga Nath Jha Res, last. Vol. IX. Page 97.

28. Out line of the Religious Literature of India P. 226-370,



[The Puranas are closely connected with the reli-

gions sects like aiva, Vaisnava and Sakta, hence a parti-

cular Parana mainly aims at glorifying the God concerned,

by elevating him to the highest position and showing him

to be superior to all others ; and in order to achieve this

they naturally include a good number of legends or myths,

besides their main topics as pronounced in the definition of

'Purana'. The writer here, for example, mentions the

legend of Ksupa and Dadhlca, as we now get it in the Siva

Linga Purarjas, and takes great pains to make an historico-

critical appraisal of it. He also makes out that the story

was developed through many stages and that in its course

of development it got considerably changed and reconstruc-

ted in accordance with the avowed position of the Puranic

tradition. The author of these Puranas has
primarily

intended to serve twofold purpose through such a
story,

to establish the great superiority of the God Siva and

the consequent greatness of his devotee who had been

blessed by Him with the three boons, and also at the same

time as he cherished the desire, to prove that the Brahmana

caste was ever superior to the Ksatrya caste.

The legend is here actually reproduced with a view

to explore the possibility of the conditions and motives

that led the author of the puranas to modify or reconstruct

it, There are, however, some connecting links between

the different stories to be met with in the Rgveda and the

Mahabharata on the one side and the Puranic form of the

legend on the other, The author of the legend, according

to the present writer, has expressly incorporated into it

almost all significent elements as referred to here in a syn-

cretic way. From this it becomes clear that the Puranas
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present the best amalgamation of Vedic and Tantrik

elements in a synthetic manner that also constitutes one

of the most important charactaristics of the Puranas.J
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ARTHA AND ARTHAfiASTRA IN THE PURANIC
ICONOGRAPHY AND THEIR SYMBOLICAL

' IMPLICATIONS

BY

OM PRAKASH

*

1| feip^ (ill. 53 7-12)

However crude and grotesque, the ancient Indian icons may

appear to be In the eyes of their foreign connoisseurs, true to the

motto of their designers, they are the live embodiments of (he

ideas mythical, spiritual and otherwise transcending the limits of

verbal expression.
1 One of the peculiar characteristics of Indian

culture, as the presence of a spiritual core in every department of

1. CoomarBWami, Dance of Siva pp. 96ff.

Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting p. 96.

? JCramrisch, Indian Sculpture pp. 28ff
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life is, one need wonder at the inclusion of artha and arthasastra

in the domain of Puranic iconography. The icon of artha, we are

told at one place, is to be fashioned in the form of Dhanada the

god
of wealth. 1 The same source regards Dhanadhyaksa or

Kubera as the embodiment of all the arthasastras.
8 A glance at

the features of the image of Kubera and their symbolical impli-

cations, as prescribed in the texts sheds an interesting light upon

(he popular and spiritual concept of artha and arthasastra as Jbeld

in ancient India.

Dhanada or Kubera is to be given a complexion resembling

that of lotus leaves. He is to ride a man and is lo be adorned

with all the ornaments and dresses all golden in coloui. His belly

should be big and pot-like, his hands should be four in number.

Left of his two eyes should be yellow fa^?T4
His dress is

prescribed to be 'aplcya' which T. A. Gopinath Riw takes

to be that of westerners
8 while a note (probably editorial)

in the text itself interprets it as 'very beautiful'/ He should

wear an armour and a necklace hanging down to his belly. His

face should be provided with a beard and mustaches with two

short tusks in his mouth. His head described as the destroyer

of the enemy should be shown as slightly inclining to the,at.

In his left lap is to be seated the boon bestovver goduess Mdto

his consort. The right one of her two hands should be j

on the back o the god while the left one should-

p-atra'.
The right pair of the four hands of the god.

marked with the figure of a lion and a
_

D

^
M to be portrayed the treasures called a*^__ l

S Elements of Hindu Iconography Vol. II. P

that the embl6m3 wc held by
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human forms, with their faces emerging out of conch shell

an<jl lofcus fi<pwer respectively.
1

After this physical description of the feature of the image
we ar<? told of their symbolical imports. Thus Dhanada is said

to be one oi the forms of Aniruddha. He is dressed in a drapery
o goldea co^ur because gold is the most precious of all the

wealths. 4 His sakti is known as the sakti or power probably
the same as 'prabhu' and 'ntsaha' etc. His gada is the embodi-

ment of dandaniti while his consort Riddhi stands for 'lokayatra
1

or tfaei journey of l.ife. The 'ratnapatra' in her hand symbolises

the receptacle of qualities ^TOR. The man whom the god is

riding stands for the state or ^l^T, The two nidhis viz., sarhkha

an-dr p>,toa which are bodily present are embodiments of wealth,

The \w standai$ whkh the god is holding represents artha

all its powers while the two short tusks of his mouth stand

the- powers of punishment i.e. 'nigraha' and of bestowing
i.e. 'amagraha

1

.
8

Now Hi we substitute artha or arthasastra in the place of

Ktrbera CHF Dhanada the entire iconographic characteristics of the

god acquire altogether new meaning.

|ubera is one of the lokapalas
3 and hence the ultimate

1^ Visnudh. III. 53. 1-7. cf Mateya 261. 20-2^.

2, Sfe5*

?rnT

: II

Vis^udh. HI, 53.

3. A. Getty, Gods of Northern Baddhism p. 139.
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Purpose of the science of arthasastra is to sustain the world.

Ar&as'astra has to regulate ajnd govern all those affairs of man
that are likely to accentuate or impede the march of life in the

World, in as irmqh a& Kubera is the lord of 'lokayStra' embodied
to the form of Riddhi his consort. As against the well known
tradition of the epic and Kamasutra which regards dandariiti as

the source of arthasastra 1

the present conception appears to take

Qa$da.nfti in a more restricted sense,, otherwise it would not

We regarded gada in the right hand of the icon as the symbol
f daridaruti, As is cleat from the, nature of the weapon which

stands for it^ dandanlti is nothing but tbe policy of punishment.
The lion standard which the divine namesake of the sastra holds

^ one of his, left hands makes it quite clear that the sastna is

Primarily devoted to artha of which tbe standard is the insignia.

It may also be of some importance to notice, as Getty points

ut,, the lion associated with Dhanada bears green names as

Against the usual yellow ones.
1 The feature that the god is

nding ^ man js no ie?s a striking one. This shows that the

burden of the entire regulative activities of the sasrra is to be

borne by common man.a

References to Dhanada and Dhanapati no doubt occqr in

the Ri^ved^ ajid Atharvaveda5
but these epithets signify rather

the charitable aspect o.f Indta than an independent god Ku,bera ;

for Gautama' a,n& Apastamba
7
&till reckon Kubera and Nandisvara

not as g<pds l?ut as human beings. Tlie Grihyasutra of Sankha-

y^na, however, prescribes the offerings of meat, sesamum seeds and

flowers tor Kubeca
'

and Rudrasiva.
6 Other Grihyasutras e. g.

1, Kftmasatra, I, I &-1Q, ; Mbfc. XII* Cb, 59.

2, A-jGett^. op. cit., p., Ul^

3, 13opkBa iotcvpretcA 'NaravSharvs' as drawn by spirits, JAOS

pp. 6D but- bcre nara ia obviously said jo bignify rajya or

4. t. 33. 2^-

5. V , 23. 2*

6. 16. 34. \ Theac refer to Dharmaautraa.
7. 1* 3. 11. 3, J
8. I. 11, 6.
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Hiranyakesin know him as god. In the epics and the Puranas

the godhood of Kubera is unquestioned, He is the lord of the

Yaksas and Alaka, the guardian of north, the son of Visravas and

Idavida or alternatively of Pulastya and the brother of Ravana.*

He is known also as the son of a Yaksa Purnabhadra, his

early name is Harikesa. Numerous legends about Kubera are

scattered through the pages of the epics and the Puranas. Several

attributes on the lines of which his image was later on devised

appear in the course of these legends. Thus his lordship of

Riddhi2 and his being carried by a man 3 as also his association

with the personified nidhis Sarhkha and Padma as his councillors*

are concepts already established in the epics. His association,

nay his identification with artha and arthasastra, however, is a

notion that is conspicuous by its absence not only in the epics but

also in most of the Puranas. But the fact that he was considered

to be embodiment of artha and arthasastra in the Visnu-

dharmottara Pur2na, as already noticed above, was not without a

clue in the history of the development of the conception of Kubera,

The fact that Kubera is bracketed with Nandisvara as

human being and with Rudrasiva as a god is significant. Nandi-

svara like Kubera was also elevated to godhood and was

regarded as an important member of the retinue of Siva. Rudra-

siva along with whom Kubera is mentioned, we know, was a

prototype of Siva and probably a mixture of the Aryan and non-

Aryan concepts. Nandisvara is moreover credited by Vatsya-

yana with the extraction of the portions on kama from the

gigantic compendium which Brahma composed on all the four

purnsarthas.
5

Similarly Visalaksa, a synonym of Siva and a

predecessor of Kau^ilya whom he quotes, is reputed to have

extracted the portions on artha from the same compendium of

1. E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology pp, 142 ff. Bhag. IX. 2. 32-33.

Brahmanda, II. 18, 1-2; 35,94; 36.28. III. 7.254, 331 j 8.44
;
72.2,

Matsya, 121. 2-3 ; 137.32. Vayu, 69. 19G.

2. Mbh. III. 139.8
; V, 117,9 ; XIII. 146.4.

3. Ibid. III. 168. 13
;
V. 192.42. etc. '

4. E. W. Hopkins, op. cit. p. 143.

5. Kamasvltra, 1. 1.5-JO, trans. S. C. Upadhyay p. 67.
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tahnia.1 Now Kubera who was once on a par with Nandisvara
*e promulgator of the science of erotics, should also be connected
* some way or the other with the science of the artha. The
ep was not an altogether a new one as the god was already

^sociated
with the nidhis Sankha and Padma as his councillors.

e can, thus, easily be regarded as an embodiment of artha and
thasfistra, the sister pursuit of kama and its science.

Ths association of Kubera with Rudrasiva as the gods of the
e status demonstrates the amalgamation of the vedic and non-

vedic currents in the conception of Kubera, if not his non-vedic

ngtn, This again, however accidentally lends a tacit support to
e ^eory, already held by some ancient authorities, of the non-

origin of arthasastra,
8

Harikesa, the would be Ganapati or Kubera, we are told,
Was a righteous and a devout person from his very childhood

*nspite of his being a yaksa by birth. Observing the man-like

activities and nature of his son, his father Purnabhadra exhorted
m io adopt that way of life to which a yaksa is entitled.

"v hen no response was shown from his side his father exiled him
and he came over to Kasi where he devoted himself exclusively

to Siva and began to practise austerities. Pleased by his penance
Stva gave him the boon of being immune to all the diseases and

death, venerable to all the ganas and lord of all the wealth.

He also blessed him to be the bestower of foodgrains 'annadata',

ancl protector of fields 'ksetrapala' besides being invincible.3

This tradition about the god is also significant in so far as it ties

arthasastra as represented through him to 'v3rta* one of the

essential bases of the state organisation with which the arthasastra

professes to deal,

It was hitherto the convention of Hindu mythology to

reckon Kubera as the god of wealth but the foregoing discussion

makes it quite clear that there is at least a tendency,

1. Mbh. XII, 59,80.

2, J, S. Ncgi. Some Jndological Studies Vol. I* p 6. cf. Medhatitbi <JQ

Manu VIL 1.
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PEHOA THE ANCIENT PRITHUDAKA

DEVENDRA HANDA,

, Bade Trg. College, Sardarshahr (Raj.}

Bra&

srfir

T^ f

sn^r^f

I]

Pehoa1 is the tehaii headquarters^
of District Karnal.

1, Also written'^Pch^r^uTTeh^ Imperial Gazetteer of India,

XX, New Edition, Oxford 1908, p. 100 ;
Karnal District Gazetteer,

1890 pp 31 fL* C.T Rodgers, Revised List of Objects of Archaeo-

logical Interest in the Punjab, Lahore I89i,pp, 56-57, ctv

U
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Haryana Prant, situated in 2959' North Latitude and 7635'

East Longitude, on the sacred SarasvatI river, about 25 Kilo-

meters west of the famous city of Kuril kshetra or Thanesar

(ancient Sthanvisvara) with which it is connected by a metalled

road. It is connected by road with Ambala and Kaithal* also.

Its railway station, Pehoa Road by name, lies on the Kurukshetra-

Narwana section of the Northern Railway and is about

11 kilometers south of the town connected by a kaccha road.

The place occupied a prominent place amongst the holy places

of ancient India and is still regarded as an important tirtha,

It is visited by a large number of people and a fair is held here

in March or April every year. The antiquity of the place is

proved by the great number of its antiquarian remains it possesses

and by its many references in the Mahabharata, the Puranas

and in the later literature as one of the most important tlrthas

of Kurukshetra.

ITS NAME

The modern name Pehoa is a corruption of the Sanskrit word

PrithMaka which was the original name of the city as we learn

from the Garibnath Temple inscription of this place.
8 This

name, however, was derived from Prithu son of Raja Vena "who

was cured of his leprosy by bathing in the SarasvatI. Prithu

performed the usual sraddha after his death and sat on the bank

o! SarasvatI for twelve days offering water to all comers. The

spot, therefore, was called Prithuclaka and the city which he

built on the same spot or in its vicinity was also named similarly
4

.

ITS IMPORTANCE AND SANCTITY.

Prithudaka has been regarded as one of the most important
and sacred tirthas of India. It is situated on the bank of the

2, Ancient Kapisthala, see V. S. Agrawal^ India Aa Known To

Patjiui, Lucknow 1953, pp. 65 & 77
; N. L. Dey, Geographical

Dictionary of Ancient and Medieval India, p. 92 ;
GJ. Rodgers, Op.

cit, pp. 19-20.

3, E.L, I (1892), pp. 184-90. Also see Kavya-mlmarEisa o RsjaSckhara,
tr. by Pt> Kedarnath. Sharrna, Patna, 1954, pp. 227 & 291.

4, IGI, op. elt.,, p. 100., Sir Alexander Cunningham. The) Ancient GeO'

graphy of India, Varanasi, 1963, p, 283; ASH, XIV, p. 101.
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Sarasvatl river which has been held as the most divir.e sr.d

best of the rivers in the Rigveda
5 and has been eulogised much

in the later literature,
8

It was created by Brahma hur^ai u.lc.,g

with all the beings and the five elements and Pruiiakn glorL-3

on its bank

*'

Vamana Puran^, XXII. :).

Prithudaka has been regarded as possessed of many n^ntr,

remover of sins and auspicious*,
7 It is famous in :,H thu ;ii: -

worlds ^^ftWftq^.
11 There is no other holy place mue n: t ri

torious sacred and sanctifying than Prithudaka

Mbb. (Cr. fid.) III. 81, 12S.

Padma P. I. 27, 36-37.

It is told in the Mbh. that any wrong committed by man or

woman, intentionally or ,nintentiona%, is obliterated by
ta^J

a bath in Prithudaka an* he or she gets the *

sacrifice and goes
12 ;

vllt Mt 4 ! v "

S. Mil. -J,
, ,.,..,.

13! "k-' e
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sins also go to heaven merely by taking a dip here

Mbh. (Cr. Ed.) III. 81-129.

The sage Rushangu knowing that his end was quite near

came here leaving the bank of the Ganga and uttered the

benediction that whosoever dies in Prithudaka while reciting

prayers is not afflicted by death again

ffit

Vam, P. XXXIX. 19.

It is said that Kurukshetra is holy, that the Sarasvatl is

holier than Kurukshetra, that the united tirthas are holier than

the Sarasvatl and that Prithudaka is holier than the united
*

tirthas

eNft 3l$*w aq^t ii

Bbh. III. 81. 125.

Padma P. I. 27, 83-34.

It is the best of all the tirthas, a su-tlrtha.

ITS MINOK: TIRTHAS

There is a large number of places of pilgrimage in and
around Prithudaka, the more important of which have been

mentioned in the following lines.

1. Agni tlrtha10

2. Apsarodaya tlrtha1 1

3. Aru$5-sangama, situated on the confluence of the

Sarasvatl with Aruna,*-
2 abont 5 km. shouth-east ef

Pehoa. A mound near the junction testifies to its

antiquity.
18

10. Mbh. in. 81, 1 19 i Padma P. I, g7> 27,

11. Sec ASR XIV, p. 102 ; Vishnu P. (ed. Wilson), p. 395 ; PP. I. 27, 27.

12. Mbh. HI. 81, 131 ; IX. 43, 30-43 ; PP. I. 27, 39 ; VSra. P. XL,

13. CASRH,p, J02,
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4. Avakirna -here Dhritarashtra scattered jewels in order

to appease the sage Bakti Dalbhya who was performing

a sacrifice to destroy the riches and glory of the former

who had earlier insulted him. 14

5. Arshfcishena Tirtha 1 *

6. Asvina Tirtha16

7. Ausanasa Tirtha here Aus'anasa (i. e., Sukra) got the

status of a planet and the sage Rahodara got rid of the

skull of a Rakshasa which had clung him in the neck.

So it is known as Sukra tlrtha and Kapala-Mochana

also. 17

8* Brahmayoni It was here that Brabn?2 created the

human beings in four classes. By taking a dip here

one gets rid of birth after death. 18 According to the

Mhh. and the Padma Puratia, a person who takes bath

at Brahrua-yoni attains Brahma-loka and sanctifies

seven generations.
19

9. Chatussarmidra tlrtha.
50

10. Devapi tfrtha.ai

11. Devltlrtba 23

12. Kapalamochana See Ausanasa tlrtha above. _^

14 . Mbh . m 41^ !
. 81-139 Vam. P. XXXIX, 24, 35 ; PP. I, 27, 41-45 ;

Br. P, (II), LXV, 107.

15. Mbh. IX. 38, 22; 39, 3-9.

16. PP. I, 26, 1 5 r Vam. P. 34, SI .

17. Mbb. III. 81, 116.118 ; IX. 3B9 4-20 j GP. L!l, 6;W-J'
Vam.P.8,49.51;32.W6;.37;39. 1-15; Br, P. IL 65.

and 121.

18. Vam, P. 39. 20-24.

19. m OT^T ^rm ^r^ ^r^r i jnwra^ *rf

m. Mbh. III. 81, 121 and PP. L 27, 29,30.

Also' Sce J^h. IX, 40, 1 ;
GP. 83,2* & SO ; PP. *. 26, 66 5

1. 27,2 ;

Br P II. 65. 61, 10i and 142 ; GASR II* p. lOB*

20. PP L",M ; Br. P. It. 65, 110 ;
GASR IL p. Itt.
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13. Kofi tlrtha33

14. Mankanaka Asrama The place of the old sage Man-

kanaka born of Sukanya from the god Vayu. Once

by the wound of a Kusa grass io his hand he saw saka-

rasa oozing from his hand and started dancing in

pleasure. Siva appeared before him and asked him the

reason which he was told. Then Siva showed him his

hand from which bhasma fell constantly. The sage

felt ashmed for his act and eulogised Siva who

gave him the boon that He will be ever-present in

his hermitage.
24

15. Madhusrava Tirtha It was here that the Sarasvati

changed its waters into honey to gratify Nalmsha's son

Yayati who performed hundred sacrifices on its banks.

Ghritasrava and Dugdhasrava are two of its adjoining

tirthas. The Madhusrava nadi mentioned in Brihan-

naradlya Purana, Uttarakhanda, 65.8 is probably the

name of the Sarasvati near this tirtha. Religious rites

are performed here for the salvation of the departed

souls. It finds mention in various Puranas SB

16. Manojava Tirtha By taking a bath here, one gets the

merit of the donation of one thousand cows. 26

17. Manusha Tirtha It was here that black deer, wounded

by the arrows of hunters, had a dip in the pond

and became human beings. It is said that a devoted

person loses all his sins merely by its sight.

The river Apaga flowed one krosa east of it.
87

23. Mbh. Ill 80, 68 ; PP I. 12, 9
; 17, Sflf

; 26, 14 & 95 ; Vara. P. 34, 28-30
;

Br.P.(IIjLXV.27-29,90.
24. Mbh* III. 81, 97-115 : IX, 37, 34-49: pp. I. 27, 4QT; etc.

25. Br. p. 11,65, 108
j pp. If 27, 38

; etc.

26. Mta. HL 81,78 ; pp. I. 26, 87
; Br. p. II. 65, 82.

27. Vam. P. 35, 50-56
; Br. P. II. 65, 57-58; PPI. 26, 60^63. It is interest-

ing to note that M. L, Bhargava (The Geography of Eigvedic India,

LuelcnoYr, 1964, p. 32) sees a reference to this tirtha in thcRV.I,

128, 7 and III, 23, 4. He identifies it with modem Manas, situated

about 5 km. north-west of Kaithal.
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18. Papantaka Tirtha Here Svarai Karttika got

from the sin of killing his brother. One gets r:

all one's sins and obtains the merit of a

by taking a dip here

\\

19. Prithvesvara Tirtha..

20. Prachl-Sarasvatl The Surasvuti flowc-i i:u, ,

easterly direction. Nothing is inacct'E,-ibie in t:~

world and the next to those who perfoirn i*c:.ftc-.

the gods live in this tirtha,
21

21. Phalgu-ttrtha It is important like th-! Gjiy-:t

All the tlrthas, oceans and sticums ui lit. uv:*h \

it one day each in turn

a
i SO T * i v

*
- * "

i
'

"'

It is mentioned at various places.
It 1* - - *

with the modern Pbaral village."

22. RSmaTIrtha
8 *

before his death and

benediction

28.

29,

so. Mbh.in. 8i> 98;

20; etc.
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while uttering his prayers would not be afflicted by
death again,

88

24. Sapta-Sarasvata tlrtha where the river SarasvatI

flowed in seven streams. Here Mankanaka achieved

perfection. It was visited by Balararna and is

considered to be the best ot the holy places on the

Snrusvatl.8 *

25. Sindhu-dvlpa Asrama.85

26. Soma tlrtha there are two tirthas of this name. By
taking a clip in one Soma tlrtha one attains the merit

of a Rajasuya sacrifice and in the other, one attains

the Soma-loka. 38

27. Sthanu-Tirtha On the east bank of the Sarasvatt

near the Vasishtbasrama where Lord Stharm adored

the SarasvatT, sacrificed and established the tlrtha,

Skanda was anointed as the head of the army here.37

28. Varaha tlrtha.88

29. VasishthaprachI Tlrtha where Vasisbtfm was saved

by the SarasvatI from being murdered by Visvamitru.

It is also known as VasishthS-puvaha tirtha.
89

30. Visvamitra Tlrtha where Visvamitra attained Bruh-

mana-ship by his severe austerities.40 Now it is

represented by a mound.

33, Mbh. IX, 38, 53-29; Vam. P. XXXIX. 19.

34, Mbh. III. 81, 97-115; IX. 37, 3fF; IX, 37, 34-49
;
Br. P. II. 65, 103-4 ;

GP. 81, 5
;
PP, I. 27, 4ff ; Vam. P. 38, 21-23; 47, 17-22; 57, 92; 62, 45,

It is identified -with modern Mangana village by local tradition.

35, Mbh. IX. 38, 32; 39, 10.

36, Mbh. III. 33,19, 114-115 and 185; Br. P. II. 65, 103 and 111; PP. I*

B', Sand 72.

37, Mbh, IX. 42, 4-7; Vam. P. 40, 1-45; 42, 30; 45, 1-5 ; 47, 1-163; 48,

1-35; 49, 7, 51; 84, 18-19: 90, 17; etc.

38, ^Br,
P. II. 65, 31; GP. 81, 15; PP. I. 26, 15-16; Vam. P. 34, 82. Cf.

temple of Yajaa-Varaha mentioned in the Garibnath temple inscrip-

tion, E,I,, I. pp, 184-90.

39, Mbh. III. 84, 140-1 : IX. 42
; Br. P. II. 65, 100

j
GP. 83, 65.

40, Mblu III, 81, 120
;
IX, 38, 22 and 32 ; 39, 1 1-31

;
Br. P. II, 65, 106 ;

PP. I. 27, 28,
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Besides these theie are many more tiithas of compurr.tivclv

lesser importance in and around Prithudaka.

ITS ARCHAEOLOGY

Being a very old holy place Pehoa is of great archaeological

interest also. There are many old mounds in and around it a:i4

ire indicative of its past glory. It has yielded a large nuwbrr cf

antiquarian remains and many more are still coming to Sight.

The earliest remains of Pehoa are in the form of p^;:^;-

which were collected for the first time from the sou th*\vx=tu::

quarter of the mound (on which the present town is situated a. :r,

years
back.*1 These potsherds are known to the arcbatJogg-

ly
the name of Painted Grey Ware and have been associated j:h

the Aryan people. Painted Grey Ware has been put >.: li:
>

chronological limits of circa 1100-800 B. C. So it can very easily

be presumed that Pehoa must have been founded S-JTT.L ir,e

during this period.

Next, are the terracotta reliefs*
3 of the Gupta pu:o,i ac-1

old bricks of large size. Mention should be made in particular U

a terracotta plaque depicting some royal personage starvl ^ -

throne in the lalitasana pose. The piece is interesting ::.-:r,

t^

artistic view point Then come the epigraphical,
scul;*:^

:,: *

monumental remains of the medieval period.
The ir^I iieJ 1 ^

Pralasti of Mahendrapal throws considerable light on the ^ ^
of the region in the times of the Pratibara emperor MafaeiMr^
It is now preserved ia the Lucknow Museum. Ti:, ^
inscription known as the Garibnath Temple tecri^ ^,

.

Za 276 (= A. D. 882 ;
refers to a horse-i^

held ^-
and the construction of the temple of TtajuaAui-U t,

Prithudaka must have been a famous commercial
' ____^-'

i
'

i

'

^f V
r~^7 B. S. Lai. 'Hastinapur* Report', Anoi Ind>, X- 141

Se Spooer, ARASI. .9,1, & ^m ;^ ^

XXXI No * CPc, ^55,, PP.

Vol. XX, Noa. 2-3, pp. 163-64.

4. G. Buhler, E, I. f I

5. Ibid., pp. 184-90.

12
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days. Both the above-mentioned inscriptions were brought to

light first by Cunningham nearly a hundred years ago.*
8

Amongst
the sculptural remains important are a carved doorway*

7
(now

fixed in a modern Sarasvati temple on the bank of the Sarasvati),

a carved pillar and on old "gargoyle."
48

Cunningham noticed the

remains of a medieval temple on Visvamitra's mound (locally

known as Visvatnitra Ka Tila) .*
9

Some time back, some more sculptures of the medieval

period were discovered.60 These include the figures of BrahmS-

Satasvati, Siva-Parvati, Yama, a lion, etc. Some stray amalakda

and carved portions of pillars were also noticed. The figures of

Brahma-Sarasvati, iva*Parvati and the lion are now lying in the

Department of Ancient History, Culture and Archaeology of the

Kurukshetra University, Kurkshetra.

The old temples o'f Pehoa were destroyed by the Muslims

and the present ones which we see now were got constructed by
the Marathas when they held sway over this region before tlte

English occupied it.

We thus see that Pehoa has been an important tfrtha of

India since times immemorial and has remained in continuous

habitation to the present day. Even now, at the time of annual

fair thousands of persons from all over India come here to have a

holy dip in the Sarasvti and get rid of all their sins t

46. QASR II, pp. 224-26
; XIV, pp. 101-2 and 131-2,

47. Ibid, ; C. J. Rodgere, Report of the Punjab Circle of Archaeological

Survey, Calcutta* 1891, pp. 15-17.

48. Ibid,
; Agrawal, lHQ.(Mareh 1956), pp. 33-3^

49. Cunningham, op, cit,

50. Devendra Handa, "Pehovva An Ancient Holy Place", Advance,

Jan.-Mareh, 1966, pp. 28-29,



IN MEMORIAM

DE. PANNA LAL

The Board of Trustees of the All-India Kashiraj Trust

places on record its deep sorrow at the demise on 29th May, 1967

of Dr. Panna Lai, Retd. I, C. S., C. S. I,, C. I. E., M. A,, B. Sc,

LL. B., D. Litt., Ph. D. 5
Bar-at Law. He was one of the First

Trustees of the Trust nominated by the Government of India on

24th April, 1956 when the Trust was founded under the aegies of

the Government.

After a.brilliant career at Allahabad University where he

took a triple first in Arts, Science and Law, he was called to the

bar at Gray's Inn London and stood arst in the Indian Civil

Service Examination.

He had a distinguished record of successful administration

and was greatly respected in the Government and he retired in

1944 while serving as Advisor to the Governor of XJttar Pradesh.

In early 1930 Lord Lothian, Chairman of the Franchise Committee

commented about the memorandum on the Franchise problem

prepared by Dr, Panna Lai as "ablest of its kind produced
in the

country."

Inspiteofhis strenuous duties in service he could keep up

bis scholarly persuits and was a scholar of Sanskrit and an

luthority on ancient Indian history and numismatics. Hindu

philosophy and theology were his favourite subjects.

He was posted as Commissioner of Benares once in 1931

md again in 1935 and in this capacity he held the office of fV

Political Agent of the Benares State and was closely conned

ivith the Darbar,

He was a great devotee of Mata Anandmayee and in h.

ater days he mostly spent his time in deep meditation and passed

iway at the ripe old age of 84,

We all pray that God may grant him eternal peace.

RAMESM CHANDRA DE



ACTIVITIES OF THE ALL INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

(JANUARY-JUNE, 1967)

VSMANA PURANA WORK

I. Critical Edition :

The Critical text of the Vamana PurSna has been

constituted primarily on the basis of the collation of twenty

Manuscripts, i. e. 4 Kashmirian MSS., 3 Bengali MSS,, 10 Deva-

nagarl MSS. of Northern India, and 3 South Indian MSS. (One

Devanagarl MS, from the Adyar Library, One Nandlnagarl MS,

from the Srngerl Matha, and one Telugu MS. from the Govern-

ment Oriental MSS. Library, Madras,)

Of these, the Kashmirian MS, No. 4012 (Steine Catalogue)

procured from Shri Raghnnath Sanskrit Library, Jammu, througli

the kind courtesy of Dr, Karan Singh, Maharaja of Jammu and

Kashmir, contains a very valuable Sanskrit commentary on the

Vamana Purana by the Kashmirian Pandita, Rama Chandra

Bhatta, It is the only known and available Sanskrit commentary

on the Vamana Purana, It lucidly explains difficult portions of

the text, and also mentions some variants,

WORK ON THE OTHER

a Purana :

As has been mentioned previously it is being critically

edited under the direction of Dr. V, Raghavan on the basis of uu

Assamese MS. and a London MS, Uptil now ten chapters have

been published in the 'Purana' Bulletin. The next eight chapters

(11-18) are being published in this July issue of the 'Purana
1

.

Further chapters are being edited, and will be published in several

instalments.

The work of the collation of the Kurma Purana MSS, has

been suspended for the time being, for all our staff is engaged iu

t&e t&iaiia Puraija work.
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THE *PURANA' BULLETIN

The 'Purana
1

Bulletin is regularly and punctually published

each year on every Vasanta Pancharm (January-February) and

Vyasa Purnima (July). With this July issue the Tiuaua'

completes nine years of its publication. The nine yearly volumes

consist of more than 3500 pages, and contain about 200 articles

on various Puranic topics, written by Indian and foreign Indologists

interested in the Puranic study and research.

We are glad to mention that the ^Government of India has

approved the nomination of Dr. L. Sternbach, United Nations,

New York, as Honorary Member of the Editorial Board of the

'Purana' by the All India Kashiraj Trust. He has been a regular

contributor to the 'Purana' Bulletin. His Iearne4 articles have

appeared in several issues of the 'Purana'. We welcome him to

our Editorial Board and hope that we will be receiving his advice

arid active co-operation.

VEDA PAR&YANA

During the bright half (Sukla-paksa) of the last M5gha
(January) month the pardyana by memory of the Sakala-S.akba
of tfce ?gveda was arranged in the Vyasa temple of the Ranmagar
Fort. The reciter was Pt. Kesava Sitarama Joglekar of Mysore
State. The Parayana was very successful and at the end of it

the reciter was presented a certificate of merit and the usual

with the Ratna-KanTcana

PURANA PATHA AND PRAVACANA

Pt$ha and pravacana of the foUowing PurSnas were

(1) DevT^Bhagavata, from 10. 2. 67 to 18. 2, 67 in the
Sumeni temple of Ramnagar, The discourses on it were
*v % Ft. Visvamtha Sastri Datar of Varanasi,

(2)
Vamana^ PurSria, from 27. 2. 67 to 9. 3. 67 in the

Dharma^la on the bank of the Ganga. The discoursesm ^ were given by Prof. Baldeva Upadhyaya of the

Vnranaseya Sa^rit University.
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(3) Adhyatma Ramayana, from 10.4.67 to 18. 4. 67 in

Janakpura temple of Ramnagar. The discourses on it

were given by post-Acharya Pt. Ramalaksmanacharya

of Varanasi.

Besides, the parayana and the katha of the Ramacarita-

Manasa of Gosvami Tulasldasa was arranged as usual from

11. 5. 67 to 19. 5. 67 in the Kali temple at Chakia, a place about

20 miles from Ramnagar, where the gathering was in thousands.

At the close of the parayana and the Jcatha the Udyapam

ceremony was duly performed and the prasada was distributed.

MEETING OF THE PURANTA-COMMITTEE

A meeting of the Parana-Committee of the All-India

Kashiraj Trust was held in the Ramnagar Fort on Dec. 30, 31,

1966, under the Chairmanship of His Highness Dr. Vibhuti

Narain Singh. It was attended by Dr. R, K. Sharma, Education

Ministry, Govt. of India, and Dr. S. N. Sastri, the former

Vice-Chancellor of the Varanaseya Sanskrit University. Pt.

Visvanatha Sastri Datar and Pt. Harirama Sukla, the two

Sanskrit scholars of Varanasi, were also invited.

Certain principles of constituting the text of the Vamana
Purana and the question of its extent were discussed. The

Editor, Sri Anand Swarup Gupta, explained these principles

and placed before the scholars some constituted readings as

way of illustrations. So'me of the readings were discussed. As

regards the extent of the Vamana Purana text Dr. S. N. Sastri

and the two learned Pandits were of opinion that its extent

should be the same as that of the text of the Venkatesvara
printed edition, because according to the Naradlya Purana the

extent of the Purva-bhaga of the Vamana Purana text (which

only is now available) as represented by the vulgate is 6,000
slokas. They did not favour the omission of the 27 Adhyayas
of tile Saro-mShatmya which are all omitted in the Bengali and
the South Indian MSS, from the main text of the Vamana
Parana.

^

Dr. R. K. Sharma, however, was of opinion that the

Manuscript evidence should also be taken into consideration,

We are thankful to these scholars for their, co-operation^
discussions.
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OF THE J4GADGURU SJRI SANKABACHARYA OF

His Holiness Jagadguru Sri Sankaracharya of the Sarada

, Sringeri Ma$ha, Mysore, visited the Ramnagar Fort in

evenjn.|* of May 3 on the occasion of his visit to Varanasi.

His Pighness Maharaja Dr. Vibhuti Narain Singh welcomed

the distinguished guest. His Highness also performed the pada

p&ja of the PaduJeas (Sandals) with the help of the Pandits of

tfcie %inger$ Mafcha. pt, Rajesv^ra Sastri was also present,

After the Pada-puja the prasada was distributed and blessings

were given by His Holiness, His Hojiness was also pleased to

bless the young Maharajakumar who was in his Brahmacari'

vf&hfy ^fhose Yajftopavlta cerempny had been performed a few

months before.

Tfce Kashiraj Trust presented a set of its twelve publi-

cations to His Holiness as a mark of respect. In his letter of

June 17, 1967 the Private Secretary to His Holiness acknowledges

Qf these publications and further writes that 'His

ig immensely glad to find thaj: the Purana Department
of the Kashiraj Trust has done very useful work',

The Nandt-Nagari Manuscript of the Vamana-Purana was

pr^cpr^d fey us from the Srfogeri Maha Library. The Trust

is. v<|jp jruicl* grateful to His Holiness for his generoug help and

co-operation, and hopes that the same will be available to the

Thraefc In future also.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS AND GUESTS :

Rivieri Professor of Indology, Madrjd

University, Spain, and Mrs, Rivieri visited the Purana Department
on January 6> If67 -and appreciated its work,

Dr, H, Von Stietencron, South Asia Institute, University
@f l&idel&erg, Ge*uian^, also visited the Purina Department,
He writep iffef Tna&t \s dQi^ rr;o^t usefql work, wWc& is

specially important for every scholar dealing with Puranic
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The following distinguished persons were the guests of

His Highness Maharaja Vibhuti Narain Singh who were

acquainted with the activities of the Trust and were presented

the latest volume of the Purana bulletin and other presentation

pamphlets :

1. Dr. Juan Roger Rivieri Professor of Indology, Madrid

University, Spain and Mrs, Rivieri,

2. Shri Gaj Raj Singh, LA.S. ; Managing Deputy Director,

Tourism.

3. Shri M.C. Desai
; Chief Justice, Allahabad High Court,

4. Dr. C. D. Deshmukh, and Shrimati Deshmukha,

5. Shri V. Jha, Foreign Secretary, Govt, of India, New

Delhi.

6. Shri S. C. Datt ; Prof., Mayo College, Ajmer.

THE SOUTH INDIAN TOURIST BEUREAU

The tourist office of the Trust is working as usual and

this year about 575 pilgrims were attended to. The Trust has also

arranged for the fecility of accomodation for the pilgrims to

perform raddha ceremony at their Shivala House and many
pilgrims who visited Varanasi availed of this fecility.

A Klrtan party of about 200 persons visited Varanasi and

were accomodated at Shivala House. They arranged for their

Kirtanas (devotional songs) for the general public and there was

a good response from the Public of Banaras.

During this period we lost the Librarian of our Purana

Dept, Sbri Ranganath Pandey, whose sad and untimely demise

occured on May 1. He was a very sincere and silent worker,

We pray for the peace of the departed soul.
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